U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patty Lambert
2354 W Gatesburg Rd
Warriors Mark, PA 16877
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sir anomen
8009 Kathryn Ave Se
Albuquerque, NM 87108
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Phelps
381 E Boise St.
Kuna, ID 83634
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne-Marie Zmek
5215 W 92nd St
Oak Lawn, IL 60453
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alan Iott
575 Haiku Rd.
Haiku, HI 96708
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anton Sober
3679 Southglenn Drive
Reisterstown, MD 21136
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Until the toxic chemicals used in fracking is proven to NOT be a tremendous danger to our ground water and God only knows what else. (There has been conjecture about fracking causing earthquakes!) If the POTUS agrees to permit exportation of gas it obviously is going to increase the problems caused by fracking and create a demand for more and more fracking. Please, President Obama, do not sign the permits for these 16 gigantic fossil fuel projects.

F

Sincerely,

A.M. Zubre

19 - 29th Avenue

Venice, CA 90291
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adam Ambrose
1911 8th St Apt A
Berkeley, CA 94710
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Aaron McVanner
843 O Street
Fortuna, CA 95540
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Augustine, A. VERRENGIA, B/GEN USAF RET
20707 North Ridge
Lago Vista, TX 78645
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Abigale wool
112 West Arbor Street
Long Beach, CA 90805
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alison Shilling
2766 Eelplace
Davis, CA 95616
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anneliese Butler
102 W. Montgomery Ave.
Ardmore, PA 19003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Miguel Olmos
1145 Marion Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90026
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amelia Kroeger
65 Stubbs Bay Road
Maple Plain, MN 55359
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Kurzweil
P.O. Box 290601
Brooklyn, NY 11229
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Genie Ogden
1615 Madison St.
Madison, WI 53711
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Pittroff
4084 Creek Rd
Cincinnati, OH 45241
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Aaron Kogel Smucker
390 Bergen St
Brooklyn, NY 11217
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alice Dugar
6800 Chestnut Rd.
Independence, OH 44131
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I KNEW THIS WOULD HAPPEN! THE FOSSIL FUEL INDUSTRY IS NOT INTERESTED IN SOLVING DOMESTIC PROBLEMS; ONLY CREATING WORLD PROBLEMS.

Sincerely,

Archie Ecker
1405 Willow Lane
Eau Claire, WI 54703
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Petrea Sandel
551 Eldora Road
Pasadena, CA 91104
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andree Abney
13018 Via Grimaldi
Del Mar, CA 92014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Coon
3357 E Johnson Rd.
Hesperia, MI 49421
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maureen Kavanagh
48-25 43 Street Apt 2 J
Woodside, NY 11377
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arthur Goldstein
7 Wookland Ave
Larchmont, NY 10538
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lizbeth Simpson
1410 14th St N
St Petersburg, FL 33704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Improve access to renewable to an average American and put Jennifer Granholm if Dr. Chu leaves—and who could blame him? She could sell ice to Aleuts!!

Sincerely,

Arlene Devlin
390 Patriots Road
Templeton, MA 01468
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Harvey
1075 Burchell Rd
Coueville, WA 98239
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alice AvRutick
1 King Street
Charleston, SC 29401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Baker
1661 Leavenworth St #1
San Francisco, CA 94109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

According to environmental groups Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlotte Koons
81 Locust Lane
Northport, NY 11768
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Aloysius Wald
523 East Lincoln Avenue
Columbus, OH 43214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ariana Harner
1085 King St
Denver, CO 80204
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anthony Kropovitch
48 Wedgewood Dr.
West Seneca, NY 14224
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ardell Schwillk
5420 Park Pl. Lp. S.E.
Lacey, WA 98503
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alicia Lundell
14011 Labelle St
Oak Park, MI 48237
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alan Levine
3967 West Meadow Lane
Orange Village, OH 44122
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alan Fowler
281 Club Drive
San Carlos, CA 94070
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alexia Jandourek
340 N. Olk St.
Hortonville, WI 54944
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alexis Kelly
40 Platt Avenue
Sausalito, CA 94965
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marc & Brenda Newman
23 Curtis Street
Athens, OH 45701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alice Brody
250 W 94 St
New York, NY 10025
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alice Newton
1023 Del Norte Avenue
Menlo Park, CA 94025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alison Jones
806 Cannon Ave
Shoreview, MN 55126
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Alison Horton
1013 Pomona Ave
Albany, CA 94706
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

I believe fracking is a very serious toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets without adequate oversight. Please stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allen bohnert
2209 E. 8th St.
Davis, CA 95618
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Use your common sense! If you don’t have any common sense, then get advice from someone who does. Our land and water, and therefore, our health is at stake!!

Sincerely,

Joan Taylor
1586 Dwelle Rd.
Old Joe,, AR 72658
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anna Myerson
77 Bayview St.
Camden, ME 04843
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harvey Arkin
3349 Anoai Pl
Honolulu, HI 96822
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Theresa Garraffa
43 1/2 Carpenter Av
Mount Kisco, NY 10549
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Young
2260 Berry creek Drive
Kettering, OH 45440
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Booher
122 Sunset Lane
Ligonier, PA 15658
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Ellen Asebedo
8400 Scenic Vista Way
Fair Oaks, CA 95628
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Conley
2500 N Van Dorn St
Alexandria, VA 22302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amit shoham
2106 7th Ave.
Oakland, CA 94606
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alexandru Moscu
1608 S 23rd St
Lincoln, NE 68502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy StClair
2109 Mill Rd#415
Alexandria, VA 22314
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Gilbert
1608 Hague Ave
Saint Paul, MN 55104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kelly Haslinger
408 Manhattan Ave Apt A
Manhattan Bch, CA 90266
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andreas Wittenstein
P.O. Box 570
Woodacre, CA 94973
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Andreas
1221 Left Hand Canyon Dr
Boulder, CO 80302
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrea Brady
273 Clifton Place
Brooklyn, NY 11216
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Hubbell
100 W Mill St
Selinsgrove, PA 17870
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Lee
2421 Wexford Ave
South San Francisco, CA 94080
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Angela Patnode
714 W. Olive
Bozeman, MT 59715
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. PLEASE, DO THE RIGHT THING FOR ALL THE PEOPLE. THANKS.

Sincerely,

Gloria Angell
77-6476 Leilani St
Kailua Kona, HI 96740
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anita bixenstine
407 Wilson Ave.
Kent, OH 44240
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anita Brandariz
13 Willow Place
Brooklyn, NY 11201
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. No No No No No Fracking!

Sincerely,

Anne Huibregtse
42 Hillcrest Ln
Wingdale, NY 12594
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Philiben
1114 Se Palmwood Ct.
Bend, OR 97702
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Bertino
3008 Bennett Drive
Naperville, IL 60564
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Annmarie Piselli
86 W. Marshall Rd.
Lansdowne, PA 19050
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Tagawa
2210 Mariposa
Boulder, CO 80302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Willard
110 Russell Ave.
Portola Valley, CA 94028
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Valentina Anselmo
3025 Whispering Pines Circle
Hoover, AL 35226
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Raymond Lesser
3108 Scarborough Road
Cleveland Heights, OH 44118
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Antonia robertson
475 Toro Canyon Road
Santa Barbara, CA 93108
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Now.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Greywolf
751 36th Ave., # 203
San Francisco, CA 94121
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adrienne O’Neill
21911 Normandie Ave.
Torrance, CA 90501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Angela Palmisono
215 W. 63rd St.
Hialeah, FL 33012
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brooks Appelbaum
36 Summerhill Road
Wallingford, CT 06492
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Andrew Stuart
40 Eden Pl
Athens, OH 45701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Douglas Kinnaird
No
Beaverton, OR 97005
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adrie Lester
114 Wendell Rd.
Shutesbury, MA 01072
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anthony D’Avanza
212 S. Renellie Dr
Tampa, FL 33609
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

I am sure you already know that fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the global climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Rhodes
91 Ed Hill Rd
Freeville, NY 13068
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ari Meyer
4404 Travis Country Circle, Unit H-3
Austin, TX 78735
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Keep the gas at home to keep America strong and energy independent. Don’t allow the creation of new natural gas export ports.

Sincerely,

Arion Thiboumery
1320 Dayton Ave
Saint Paul, MN 55104
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe Vissichelli
117 Delmonico Place
Valley Stream, NY 11581
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peggy Dombeck
426 Woodley Way
Santa Rosa, CA 95409
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheila Ward
1057 Calle 8
San Juan, PR 00927
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Assemany
109 Cambridge
Pleasant Ridge, MI 48069
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Tibbot
4950 Liberty Rd S Apt 51
Salem, OR 97306
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rita connolly
1539 Palou Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94124
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Tomsky
2065 Rockhoff Rd
Escondido, CA 92026
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. There are so many other less environmentally harmless means of harnessing energy resources. Why must this country continue to exploit and deplete the earth’s natural resources? I know, profit.

Sincerely,

Audrey Filardi
2570 6th Ave
Sweetwater, NJ 08037
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Aug Peterson
10346 Scripps Poway Parkway
San Diego, CA 92131
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Smith
692a Plymouth Dr
Lakewood, NJ 08701
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Avani Dalal
2 Willow Lane
North Caldwell, NJ 07006
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Avi Glickstein
221 East 18th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11226
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew York
237 West 109th Street
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Azima Forest
410 W San Vicente St
Silver City, NM 88061
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrea Schedel
1509 Shalfont Lane
Garland, TX 75040
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Bing
704 Main St.
Bolton, MA 01740
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Fox
4 Townsend Court
Franklin Park, NJ 08823
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erik Taylor
Post Office Box 2090
Kapa' A, HI 96746
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

B Wilks
1267 Montecito Dr
Los Angeles, CA 90031
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beverly Allphin
1741 Derby Street
Berkeley, CA 94703
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Defazio
639 Brown Ave.
Erie, PA 16502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Clark
133 Sutherlin Ave
Danville, VA 24541
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Ritsky
829 Brock St.
Brockway, PA 15824
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bea Franklin
6416-Old 8th Street Road
Meridian, MS 39307
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Banfield
4919 Greystone Drive
Beterndorf, IA 52722
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Michel
1519 Carleton St
Berkeley, CA 94703
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Cowan
5 Roberts Road #3
Cambridge, MA 02138
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Thomason
3411 East 13th Avenue
Spokane, WA 99202
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Edelstein-Zhang
108 Bowery
New York, NY 10013
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Speidel
8145 Binney Place
La Mesa, CA 91942
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

L.L. Kauffman
643-F Meridian Circle
Cold Spring, KY 41076
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jack Bartlett
17 Plymouth Avenue
Mill Valley, CA 94941
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Viken  
1750 Washington St. #4  
San Francisco, CA 94109
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We need to stop investing in endless devastating foreign wars and begin putting our tax dollars into researching and implementing clean energy alternatives to fossil fuels - wind, tidal, solar, and advanced bio fuels.

Sincerely,

Bruce Wolcott
7744 43rd Ave Ne
Seattle, WA 98115
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Balderston
2321 Humboldt Ave
Oakland, CA 94601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barb Draper
6041 Flint St
Shawnee, KS 66203
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Bishoff
23 E Willow Ter
Mechanicsburg, PA 17050
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice Hayne
15535 100th St N
Stillwater, MN 55082
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Babette Bruton
15921 Linda Ave
Los Gatos, CA 95032
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff Robertson
8840 Cedarwood Drive
Orland Hills, IL 60487
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Colbert-Pace
2769 Mathews Street
Berkeley, CA 94702
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Dolly
19809 89th Road
Mcalpin, FL 32062
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Bray
28 Locust Avenue
Mill Valley, CA 94941
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Beth Dzwil
8106 Hull Drive
Wyndmoor, PA 19038
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Lieberman
8 Hildreth Rd
Hampton Bays, NY 11946
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Nothe-Choiniere
176 Williamsville Rd
Hubbardston, MA 01452
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Malinda Tompkins
7796 Nc Hwy 902
Pittsboro, NC 27312
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Beckel
3428 Blaisdell Ave
Minneapolis, MN 55408
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Collins
1004 Sturwood Way
Lawrenceville, NJ 08648
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Benjamin Cahn
8208 Bryant Drive
Bethesda, MD 20817
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ben Mates
2879 Filmore St.
Salt Lake City, UT 84106
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Berit Jordahl
1050 W 11th St
San Pedro, CA 90731
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

It’s one thing to decrease America’s dependence on foreign oil, but an entirely different thing to allow fracked gas to be exported. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beth Harvat
4116 Talcott Drive
Durham, NC 27705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Betsy Pendergast
530 Roosevelt Street
Port Townsend, WA 98368
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bettina Bowers Schwan
4905 Tanglewood Dr
Nashville, TN 37216
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Quigley
176 W King St Apt111
Malvern, PA 19355
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Davidson
3908 Gaviota Ave.
Long Beach, CA 90807
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Let’s make sure that the increased use of natural gas does not sideline clean renewal energy like solar and wind. Thanks for all you do.

Sincerely,

Bev Griffiths
7201 Alafia Ridge Rd.
Riverview, FL 33569
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ernest Bennett
216 N. 6th St
Montesano, WA 98563
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export fracked natural gas. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export fracked natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Glazewski
4922 Downey Avenue
Lakewood, CA 90712
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Goings
44101 Bear Creek Rd
Springville, CA 93265
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Gray
7540 Amy Avenue
Fair Oaks, CA 95628
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Lynn
12210 Crestwood Ave South
Brandywine, MD 20613
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Hodik
97 Village Greenway
Flat Rock, NC 28731
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul D. Lewis
2241 E. 90th St.
Cleveland, OH 44106
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Crane
22351 Mission Circle
Chatsworth, CA 91311
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Davis
2016 East 83rd Terrace
Kansas City, MO 64132
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Anderson
120 Diamondback Ln.
Livingston, TN 38570
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Douglas Hodum
114 Stewart Ave
Farmington, ME 04938
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking threatens the planet in the long run. It threatens my farm in the short run—because under my topsoil is, apparently, the exact kind of sand needed for this destructive operation. Ban fracking.

Sincerely,

Barb Flom
N7198 190th St.
Knapp, WI 54749
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Clean renewable energy ASAP. A solar spill is simply called a sunny day.

Sincerely,

Conrad
Po Box 308
Vallejo, CA 94590
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Brian Greenberg
910 S. Michigan Ave. #2007
Chicago, IL 60605
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Br John Mahoney
738 S Beechfield Ave
Baltimore, MD 21229
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bj Novitski
961 Taylor St.
Eugene, OR 97402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Kelly
6 Grand Oaks Way
Beaufort, SC 29907
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce KLosner
8780 Currie Rd.
Northville, MI 48168
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Blakeley Kim
838 Irving St., Apt. 4
San Francisco, CA 94122
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Blanche kORFMACHER
2780 19th Ave #78
San Francisco, CA 94132
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Blanchard
3115 Town Square Drive
Rolling Meadows, IL 60008
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gisela Schloss-Birkholz
102 Cedar St.
Mountain Park, GA 30075
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Bernard Fleitman
24 Mccomb Road
Princeton, NJ 08540
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jay Humphrey
25525 S. Laura Ln
Estacada, OR 97023
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Bellem
8016 Pine Drive
Felton, CA 95018
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Angela Knapp
5825 Sw 48th St
Miami, FL 33155
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matthias B
76 Florida Hill Rd
Ridgefield, CT 06877
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Murphy
122 Milford St. Ext. A4
Plainville, CT 06062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I AM MORE WORRIED AND MORE AFRAID OF FRACKING THAN I AM OF NUCLEAR WAR! DOES THAT HELP MAKE CLEAR HOW OPPOSED I AM TO THIS INSANE PRACTICE? I WANT OUR WATER AND OUR EARTH TO STAY CLEAN. WITHOUT CLEAN AIR, EARTH AND WATER, WE MIGHT AS WELL JUST COMMIT PLANETARY SUICIDE NOW.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Monte
16 Page Street
Madison, NJ 07940
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Bob Morse
7351 Wise Ave.
St. Louis, MO 63117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bette Moksnes-Koski
636 Ne Mirimar Pl
Portland, OR 97232
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bernadine Deckard
1427 Delwood
Vallejo, CA 94591
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Weber
Oak Ave.
Flanders, NY 11901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. President Obama, we are all hoping that you will truly stand up for what is right for the people of this country on this issue and not cave to the pressures of the industry fat cats like so many others in Washington.

Sincerely,

Bob Cushman
5625 Petersen Lane
Lotus, CA 95651
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Boddicker, Ph.D.
300 Coral Gables
Trinity, TX 75862
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susie Bolden
6950 Chatman Road
Theodore, AL 36582
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Luca Bombelli
115 Hillside Dr
Oxford, MS 38655
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Barfield
1036 Huntington Tr Se
Smyrna, GA 30082
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Gray
75 Avon Ave
Mill Valley, CA 94941
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bonnie uffman
408 Johnson
Lawrence, KS 66044
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

F Wildman
Wheatland Rd
Wheatland, CA 95692
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

No NO
No
Falmouth, MA 02540
U.S. Department of Energy  

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  

To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Water is one of most important resources. Let’s not endanger our future by fracking. Thank you,  

Sincerely,  

Barbara figliuolo  
1260 South Jackson St.  
Denver, CO 80210
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carin Howard
1625 Fern St
San Diego, CA 92102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Braden Trauth
2 Cloister Ct.
Cincinnati, OH 45208
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Groves
310 Hale St
San Francisco, CA 94134
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kerry Oconnell
610 E. Thomas St. #1
Seattle, WA 98102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Babak Rejaie
12118 Bunker Hill
Houston, TX 77024
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brenda Byrne
317 Monroe St Apt 5
Philadelphia, PA 19147
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe Feinstein
7308 Creek View Circle
W. Bloomfield, MI 48322
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bob Rolsky
Po Box 348
Suquamish, WA 98392
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brooke Newell
Po Box 203
Jay, NY 12941
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth brotherton
6910 Yellowstone Blvd
Forest Hills, NY 11375
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Everyone agrees that Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Odelberg
33900 Dangberg Drive
Kirkwood, CA 95646
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gene Binder
5900 Arlington Avenue
Bronx, NY 10471
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bryan Gerard
6435 Crestway Dr. Lot 58
San Antonio, TX 78239
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. As a resident of a “fracked” community, I ask that you stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bryn Hammarstrom
R.D. #2
Middlebury Center, PA 16935
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Schmonsees
61037 Sky Harbor Dr
Bend, OR 97702
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

The potential poisoning of our water supply should not be allowed. Short term income for landowners and no holds barred raping of the land for natural gas companies is not a sound energy policy. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beth Steubing
9 Geneva Drive
Hopewell Junction, NY 12533
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Hillmer
4708 Oak Hill Rd
Placerville, CA 95667
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

THIS SAYS IT BEST: Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Griffin
Po Box 516
Morgantown, PA 19543
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Ziemak
Felicity Place
North Port, FL 34289
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roberta Heist
14801 Mitchell Crk. Dr.
Fort Bragg, CA 95437
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Clayton Clark
522 Se Hathaway Place
Corvallis, OR 97333
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Abel
144 Lindbergh Blvd
Bloomfield, NJ 07003
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Boisse
615 Fernglen Ct
Colorado Springs, CO 80906
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Using scarce tax dollars to propping up big carbon is not only a betrayal of trust but it’s profoundly stupid. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Davidek-Waller
11641 Ne 95th St.
Kirkland, WA 98033
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lj Orszulak
83 Ingham Street
Chicopee, MA 01013
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tawny Oram
5313 Clifton Ave
Baltimore, MD 21207
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Caitlin Rivers
78 Scenic Ave
Point Richmond, CA 94801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Terry
81 Pergola
Irvine, CA 92612
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Camille Gilbert
1923 San Andres St Apt F
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claire Anderson
32850 Ne Chamberlain Rd
Corbett, OR 97019
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terry Daugherty
220 N Zapata Hwy #11
Laredo, CA 90740 5324
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lorenzo Canizares
730 North Highlands Dr.
Harrisburg, PA 17111
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

President Obama stated on Jan. 21 that he will address Climate Change. If the 16 pending permits that would allow shipping of natural gas overseas are greenlit, then this declaration rings hollow. Allowing such shipping give mega-energy companies a huge incentive to continue and even increase fracking. The Dept of Energy’s terrible report on fracking is flawed. Yes, it states that gas exporting would bring in money - but at what cost to the American citizens Pres. Obama was elected to protect. This report downplayed the devastating impacts of fracking. Don’t let the dollar sign blind judgment. Take the correct stand and protect our climate, our health, and our future.

Sincerely,

Betty Sabo
3137 Palmdesert Way
Las Vegas, NV 89120
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Bupp
278 E Kelly Ave
Jackson, WY 83001
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Ogdin
Hawks Landing
Placerville, CA 95667
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Witherspoon
750 Weaver Dairy Rd Apt 1120
Chapel Hill, NC 27514
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim Snider
Box 3341
Branford, CT 06405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carl Smith
206 50th Ave. N
Nashville, TN 37209
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carla Carroll
1551 Nw 195th St Unit 16
Shoreline, WA 98177
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carlin Ellison
95 Seashore Dr
Daly City, CA 94014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Brenner
5900 Delhi
Mt.St Joseph, OH 45051
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Hiestand
Hc 1 Box 1220
Joshua Tree, CA 92252
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

C. J. Maddison
239 Oakwood
Jackson, MI 49203
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Caroline dieterle
727 Walnut Street
Iowa City, IA 52240
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Dittes
17 Tuttle Drive, Acton, Ma
Acton, MA 01720
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carrie Thaler
842 Jackson St
Albany, CA 94706
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carrie Starr
69655 Pinesmoke Rd.
Mountain Center, CA 92561
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Penelope & Anthony Carter
20 Harlem St
Rochester, NY 14607
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy McRae-Case
2441 Abigail Court
Prince Frederick, MD 20678
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Cynthia Slosser
3256 Browns Island Ct
West Sacramento, CA 95691
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chuck Wieland
206a Compton Circle
San Ramon, CA 94583
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Viacrucis
3002 17th St. S Apt. 206
Moorhead, MN 56560
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Ludlam
Po Box 553
Oyster Bay, NY 11771
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathleen Stark
1217 Revell Ave #1
Rockford, IL 61107
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patrick Cody
2314 Morell St
Sacramento, CA 95833
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

June Cattell
200 Pineview Road
West Columbia, SC 29169
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathy Baker
926 The Alameda
Berkeley, CA 94707
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Brinkley
7024 Emerson Ave N
Brooklyn Center, MN 55430
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert M. And Carol E. Christensen
505 South 5th St.
Glenrock, WY 82637
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Carbone
129 N Broadway
Camden, NJ 08102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine chaplik
7974 Garrett Rd
Liberty, NC 27298

CREDO Action
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Collins
6013 Patridge Dr.
Pearland, TX 77584
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Caroliiine Dowell
402 San Leanna Dr
Austin, TX 78748
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pete Vorac
3012 Girvan Dr.
Land O Lakes, FL 34638
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ceevah Sobel
228 Arbor Rd
Menlo Park, CA 94025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deb Keegan
2433 13th St.
Eau Claire, WI 54703
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Connie Springer
1642 Noreen Dr
San Jose, CA 95124
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We have other sources of natural gas that could be generated from sewage and other waste sources. They would be better investments with less ecological damage than what fracking is doing to our fresh water sources. Fresh water is becoming a limiting commodity on the world market and we are screwing up ours. Once exporting is encouraged the supply and lower prices for home will not be realized and isn’t one of the arguments for this type of gas mining for our national independence from outside sources of energy.

Sincerely,

Carol gault
1028 Kings Row Ave
Carbondale, CO 81623
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Hays
105 Greenwood Lane
Moneta, VA 24121
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Christine Slater
58 Brian Circle
Northbridge, MA 01534
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Hurst
120 Brentwood Dr
Cheshire, CT 06410
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Luce
1720 Ala Moana Blvd #A208
Honolulu, HI 96815
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlotte Hanley-Jacobson
4712 29th Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55406
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Chasin
129 Rachel Carson Way
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rose Harshman
2818 N.E. Littler Way
Vancouver, WA 98662
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheri McElroy
335 Prentiss St
San Francisco, CA 94110
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheyne Cumming
995 Humboldt St #309
Denver, CO 80218
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

T. Cooley
177 Loring Road
Levittown, NY 11756
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Uyeki
1104 North Ave 57
Los Angeles, CA 90042
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chr Burton + family
171 Pier Ave #207
Santa Monica, CA 90405
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris A. Artherton
Pob 36311
K.C., MO 64171
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Riff
2930 N. Commonwealth Ave.
Chicago, IL 60657
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine madden
Street Address
City, DE 19803
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Taylor
84 Keasler Rd
Asheville, NC 28805
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Churchill
283 Lapla Rd
Kingston, NY 12401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cigy Cyriac
11491 Brambleberry Ln
Draper, UT 84020
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Lenner
29 Sherman Ave
Piscataway, NJ 08854
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Drake
2620 Belmont Dr
Davis, CA 95618
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cindy Parsons
2800 Kalmia Ave Apt A304
Boulder, CO 80301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Amy SULLIVAN
3720 24th St.
San Francisco, CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Candace Decker
4815 Pasadena Way
Broomfield, CO 80023
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carlos Gonsalves
1497 Los Rios Dr.
San Jose, CA 95120
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Harris
P.O. Box 6
W. Peterborough, NH 03468
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charmaine Radellant
4021 N. Fresno Street
Fresno, CA 93726
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Klett
1870 Baldwin Rd # 11
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Fraim
304 Wire Line Rd
Caro, MI 48723
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Connie Raper
2614 Woodmont Dr
Durham, NC 27705
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claire Flewitt
975 Soto Drive
San Lorenzo, CA 94580
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Clara Ackerman
2429 Edwards St.
Berkeley, CA 94702
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Clarisa Bellamy
49 Sunnyside Ct
Milford, CT 06460
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Clark Curtis
6411 Teague Lane
Charlotte, NC 28215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claudia Eads
P.O. Box 368
Fawnskin, CA 92333
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Claus
632 Bostwick Rd.
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cindy Cure
4250 Emerald Lane Ne
Poulsbo, WA 98370
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Clifford Weiss
12 Exeter Rd
East Windsor, NJ 08520
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Clifford Andrews
2438 East Ave # C
Rochester, NY 14610
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Please stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Cheri Rigby
10 Ivy Lane
Ashland, MA 01721
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia milley
12 Linden Lane
Hampton, NH 03842
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris McGinn
336 W 95 St Apt 53
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bernadette Blanchard
150 Allen Road #114
South Burlington, VT 05403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claudia Wornum
11780 Cranford Way
Oakland, CA 94605
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Converse
1401 Bradley Rd.
Great Bend, KS 67530
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Snyder
1012 Arbor Way
Newtown Square, PA 19073
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Philip Marinelli
1 Valley Court
Huntington, NY 11743
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cindy Oberg-Hauser
520 12th Ave Se
Forest Lake, MN 55025
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robin Gorges
2
Montpelier, VT 05602
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Colleen Sweet
1907 Ashland Avenue
St. Paul, MN 55104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shellee Davis
8844 Cypress Ave
Cotati, CA 94931
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrea Friedmann
6962 N. Hamilton Ave
Chicago, IL 60645
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Connie Helms
2886 Mountain Rd
Bristol, VT 05443
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Constance micklin
1618 Grove St.
Kalamazoo, Mi, MI 49006
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Constance Tucker
Holokai Rd
Haiku, HI 96708
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Contract Willus
930 Fifth St.
Santa Monica, CA 90403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Cooper
1506 Arborview Blvd
Ann Arbor, MI 48103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Don’t do it. For the love of Mother Earth, please do not cave into special interests and allow new fuel megaprojects. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Cooper-Keil
21791 Summerwind Lane
Huntington Beach, CA 92646
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carl Cording
38 So Clement Ave
Ravena, NY 12143
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Mishkin
2 Freedom Rd
Forestdale, MA 02644
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Cosgriff
1180 Andrews Avenue
Lakewood, OH 44107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlotte Price
36 Matthew Dr
"Brunswick, Me”, ME 04011
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Keep our gas here in the USA!

Sincerely,

Robert Nichols
421 West 56th St
New York, NY 10019
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Craig Dawson
3885 Utica St
Denver, CO 80212
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Craig Cook
129 Sequoia Circle
Santa Rosa, CA 95401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Craig Hollander
2110 S Bentley Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen And Robin Newberg
146 Granville Rd
North Granby, CT 06060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nina Braun
9743 Saddlebrook Dr
Boca Raton, FL 33496
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Let’s put our money into sustainable, renewable energy instead!

Sincerely,

James Knoble
4332 Ne Rhodes End Rd
Bainbridge Island, WA 98110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Curtis
8523 N Stevens Dr
Spokane, WA 99208
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carrie STAUBER
2340 Deane Street #4
Los Angeles, CA 90039
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Eisenberg  
800 N. Union St. Apt. 304  
Bloomington, IN 47408
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christiane Heyde
3410 W. Sophia St
Tucson, AZ 85741
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Siebenand
315 commodore Dr
Richmond, CA 94804
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Cunningham
641 N Trezevant St
Memphis, TN 38112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chelsea Voytek
6126 Mcallum Street
Philadelphia, PA 19144
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Coles
31 W. Main St
High Bridge, NJ 08829
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Evilsizer
20529 Brookstone
Cleveland, OH 44130
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Destroying the biota for short term gain is not just short sighted; it is burning the furniture in your house for heat when there are alternatives right outside the door.

Sincerely,

Steven Mentor
814 Western Drive
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Crist
835 Linwood Avenue
Saint Paul, MN 55105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Pauwels
122 W Whiteman St
Yellow Spgs, OH 45387
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Callanan
3828 Garfield Ave S
Minneapolis, MN 55409
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Czekala
276 Oak Street
San Francisco, CA 94102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Many
1070 East Waldo Road
Belfast, ME 04915
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Penelope Tingle
28 Hackmatack Rd
Gouldsboro, ME 04607
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dacia Dyer
607 Clay St Apt 8
Blacksburg, VA 24060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brad Simonsen
1421 Fairfax Rd
Bellevue, NE 68005
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Dailey
1550 Jackson Keller Rd #1403
San Antonio, TX 78213
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daire Seaman
4 Candytuft Court
Homosassa, FL 34446
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tina Contreras
2602 Twinleaf Lane
Corona, CA 92881
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Kaylor
102 Jeanie Ave
Black Mountain, NC 28711
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dale Buskirk
6128 W. Mescal St.
Glendale, AZ 85304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. No meaningful examination has been conducted of the toxicity of the materials combined for fracking, nor have their impacts on groundwater, soils, and geologic stability have been even marginally studied. If we need to cut back seriously on energy use rather than destroy the planet, then it's well past time to consider such drastic measures. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Mandel
7201 Potrero Ave
El Cerrito, CA 94530
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marvin Laurence
1640 Carmel Dr
San Jose, CA 95125
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Damian Van Denburgh
209 East 5th Street #10
New York, NY 10003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Not only ought we not to wish our poison off on some other country, but the process of creating it poisons the US itself. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dana Bellwether
80 Wilfred Ave.
Santa Rosa, CA 95407
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dana Marks
398 S. Morning Sun Avenue
Mill Valley, CA 94941
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel isenberg
18313 Amber Meadows Ct
Gaithersburg, MD 20879
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Danielle Miele
18 Riverbank Cir
Haverhill, MA 01835
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Danner
6661 Fairmont St
Navarre, FL 32566
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Glenn Dansker
137 Mount Auburn St.
Cambridge, MA 02138
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel ZELLER
113 N8th St. #2r
Brooklyn, NY 11249
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dara Bortman
1655 Fairfield Rd
Yardley, PA 19067
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Darcy Bergh
1719 28th St / No Mail
San Diego, CA 92102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Darren Fisher
1966 South Yates Street
Denver, CO 80219
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doris Soroko
1092 River Road
Barrytown, NY 12507
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Hagens
1442 Topaz Lane
Gardnerville, NV 89460
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Cencula
9145 Cordoba Blvd
Sparks, NV 89441
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David WILBUR
16 P;Ace Lafitte
Madisonville, LA 70447
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Ackerson
82 Cherry St
North Adams, MA 01247
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Stokes
118 E Craig Pl Apt 8
San Antonio, TX 78212
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vicki Linkin
8748 Manalang Rd
Las Vegas, NV 89123
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Urman
2330 Donner Way
Sacramento, CA 95818
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Rohrlich
18 Arborway
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Howe
1680 Leatherwood Drive
Eugene, OR 97405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Gubernick
20471 Parrott Ranch Rd.
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Gilbert
103 Grandview Avenue
Nanuet, NY 10954
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James And Elizabeth Davies
2924 So. Scranton St.
Aurora, CO 80014
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Leslie-dennis
4747 Matney
Long Beach, CA 90807
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Bornstein
221 Hubbard St
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Virginia Bray
8905 Club River Drive
Roswell, GA 30076
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deena Brazy
1206 Hickory St
Madison, WI 53715
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle Wood  
1414 Pacific Avenue, Apt 4  
San Francisco, CA 94109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Don Conway-Long
148 Cottage Ave.
Webster Groves, MO 63119
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking has ruined peoples water supplies, their way of life (you can’t farm or grow your own food without clean water); it is dangerous and unnecessary. When fracking goes bad, folks are stuck with their mortgages, homes & land that are unsafe to live on. "Interestingly enough" there are earthquakes in areas that are fracked. I do not think this is a coincidence at all. Tampering with the layers of our earth, using nasty chemicals to extract some gas out...it is all just ridiculously unsafe. Solar, wind and water along with truly renewable and sustainable bio fuels are the way to proceed safely and in a healthy manner. Fracking is not the answer to any of our energy needs, our environment’s fragile state or our health and well being. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dena Christine
1404 Camp Dogwood Rd
Pinnacle, NC 27043
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

 Douglas Davee
4701 Fir Mountain Road
Hood River, OR 97031
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

I am concerned about the prospect of shipping American natural gas overseas and the implications for increased extraction by fracking in the U.S. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. This is an unwise strategy at this time. Please deny all applications to export natural gas. Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

Sincerely,

Danielle Montague-Judd
1820 Fox Run Rd.
Wanship, UT 84017
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debbie Koundry
7 Seaside Court
Milford, CT 06460
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Darrel E
3165 Woodsman Ln
Bartlett, TN 38135
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martin Brandt
552 Stagg Ln
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Chaiken
31 Pear St
Palmyra, NJ 08065
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deb Gerish
917 Oak
Emporia, KS 66801
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dortha Killian
904 Tarkington Dr.
Norman, OK 73026
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dmaris Whitehill
16425 Glenbrae Ln
Meadow Vista, CA 95722
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Delphina Bashkow
92 Jay St.
Katonah, NY 10536
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Della Fernandez
1304 Mariposa Drive
Austin, TX 78704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dena Allen
7966 Mill Station Rd
Sebastopol, CA 95472
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis Fisher
106 Deerfield Rd
Broomall, PA 19008
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Denice Park
275 W. 96th St. #20f
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Gorospe
P.O. Box 2066
Crescent City, CA 95531
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Dettinger
9232 Lapeer Court
Santee, CA 92071
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Daniel Wani
1202 Del Roy Dr
Cedar Park, TX 78613
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Devin Savage
1407 Seward St. #1
Evanston, IL 60202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Fisher
11856 187th St
Artesia, CA 90701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel French
7126 Barclay Ave Apt A
Spring Hill, FL 34609
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Renee Destombe
1824 5th Ave
San Rafael, CA 94901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diana Hiza
Street Address
Canton, CT 06019
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Hyatt
4773 Hayden Blvd.
Columbus, OH 43221
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

D. Hyland
20 Union St.
Oneonta, NY 13820
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diana Duncan
828 10th St. #9
Santa Monica, CA 90403
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Weinstein
24116 Se 45th Place
Issaquah, WA 98029
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dianne Brown
P O Box 160
Lake Junaluska, NC 28745
To Whom it May Concern:

We need to focus on clean energy, both for our environment and our need to create jobs. Fracking is not clean - it's terribly polluting and dangerous. We should not do it for our energy, and should not do it for export! Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Goldberg
9225 N Cedarvale, Arlington Wa
Arlington, WA 98223
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bart Dickens
P O Box 61406
Santa Barbara, CA 93160
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julia dugan
1112 Valley Rd
Marysville, PA 17053
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Caitlin Archambault
1114 Meade St
Richmond, VA 23220
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Jutt
209 Garth Road #6n
Scarsdale, NY 10583
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Gelder
1309 N. Cora St.
Ellensburg, WA 98926
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Palmateer
10203 Blakely Street
Fredericksburg, VA 22408
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

June Pinkin
22 Santina Dr.
Manchester, CT 06040
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Sorkin
181 E 93rd St Apt 5e
New York, NY 10128
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mariela Haro
6433 Bertrand Ave.
Reseda, CA 91335
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Moe
300 N Hwy A1a
Jupiter, FL 33477
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debbie Leung
Po Box 1153
Olympia, WA 98507
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diana Hobden
6999 Gilham Rd
Athens, OH 45701
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Dave Lindblom
210 S. 400 W.
Mt. Pleasant, UT 84647
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dave Simons
2631 Eaton Rd
Cleveland, OH 44118
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dawn O'Donnell
54 Bump Hill Rd.
Greenfield, NY 12833
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Mason
1493 Westmont Ave.
Campbell, CA 95008
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Toni Taff
Po Box 458, 43850 Buckhorn Cove Road East
Littleriver, CA 95456
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Sills
9 Pleasant St. Apt 2
Easthampton, MA 01027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Lichtenberger
2655 Hammil Ct.
Simi Valley, CA 93065
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. China is already suffocating in carbon fumes. And the U.S. climate is already hostage to climate change disasters driven by burning fossil fuels. Stand up to the oil and gas industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Instead, increase support for development of solar and wind energy, along with the expanded electric power grid they require—a source of green technology and construction jobs.

Sincerely,

Donald Sanborn
617 Illinois St.
Geneva, IL 60134
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Usha Honeyman
2645 Se Crystal Lk Dr
Corvallis, OR 97333
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Joelene Moore
6801 Manor Drive
Fort Worth, TX 76180
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Don White
6202 Hummingbird
Houston, TX 77096
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Donald G
Pb Box 241
Purdys, NY 10578
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Belle
Po Box 864
Cave Junction, OR 97523
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Plutschuck
439 S. Quay St.
Lakewood, CO 80226
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Crane
40558 N Jay Lane
San Tan Valley, AZ 85140
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Chaplik
8939 Central Park Ave
Evanston, IL 60203
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Stoner
1130 Longford
Bartlett, IL 60103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Jordan
1407 Abbott Rd
Lynden, WA 98264
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wayne Luzon
Po Box 2932
Kamuela, HI 96743
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doug Gary
536 Seaview Drive
El Cerrito, CA 94530
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Smith
Po Box 482
Cortaro, AZ 85652
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dan Range
223 Tapestry Dr
St. Louis, MO 63129
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorrin Rosenfeld
326 De Anza Dr
Vallejo, CA 94589
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheri Snyder
6201 Radom Avenue
Saint Louis, MO 63116
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Patricia Wilson
128 Ponce De Leon Court
Decatur, GA 30030
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Atencio
9358 Creekside Ct Apt 60
Santee, CA 92071
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

First Name last name
Street Address
City, MO 64117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lora Chamberlain
6341 N. Glenwood, Ave.
Chicago, IL 60660
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please listen to the stories of communities already affected by the dramatic destabilization of their earth’s foundation and water supply.

Sincerely,

Deidre scherer
Po Box 156
Williamsville, VT 05362
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Schreiber
301 Summer St
Arlington, MA 02474
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Douglas Krause
216 F Street #162
Davis, CA 95616
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Sparshott
Po Box 2029
Alpine, TX 79831
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

D J Spence-Gilbert
3356 N 92nd St
Milwaukee, WI 53222
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Stevens
2812 Don Pancho Road Nw
Albuquerque, NM 87104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Douglas Szper
N1811 Knorr Rd
Random Lake, WI 53075
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diana Talcott
2105 Se Caruthers St #36
Portland, OR 97214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Duerksen
5370 McCoy Rd.
Oxford, OH 45056
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry Duetsch
3061 N Newhall St
Milwaukee, WI 53211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dulce Rosal
92-27 54 Ave
Elmhurst, NY 11373
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Duncan Reilly
30 Grant Rd
Reynella, VT 05161
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Burton
2013 Morgan St
Houston, TX 77006
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Reducing GHG is not compatible with fracking.

Sincerely,

Kathy Van Dame
1148 E 6600 S
Slc, UT 84121
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Tucker
519 Linden Lane
Boone, IA 50036
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Snyder
260 Bolinas Rd
Fairfax, CA 94930
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doris Zumpe
2495 Hunting Valley Dr
Decatur, GA 30033
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Don’t we have enough environmental and health problems caused by fracking of natural gas we use here? Do we need to add to our environmental problems to provide benefits others get elsewhere? Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Don Ferber
4700 Allis Ave
Madison, WI 53716
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eileen Adams
86 Tamalpais Rd.
Berkeley, CA 94708
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leila Dethlefsen
1618 S Blair St
Salt Lake Cty, UT 84115
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gretchen Brewer
108 Pennsylvania Av
San Diego, CA 92103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doug Guild
536 Bowden Road
Chapel Hill, NC 27516
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Hall
510 S. Lake St.
Burbank, CA 91502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Yva Eastcott
151 Eagles Nest Road
Hurley, NY 12443
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Broadbent
Oak Hill Rd
Harvard, MA 01451
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Madden
6507 Lawnton Ave
Philadelphia, PA 19126
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We need the gas in the USA to reduce our foreign oil imports!

Sincerely,

First Name last name
978 Wesley Avenue
Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eleanor Decker
Po Box 1168
Glen Ellen, CA 95442
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Deixler
9 Stonycrest Rd.
Rye, NY 10580
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. WE MUST DENY PERMITS FOR FRACKING. PROFITS ARE SHORT LIVED AND WE AS CITIZENS SUFFER THE LONG RANGE CONSEQUENCES OF THE DESTROYED ENVIRONMENT. LISTEN TO PENNSYLVANIA AND NORTH DEKOTA. WE IN ILLINOIS ARE WORKING LOCALLY TO STOP—WON’T YOU HELP NATIONALLY?

Sincerely,

Jana Edge
1114 Sheridan Rd.
Normal, IL 61761
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking will destroy the planet and the people on it.

Sincerely,

Edie Pistolesi
18101 Superior Street
Northridge, CA 91325
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Ratcliff
4917 Third St.
San Francisco, CA 94124
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Errol Jones
2115 Danmore Drive
Boise, ID 83712
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward Maupin
3340 Sixth Avenue
San Diego, CA 92103
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emily Doutre
443 17th Street 3r
Brooklyn, NY 11215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Clara Victorius
62 Crosslands Drive
Kennett Square, PA 19348
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Edridge
106 Crystal Court
Novato, CA 94949
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ed Robertson
255 North Forest, Apt 410
Bellingham, WA 98225
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to North American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth McCarthy
804 Purcells Cove Rd.
Fergusons Cove, KS 66801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keith Holt
716 E Airport Ave Apt C
Lompoc, CA 93436
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. We’d be left with the environmental costs and not even get to use the gas! Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Smith
1469 Dana Ave.
Palo Alto, CA 94301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elke Hoppenbrouwers
152 Allison Way
East Haven, CT 06512
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eithne Davis
1064 Gapter Rd
Boulder, CO 80303
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joann Barbee
Po Box 65
Johannesburg, CA 93528
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emmett Murphy
3706 Lake Bayshore Dr
Bradenton, FL 34205
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emilie Jones
604 Hughes Pl
Bolingbrook, IL 60440
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Andre
908 9th Ave W
Ashland, WI 54806
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Kendrick
1339 Sw 4th Ct
Ft Lauderdale, FL 33312
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elena Myers
1060 Mississippi St.
San Francisco, CA 94107
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elisa Greco
29672 Stingley Gulch
Hotchkiss, CO 81419
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elise White
2600 Woolsey St
Berkeley, CA 94705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Lennon
4333 N. Kildare
Chicago, IL 60641
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

How can you justify holding the clean water of communities and the world's climate hostage to the profits of gas companies? There are many many alternatives. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Garvey
345 Clinton Ave.
Brooklyn, NY 11238
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellyn Burnes
3 1/2 Ohio Ave.
Athens, OH 45701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Selling our strategic resources to other countries is foolish on a number of counts. But for purposes of this petition, it is "outsourcing" pollution, which is a security hazard for the entire planet.

Sincerely,

Elsie Wattson Lamb
848 N Norris Ave
Tucson, AZ 85719
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eileen Weisinger
2135 Ivar Ave
La, CA 90068
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elaine Mazakas
2102 Lyndell Drive
Lancaster, PA 17601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elaine Meis
10911 Nw 35th Ave
Vancouver, WA 98685
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emery Snyder
74 E 7th St
New York, NY 10003
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edgar Finck
2722 Perkins Place
Georgetown, TX 78626
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emily Brown
6 Herrada Way
Santa Fe, NM 87508
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. There is a family in Texas whose water is now flammable due to methane released from fracking. Initially, government agencies were very concerned about this. I read that after being pressured by the industry groups the government is now saying they will look into it but no decision is expected to be made for quite a while. In the meantime, this family is spending a fortune buying water that is safe to drink. They are still able to set their water on fire. That doesn’t sound like something I’d want to expose my family to. What about you? Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emily Bayard
233 West Pelham Rd
Shutesbury, MA 01072
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kitty Stewart
5 Harbor Hill Rd
Glen Cove, NY 11542
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eileen Morentz
811 York St #125
Oakland, CA 94610
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emory Moose
1500 Washington St. South
Mount Pleasant, NC 28124
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ramon ZAPATA
3215 Ne 184 St #14409
Aventura, FL 33160
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Pritchard
829 Onslow St
Durham, NC 27705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

The bonds that tie us to the land cannot be seen but run throughout the natural and social world. Please do not open a door which offers freedom to unknown threats in physical consequences or precedent of policy. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Russell
310 Mcreynolds Drive
Angwin, CA 94508
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erica Hawley
39 Elm Rd
Bolinas, CA 94924
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. This demand to deny the exporting of natural gas makes sense—let us hope our administration has the sense to understand and deny.

Sincerely,

Erica Natalie wade
322 E Seaview Dr.
Marathon, FL 33050
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Boyce
P.O. Box 274
Hatboro, PA 19040
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Thu
5670 N. Camino Arturo
Tucson, AZ 85718
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erin Robertson
917 W. 13th St.
Wichita, KS 67203
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erin Majorowicz
305 E. 24th St.
Baltimore, MD 21218
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Ruscitto
235 Jacob Rd.
Southbury, CT 06488
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Elaine Schroller
4321 Holt
Bellaire, TX 77401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emily Stoper
6439 Regent St.
Oakland, CA 94618
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mindy EDWARDS
719 Cedar Point Place
Westlake Village, CA 91362
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eve Muir
920 Delachaise St
New Orleans, LA 70115
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. If we need that natural gas that bad we shouldn’t be exporting it.

Sincerely,

Eldon Wedlock
45245 Cove Circle, Apt. 308
St. Petersburg, FL 33708
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Faioa Schwarzen;berg
7800 French Creek Road
Etna, CA 96027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephanie McCarren
1250 Providence Drive
Lawrenceville, GA 30044
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joel Perkins
3117 Cedar Hill St.
Denton, TX 76209
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melanie Phillips
45 Wethersfield Rd
Natick, MA 01760
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fran Collier
926 Lombard St
San Francisco, CA 94133
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank domurath
263 Country Acres Drive
Somerset, KY 42503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jay Dowling
49 Windemere Way
Nashua, NH 03063
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michele Shave
351-A Advocate Court
Newport News, VA 23608
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Phillips
17600 Sylvester Rd Sw
Burien, WA 98166
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Fellows
2021 Nw 58th St
Seattle, WA 98107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Ferguson
1856 Grand View Dr
Oakland, CA 94618
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fiona O’Neill
P.O. Box 108
The Sea Ranch, CA 95497
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Stiles
Pob 410003
San Francisco, CA 94141
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Fischer
1127 Washington Ave #B
Brooklyn, NY 11225
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kate Quimby
1006 2nd St.
W C, IA 50595
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Hedgecock
13-853 Malama St
Pahoa, HI 96778
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

We DO NOT want Fracking anywhere in this country!!! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Misty Hay
1220 Mcminn Avenue #256
Santa Rosa, CA 95407
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Fosdick
37 Union St
Plymouth, MA 02360
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frances Lamberts
113 Ridge Lane
Jonesborough, TN 37659
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frances Dunham
5397 Soundside Drive
Gulf Breeze, FL 32563
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Marcuse
140 Greenwood Ave
Waterbury, CT 06704
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Francine Larstein
368 White Road
Watsonville, CA 95076
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marge Francois
332 Sandalwood Dr
Waterloo, IL 62298
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fran Fortino
19 Poplar Hill Rd.
Haydenville, MA 01039
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank Lawrence
13438 Wings Of Morning Dr.
Nevada City, CA 95959
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank Christian
2803 Hollypoint Ct.
Arlington, TX 76015
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurie Franklin
6312 Dupont Ave So, Apt 103
Richfield, MN 55423

CREDO Action 559
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fran Sherry
123 Darrah Lane
Lawrenceville, NJ 08648
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis Delwiche
12399w State Road 48
Exeland, WI 54835
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fred Mittag
2163 Lima Loop, Pmb 71-258
Laredo, TX 78045
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gina French
47431 Hui Nene
Kaneohe, HI 96744
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Wilkins
210 S. Willow Av., #120
Fresno, CA 93727
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fidel Arbolaez
5550 Highlands Vista Cir.
Lakeland, FL 33812
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Muzzy
745 Headquarters Rd
Ottsville, PA 18942
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank X. Kleshinski
209 North Drive
Jeannette, PA 15644
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Glenn Herrick
Po Box 58254
Salt Lake City, UT 84158
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

I support fracking to extract gas under strict environmental controls for domestic use only. Exporting gas adds to the environmental burden & reduces the opportunity to use domestically produced gas to power public transport (buses) and long haul & local trucking. This would further reduce costs associated with oil imports & gas exports. This seems to me the most prudent public policy that should be sufficiently profitable to expand gas use domestically.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

Sincerely,

Gary Shostak
4 Pamela Drive
Arlington, MA 02474
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Gibson
310
Jefferson City, MO 65109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry Reid
189 Ocala Drive
Nashville, TN 37211
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gail Moran
6 Lori St.
Poughkeepsie, NY 12603
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gail Lucientes
P.O. Box 307
Talmage, CA 95481
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gail Vincent
2740 Rooke Ave. #2
Honolulu, HI 96817
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Raul Hernandez
2250 Sw 4 St, Miami, Fl
Miami, FL 33135
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Joy Gardner
21121 77th Pl W. #5
Edmonds, WA 98026
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Gary Wheeler
194 Sportsman Drive
Welaka, FL 32193
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gayla reiter
240 Baker St
Benicia, CA 94510
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gayle Rogalski
14660 Hideaway Lake Lane
Delray Beach, FL 33484
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Gary Beaumier
1415 Lake Shore Road
Grafton, WI 53024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Voss
69 Gray St
Billerica, MA 01821
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gail Boness
Po Box 1607
Springfield, OR 97477
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gretchen Bratvold
3444 Edmund Blvd
Minneapolis, MN 55406
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Trudy Denney
640 Miramar Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Let them go frack where they want to sell. None of this helps the US economy and it all hurts US citizenry health and destroys our natural resources.

Sincerely,

Kathy Krivit
5040 Nw 42nd Court
Lauderdale Lakes, FL 33319
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert turner
Po Bx 29035
Portland, OR 97296
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Georgan Gregg
274 River Point
Moncure, NC 27559
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Cleveland
713 Valley Way
Santa Clara, CA 95051
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Wybenga
110 Ocean Avenue
Center Moriches, NY 11934
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Ollen
4926 O Sullivan Dr
Los Angeles, CA 90032
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Georgia Tattu
2447 Park Ave.
Hermosa Beach, CA 90254
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Glenn Frantz
27 E. Central
Paoli, PA 19301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gloria Garcia
1771 Loma Ave.
Long Beach, CA 90804
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Gilsinan
Po Box 4511
Petaluma, CA 94955
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Grace
1212 Punahou St.
Honolulu, HI 96826
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Gherardi
435 Alberto Way Unit 16
Los Gatos, CA 95032
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rolaine Smoot
5624 Coolidge St.
Riverview, FL 33578
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanne Gilbert
619 Gratiot Ave.
Alma, MI 48801
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheryl Gillespie
50 South Clarkson
Denver, CO 80209
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ginger mcleskey
1164 Solano Ave., #130
Albany, CA 94706
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Virginia Felter
550 Hunts Drive
Mckinleyville, CA 95519
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Virginia Keith
4531 14th Ave S
Minneapolis, MN 55407
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rachel Girard
1890 Ives Ave
Reno, NV 89503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gloria Callaci
2431 Pioneer Road
Evanston, IL 60201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking should be considered an energy-extraction process of last resort, a stop-gap measure to be used only until we can develop better sources of energy and control our use of energy. Fracking has enormous costs to the environment and to the lives of people living near it. The costs might be justifiable in order to supply our own energy needs; they are too great to justify shipping the resulting gas outside this country. There are many ways to earn money, but we have only one country in which to live and from which to extract resources for our future. Please don't allow natural gas to be exported.

Sincerely,

Gary Johnson
1104 S. Rotchford Dr.
Veradale, WA 99037
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Glenn Barry
753 Camden Vista Ct.
Simi Valley, CA 93065
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Georgia Mattingly
412 Verdant Circle
Lonogmont, CO 80501
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gonzalo Lopez
235 D Street
Chula Vista, CA 91910
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gloria Biagiotti
18082 Leafwood Lane
Santa Ana, CA 92705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Robertson
5400 Eagle Claw
Las Vegas, NV 89130
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gretchen Wooden
5887 Tower Road
Riverside, CA 92506
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gretchen metzloff
3 Tompkins Avenue
Ossining, NY 10562
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Schultz
3418 Se 9th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Hunter
2259 Tenmile Valley Rd
Tenmile, OR 97481
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie Gold
103 Bowery
Ny, NY 10002
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gordon Rogoff
27 West 96th Street
New York, NY 10025
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gordon Morrison
29 N Fitzwilliam Rd
Royalston, MA 01368
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Casey FISHER
5530 Genoa St
Oakland, CA 94608
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roger Johnson
35 Baggs Hill Rd
Granby, MA 01033
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gordon Adams
14 Boggs Hill Road
Newtown, CT 06470
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Ashmead
1503 Pontiac Se
Grand Rapids, MI 49506
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jose Luis Greco
8 Overlook Terrace
Danbury, CT 06811
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Greg Sutherland
3907 Mitchner Road
Dearing, GA 30808
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Meredith Jones
95556 Highway 101 S
Yachats, OR 97498
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gregory Schwab
304 E. June St.
Alpine, TX 79830
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. This is also supposed to end our dependence on foreign oil.

Sincerely,

Greg Slibowski
3920 East Hills Dr
St.Joseph, MO 64503
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

J. Gregory Twain
1422 Se 34th Ave
Portland, OR 97214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. STOP FRACKING PERIOD

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Gulick
7056 Teesdale Ave
N Hollywood, CA 91605
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Gurarie
2724 Northbrook
Boulder, CO 80304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Genevieve Vierling
251 S Auburn St Ste C
Grass Valley, CA 95945
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Galloway Allbright
2807 Partridge Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90039
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Sincerely,

George Hiram Williston 10334 Keller Rd. Delton, MI 49046

Sincerely,

George Williston
10334 Keller Rd.
Delton, MI 49046
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harrison B Albert
2380 Hillsdale Wy
Boulder, CO 80305
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Hamilton
2613 French Rd Nw
Olympia, WA 98502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

E Hamingson
Po Box
Olema, CA 94950
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Halle Fowler
613 Nicholson Lake Rd
Crested Butte, CO 81224
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Harder
112 S. Great Rd.
Lincoln, MA 01773
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. How much more disaster and greed are going to be allowed?! Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teresa Harrison
735 Walnut St
Leavenworth, KS 66048
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harriet J. Brown
211-20 41 Ave.
Bayside, NY 11361
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harriet McNamara
22 Heather Way
Ventura, CA 93004
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harry Lowenthal
Po Box 244
Dubin, NH 03444
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hattie Guy
14123 Edgewood Dr
Grass Valley, CA 95945
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Hayes
2633 Wellington St
Slc, UT 84106
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. To Repeat: Fracking is a TOXIC threat to Americans!

Sincerely,

Evelyn Hamilton
330 State Rd
Princeton, NJ 08540
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please do not allow the industry’s greed to pressure you into giving in to them, resulting in the destruction of the beautiful land, clean water and clean air that this country of ours has been blessed with.

Sincerely,

Nancy Hayes
233 71st Street
Brooklyn, NY 11209
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heather Bryse-Harvey
7485 Sw Stewart St
Tigard, OR 97223
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Callans
29292 Red Maplr
Chesterfield, MI 48051
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jason Serinus  
Po Box 3073  
Oakland, CA 94609
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Goldenberg
7739 Southampton Terr Apt G 107
Tamarac, FL 33321
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Manning-Brown
3640 Walnut Ave
Long Beach, CA 90807
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Henrietta McClellan
2721 Ne 40th Ct
Lighthouse Point, FL 33064
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

We didn’t elect you to ruin the environment. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carmen Hendershott
55 West 13th Street
New York, NY 10011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alice Hendrix
8486 Central Ave
Orangevale, CA 95662
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gail Veiby
16 Nipmuck Drive
Westborough, MA 01581
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harriet Hehr
1204 Escalante St
Santa Fe, NM 87505
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicole Herdina
78424 320th Street
Olivia, MN 56277
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harris Fishkin
125 Mary St
Doylestown, PA 18901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Horace Gaims
6009 W. Colgate Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90036
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heather Gehron-Rice
131 N Charlotte St
Lancaster, PA 17603
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Howard Lazzarini
12105 51st Ave Se
Everett, WA 98208
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Hilton
3091 Buena Hills Drive
Oceanside, CA 92056
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry, and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Passante
14 Forest Street
Alpine, NJ 07620
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanna Bonnheim
449 Ofarrell St Apt 404
San Francisco, CA 94102
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Hochberg
P.O.Box 569
Philo, CA 95466
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacqueline Henderson
415 Bleecker St.
New York, NY 10014
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Holiday Houck
192 Commonwealth Ave.
Boston, MA 02116
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cristie Holliday
Pob 214
Albion, CA 95410
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. If allowed to proceed, a few already rich folks would get richer, and a whole lotta other Americans would suffer the environmental consequences.

Sincerely,

Holly Croydon
Po Box 951
San Andreas, CA 95249
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Msr Sverio
Rbox228
Topanga, CA 90290
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hope Carr
358 85th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11209
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amanda Hayes
22700 Turkle Rd
Quaker City, OH 43773
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

F Corr
128e Chestnut Hill
Montague, MA 01351
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heather Palmeira
60 Nh Route 104
Danbury, NH 03230
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hernan & Fran POZA, JR.
10240 65th Drive
Forest Hills, NY 11375
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heather Savino
15 S End Rd
East Haven, CT 06512
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Wittrock
10810 298 Ave Ne
Carnation, WA 98014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hertha Schulze
29 Kings Colong Court
Palm Coast, FL 32137
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Hudley
2005 Victoria
Los Angeles, CA 90016
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jon Hoch
4114 Lassek Ct
Eau Claire, WI 54703
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Haggard
1237 Gross Rd.
Mckinleyville, CA 95519
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Howard McCoy
400 Indiantown Farm Lane
Centreville, MD 21617
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Slater
1622 Se Harney St
Portland, OR 97202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Isabel Chiquoine
24 Walnut St
Devens, MA 01434
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Michael Turner
4152 44th Ave Sw
Seattle, WA 98116
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ingrid Gambrill
848 Falling Water Road
Weston, FL 33326
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Inez Martinez
368 11th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11215
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Worgul
485-30 Concord Downs
Aurora, OH 44202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael suchorsky
168 Shaver Hill Rd.
Andes, NY 13731
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ingrid Edstrom
1102 Hodson Ln
Eugene, OR 97404
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Gee
Po Box 8674
La Crescenta, CA 91224
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jessica Craig
366 Camino De Estrella #201
San Clemente, CA 92672
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ira Silver
6165 N. Wolcott Ave.
Chicago, IL 60660
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ian Smith-Parker
130 Honeywood Drive
Slidell, LA 70461
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ivy Trent
3020 Fair Oaks Ave
Altadena, CA 91001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ivette Hernandez
24 Russell Ct
Irvine, CA 92617
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Gatlin
10383 Kingsport Drive
Cincinnati, OH 45241
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce Morimoto
3217 Otto Lane
Evanston, IL 60201
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Hauf
1 Won’T Give It
Fairfax, CA 94930
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jake jenkins
4741 S.E. 34 Ave
Portland ,, OR 97202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jack LaMonica
395 Sylvan Byway
Pisgah Forest, NC 28768
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Benjamin
400 Pilarcitos Avenue
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jamie Morris
4309 Fairfax Drive
Crystal Lake, IL 60014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert James
13557 W. Amherst Pl
Lakewood, CO 80228
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jack Ames
Po Box 987
Castroville, CA 95012
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Lecroy
340 Cabrini Blvd Apt#403
New York, NY 10040
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Kilmer
951 Dolores St # B
San Francisco, CA 94110
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane hyde
5 Abbottct
Orinda, CA 94563
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Peal
4236 25th St
S.F., CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Saupp
8135 W. Port Madison Rd.
Bainbridge Island, WA 98110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jan Grichor
1543 Stonehaven
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

S janes
5326 Newport Dr.
Lisle, IL 60532
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terrence WARD
14530 Kildare
Midlothian, IL 60445
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

James Strowe
El Cerrito, CA 94530
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jewell Ashby
1320 Addison St., Apt. A110
Berkeley, CA 94702
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jason Walker
6920 S 74th Ln
Laveen, AZ 85339
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jason Weiss  
148 Midwood St.  
Brooklyn, NY 11225
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I’ve always thought we should preserve our gas and the fracked gas is no exception. Someday in the future we will be glad we did, either because our environment will be healthier or because we are the only ones with gas left. So we have to pay a little more now but with big rewards later. Let us save our resources and use other less foresighted country’s resources instead.

Sincerely,

Judy Omre
536 Eagles Nest
Baldwin, MO 63011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Astaunda
12949 Calle De Las Rosas
San Diego, CA 92129
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice vranka
9103 Sw 23rd Drive
Portland, OR 97219
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Walker
1415 Ne 21st Avenue
Portland, OR 97232
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

PLEASE stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We simply cannot afford cheap, dirty energy. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets.

Sincerely,

Jay Haygood
112 Mineral Springs Circle
Parachute, CO 81635
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Howard Eisenberg
810 Wilmington Rd.
San Mateo, CA 94402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Benioff
765 Upland Road
Redwood City, CA 94062
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joann Bradley
1103 East Howard
Creston, IA 50801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Bush
7 Ashlawn Rd
Malvern, PA 19355
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Sanders
10740 Sesunnyside Rd.
Clackamas, OR 97015
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Hotchkiss
10563 Hillview Ave
Chatsworth, CA 91311
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jan Kidder
Jan Kidder
Memphis, TN 38111
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Cleveland
4757 Lambert Dr.
Santa Rosa, CA 95403
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Cox
3336 31st St
San Diego, CA 92104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanette Coufal
1913 Blairmore Rd.
Lexington, KY 40502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Dragon
305 Harvest Ln.
Santa Rosa, CA 95401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John DeHaan
287 Chase Road
Hilton, NY 14468
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Teas
8445 Sw 181 Terrace
Village Of Palmetto Bay, FL 33157
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Eberenz
7 Harrington Ave
Cortland, NY 13045
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nyla Jebousek
P.O. Box 642
Newport, OR 97365
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffery Dorer
5818 Fayette St.
Los Angeles, CA 90042
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Angelone
20 Hillside Road
Portland, ME 04103
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Segal
3509 Cotter Dr
Louisville, KY 40211
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Fisher
4080 Hancock St. #3910
San Diego, CA 92110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Slawinski
4909 Crooks Rd. C-7
Ro, MI 48073
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joann Kersten
27 Paseo Grande
San Lorenzo, CA 94580
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Kramer
1288 Church
San Francisco, CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Is it really worth it?

Sincerely,

Howard Jelks
430 Sw 27th St
Gainesville, FL 32607
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

J Emily Peabody
121 Cedar Lake Rd N
Minneapolis, MN 55405
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Coor
1010 Memorial Drive, 9c
Cambridge, MA 02138
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jen Mullen
6521 27th Ave Nw
Seattle, WA 98117
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jennifer Lopez
15741 Sharonhill Dr
Whittier, CA 90604
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Litchfield
Po Box 483
Trevett, ME 04571
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer talarco
112 Cambridge Ave
Westmont, NJ 08108
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jessica Bitetto
72 Thistle Rd
Gilmanton, NH 03237
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Braun
5527 Brightwood Rd
Bethel Park, PA 15102
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jane Phares
212 82nd St. S
Birmingham, AL 35206
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeri Khajeh-Noori
3062 Eastland Blvd 101-D
Clearwater, FL 33761
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeremy Hamilton
Po Box 126
Rochester, WI 53167
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sammye Meadows
223 S Boulevard St
Gunnison, CO 81230
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerod Kratzer
131 Shirley Drive
Cary, WV 25705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerry Hayes
150 West G Street
Benicia, CA 94510
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jessica Finney
528 38th Ave
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanne Temperly
Street Address
City, MA 02780
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Yonah Etshalom
927 S Farragut St Apt 1r
Philadelphia, PA 19143
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Rob Wells
15106 We Marion St
Milwaukie, OR 97267
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. If we must have fracking we should keep the fracked gas as part of our overall strategy to become energy independent!

Sincerely,

Jen Tubbesing
7170 Glacier Rd
Longmont, CO 80503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Faris
990 Camino San Acacio
Santa Fe, NM 87505
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Flitcraft
1812 Pineridge Dr
Cambria, CA 93428
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

John Tate
3805 Joycliff Road
Macon, GA 31211
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Affonso
1919 Belmont Lane
Redondo Beach, CA 90278
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Gordon
2510 Hidden Valley Drive
Little Rock, AR 72212
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is toxic to our water, the American communities and the climate. Please do not promote fracked gas exports. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jill Harmer
1512 Norris Pl
Louisville, KY 40205
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Joe Hayes
431 Mastick Ave
San Bruno, CA 94066
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Davie Cantrell
245 East Queens Drive
Williamsburg, VA 23185
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Gibbel
10 S. Broad Street
Lititz, PA 17543
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Brauner
504 Antioch Ln
Ballwin, MO 63011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Kellerman
608 1/2 Normandy
Iowa City, IA 52246
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Lovatt
348 Rantoul St Unit 208
Beverly, MA 01915
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Allowing the expansion of markets for fracked gas would be a step backward in the intelligent combatting climate change. The facts of the harmful chemistry involved in the extraction of this product and its potential for devastating effects on our climate and our communities, should have resulted in an automatic rejection of this proposal. It shocks me that this has even been considered in a positive light by those who should be the guardians of our health and environment.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Moore
980 Burl Rd
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Petrovic
3635 Balfour Ave
Oakland, CA 94610
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Shih
1611 Hotel Circle South #A203
San Diego, CA 92108
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Weems
280 Northern Ave., Apt. 24-I
Avondale Estates, GA 30002
To Whom it May Concern:

The environment in general is in great enough peril without the fracking process. Most of the decision makers in Congress, as well as President Obama, seem to want the quick fix, to take the money from fracking and say what a great job they've done for the economy. I think that is a foolish approach to our insatiable energy needs. Even though the fracking process is many years old, only recently has it come to the attention of the American public. Some victims of fracking practiced near their homes tell a very disturbing story. I say leave the gas in the ground until a less toxic means of extracting it can be developed. Further exploitation of the fracking process and the dangers it poses to the American people must not be allowed to continue. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lamar Pittman
2011 West 84th Place
Los Angeles, CA 90047
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanne Johnson
314 Schenectady St
Schenectady, NY 12307
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Ferrara
1284 Balsam Dr
Decatur, GA 30033
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Judith Ross
10555 W. Jewell Ave. #16-208
Lakewood, CO 80232
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Jungwirth
8508 13th Ave
Bloomington, MN 55425
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Eve McFarland
13 Ehrlich Road
Austin, TX 78746
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Jacoby
1211 Mountbatten Rd
Tallahassee, FL 32301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Kovacsi
3903 White Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff LaFlamme
100 Principe De Paz
Santa Fe, NM 87508
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Raphael
10514 Ponder Way
San Diego, CA 92126
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Janet Gotch
6521 Vista Dr.
Yountville, CA 94599
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Hill
101 W 147th St Apt 25c
New York, NY 10039
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Lippitt
23 Mineral St.
Reading, MA 01867
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Longenbaugh
520 Boylston Ave. E.
Seattle, WA 98102
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

J L T Williams
P O Box 89
Huntington Beach, CA 92648
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jason Luk
574 Grove St. #C
San Francisco, CA 94102
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanne Wagner
4601n Windigo Trail
Madison, WI 53711
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jonilyn Blandy
27434 Fawnskin Dr.
Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90275
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James McGuire
911 Tam O' Shanter Dr.
Kansas City, MO 64145
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jon Miller
3956 W Lafayette Blvd
Detroit, MI 48216
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Westra
518 E 8th Ave
Spokane, WA 99202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Montell
7 Commodore Dr Apt 356
Emeryville, CA 94608
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Our focus (and resources both natural and financial) should be concentrating and developing the following energy strategies (not necessarily in this order and not made in China, please!) De-salination Hydro Electric Hydro solar hybrid systems Wind (Did I mention not made in China?) Solar steam Solar photovoltaic Oil and gas and their effect on the environment (In getting to it, extracting it, transporting it, refining it, storing it, and finally using/ burning it) has got to be exposed for the complete waste of time and energy that it is. Time is running out and renewable should not only be embraced and implemented, but we should lead the world in making the equipment, implementing the systems, and giving American companies and citizens jobs. Producing and maintaining this type of renewable product here, will produce jobs, revenue and a tax base for America, and Americans. Fossil fuels should be used for air travel only! Every roof top in America could become the new power plants for this country. Very soon my photovoltaic roof will charge my car! At least I will be able to tell the oil companies how and what I think of them with my wallet. You should too! Please wake up! Stop the fracking and start something good for the planet and this country! Did I mention jobs and revenue?

Sincerely,

John Moriarty
4301 Palmero Dr.
Los Angeles, CA 90065
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Timothy Ryan
34522 Via Verde
Capo Beach, CA 92624
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Naples
9 Benson Street
West Haverstraw, NY 10993
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe Nochman
828 Laurel Hill Ln
Columbia, SC 29201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

MR PRESIDENT YOU NO LONGER HAVE TO GET ELECTED. YOUR REAL LEGACY IS TO USE YOUR POWER TO SAVE THE PLANET WATCH 2 NEW DOCUMENTARIES: 1 -MORE THAN HONEY FROM SWITZERLAND/GERMANY/AUSTRIA 2 -REVOLUTION BY ROB STEWART Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanna Morgan
1843 El Camino De La Luz
Santa Barbara, CA 93109
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Bykonen
3871 Stikes Dr. Se
Lacey, WA 98503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol san
33100 Pacific Coast Hwy
Malibu, CA 90265
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jo Page
4220 Wendy Lee Ln Nw
Cedar Rapids, IA 52405
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jody Biesche
105 E 96th Ter
Kansas City, MO 64114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Jones
6490 Vernon Rd
Pleasanton, KS 66075
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joel chassan
611 Westside Ave Bsm
Jersey City, NJ 07304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joel Kaye
301 E 75th St
Ny, NY 10021
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Obelcz
3283 Roxbury Rd
Hatfield, PA 19440
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe Perugini  
717 Bayou Ave  
Tarpon Springs, FL 34689
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Rothlisberger
14223 Moorpark St
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe Simmons
365 Auwinala Road
Kailua, HI 96734
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Belch
3441 Shadeland Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15212
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Allocca
14 Mayhew St.
Dorchester, MA 02125
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Holtzclaw
1508 Taylor #5
San Francisco, CA 94133
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Strauss
50 Burton St
New Haven, CT 06515
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Meyer
2100 Westlake Ave N Ste 1
Seattle, WA 98109
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dr. Natalie & Mr. John Tyler
812 Plum Ridge Drive
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Bulik
4301 Newcombe St
Wheat Ridge, CO 80033
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Dervin
3638 Craigsher Drive
Apopka, FL 32712
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Essman
P. O. Box 1381
Healdsburg, CA 95448
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Sefton
20462 Rose Canyon Rd
Trabuco Canyon, CA 92679
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Wagers
563 Martin St
Oakland, CA 94609
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Dashiel
11352 Squirrel Spur Rd
Meadows Dan, VA 24120
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Kroneck
311 N. Lincoln
Stanton, MI 48888
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Johnny Guthman
1272 Washington St Apt #2
Denver, CO 80203
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jolie De Pauw
Po Box 6756
San Rafael, CA 94903
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jon Pankin
101 Belvedere Dr. #6
Mill Valley, CA 94941
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. The result—polluting America and sending a polluting substance to pollute somewhere else in the world— the impact on global climate change is frightening!

Sincerely,

Virginia Jones, Ph.D
5040 Coopers Landing Dr., Apt. 1-D
Kalamazoo, MI 49004
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Levin
442 W 45th St
New York, NY 10036
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jon Spitz
401 Steele Lane
Laytonville, CA 95454
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Watson
1228 Camino Del Mar
Del Mar, CA 92014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joshua Blanchfield
15 Warrenton Ave.
Hartford, CT 06105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joshua Stein
150 Downey, #5
San Francisco, CA 94117
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pati Snow
2202 Barstow Rd
Lansing, MI 48906
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Ehmann
2853 Harbor Rd
Merrick, NY 11566
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce Mihanovich
4338 Marl Way
Carmichael, CA 95608
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce Casey
4305 San Pedro Ne
Albuquerque, NM 87109
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce Lovejoy
2 Bessie Leavitt Ln
New Boston, NH 03070
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce Lichtenfels
40 Olde Covington Way
Arden, NC 28704
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joy Rich
140 E. 2nd St., Apt. 2u
Brooklyn, NY 11218
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please listen to the people! We do not want to endanger the health and well being of the environment in which we live and breathe. We must protect life and sustain it, not risk destroying it through the process of hydro fracking.

Sincerely,

John Pattison
174 4th Street
Troy, NY 12180
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerry Persky
5657 Wilshire Blvd Ste 410
Los Angeles, CA 90036
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Landis
352 Avalon Chase Dr.
Fenton, MO 63026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurie McGovern
5180 Nw 109 Terrace
Coral Springs, FL 33076
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Maguire
530 Vistamont Ave
Berkeley, CA 94708
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynne Pratt
3440 Bayonne Dr.
San Diego, CA 92109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Teevan
1136 Misty Creek St
Chula Vista, CA 91913
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Ferrari
1175 W Baseline
Claremont, CA 91711
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking will impact on human health and the environment and the fuel obtained will not stay in the US but will be shipped out elsewhere for the sole profit of the corporations who perform the fracking; i.e., we reward private corporations for destroying our health and the environment. How does this benefit the citizens or the nation? It doesn’t.

Sincerely,

Judith Rosenstein
1304 Camino Amparo Nw
Albuquerque, NM 87107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Ruggles
626 Main St
Concord, MA 01742
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Ford
1819 N. 51 Ave.
Hollywood, FL 33021
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Lindsay
2368 Bailer Hill Road
Friday Harbor, WA 98250
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Snively
13522 John Cline Road
Smithsburg, MD 21783
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Josef Kozaka
140 Old Post Road
Lebanon Springs, NY 12125
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jasmine Tygre
1050 E. Waters Ave #4
Aspen, CO 81611
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Robinson
76 West St,
Middletown Springs, VT 05757
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Carter
Po Box 513
Friday Harbor, WA 98250
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Howard
1365 Pea Ridge Road
Dubach, LA 71235
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Schriebman
3 Poco Paso
San Rafael, CA 94903
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Coyle
P. O. Box 746
Hotchkiss, CO 81419
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. If you are going to destroy America's environment and poison our water, no other nation should benefit. I don't believe fracking is healthy on any level, but if allowed, the product gained from it MUST NOT leave the USA!

Sincerely,

Julia Wright
106 Ruxton Ave.
Manitou Springs, CO 80829
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Juli Loupe
154 E. Main St.
Georgetown, KY 40324
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice Lee
5880 Gray St. #2
West Richland, WA 99353
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

June Hurst
215 East 95th Street, Apt. 9-H
New York, NY 10128
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbaa Jean Maurer
1835 Indiana St
Gridley, CA 95948
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Russell
1063 Poplar Avenue
Boulder, CO 80304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities, our water supply and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Please stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I cannot believe this is even on the table. We should be looking to sustain ourselves with gas and coal and bolstering renewable energy while weening the country from the teat of big oil.

Sincerely,

Judson Wynne
661 Kiowa
Flagstaff, AZ 86001
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John ventre
700 Shumont Rd
Black Mountain, NC 28711
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sammy Granquist
417 Wells Ave. S. #3
Renton, WA 98057
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jon Widercrantz
502 S Plain Street
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Wellington
137 Park Village Loop
Florence, OR 97439
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Wiest
254 N Sandusky St
Delaware, OH 43015
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Wright
1670a Swantown Road
Oak Harbor, WA 98277
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Yarbrough
4102 Greenwood St.
Newbury Park, CA 91320
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Please do not do this, I beg you. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. What about climate change? What about droughts? What about the aquifers? This should be a no brainer. Invest in solar like Germany...problem solved.!

Sincerely,

Julie Baxter
1037 E 44th St #102
Austin, TX 78751
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. IT IS VERY FRUSTRATING TO HAVE TO CONTINUALLY REMIND OUR ELECTED OFFICIALS THAT THE WORK THAT THEY DO IS TO BE IN "OUR" BEST AND NOT JUST FOR THOSE WHO LOBBY THE HARDEST!

Sincerely,

Judie Maron-Friend
123 Abcde
Portland, OR 97220
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Osman
222 Miramar St
Upland, CA 91784
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kacie Mixon
Po Box 515, 9 Lake Dr.
Roosevelt, NJ 08555
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hayden Kaden
P.O. Box 138
Gustavus, AK 99826
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Kilduff
277 Princes Lane
Harwood, MD 20776
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beth Jakubowski
5019 S. Lake Dr.
Chelsea, MI 48118
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Olson
22314 - 93rd Pl W
Edmonds, WA 98020
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kara Ford
3444 Se Grant St
Portland, OR 97214
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Sachs
6612 Clybourn Ave Unit 96
N Hollywood, CA 91606
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Agee
6631 Columbus Drive
Middleton, WI 53562
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Lassen
583 Colusa Ave
Berkeley, CA 94707
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karin devoto
6 Crolona Heights
Crockett, CA 94525
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karel kilimnik
4913
Phila., PA 19144
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is also a threat to our amazing and irreplaceable resource of fresh water. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kastle brill
207 Summit Ave
Buffalo, NY 14214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Conrad
124 Cook Rd
Duncannon, PA 17020
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kate Lunn
269 Aspen Street
Arroyo Grande, CA 93420
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kate Jamal
4 Bell Hill Rd.
Wilmington, DE 19809
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathe Haskell
7440 La Vista Dr
Dallas, TX 75214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Wright
225 S. Houghton
Milford, MI 48381
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine mcCamant
151 Ladera Drive
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathi Kibbel
522 S Clinton Ave
Dallas, TX 75208
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Valdez
7
Mount Angel, OR 97362
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Scarborough
11701 Smoketree Rd
Potomac, MD 20854

CREDO Action
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katelin Thomas
3615 Vanston Rd
Cutchogue, NY 11935
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Ging
Pob 11245
Eugene, OR 97440
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Our children and future generations depend on our wisdom now!

Sincerely,

KI Johnson, MS
2090 W First St
Ft Myers, FL 33901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Duke
608 E 49th
Austin, TX 78751
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Ordonez
26 Locust St
New Britain, CT 06051
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Ruopp
9631 S Vanderpoel Av
Chicago, IL 60643
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Skaggs
525 S. Castlerock Terrace
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. No one is able to reassure us that it is safe and that we are not destroying our clean water.

Sincerely,

Kathy Tolman
4735 Reed
Wheatridge, CO 80033
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Masotti
Apdo 37
Port Townsend, WA 98362
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Ramsey
1626 Colusa Ave.
Davis, CA 95616
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Webber
25 Melrose Pl
Montclair, NJ 07042
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the world’s climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Please stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Your protection is needed by anyone who uses water, breathes air, or eats anything grown in the USA.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Bobb
207 Hunt Rd
Westerlo, NY 12193
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Brossmer
5557 Ne Echo Lake Road
Mercer, WI 54547
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Bowman
2828 Rivers End Road
Orlando, FL 32817
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kay Brunnier
565 Graceland Dr
Carbondale, CO 81623
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Hawkins
Po Box 201
Summit, NY 12175
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Clark
2006 35th St.
Des Moines, IA 50310
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joy Keeping
743 Old Colony Drive
Richmond, TX 77469
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keith Mosier
3554 Commonwealth Ave
Saint Louis, MO 63143
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keith Garrett
1107 Seabright Ave
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adam Schofield  
8415 34th Ave Sw  
Seattle, WA 98126
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Loafman
2320 Daybreak Trail
Plano, TX 75093
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Exporting gas makes no sense. Domestic consumption might be justified, but exports come at too high an environmental cost, and for what? Dollars for corporations? No.

Sincerely,

Kent Price
604 Castine Road
Orland, ME 04472
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff Keyes
4121 Browns Ln #A-8
Louisville, KY 40220
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kate Goetz
6635 N Mozart St
Chicago, IL 60645
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kendrick Gordon
560 Sheridan Square, #2
Evanston, IL 60202
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We should use our domestic natural gas resources we can get without fracking for home heating in addition to a big increase in geothermal. We should move to other sources for electricity such as wind, tidal, small scale hydro and solar buildings. We do not need to put communities at risk for fossil fuel companies to make more insane profits.

Sincerely,

Michael Mascarenhas
29 Pinewood Ave
Saratoga Spgs, NY 12866
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debra Leenhouts
Street Address
City, CA 95403
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim Floyd
5375 Shirley J. Lane
Wrightwood, CA 92397
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Kitamura
690 Chestnut Street #106
San Francisco, CA 94133
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alexis Gross
2807 Ranch House Dr E
Fort Worth, TX 76116
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marla Crites
560 Coyote Way
Chico, CA 95928
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Check
2237-1/2 Ceres Avenue
Chico, CA 95926
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking is a con job by the fossil fuel industry. Just say no!

Sincerely,

Kim Kensler
4902 Secor Road #5
Toledo, OH 43623
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank Corrigan
16 Sarah St
Providence, RI 02906
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Krisallen Bean
3915 Rivaridge Ct
Marietta, GA 30062
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Ellen George
1356 Four Star Drive East
Galloway, OH 43119
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Kautz
2060 East 112th Place
Northglenn, CO 80233
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kay Monte-White
44520 Blueridge Meadows Dr.
Ashburn, VA 20147
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Bergwall
2900 Power Line Rd.
Haines City, FL 33844
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin O’Connor
420 E St
Davis, CA 95616
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lori Kohlstaedt
810 Contra Costa
Berkeley, CA 94707
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ned Long
1544 Valley View
Los Osos, CA 93402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Malu Engalla
1 Oregon St
Richmond, CA 94801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stefan Kozinski
807 E. Matson Run Pkwy,
Wilmington, DE 19802
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Shannon
12 Barbara Dr
Warwick, NY 10990
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Reisdorf
1012 Calle Venezia
San Clemente, CA 92672
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kris Harker
42 Black Oak Drive
Lancaster, PA 17602
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Marcus
9772 S. V
Chicago, IL 60643
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kris Gregory
509 N. 21st Street
San Jose, CA 95112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristyn MacPhail
9236 W Euclid Ave
Littleton, CO 80123
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keene Silfer
181 Ferguson Rd
Dryden, NY 13053
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Scheel
1810 Cypress Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44109
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kirtland Snyder
93a High Ridge Road
Pound Ridge, NY 10576
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kyle Reynolds
1496 Mt. Zoar Rd
Pine City, NY 14871
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Swantek
5300 Vine St
Saint Clair, MI 48079
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Blacik
124 N Park Ave
Waukegan, IL 60085
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lesley Adams
630 S. Main St.
Geneva, NY 14456
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lee Bailey
700 Warren Rd
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Linda Ford
308 Danforth St
Portland, ME 04102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

La George
339 Oney Ave
Huntington, WV 25705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leila Walsh
446 Jersey Av
Jersey City, NJ 07302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Lewis
2004 W 11th Pl
Stillwater, OK 74074
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking threatens not just American communities but also the climate that our agriculture and commerce depends on. Why would we promote exporting fracked gas when such exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking. The world desperately needs less use of carbon-based fuels and more research, development, and implementation of alternative energy sources. Please stand up to the fossil fuel industry, which always has its hand out and benefits wrongly from huge subsidies that I, as a taxpayer, hate to pay.

Sincerely,

Mary Warren
215 S. Prospect St.
Wheaton, IL 60187
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Marianna Mejia
1009 Hidden Valley Road
Soquel, CA 95073
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lance Jimenez
11223 Sw 88th Street
Miami, FL 33176
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marlene Pratt
2401 W.Morningsidedr.
Phoenix, AZ 85023
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lane Shields
700 Clinton St
Iowa City, IA 52240
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Albrecht
Main & 4th
San Antonio, NM 87832
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Brown
1443 Edwards Avenue
Fircrest, WA 98466
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Jones
4659 Ne Crystal Ln
Portland, OR 97218
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Boatman
1059 Marie Ave W
Mendota Hts, MN 55118
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry Hermsen
1333 Ne Rosa Parks Way
Portland, OR 97211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry Hanson
10448 Scenic Drive
Forestville, CA 95436
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry Wood
8237 New Lraf Ave
Las Vegas, NV 89131
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Milford
8029 Grand Pines Blvd
Lakeland, FL 33810
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Orsini
42 W Washington St
Wernersville, PA 19565
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Koch
690 Mariposa Ave. #201
Oakland, CA 94610
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert & Laura Fukada
525 Mayflower Rd
Claremont, CA 91711
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lauren Gardiner
1701 Clinton St.
Los Angeles, CA 90026
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurel Lindsey
580 Santa Alicia Drive
Rohnert Park, CA 94928
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Veiga
8 Timothy Lane
Plymouth, MA 02360
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Vague
1409 Bain Dr
Madison, TN 37115
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randall Webb
2328 Nw Glisan St. #10
Portland, OR 97210
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shirley Hudleson
2920 Ivy St.
Titusville, FL 32796
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

S. Etherton
504 E. 63rd Street
New York, NY 10065
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lee Baker
2506 Sylvan Road
Greensboro, NC 27403
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lorne Beatty
573 N. Maxfield Road
Brighton, MI 48114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurie Beringer
14524 Bayes
Lakewood, OH 44107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lis Libengood
102 Persimmon Lane
Lake Jackson, TX 77566
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking has been proven to endanger whole communities, to pollute underground water and destabilize the land. I’m not sure we should even be doing it for our own energy needs. We certainly shouldn’t be increasing the demand so the greedy energy industry can get wealthier. This is not CLEAN DOMESTIC energy! Leslie Zock Central Point, Oregon

Sincerely,

Leslie Zock
4965 Glen Echo Way
Central Point, OR 97502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lee Mitchell
7 Ardmore Path
Kensington, CA 94707
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry Reed
341 Foresail Court
Foster City, CA 94404
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linnea Dudley
922 Riverbank St
Lincoln Park, MI 48146
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. These export terminal pose great danger to populations near them. Why are we EXPORTING Gas? Just to line pockets of profiteers? We should be saving the gas for our use as we transition to renewable resources for future generations. Now a pipe line wants to be built through our community within the evacuation zone for Limerick Nuclear Power plant just to export gas that we can’t use??? None of this makes sense for now or for future generations.

Sincerely,

Peggy Hartzell
1967 Fairview Rd.
Glenmoore, PA 19343
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leah Eister-Hargrave
1010 N Allen Pl
Seattle, WA 98103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lee Harrison
3900 Ford Rd Apt 16q
Philadelphia, PA 19131
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy King
904 W Oakland Ave
Austin, MN 55912
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie Iakind
204 W San Mateo Rd
Santa Fe, NM 87505
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stuart Leichter
5411 Strawberry Hill Dr Apt A
Charlotte, NC 28211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leonard Mastri
2522 Norfolk Rd
Cleveland, OH 44106
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Where will we import the WATER from when our national ground water tables are DECIMATED by fracking. When are we going to grow up out of this selfish cycle of SHORT-TERM thinking. Our society cannot remain in denial and stupidity forever...there is little chance of "forever" or of ongoing quality of life with current practices. Our earth is on loan from our children...it is inexcusable and reprehensible to allow more fracking. Support an expanded economy with resources allocated to clean energy development. There are methodologies available that are continually quashed by big business, by dollars, by selfish and short-sighted thinking. We must change our approach. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie Shankman
2811 Sylvan Street
Bellingham, WA 98226
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alexandria Lupu
Po Box 1704
Lk Havasu Cty, AZ 86405
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alexandra Sweitzer
1401 Chestnut Xing
Lemont, IL 60439
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Shipping fracked gas would only increase the cost. It’s hard to justify the costs anyway, and so several sites have closed down, because the reduced cost of natural gas has placed fracking even further away from unsustainable. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lorna Fear
1022 Junipero Avenue
Redwood City, CA 94061
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Tyson
20 High Meadow Lane
State College, PA 16803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lee Goodin
600 Chestnut St Apt 408
San Francisco, CA 94133
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Hillesland
1124 5th Av
Longmont, CO 80501
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Howell
612 W Barnum Cir
Payson, AZ 85541
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phil Strickland
112 N Portage Path
Akron, OH 44303
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lillian Alex
3392 B Punta Alta
Laguna Woods, CA 92637
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Welker
10619 Beard Ave. S. #310
Bloomington, MN 55431
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kym Waugh
521 Logan St
Denver, CO 80203
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lillian Feierabend
Po Box 1540
Cottonwood, CA 96022
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Wilscam
66-B Union St.
Rockville, CT 06066
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

M' Limon
Po Box 2362
Daly City, CA 94017
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Townsend West
6471 Sand Point Way Ne
Seattle, WA 98115
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Hardesty
3521 Spring Creek Place
Boulder, CO 80301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Currie
1359 Tomlee Drive
Berkeley, CA 94702
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Appel
4 Lakeside Dr
Stafford, VA 22554
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Elvee
318 Elm St.
St. Peter, MN 56082
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Linnea Danna
3636 E Medlock Dr
Phoenix, AZ 85018
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Clark
P.O. Box 72066
Newport, KY 41072
To Whom it May Concern:

There is enough evidence now for ALL OF US to know that fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Environmental issues such as this should top the Obama Administration’s list of concerns this administration; we just can’t wait any longer to take steps to protect the environment and attempt to reverse the effects of climate change. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Yarger
1025 Alabama Ave.
Durham, NC 27705
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Larkin
3271 Kelton Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90034
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Segnitz
118 Sherman St
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ben Littauer
37 Fletcher Rd.
Bedford, MA 01730
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wilbur Little  
Cherry Creek Dr. S.  
Denver, CO 80209
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Stang
3834 Franklin Ave
Astoria, OR 97103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Lareau Whitcomb
354 Old Vernon Rd
Northfield, MA 01360
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Liz McCamon  
10495 W. Briar Oaks Dr. D  
Stanton, CA 90680
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas, PLEASE!

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Schutt
27 Archer Ave
White Plains, NY 10603
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Elizabeth smith
6623 Wabash Ave.
Kansas City, MO 64132
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leann Johnson
2107 24th Ave S
Minneapolis, MN 55406
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Nunn
38b Del Sol Ct
Sandia Park, NM 87047
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lee Anne McCarthy
11352 Tecumseh
Redford, MI 48239
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lesley Maul
1132 Magnolia Avenue
San Jose, CA 95126
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Michael
8014 Fresca Street
Jacksonville, FL 32217
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Ng
3332 155th St Floor 1
Flushing, NY 11354
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Smith
2135 Se Ankeny St
Portland, OR 97214
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lodiza lepore
334 Dewey St
Bennington, VT 05201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Thomason
8576 Saint Helena Rd
Santa Rosa, CA 95404
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Quigley
7321 Monticello Blvd
Springfield, VA 22150
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lonnie Weinheimer
1304 Cresthaven Dr
Silver Spring, MD 20903
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lorraine Castro
7913 Calle Torcido
Bakersfield, CA 93309
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Loren Loberg
16 Coronado Lane
Hot Springs Village, AR 71909
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

First Name last name
Street Address
City, OR 97202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Malcolm Campbell
2014 Channing Way
Berkeley, CA 94704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Louis Camden
3691 W State Route 20
Gibsonburg, OH 43431
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to US communities drinking water aquifers (chemically contaminated underground aquifers can not be easily uncontaminated) as well as the climate of the entire Earth. Require that the current fossil fuel subsidies from the US taxpayer be applied to the transition to sustainable energy. Remove the exemption for fracking from the Clean Water Act. Require that sufficient bonds to ship in drinking water in perpetuity for the affect communities be posted before fracking is allowed. Do not allowing fracked gas exports when "flaring" of natural UNFRACKED gas continues. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Monte Martin
General Delivery
Sumner, WA 98390
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lowell m
529 34th Street
Oakland, CA 94609
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Peterson
404 Woodlark Ct.
Indian Trail, NC 28079
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

The largest paragraph in President Obama’s 2nd inauguration speech was about climate change. During fracking methane gas escapes into the atmosphere. Methane is a greenhouse gas that remains in the atmosphere many, many, many more years than carbon dioxide. Fracking contributes to global warming and therefore contributes to the powerful and destructive changes in the planet’s climate. In that speech Obama reiterated the duty of We the People, citizens, to work together for the common good, letting our elected officials know the facts and our common sense opinions. Well, here it is: Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. More fracking means more contamination of millions and millions of our precious water — drillers call it “waste water”. There is a draught in the midwest yet drillers want to divert and ruin the water farmers, natural forests, wild and domestic plants and animals and human beings need, now, 4 years from now, 40 years from now and 400 years from now. U.S. geologist have confirmed that earthquakes in places like Oklahoma were caused by breaking the deep shale by fracking - hydraulic fracturing. Drillers now want to frack in Southern Illinois the potent New Madrid Fault lies near. Get rid of Dick Cheney’s 2005 “Haliburton Exemption” on disclosing the toxic chemicals used in fracking. Let Obama’s legacy be that he banned fracking and saved the planet from more greenhouse gas. Obama won’t need a legacy if we are all poisoned and dead from contaminated water from fracking.

Sincerely,

Leslie Roberts
735 S. Scoville Ave.
Oak Park, IL 60304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lennie rodoff
9145 Sw 96th Court Road
Ocala, FL 34481
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Hind
175 Santa Barbara
Irvine, CA 92606
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

L. Griffiths
8293 Sw 167th Place
Beaverton, OR 97007
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Lessels
166 Lassen Dr.
Santa Barbara, CA 93111
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisie Orjuela
59 Porters Hill Rd
Trumbull, CT 06611
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward Carey
150-33 20th Road
Whitestone, NY 11357
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lu Hamlin
81 Southlawn Ave
Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Clara Luna
2528 E. Monte Vista
Tucson, AZ 85716
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynda Asher
1612 Brooklyn Avenue
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Jacobs
12 Harrison Ct
S. Orange, NJ 07079
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Hallenbeck
2300 Emerson Street
Palo Alto, CA 94301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beth Dallam
2 Duncan Ct
Jersey City, NJ 07306
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul And Karen Larson
6348 Eisenhower Ct.
Chino, CA 91710
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim McDonald
4723 126th St. Ne
Marysville, WA 98271
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christian Mack
1801 Hayes St Apt 1
San Francisco, CA 94117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Reynolds
14 Summer St.
Antrim, NH 03440
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Madeelein Smith
333 W. California Blvd.
Pasadena, CA 91105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peggy Evans
1615 Dellwood Ave.
Cookeville, TN 38506
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Golembiewski
1004 Everglades Drive
Pacifica, CA 94044
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Ball
323 S. Wallace Ave
Bozeman, MT 59715
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Pelakh
41 9th Terrace
Cocoa Beach, FL 32931
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

No no no no! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maggie Reardon
P.O. Box 6056
Olympia, WA 98507
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Mahallak
1554 Tanglewood Drive
Crystal Lake, IL 60014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Circus Szalewski
222 S Central Ave Apt 128
Los Angeles, CA 90012
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Bradley
3732b Kilauea Ave
Honolulu, HI 96816
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

M. A. McManus
1622 Race
Denver, CO 80206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. NO EXPORT OF FRACKED GAS AND ACTUALLY NO FRACKING!

Sincerely,

Marilyn Anderson
34 Nicholson St
Rochester, NY 14620
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking is destroying communities and the environment. Please don’t allow the exporting of fracked gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Senhen
4841 55th Street
San Diego, CA 92115
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Glenn moody
809 37th St
West Palm Beach, FL 33407
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Creed
2470 Whispering Maple Drive
Orlando, FL 32837
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking pollutes the water and ruins the environment! Do NOT promote or expand this practice. Focus on Solar, Wind, and conservation efforts instead. Thank you,

Sincerely,

Margaret Kielty
6217 14th Ave S
Richfield, MN 55423
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margie Mallen
2034 E. Cypress St.
Covina, CA 91724
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margot Fetz
1045 E 20th Ave
Eugene, OR 97405
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Bair
705 Capp St
San Francisco, CA 94110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Petkov
471 Midline Rd
Freeville, NY 13068
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marios psomas
1013 Connecticut Rd
Tarpon Springs, FL 34689
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Landkamer
396 Marietta Drive
San Francisco, CA 94127
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Fowler
565 County Road 233
Durango, CO 81301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Porath
P.O. Box 726
Amity, OR 97101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marjorie Lasky
1540 Grant St
Berkeley, CA 94703
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marsha McKee
1916 Princess Street
Wilmington, NC 28405
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marsha Wheaton
1720 Pergola Ave.
Traverse City, MI 49686
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Hunkins
4251 Percheron Ln
Arcata, CA 95521
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Holland
3515 N.W. 17th
Oklahoma City, OK 73107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martin Mauldin
200 Bulkeley Hill Rd.
Colchester, CT 06415
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary McGilvra
3807 Se Clinton St
Portland, OR 97202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Almendarez
608 Joyce St.
Houston, TX 77009
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Garwood
Po Box 3604
Carmel, IN 46082
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mary Artino
5604 La Paz St.
Long Beach, CA 90803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Mulrooney
56 D'Alfonso Road
Newburgh, NY 12550
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Hickey
208 West University Street
Wooster, OH 44691
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Templeton
10440 Mesa Madera Dr.
San Diego, CA 92131
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dr Michael stocker
100 Riverside Dr, 10c
New York, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matt Johansen
10355 Greenfield Road
Greenfield, MN 55357
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matthew hicks
3530 Se Lambert St
Portland, OR 97202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Max Lent
812 Coventry Drive
Webster, NY 14580
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Charles Currey
1819 Sw 5th Ave # 250
Portland, OR 97201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John MAYBURY
1302 Rosita Road
Pacifica, CA 94044
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Dumb and Greedy. Businessmen are going to destroy the country.

Sincerely,

James Maynard
211 N. Livingston St.
Madison, WI 53703
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martin Baskin
2121 Jamieson Ave., Unit 1201
Alexandria, VA 22314
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Beld
4806 Burma Rd.
Mcfarland, WI 53558
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marlee Breese
41-019 Wailaw Street
Waimanalo, HI 96795
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Bullock
781 Skyline Ct
Placerville, CA 95667
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matthew Busch
2543 Lullington Dr
Winston Salem, NC 27103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Carian
2010 N 53rd St
Milwaukee, WI 53208
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David McGlocklin
Mcglocklinedu@Sbcglobal.Net
Davis, CA 95616
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry McGovern
21 North Drive
Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heidi McLean
3057 Montgomery Way, Sacramento, Ca
Sacramento, CA 95817
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Reva Damir
1434 Baywood Drive
Modesto, CA 95350
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michele Norrid
10300 Donley Drive
Irving, TX 75063
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fraking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Lee
7711 Sarabee Dr
Preston, MD 21655
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Nutini
3561 Pine Needle Drive
Greenacres, FL 33463
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rosalie Nabors
6350 Red Cedar Place 202
Baltimore, MD 21209
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marshall Deutsch
41 Concord Rd.
Sudbury, MA 01776
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim Medin
2206 E. 34th St.
Minneapolis, MN 55407
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Briggs
46 - 20th Court
Hermosa Beach, CA 90254
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Meghan Kennedy
17 Fairway Drive
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melva Mills
2539 27th St
Sacramento, CA 95818
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Eberling
555 Vallombrosa Ave Apt 63
Chico, CA 95926
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Merle Fishman
3958 Tivoli Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90066
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Burkhart
Sunnyside Road
Salem, OR 97306

CREDO Action 1138
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Chornow
922 Muirfield Rd.
Los Angeles, CA 90019
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Hoffman
3845 34th Ave W Apt 206
Seattle, WA 98199
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Findling  
167 22nd St  
Brooklyn, NY 11232
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Farrell
11333 Moorpark St # 509
Studio City, CA 91602
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marcia Frost
1926 Westgate Rd
Springfield, OH 45504
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Heyl
1867 Fixlini Street
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Giordani
21200 Kittridge St. Apt. 3200
Woodland Hills, CA 91303
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marc Gregory
P.O. Box 16171
Beverly Hills, CA 90209
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Michael Hennen
7310 Seawall Blvd. #207
Galveston, TX 77551
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Kavanaugh
2797 Clay St
San Francisco, CA 94115
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

We need a strategic plan that transitions us from fossil to renewable fuels, from centralized to decentralized production of energy, not a continuation of these same environmentally damaging and life threatening carbon-based methods. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Lehman
535 80th Avenue
St. Pete Beach, FL 33706
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Jay
97 Hidden Drive
Walton Park, NY 10950
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Ray
Po Box 20
Somers, CT 06071
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle Mitchell
238 West 10th Street
Claremont, CA 91711
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. It is our duty to the water supply and to future generations to stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle Gales
355 Buckhannon Avenue
Clarksburg, WV 26301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle Kline
5866 Hobart St
Pittsburgh, PA 15217
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Michelle Redstone
1445 East Ave.
Napa, CA 94559
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paula Johnson
616 Stuart Road
Mt. Pleasant, WI 53406
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Miggie Warms
34-43 86 St.
Jackson Heights, NY 11372
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike And Judith Howden
1430 No. 40th St.
Milwaukee, WI 53208
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Van Riper
21 West Shore Drive
Putnam Valley, NY 10579
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Milton Bosch, M.D.
3432 Crestview Way
Napa, CA 94558
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marguerite Donnay
1032 Ironsides Ave
Melbourne, FL 32940
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mimi Kusch
2537 Overhill Lane
Davis, CA 95616
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Joyce Kawasaki
110 Glen Park Ave
San Rafael, CA 94901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mindy Moffatt
Po Box 6754
Frazier Park, CA 93222
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mir Domurath
Country Acres Drive
Somerset, KY 42503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Miriam Vieni
242 Maple Ave.
Westbury, NY 11590
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Michelle johnston
608 4th Ave
Sacramento, CA 95818
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julia Dennis
214 Sulphur Springs Road
Asheville, NC 28806
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jill Sochacki
600 Reynolds Dr.
Charlotte, NC 28209
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marcia Kelce
147 Laurel Street
Fairhaven, MA 02719
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nary Lynn Hanley
127 Riverside Drive
New York, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mimi Herman
810 Lancaster St
Durham, NC 27701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Villaume
3006 Ne 16th Ave
Portland, OR 97212
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Sherman
11556 Greenwood Avenue North
Seattle, WA 98133
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Meg Mass
6600 S University Ave
Chicago, IL 60637
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Marjorie McCommon
1666 S. Troy St.
Chicago, IL 60623
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Lantz
114 Pond Rd.
Freehold, NJ 07728
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Millard Judy
5303 E. Cortland Blvd.
Flagstaff, AZ 86004
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle Mullen
2605 Piccadilly Ct.
Lincoln, NE 68512
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maria Wyatt
6329 East Eliot Street
Long Beach, CA 90803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles McLean
3913 Village Ln Apt C
Granite City, IL 62040
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Niall Carroll
3991 Franklin Ave.
Astoria, OR 97103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mona Swinehart
1105 E. Southway Blvd. E.
Kokomo, IN 46902
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Wilkins
3312 Se Badger Lane
Port Orchard, WA 98367
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sean Corrigan
125 John Muir Ct
Modesto, CA 95350
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Thomas
167 Carrie St
San Jose, CA 95112
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Morgan Powell
161 W Meadowbrook Ln
Staatsburg, NY 12580
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Skolnick  
2239 7th St  
Berkeley, CA 94710
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kelly Dawn
8145 Reservoir Road
Oroville, CA 95966
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Dobbins
356 East 13th Street, #10
New York, NY 10003
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

M McGillivary
2484 Benson Ln
Eugene, OR 97408
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle Palladine
471 E Tahquitz Canyon
Palm Springs, CA 92262
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marta Herrero
412 E Erie Dr
Tempe, AZ 85282
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Wood
834 Lincoln Ave.
Lancaster, OH 43130
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matthew Quellas
4143 Perlita Ave Apt A
Los Angeles, CA 90039
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Cavanaugh
2621 Rockefeller Lane
Redondo Beach, CA 90278
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Hansen
874 Swan Ln.
Deerfield, IL 60015
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurie Baker
3517 Armour
Port Huron, MI 48060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Porter
4270 Balsam Lane
Jackson, WY 83001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Madeline shaw
696 Ridgebury Rd
Slate Hill, NY 10973
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michal Simpson
6147 Country Club Rd
Omaha, NE 68152
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maria Mcglashan
1253 Saint Charles Ave
Lakewood, OH 44107
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret tatum
214 Wood Trail
Kerrville, TX 78028
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mitch Tlustos
Po Box 5231
Bellingham, WA 98227
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Moore
2820 Rio Vista Ct. Sw
Albuquerque, NM 87105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Mulrennan
77 Third Ave Po Box 124
Atlasburg, PA 15004
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linnell Mather
39 Carver St.
Vinalhaven, ME 04863
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Murray Callahan
28 Mill Rd.
Havertown, PA 19083
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

I reject fracking as a bad idea. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate.

Sincerely,

Tim Holmes
446 N Hoback
Helena, MT 59601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ray Broginni
Po Box 12
Kamuela, HI 96743
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

I urge you to deny all applications to export natural gas. The fossil fuel industry needs to diversify into clean energy and stop poisoning our earth! The world is one, and fracking is one of the dirtiest ways of getting fuel. The US can do much better than that!

Sincerely,

Maggie Wineburgh-Freed
4652 Oak Grove Cir
Los Angeles, CA 90041
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Wiggin
543 Lightning Creek Rd.
Clark Fork, ID 83811
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terri Carlson
4530 40th St Apt 101
San Diego, CA 92116
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patti reid
2131 Sycamore Drive
Winter Park, FL 32789
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Earhart
668 N Coast Hwy # 1401
Laguna Beach, CA 92651
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Badura
4218 Calif St
Omaha, NE 68131
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy White
Po Box 866
White Salmon, WA 98672
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Binzen
241 Conifer Way
Woodacre, CA 94973
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Edmonson
555 John Muir Drive
San Francisco, CA 94132
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Ferkingstad
6003 35th Ave Nw
Seattle, WA 98107
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy sienknecht
4522 Alabama Av.
Chattanooga, TN 37409
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Nancy Melin
1110 S Pine St
Champaign, IL 61820
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Weatherwax
15915 E. Michigan Ave.
Albion, MI 49224
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Van Iderstine
Po Box 8288
Van Nuys, CA 91409
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy szymczak
3647 Adams St.
Carlsbad, CA 92008
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Georgia Stauffer
1247 Plains Road
Scotland, CT 06264
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Barr
1270 Big Lagoon Park Rd.
Trinidad, CA 95570
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Nebel
105 Cold Harbor Ct
Sharpsburg, GA 30277
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Matthews
253 40th Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Neil Harrison
1227 Taylor Ave.
Norfolk, NE 68701
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Nelson
462 Esplanade
Pelham, NY 10803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Natalie Rosen
3908a W Heffron Dr
Burbank, CA 91505
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Garrett
6838 Geary Blvd. #8
San Francisco, CA 94121
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a TOXIC threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynette Dumont
13990 Crabapple Rd
Golden, CO 80401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harry Newman
250 14th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beverly Welch
330 Oak Grove St. Apt 811
Minneapolis, MN 55403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nannette Lorenzen
1590 London Circle
Benicia, CA 94510
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Nelson
9445 S 232nd St
Kent, WA 98031
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lina Gingold
28 Harrington Street
New Paltz, NY 12561
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Niobe Larsen
Hood Place
Walla Walla, WA 99362
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Reitze
55 Zephyr St
Lakewood, CO 80226
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. thank you for your attention to this matter.

Sincerely,

Norma Jacobs
6807 Appomattox Way
Carmichael, CA 95608
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janis Schnurr
164 Tilton Park Dr
Dekalb, IL 60115
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Nate Macke
66 N St #6
Boston, MA 02127
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Noelle Michon
236 N. Luoise
Glendale,, CA 91206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nora Nelle
932 Woodlawn Ave
Phoenixville, PA 19460
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara And Jim Dale
909 Vernon St.
Decorah, IA 52101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nora Doyle
12319 Hillslope St
Studio City, CA 91604
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Norma J F Harrison
1312 Cornell Av
Berkeley, CA 94702
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Anderson
24 Ash Lane
Sherborn, MA 01770
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Norty Kalishman
1043 Columbia Dr., Ne
Albuquerque, NM 87106
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Gambale
1373 12th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94122
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Norbert Radtke
726 3rd St
Brookings, OR 97415
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Roffey
5431 Cresthaven D2
Toledo, OH 43614
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicholas Schaeve
"6100 W Stonehedge Dr, #248"
Greenfield, WI 53220
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. How can President Obama talk about dealing with climate change in his speech today while allowing our air and water to be compromised by fracking?

Sincerely,

Nancy Miranda
429 10th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Vasiloff
172 Green St., Jamaica Plain, Ma
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Horeis
76 Marshall Dr
Selden, NY 11784
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Rosen
24 Fifth Ave.
New York, NY 10011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chuck Mitchell
3820 Colony Oaks Dr
Eugene, OR 97405
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Darren O’Connor
1460 Quince Ave
Boulder, CO 80304
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carl Offner
46 Sunset Path
Sudbury, MA 01776
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ozzie Gonzalez
38 Lake Site Drive
Smallwood, NY 12778
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

M A Gresko
R D # 1
Highland Mills, NY 10930
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Carbone
360 Hunnewell Ave
Elmont, NY 11003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Evelyn Haas
7832 Lister St.
Phila., PA 19152
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Olga Crotty
2763 Overlook Dr
Vallejo, CA 94591
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Olsen-Hasek
4322 Coloma Dr Se
Salem, OR 97302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John o
Ondrejka
Mount Hermon, CA 95041
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arnold Chadderdon
123 York St.
New Haven, CT 06511
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Christy Cornelsen
212 E. Hillside Dr.
Warden, WA 98857
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Olivia Dawson
922 Dolores Dr.
Altadena, CA 91001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William O'Toole
Po Box 368
Emmitsburg, MD 21727
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Philip Lichtenberg
26 Kendal Drive
Kennett Square, PA 19348
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paula Barsamian
800 Brommer St #74
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Daniels
3525 Country Club Dr.
Los Angeles, CA 90019
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Clean drinking water and a clean environment are the two most basic environmental needs for every living thing on the planet Earth. Fracking is a toxic threat to clean water and a clean environment. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Philip Cherry
517 Laurel Oak Dr
Mandeville, LA 70471
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Page Kurnie
118 Toyon Ct
Woodside, CA 94062
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Penelope Anne Hughes
5710 Thousand Oaks Drive
Castro Valley, CA 94552
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diana Palm
1096 Lake Road
Milton, VT 05468
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Shaw-Miller
Po Box 7526
South Lake Tahoe, CA 96158
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela brandt
314 19th
Brooklyn, NY 11215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Gagliardo
32360 Pudding Creek Rd.
Fort Bragg, CA 95437
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Scott
167 Teilh Drive
Boulder Creek, CA 95006
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Don Pestana
8323 Woodmore
Oxford, OH 45056
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

V. Edison Farmer
8606 Whipps Bend Road
Louisville, KY 40222
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristina Paris
Po Box 11526
Milwaukee, WI 53211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patrick Lesher
105 Sw 2nd St Apt 203
Corvallis, OR 97333
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patrick Leland
930 Poydras St.
New Orleans, LA 70112
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Couillard
6176 Beadnell Way #74
San Diego, CA 92117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Strecker
218 Fisher Ln
Sonoma, CA 95476
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Paul DelaGarza und Senkel
1930 Blueridge Dr.
Duncanville, TX 75137
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pam Bixter
2338 S. Hearth
Evergreen, CO 80439
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Paola Camiscia
15542 Loukelton St
La Puente, CA 91744
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Penny Cragun
927 N 8th Ave E
Duluth, MN 55805
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patty Zuby
14525 Clifton Blvd
Lakewood, OH 44107
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Brown
9 Linwood Pl.
Gloucester, MA 01930
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debra Colvard
26811 Oak Knoll Ter
Cloverdale, CA 95425
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Aileen Taylor
620 W. 7th. Ave #208
Spokane, WA 99204
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peggy Chirico
P O Box 35
Canadensis, PA 18325
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Terwilliger
143 Maple Hill Farm Rd
Penfield, NY 14526
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I have been circulating petitions about this and gotten many signatures. Why can’t it be stopped?

Sincerely,

Penelope Jencks
175 Parker St
Newton Center, MA 02459
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela pengler@nwlink.com
7022 - 21st Avenue Ne
Seattle, WA 98115
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Neumann
36 Forgotten Promise
Peralta, NM 87042
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lenny Perkins
Po Box 40683
Eugene, OR 97404
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Harrington
19 Grand Park Blvd
Athens, OH 45701
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Truskier
Lewiston Ave
Berkeley, CA 94705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dave Peters
16821 smokey Pt. Blvd.
Arlington, WA 98223
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Petersen
9502 184th Ave. E.
Bonney Lake, WA 98391
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tamara Pezzente
819 Russell Avenue
Suffield, CT 06078
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Patrick Flynn
137 Larchmont Ave
Larchmont, NY 10538
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Gregg
N8763 Isaar Rd
Seymour, WI 54165
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

There are none so blind as those who are blinded by greed. Fracking is a toxic threat that pollutes aquifers and degrades both environment and climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would destroy communities all across America and dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phil Hanson
2215 S.E. Miller Street #22
Portland, OR 97202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phebe Schwartz
Po Box 600193
St. Thomas, VI 00801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gusti Bogok
130 W 16th Street
New York, NY 10011
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patti Ouderkirk
48-16 30th Avenue
Astoria, NY 11103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mitchell Miller
133 Lakeview Lane
Greenwood, ME 04255
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. EU is banning it as we speak.

Sincerely,

Patricia Hughes
18 4th Ave Apt 506
Rensselaer, NY 12144
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Gottlieb  
535 S. Curson Ave #7b  
Los Angeles, CA 90036
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Meredith Needham
815 Burg Street
Granville, OH 43023
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Goodsite
312 County Road 513
Califon, NJ 07830
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alberto Pinto
709 Pomona Ave.
Albany, CA 94706
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pipper Dean
180 Bocana St
San Francisco, CA 94110
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

It would be obscene to allow fracking to damage our environment and threaten our valuable water supply and end up selling it overseas to benefit the industry. Then industry will make a fortune cleaning up the water and selling it to the population.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Liddiard
220 Tioga Ave#465
Corning, NY 14830
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Peter Knobler
20 East 9th Street
New York, NY 10003
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rev. J. Patrick Kelly
2417 50th Street
Sacramento, CA 95817
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pat Smith
741 Acorn Dr
Boulder Creek, CA 95006
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eugene Hogan
P.O. Box 94
Newport, OR 97365
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matthew Gregory
2716 Bauman Avenue
Omaha, NE 68112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Magnuson
505 Willowbrook
Morganton, NC 28655
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pollyana Harmon
1956 W. 230th Street
Torrance, CA 90501
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Kormanik
8609 40th Ave. N
Minneapolis, MN 55427
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Thielen
40 Porto Bello Dr
San Rafael, CA 94901
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paula Poons
831 Broadway 4th Fl
New York, NY 10003
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Buchler
2069 Wildridge Drive
Tallahassee, FL 32303
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Russell Lopez
416 Marianne Dr
Wilmington, DE 19803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Priscilla Delaney
150 E. Wynnewood Rd 10-G
Wynnewood, PA 19096
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Roe
258 12th St. Apt 4rt
Brooklyn, NY 11215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Ervin
880 Deerfield Drive
Hailey, ID 83333
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Sering
2459 Baird St.
Port Charlotte, FL 33948
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Brown
444 E 84th St Apt 12a
New York , NY 10028
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie Knapp
519 Woodland Ave Floor 1
Cheltenham, PA 19012
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Polly Harris
118 W Trinity Ave
Durham, NC 27701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Trivelli
61 Evergreen Road
North Kingstown, RI 02852
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Nash
1044 Coddington
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Stoller
100 West 89th St Apt 6e
New York, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerry Peavy
2111 Algonkin Ave
Chico, CA 95926
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Philip Johnston
10 Carriage Lane
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Camillo Cimis
3051 Miwok Way
Clayton, CA 94517
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Peter Zapp
2405 Calle Loma Verde
Santa Fe, NM 87507
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marjorie Berman
606 Division Street
Clarks Summit, PA 18411
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Ranelle Christle
1732 Nestlewood Lane
Tallahassee, FL 32301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Rafferty
407 Myrtle St.
Starkville, MS 39759
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Douglas Smith
13079 Cascade Ct
Arleta, CA 91331
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet eddy
108 Lee Ave
Ashland, VA 23005
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julia Wellman
2-203 Mitchell Ct
Hanover, PA 17331
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Jackman
42 Prospect Street
North Brookfield, MA 01535
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Michaelis
21115 Uncompahgre Road
Montrose, CO 81401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Alloy
9099 Soquel Drive
Aptos, CA 95003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wendy McGowan
3189 Admiral St.
Eugene, OR 97404
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Dickson
3814 Ne 105th Ave
Portland, OR 97220
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Anderson
1400 Carr Cir Ne
Palm Bay, FL 32905
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brenda Tucker
29310 Laurel Drive
Farmington Hills, MI 48331
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Randy Johnson
1027 B Nw 4th St
Gainesville, FL 32601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronna Popkin
5859 43rd Ave. Fl 2
Woodside, NY 11377
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Raso Hultgren
P.O. Box 8633
Missoula, MT 59807
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Rauch
6036 Kingstree Drive
Charlotte, NC 28210
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Raven Lang
6243 Rohnerville Road
Hydesville, CA 95547
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ray Larson
3765 Denmark Trail W
Eagan, MN 55123
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Raymond Ziarno
1615 James St/
Lansing, MI 48906
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ra'Id Khalil
4735 Latona Ave Ne
Seattle, WA 98105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate.Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Blackmore
4255 Larry Rd
Madison, NY 13402
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rosalie CALIENDO
2400 East 3rd Street, Apt 605
Brooklyn, NY 11223
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Rifkind
Tes
Yes, CA 95060
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patrice Ryan
2944 Dyer Avenue
Sebastopol, CA 95472
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Reed
267 Fairview Ave
Long Valley, NJ 07853
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Fichter
8449 Colgate St.
Oak Park, MI 48237
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katina Colombotos
148 Cushman Rd
Bryant Pond, ME 04219
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rendon Holloway
1415 Sharp Ct
Campbell, CA 95008
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rose Ellen Neidish
205 Pinehurst Ave Apt 5d
New York, NY 10033
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Joseph-Rack
1381 Mallard Dr
Martinsville, NJ 08836
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Hewson
32661 Menominee
Westland, MI 48186
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

The oil and gas industries have touted the hydro-fracking as the great solution to our country’s energy dependence on foreign nations. Now they want to export it? Greed, greed, greed. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Tisinai
560 East Sutton Circle
Lafayette, CO 80026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Hubert
6800 Virgil Way
Flagstaff, AZ 86001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anthony Ricciardi
783 Harold Ave Se
Atlanta, GA 30316
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Richard Garnett
328 8th Ave #345
New York, NY 10001
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rick Sowash
338 Milton Street
Cincinnati, OH 45202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kellie Nicholson
660 12th Ave
Kirkland, WA 98033
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Steinberger
165 Village Blvd #7
Incline Village, NV 89451
Re: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Davenport
5128 Montair Ave.
Lakewood, CA 90712
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Koldewyn
293 Perkins St.
Oakland, CA 94610
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anita maldonado
175 Adams St. 8j
Brooklyn, NY 11201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nathan Long
121 1/2 S Avenue 63
Los Angeles, CA 90042
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rita Falsetto
Po Box 298
Saint David, AZ 85630
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rita Webber
6131 Case Avenue
North Hollywood, CA 91606
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Rivenes
12826 Newtown Rd
Nevada City, CA 95959
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Hogle
8031 E. Timrod St.
Tucson, AZ 85710
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Richard Jones
1512 Elm
Fort Collins, CO 80521
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ryan Reid
206 Lilly Rd Ne Apt Q7
Olympia, WA 98506
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Bachman
3302 King George Lane
Friendswood, TX 77546
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ron Kelley
2521 Polk
San Francisco, CA 94109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rosalind Kenworthy
3270 Dubois Rd
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Laurentz
9 Yardley Green
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Edwards
163 Willow Street
Wilkes-Barre, PA 18702
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Russell Lombardo
1534 Portesuello Ave
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Betty Morris
7319 Pembroke Ave.
Bakersfield, CA 93308
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking contributes to climate change and extreme weather as well as pollution of the environment.

Sincerely,

Rob Mortimer
2680 Winding Trail Drive
Boulder, CO 80304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Duffy
441 Main St.
West Townsend, MA 01474
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cristina Roberts
1850 Lincoln Ave Spc 120
El Centro, CA 92243
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dave Weissbard
169 Sykes Rd
Canton, NY 13617
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Timothy Dalton
P.O. Box 301
Eureka, SD 57437
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frances Hogan
Po Box 2863
Vashon, WA 98070
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Garland
629 Windsor St
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Hollister
P.O. Box 9145
Avon, CO 81620
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Rodgers
111 Chestnut St Unit 110
San Francisco, CA 94111
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Slow down; we’ve got to look down the road.

Sincerely,

Roger Waitt
9601 Nw Leahy Rd
Portland, OR 97229
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roger Adams
444 High Street
Spencer, WV 25276
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Rogozin
172 Cedar Road
Mickleton, NJ 08056
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Roger Daniel
130 Castle Rock Rd #67
Sedona, AZ 86351
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rohana McLaughlin
150 San Francisco Blvd.
San Anselmo, CA 94960
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Rollings
139 East Muriel St
Orlando, FL 32806
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teri Camery
Po Box 21178
Juneau, AK 99802
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Avila
2027 Mission Street #411
San Francisco, CA 94110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronen Hartfeld
120 Pierce St
San Francisco, CA 94117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Nowicki
907 Summit St.
Downers Grove, IL 60515
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paula Huffman
1988 Bookbinder Dr.
Las Vegas, NV 89108
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stan roth
1429 Port Sheldon
Jenison, MI 49428
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Chenoweth
202 South St Apt 12
Sausalito, CA 94965
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Pasichnyk
2075 W 17th Ave
Eugene, OR 97402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Reggie Rosati
Continental Dr
Lockport, NY 14094
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Stem
199 Rollins Ave
Rockville, MD 20852
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ray Schwalb
123 S. 31st Street
Camp Hill, PA 17011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Kollman
4399 Country Trail
Gurnee, IL 60031
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert stayman
35 W. 92 St.
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruby Grad
3324 Ne 47th Ave.
Portland, OR 97213
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roger Thompson
1731 Locust Pl
Schaumburg, IL 60173
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Nelson
12618 S Harvard Rd
Rockford, WA 99030
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Rusty Zimmerman
972 Bergen St
Brooklyn, NY 11216
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Maguire
1401 Walnut St. #1-C
Berkeley, CA 94709
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Greene
21815 Ybarra Road
Woodland Hills, CA 91364
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Regina Villarreal
3264 Halfmoon Valley Rd
Warriors Mark, PA 16877
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Jacobson
342 Dean St.
Brooklyn, NY 11217
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Sidy
380 Raintree Rd.
Sedona, AZ 86351
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sherwood Reese
1927 Riverview
Eugene, OR 97403
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Bruce Cole
111 Griffin Ave
Hampden, ME 04444
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ryan Gorman
11150 Trinity River
Ranco Cordova, CA 95670
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Philip Miotto
4234 Sw Hume St
Portland, OR 97219
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stuart Clark
3551 Dorothy Lane
Waterford, MI 48329
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Henry Nachtsheim
460 Elizabeth Rd
Sanibel, FL 33957
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Saab Lofton
619 Third Avenue
Seattle, WA 98104
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Lackemacher
24 Riverpebble Court
Sacramento, CA 95833
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.  

Sincerely,  

Carol Rolf  
679 1/2 N. Maple  
Colville, WA 99114
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Aimee Dominique
305 Raywood Dr
Lafayette, LA 70503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jill Kwiatkowski
2659 N 62 Stree
Wauwatosa, WI 53213
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Conway
4620 Valley Dr Nw
Rochester, MN 55901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Salvador Camacho
1115 Casa Calvo St.
New Orleans, LA 70114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Allinsmith
121 Rousseau Street
San Francisco, CA 94112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sally Bishop
8033 Pine Glen Rd
Sebring, FL 33876
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sally Jacques
4620 Banister Lane
Austin, TX 78745
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sally Joseph
6263 Stonegate Pkwy
Flint, MI 48532
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sally Thomas
720 Brockbank Rd.
Charlotte, NC 28209
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

I am an environmental epidemiologist, and I have grave concerns about fracking. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. The pollution it causes can have serious detrimental effects on the health of people living nearby. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sally Picciotto
5940 Chabot Rd
Oakland, CA 94618
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sally Wagner
31 Golf Terrace
Bigfork, MT 59911
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allen Salyer
1657 Weling Drive
Troy, MI 48085
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Thomas Frantz
225 E Walnut St
Lancaster, PA 17602
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carl Scollo
92 Deepwood Drive
Manchester, CT 06040
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael C. Ford And Richard B. Marks
178 Manfre Rd.
Watsonville, CA 95076
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Butler
2 Anchor Dr Apt 492
Emeryville, CA 94608
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

I am totally against fracking no matter how much $$$ it brings to the economy—it has yet to be proven safe for the environment and human beings. Many people, including myself, are ill from toxicity from the food we eat, the water we drink and shower with and the air we breath. The medical community has not even begun to recognize or acknowledge that toxicity is the root of most of our major illness. Fracking contributes to toxicity with it’s high emissions of methane and the possible contamination of ground water, not to mention the over-consumption of that precious resource. I cannot think of anything worse than to start exporting fracked gas. This will only give the oil and gas companies more incentive to do more fracking. Please stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandi Bianchi
325 Hopi Place
Boulder, CO 80303
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Joiner
7290 Greenfarms Dr.
Cincinnati, OH 45224
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Cullen
2987 Bridgeport Ave.
Miami, FL 33133
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jeff McDermott
1021 Bianco Drive
Raleigh, NC 27607
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Sutliff
1227 Sydney
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Sawyers
3710 Gross Rd Spc 29
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sid Brown
76 Bob Stewman Rd
Sewanee, TN 37375
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharyn Caudell
3516 Courltand Dr
Durham, NC 27707
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon scherrman
487 Penngrove Ave
Penngrove, CA 94951
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paulette Schiff
217 Tyler Ave.
Miller Place, NY 11764
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sonja Schrag
1714 Main Stree
La Crosse, WI 54601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

We cannot continue this way, experiencing effects like Superstorm Sandy and the ongoing national drought while pouring more gas on the fire. This kind of incoherence is not how this country faces great challenges.

Sincerely,

Gregor Schuurman
1513 Westview Ave
Ft Collins, CO 80521
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sylvia Conway
208 Teller St.
Frisco, CO 80443
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robyn Reichert
6916 Stoney Creek Circle
Lake Worth, FL 33467
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking chemicals must be disclosed and published and the process must end!

Sincerely,

Scott Chapman
Pob 13043
San Luis Obispo, CA 93406
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Scott Helton
1120 N 15th
Boise, ID 83702
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Cyzner
5001 Summerset Trail
Austin, TX 78749
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Marki Allison
1112 River Birch Way
Mebane, NC 27302
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Cypher
1136 N. Main St.
Rochester, MI 48307
To Whom it May Concern:

Increased profits for the oil and gas industry will not give our children and grand children the future they deserve. Natural gas fracking has and will continue to increase climate change and global warming! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. PLEASE keep your promises and help Americans reclaim their right to happiness and independence! Renewable energy is our future, not fossil fuel from fossil fools!

Sincerely,

Sean Zigmund
64 Mineral Springs Rd.
Livingston Manor, NY 12758
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathy Seay
402 Park Place
Everett, WA 98203
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Brill
3416 Sequoia Dr.
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis Brown
392 Ox Creek Road
Weaverville, NC 28787
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Russ Seekatz
4655 N La Lomita
Tucson, AZ 85718
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Sincerely,

Christopher Sego  
1070 Shimmering Sand Drive  
Ocoee, FL 34761
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Einstein
636 N. Gower St.
Los Angeles, CA 90004
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sylvia Lehman
2906 Mt Gretna Rd
Elizabethtown, PA 17022
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Henderson
309 El Toyonalorinda
Orinda, CA 94563
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheila Evans
2920 Ocean Ave
Eureka, CA 95501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Farish
110 Via La Jolla
Aptos, CA 95003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Folzer
209 Rex Ave.
Philadelphia, PA 19118
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Gilmartin
1330 Virginia St
Berkeley, CA 94702
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We need renewed efforts for the varied clean and sustainable energy sources.

Sincerely,

Samuel Speciale
14 Trevors Trail
Asheville, NC 28806
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Beverly
Po Box 1198
Orange, TX 77631
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sherry Vatter
3362 Keystone Avenue, Apt. 2
Los Angeles, CA 90034
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. DO NOT export toxic unsustainable natural "fracked' gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Draper
655 Carroll St..
Brooklyn, NY 11215
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alice Shaber
300 Central Park W Apt 5l
New York, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara riley
3172 Mcguffey Rd
Columbus, OH 43224
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Barbell  
202 Adams St  
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Saudia Sharkey
654 Park
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Germana
13 Wigglesworth St
Boston, MA 02120
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern: 

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon lynch  
323 Little Kalama River Rd.  
Woodland, WA 98674
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shawn Regan
5306 Harvest Ridge Lane
Birmingham, AL 35242
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sheila Cavallo
107 Risner Street
Davis, OK 73030
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rochelle Rubim
72 Greenhills Rd
Huntington Station, NY 11746
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shel Anderson
1706 Rosetta Dr
Durham, NC 27701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Philip Shepard
606 Bainbridge Dr
East Lansing, MI 48823
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheri Henry
113 Rotonda Lakes Circle
Rotonda West, FL 33947
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheri Feld
9537 Evanston Ave N
Seattle, WA 98103
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harvey Sherman
95 Mackubin
St. Paul, MN 55102
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sherry Bupp
Po Box 2394
Redmond, WA 98073
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Shields
3033 Calle Rosales
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shilene Noe
33385 Holcomb Creek Drive
Green Valley Lake, CA 92341
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shirley Schmelzer
4512 Varain Rd
Mariposa, CA 95338
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shirlene Harris
13333 Syracuse
San Antonio, TX 78249
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shirley mccarthy
16 Rockland Park
Branford, CT 06405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shirley w
104-2 Turtle Creek Road
Charlottesville, VA 22901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dan Shramo
3509 St. Albans
Cleveland Heights, OH 44121
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bernadette Siebert
1229 Mckinley Drive
Ames, IA 50010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Sepulveda
458 W Summerfield Cir
Anaheim, CA 92802
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Siobhan Malave
1083 Selwyn Road
Cleveland Heights, OH 44112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Siraj Mufti
7458 E Princeton Drive
Tucson, AZ 85710
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim And Susan Hofman
225 La Canada Drs
San Luis Obispo, CA 93405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Melott
4305 Southwind Drive
Raleigh, NC 27613
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

If you want to increase alternative sources of energy (wind, water, solar), it is important to limit other traditional sources (coal, gas, oil). That is how we will save our climate and our health. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sally Joughin
2715 Se 34th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Spaulding
32 Fletcher Ln
Hollis, NH 03049
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Andrea Kendall
255 Lost Tree Trail
Athens, GA 30605
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sherman Kane
8614 Woodhaven Blvd
Woodhaven, NY 11421
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Kapsalakis
81 W Passaic Ave
Rutherford, NJ 07070
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Kind
1330 Old Ford Road
Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Skipper Kripitz
624 Olivia
Key West, FL 33040
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. If you are serious about Climate Change as you just stated in your inaugural address, you will not encourage fracking in this dreadful way.

Sincerely,

Mr And Mrs, Lewis M. Purnell
4292 Millington Road
Free Union, VA 22940
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Kozinski
3729 S Packard Ave #8
St Francis, WI 53235
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kate Sky
Po Box 1699
Gualala, CA 95445
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Laxier
715 Alder Street
Pacific Grove, CA 93950
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Kostis
7 Fox Hill Drive West
Warren, NJ 07059
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Loesser
18 Arlington Terrace
Edgewater, NJ 07020
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Reverend Sandra Mackie
335 Ridge Ave
Gettysburg, PA 17325
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sam McCulloch
1487 Little Bear Rd
Buda, TX 78610
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Gude
3111 40th Pl
Des Moines, IA 50310
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Hoffman
4969 Samish Terrace Rd
Bow, WA 98232
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Before we commit to exporting fracked gas, we need to make more headway in developing SAFE extraction methods. I have great concern that the rush to profit is leading to neglect of community safety and environmental protection, as so often happens.

Sincerely,

Susan miller
205 Westover
Ann Arbor, MI 48103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

This real, this is very serious and it isn’t a joke! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing natural gas (fracked natural gas) exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen King
179 East Ave
Hampton, VA 23661
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stefanie Van Pelt
Maple Ave
Bethesda, MD 20814
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dow Stevens
3424 Hardway Ln.
Spring Hill, TN 37174
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wm Schultz
339 W 4th
Whitefish, MT 59937
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ben Rall
10818 Wauna Park Road Sw
Lakewood, WA 98498
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melissa Chitwood
320 N Midland Ave
Nyack, NY 10960
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Geraldine Donigan
5622 University Ave. #8
San Diego, CA 92105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alfred Buono
8630 Nw 10th Place
Plantation, FL 33322
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Shelley Cerny
13428 Maxella Ave #580
Marina Del Rey, CA 90292
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Pacey-Field
Po Box 1044
Reno, NV 89504
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Blasche
22135 W Baseline Rd
Hillsboro, OR 97123
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Page Speiser
3321 E Chaundra Ave
Salt Lake Cty, UT 84124
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sunny Psota
1340 Kelly Ave.
Sebastopol, CA 95472
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer McKnight-Lupes
N30732 Square Bluff Rd
Blair, WI 54616
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patrick McGlamery
8371 Bermuda Sound Way
Boynton Beach, FL 33436
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adam Kane
4816 West Mercer Way
Mercer Island, WA 98040
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Seelig
74 Morgan Circle
Amherst, MA 01002
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sara Shutkin
5255 N. Hollywood Ave.
Milwaukee, WI 53217
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheila Lobel
8105 Nw 61 Street
Tamarac, FL 33321
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Summers
203 Churchwardens Rd
Baltimore, MD 21212
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Ray
545 Pierce St Apt 3201
Albany, CA 94706
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stanislaw Huculak
642 Gayle Ct, Apt B
Wheeling, IL 60090
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stan Gassman
111 California Avenue
Mill Valley, CA 94941
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stanley Naftaly
Street Address
Santa Barbara, CA 93110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doreen Stein
117 Lacey Lou
Salado, TX 76571
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Seymour
173 Walton Street
Englewood, NJ 07631
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Hillman
Po Box 4166
Arcata, CA 95518
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We should not be exporting hydrocarbon fuels under any circumstances. We need to conserve these non-renewable resources for our own use.

Sincerely,

David Sterner
18037 1st Ave Nw
Shoreline, WA 98177
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Couche
4718 Se 31st Ave.
Portland, OR 97202
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Syverson
269 Dutton St.
Lowell, MA 01852
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Regan
22 Park Ave
Greenwood Lk, NY 10925
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Je Ray
Gen Diaz St
New Orleans, LA 70124
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Mondel
212 Colts Neck Rd.
Farmingdale, NJ 07727
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beth Brenneman
Po Box 781
Laytonville, CA 95454
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Donmoyer
725 S 5th Avenue
Lebanon, PA 17042
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Beauchamp
Beauchamp
Truckee, CA 96161
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Hedrick
68 Belvedere Rd
Nobleboro, ME 04555
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Di Carlo
7 Campus Place 1b
Scarsdale, NY 10583
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Esch
526 Redland Blvd
Rockville, MD 20850
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fran sullivan-fahs
7600 Mill Pond Loop
Tallahassee, FL 32317
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Sully
Street Address
City, GA 30308
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Sumner
5006 Reynolds Rd
Independence, MO 64058
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Cottle
5086 Matilda, #116
Dallas, TX 75206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Balthasar
460 Mitchell Drive
Los Osos, CA 93402
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Chenelle  
21 James Street  
Newark, NJ 07102
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Bishop
24 Church St.
Deposit, NY 13754
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Goldhor
45b Museum St.
Cambridge, MA 02138
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Porter
1870 Newport Ave
Pasadena, CA 91103
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Sylvan
345 E. 94th Apt 9-G
New York, NY 10128
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Wechsler
1820 Ne Vine Ave
Corvallis, OR 97330
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Way
55 Elizabeth Way
San Rafael, CA 94901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan shaberman
1033 Camino Del Rio
Santa Barbara, CA 93110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Eastman
22827 Leonora Drive
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Deane-Miller
126 Hooker Avenue
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susannah Mitchell
386 1/2 Ridge View Drive
Grand Junction, CO 81503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan OLSON
316 Victoria St
El Cerrito, CA 94530
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Nichole Hart
3615 Ne 73rd
Seattle, WA 98115
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Abrams
139-A Croyden Lane
Syracuse, NY 13224
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Geoghegan
4641 Vestal Pkwy. E,
Vestal, NY 13850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne schaem
P.O. Box 8029
New York, NY 10150
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. It’s ridiculous for the gas companies to be pitching hydrofracking as a way for America to be energy independent when they are not even willing to commit to keeping the gas stateside. Exporting fracked gas is a losing proposition for the U.S.

Sincerely,

Susan Terwilliger
620 Elm Street Ext
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jackie Swift
2067 Danby Rd
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sara Ross
4646 Zane Street
Los Angeles, CA 90032
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Schmotzer
751 Hillcrest Rd
York, PA 17403
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Campanini
1030 Crest Way
York, PA 17403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Lipkis
2267 Santa Ana St.
Palo Alto, CA 94303
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Noelle Royer
3701 S Hudson Street, Apt 218
Seattle, WA 98118
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gil Ireland-Ashley
19229 Sonoma Highway #258
Sonoma, CA 95476

CREDO Action
1618
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Tami Shaloum
124 Smith Street
Brooklyn, NY 11201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tammy Lettieri
2500 Sw 15 St
Deerfield Beach, FL 33442
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tanis Fletcher
62 Wild Harbor Rd
North Falmouth, MA 02556
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terry badger
440 Derby Lane
Paso Robles, CA 93446
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tony Bonilla
6147 Colfax Av.
North Hollywood, CA 91606
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

If we are going to allow fracking, shouldn't we at least reap the benefits, since it's a toxic threat to American communities and the climate??! Why would we allow fracked gas exports, when we could use the domestic energy here in the US??!! Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas!!

Sincerely,

M McCarthy
1 Dontgiveitout
Fort Collins, CO 80525
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tamar Danufsky
980 Union St.
Arcata, CA 95521
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

T Dumas
7033 Collins Rd.
Jax., FL 32244
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tamaara Tabb
90 La Salle St Apt 2g
New York, NY 10027
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Damdin
2405 Abbey Lane
Harrisburg, PA 17112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tecla Samtoy
1581 Meadow Rd
El Cajon, CA 92021
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Yes to fracking = more polluted water, more super-duper superstorms, less green energy. Please say no to fracking wherever possible.

Sincerely,

Edward Lasker
31339 Pierce St.
Beverly Hills, MI 48025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Todd Ramsey
202 Shenandoah
Shenandoah, TX 77381
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tenaya Egbert  
18701 Stratford Rd Apt 337  
Minnetonka, MN 55345
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lois Bond
3801 Wallingford Ave N
Seattle, WA 98103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Theresa Yandell
3737 Mariana Way
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terry Anderson
3434 Nw Franklin Ct
Portland, OR 97210
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Our community is fighting to preserve our water supplies and scenic resources from potential natural gas extraction in the Thompson Divide. It seems Federal rules intended to provide advantage for corporations stack the deck against us. It is one thing when proponents talk about creating energy independence, it’s quite another when we might sacrifice our way of life for the sake of profits only. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Les Gray
1476 Main Street
Carbondale, CO 81623
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tracy Gilbert
1169 W. Banyon St.
Rialto, CA 92377
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

April Larrabee
27600 Marquette St.
Garden City, MI 48135
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Medved
74 Justin Circle
Alameda, CA 94502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. What the hell is wrong with you folks? Do you just not care about the health of our planet??? Is profit and wealth and power so important to you that nothing else matters??? Not just the water supply and the air but the very foundation of the earth is being blasted to bits for a fracking bit of gas! Pun intended! Please, please, please come to your sense and care about future generations of people and animals on the planet!

Sincerely,

Mindy Simmons
5287 Box Turtle Cir
Sarasota, FL 34232
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harrison P BERTRAM
1090 W Groton Ct
Schaumburg, IL 60193
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Hawkins
113 Stone Canyon Road
Lyons, CO 80540
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

I am concerned that fracking is damaging our environment. Pumping toxic liquids into the earth can pollute the aquifers that supply us with water. Please do you you can to prevent fracking from being approved.

Sincerely,

Stephen Kay
34375 Ada Drive
Solon, OH 44139
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marjorie Fenner
123-60 83 Ave. 11e
Kew Gardens, NY 11415
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shannon Russo
8198 Green Acres Ln.
Redding, CA 96002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melissa Thirloway
235 10th Ave W
Kirkland, WA 98033
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Bik
10 Pinewood
Carbondale, IL 62901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terence Horgan
940 N Bentley Ave
Tucson, AZ 85716
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Mitchell  
109 Cove Pointe Way  
Madison, AL 35757
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim Natale
333 Andover Dr Apt 110
Burbank, CA 91504
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Takeshi imajo
303-E N. Hamilton St.
Richmond, VA 23221
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Mathews
1111 Waukegan Rd
Lake Forest, IL 60045
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I want clean air and water!!!!!!! If fracking can not be done by EPA rules it should NOT BE DONE the should not get a pass so they can do it!

Sincerely,

Tina Mizhir
9 N Pearl St
Port Chester, NY 10573
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Warenycia
104 Stratford Court
Roseville, CA 95661
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Todd Klempner
319 N 64th St
Seattle, WA 98103
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Timothy Lippert
901 Napiers Post Drive
Evans, GA 30809
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Timothy Janssen
1207 Manhattan Drive
Ann Arbor, MI 48103
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terri Spurr
Po Box 85142
Tucson, AZ 85754
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Todd Mathews
3141 Kelly Road
Bellingham, WA 98226
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom McBride
8390 Camp Rd
Sebastopol, CA 95472
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Trula Motta
9361 Star Gate Way
Tallahassee, FL 32309
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Theresa Neuroth
6210 Lamar St
Arvada, CO 80003
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Barb Graham
15075 Sterling Oaks Dr
Naples, FL 34110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

J Leonard
526 Glencoe St Ne
Fridley, MN 55432
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Toni Mayer
7767 Duke Court
El Cerrito, CA 94530
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Tennenbaum
506 Kiln Ct
Basalt, CO 81621
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tina corbett
P O Box 265
Hope, ID 83836
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victoria Pawlick
7770 Jay St.
Williamson, NY 14589
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victoria Webb
Po Box 150130
Lakewood, CO 80215
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Logan Mulford
3508 Morgan Springs Way
Knoxville, TN 37917
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. With liberty and justice for all!

Sincerely,

Theodore Pfeiff
3662 Thunder Ridge Rd
Bettendorf, IA 52722
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Lux
17502 47th Ave Ne
Lake Forest Park, WA 98155
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Tracey Kleber
345 South Anita Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90049
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tracy Borneman
1800 Bonnibee Court
Raleigh, NC 27612
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heather Cross
259 Kingsland Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11222
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

All of the non-industry research has shown fracking to be toxic - to the land, the air and the water and, therefore, to everyone who lives on the land, breathes air and drinks water. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Naomi zurcher
161 Columbia Hts
Brooklyn, NY 11201
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

STOP FRACKING, YOU BOUGHT OFF PROSTITUTES! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patrick runions
4881 Roosevelt Ave
Loveland, CO 80538
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle Shaw
3110 Pierce St. Ne
Minneapolis, MN 55418
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Anne Noire
Po Box 713
Kamas, UT 84036
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Sullo
2830 5th St.
Boulder, CO 80304
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Jenny
818 Hiawatha Drive
Madison, WI 53711
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tyrone Yarbrough
5030 Ursula Way
Denver, CO 80239
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Miller
7398 S Pacific Willow Dr
Tucson, AZ 85747
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Pickens
112 St Charles Ct
Danville, CA 94526
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Alicia Faires
4469 Jacob Pl
Mount Vernon, WA 98274
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Kunhardt
2506 Delmer St
Oakland, CA 94602
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tucker Bailey
8175 Bean Acres Road
Belews Creek, NC 27009
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tulsi Milliken
P.O. Box 230836
Encinitas, CA 92023
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I do not even believe in fracking for gas in this country and keeping it for our use here is worth the destruction it causes.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Barrett
15 Chestnut Street
Boonton, NJ 07005
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roy Vandenbark
1837 Wilson Ave
Salt Lake City, UT 84108
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teresa Wachs
2048 Vale St.
Reno, NV 89509
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Ainsworth
933 Bellview Ave
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Powell
1018 N Charles St #6
Baltimore, MD 21201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bonnie McLean
2319 N. 15th Ave.
Pensacola, FL 32503
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristin Ulibarri
Po Box 419
El Prado, NM 87529
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Ulness
2106 N Stockton Place
Mesa, AZ 85215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dina GRASSO
2850 S Sheridan St
Phila, PA 19148
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Davies
10532 2100 Rd
Austin, CO 81410
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Benjamin Urmston
3844 Victory Parkway
Cincinnati, OH 45207
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victoria Linehan
Hc 61 Box 399
Glenwood, NM 88039
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Vandergriff
10600 E. Calle Nopalito
Tucson, AZ 85748
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Van Rookhuyzen
145 Taylor St.
San Francisco, CA 94102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. President Obama, please don’t repeat history’s disasters. Remember Louis XIV’s famous saying: “Aprs moi le dluge”. By allowing the process of “fracking” to continue, you’ll be unleashing all kinds of natural catastrophes having to do with soil and water pollution and endangering the lives (AND livlihoods of millions of Americans!

Sincerely,

Virginia H. Bennett
1201 Wilder Ave. #1704
Honolulu, HI 96822
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vivian Chapellier
101 Daywood Drive
Baldwinsville, NY 13027
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Virginia comer
P. O. Box 453
Santa Barbara, CA 93102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

It is not ok to allow energy companies to sell our natural resources (make millions in profits) and leave American citizens with the wastes (uranium mining) and contaminated air, water and soil. Plus Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erica Gray
406 Glendale Dr.
Henrico, VA 23229
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jenelle Thomson
52 Niagara St
North Tonawanda, NY 14120
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victoria Powell
2245 Patrician Way
Colorado Springs, CO 80909
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Vinson
918 Nw 59th St
Seattle, WA 98107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phaedra Kossow-Quinn
343 G Street Apt D
Arcata, CA 95521
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Valerie McNay
P.O. Box 61666
Boulder City, NV 89006
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victoria Lucey
520 Summit Street
Portland, ME 04103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate!! Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Valerie A. Metzler
114 Ruskin Drive
Altoona, PA 16602
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leonard Volk
3310 Fairmount Street #17d
Dallas, TX 75201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Brotsky
451 Kentucky Ave
Berkeley, CA 94707
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Verne Pershing
4510 Pleasant Valley Rd.
Placerville, CA 95667
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vero PIACENTINI
4 Frankie Lane
Old Bethpage, NY 11804
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marianne Adkins
247 Woodhaven Drive
Wilder, VT 05088
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Balsai
350 East Willow Grove Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19118
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maxine Kingsbury
4 Lincoln St
Hopkinton, MA 01748
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Gagliani
Po Box 214
Oak Creek, WI 53154
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wahila Wilkie
6295 Shadygrove Ct
Cupertino, CA 95014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brendan Lee
650 N.W. Irving St.
Portland, OR 97209
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Wayne Broadbent
70 Berkeley Ave
San Anselmo, CA 94960
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

M. Ghost Dancer Wene
1233 S. Crista Circle
Golden Valley, AZ 86413
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Todd Scofield
1400 Brittany Ln Ne
Lacey, WA 98516
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Webster Meier
10005 Byrne Ave
Cupertino, CA 95014
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Majeski
149 9th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94118
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff Weicher
425 Washington Ave
Santa Monica, CA 90403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Niki Wise
1315 Crest Dr
Eugene, OR 97405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathy Wells
93 Broad Wing Trl
Lexington, VA 24450
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wend Sylvester
Street Address
City, FL 33404
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wes Wada
1265 Ne 9th St
Bend,, OR 97701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Westover
11070 Sw Chickadee Terrace
Beaverton, OR 97007
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wayne Barnette
2122 W Linden Ave
Nashville, TN 37212
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wilda Nilstuen
6751 Village Walk Ln
De Forest, WI 53532
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wayne Harris
7642 49th Ave E
Braden River, FL 34203
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I know people are hard up for money so am I but you can’t spend it if your dead and if your sick it goes towards medically expenses! Stop the madness!!

Sincerely,

Anne Rush Phillips
117 Ozone Ave
Cedar Grove, NJ 07009
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Culp
416 Woodrow Avenue
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pat Wiberley
60 Walton
Chicago, IL 60611
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wilbert Morris
4712 Hiddenbrook Drive
Raleigh, NC 27609
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Lagesse
26 Woodlance Ave
Elgin, IL 60123
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Allen
9 Chatham Village Rd.
Worcester, MA 01606
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William shepherd
1522 W Ridgewood Dr.
Cedar Falls, IA 50613
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kirk Taylor
12525 Morris Rd
Yelm, WA 98597
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Bill Leavitt
349 12 St
Brooklyn, NY 11215
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Willis
3621 204th Place
Sammamish, WA 98074
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terri Melville
5336 Gallatin Place
Boulder, CO 80303
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maggi Davidson
2880 Teresita St
Las Cruces, NM 88005
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sylvia Winn
29 Brewster Street
Cambridge, MA 02138
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Wipfler
4114 Willmar Dr
Palo Alto, CA 94306
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Howland
32 Knollbrook Road, Apt. 23
Rochester, NY 14610
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking should be discouraged rather than encouraged, for doing it in the United States will undermine America’s environment and contribute to climate change around the world. It’s time to put energy consumption on a safe and environmentally sustainable course.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Wittner
78 Kakely Street
Albany, NY 12208
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Watson Moore
808 W. Kings Hwy
San Antonio, TX 78212
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurie Williams
146 Wilkins Ave.
E. Pittsburgh, PA 15112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Cunningham
6525 Westrock Dr
Oklahoma City, OK 73132
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Spradlin
307 Wilson Dr. Sw
Jacksonville, AL 36265
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shelley Czeizler
6671 Wealthy Street
Clarkston, MI 48346
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jo-Ann Golden
502 N Palmway
Lake Worth, FL 33460
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry Beck
915 E. Sherman Dr.
Denton, TX 76209
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Homer Wood
2c Gingell Rd.
Fairfield, PA 17320
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jef Weisel
8 Brookline St
Pepperell, MA 01463
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Coleman
703 W Ferry St Apt C20
Buffalo, NY 14222
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wanda Raffety
1198 D St.
Baker City, OR 97814
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wayne Goeken
40048 160th Ave Se
Erskine, MN 56535
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please work with the fossil fuel industry to find environmentally safe and climate stable alternatives to fracked gas. Human life is more important than profit.

Sincerely,

Edythe Wright
7 Gardenside Street
Roslindale, MA 02131
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. I implore you, in the interest of the well being of us all, to stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Deputat
296 Wachusett St
Boston, MA 02130
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Simmons
5204 Box Turtle Circle
Sarasota, FL 34232
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kassandra Kersting
1322 Port Williams Road
Sequim, WA 98382
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Peterson
1621 Escalante St.
Eugene, OR 97404
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Warren Wright
1011 Stanford Ave
Oakland, CA 94608
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Inness
477 Pattie Gap Rd
Philadelphia, TN 37846
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keith Stickford
468 Hwy 496
La Jara, NM 87027
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jason Bowman  
4361 Turnbridge Drive  
Sacramento, CA 95823
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Gorman
445 Broadway
Hastings On Hudson, NY 10706
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Peter
6 Brevity Court
Binghamton, NY 13905
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Cardy Romero
15300 West Ave.
Orland Park, IL 60462
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Yara Tethys
3234 22nd Ave W
Seattle, WA 98199
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Yarm
349 Court St Apt 4
Brooklyn, NY 11231
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Yatchisin
1509 Mountain Ave
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Yvonne Baab
9 Langdon St
Montpelier, VT 05602
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Raja Anderson
19987 Main
S.F., CA 94105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patty Brown
Po Box 1033
Toledo, WA 98591
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Adam Faja
1520 Eastlake Ave E
Seattle, WA 98102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Lewis
2340 Semoran
Pensacola, FL 32503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Yolani Moratz
9100 Taft St.
Pembroke Pines, FL 33024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Yvonne eckstein
1912
Minneapolis, MN 55403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arthur Kilmurray
214 Crosby St.
Arlington, MA 02474
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kimm Carter
320 21st Street
Springfield, OR 97477
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rachel Sidman
11155 Roseland Rd #15
Sebastian, FL 32958
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronald Potts
4869 Antelope Cove
Atlanta, GA 30349
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Yvonne KRAVITZ
P.O. Box 507
Port Jefferson, NY 11777
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Jonson
654 Castro #4
San Francisco, CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Van Doesburg-Zele
7294 Village Dr.
Concord, OH 44060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Grace Rutledge
1924 11th Avenue
Oakland, CA 94606
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Zina Berman
420 W. Belmont–19e
Chicago, IL 60657
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Anderson
1513 Preston Ave
Austin, TX 78703
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

P Samuelsen
10 W 10th
San Pedro, CA 90731
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Davis
1326 Watchung Ave
Plainfield, NJ 07060
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Webster  
7 Johnson Lane  
Oxford, MA 01540
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Weinstock
37 Kendal Dr.
Oberlin, OH 44074
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Zimmermann
4100 Broadway
Long Beach, CA 90803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marjory Trott
8 Dukes Road
Nantucket, MA 02554
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Raven Deerwater
Po Box 1786
Mendocino, CA 95460
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robin Poppoff
137 Orchard Ave Apt 3
Mountain View, CA 94043
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Analise Alvarez
4924 Winwood Way
Orlando, FL 32819
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Griffiths
2205 Coolngreen Way
Encinitas, CA 92024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bonita Callara
160 Allen Street
Lockport, NY 14094
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Climate change is upon us and environmental disasters have occurred too many times devastating the economy of the areas in which they occur. Please deny these applications. The negatives outweigh the positives.

Sincerely,

Andrea Talbutt
19 Prospect St.
Elmsford, NY 10523
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandy J.
253 W51 St.
New York, NY 10019
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle Anderson
2822 Swthistle St
Seattle, WA 98126
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. DON'T ALLOW IT! Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Guy Harrison
P. O. Box 734
Lawton, MI 49065
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Mead
57744 Foothill Road
La Grande, OR 97850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Higgins
19 Greenbrook Drive
Cranbury, NJ 08512
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Yeates
3120 Montclaire Street
Sacramento, CA 95821
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robin Mower
11 Faculty Road
Durham, NH 03824
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Yvonne De Miranda
91600 W Fork Rd
Deadwood, OR 97430
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debbie Nickel
3175 La Paloma Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32118
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Mille
39 Sugar Pine Lane
Bay Shore, NY 11706
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerry Banks
1108 Ashbury Dr
Decatur, GA 30030
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allen Bauer
19708 15 Ave N E Apt 39
Shoreline, WA 98155
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Glen Lynch
607 S.Beeline Highway
Payson, AZ 85541
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bobbi Lempert
Po Box 791881
Paia, HI 96779
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Barbara Coulson
1001 Reems Cove Rd
Marshall, NC 28753
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Today, natural gas prices are low because of increased supplies due to new fracking drilling technologies. Because gas prices are low and supplies are high, utility powerplants in the eastern United States are converting dirty coal burning powerplants to cleaner burning natural gas plants. Because US natural gas prices are low, companies are moving manufacturing plants back to the US, and creating new manufacturing jobs here at home. This dynamic will be reversed if DOE allows big oil and gas companies to begin exporting fracking produced natural gas abroad. Allowing fracked gas exports would decrease the domestic supply of natural gas and drive domestic natural gas prices back up to the point where coal powerplant conversions would stop, and companies would stop moving manufacturing back to the US. In addition, fracking exports could dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. This would result in tremendous environmental damage, overuse of water when the western US states are already facing water shortages, and pollution of underground water aquifers we cannot afford to lose. Please stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export domestically produced natural gas.

Sincerely,

Don Wood
4539 Lee Avenue
La Mesa, CA 91941
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

First Name krick
Street Address
City, MO 65202
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Rouault
72 Chelsea Way
Bridgewater, NJ 08807
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Consbruck
12252 Willowbend Ln
Sylmar, CA 91342
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cozette Ewing-Shenks
130 Bear Flag Road
Sonoma, CA 95476
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann King
1509 Hampel St
Oakland, CA 94602
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,
Lana Kelley
2985 Florence Way
Lewisville, TX 75067
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erin Mountz
5 Fallon Court Apt. E
Nottingham, MD 21236
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Ferris
404 W. Lafayette St.
West Chester, PA 19380
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Anderson
16226 Avenida Suavidad
San Diego, CA 92128
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sara hopewell
7348 Main
Kansas City, MO 64114
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Wismer
29 Domingo Road
Santa Fe, NM 87508
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Schumacher
1329 5th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94122
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lacy James
1530 Locust Street, #120
Philadelphia, PA 19102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Hamilton
522 Carmel Dr.
Melbourne, FL 32940
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tina Zeeberg
2742 Ne 36th Ave
Portland, OR 97212
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Mr. President, Are you not paying attention to what fracking is doing to water tables, to lives of people whose land is being fracked? How can you be supportive of an industry that is poisoning precious water and ruining lives for short term profit? Do you want to be known as the anti-environment president? Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Pikus
6109 Se Insley Street
Portland, OR 97206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Raya-Carlton
3101 Se 10th Ave Apt. 3
Portland, OR 97202
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

J Estep
3140 Sw Westwood Dr
Portland, OR 97225
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lauren Price
532 6th Avenue, #21
Brooklyn, NY 11215
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Orion Bobo
11305 Messina Ct
Reno, NV 89521
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

J.M. Moss
27361 Sierra Hwy Spc 301
Canyon Country, CA 91351
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Valerie Marak
95f Middlebridge Rd.
Narragansett, RI 02882
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanne Fetting
5025 N Woodruff Ave
Whitefish Bay, WI 53217
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Miller
15 Paradise Lane
Warwick, NY 10990
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Barbara Huggins
900 N Tucson St
Aurora, CO 80011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pauline Clarke
39650 Us 19 N. #353
Tarpon Springs, FL 34689
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Loeffel, Sr.
982 Mentor Ave.
Painesville, OH 44077
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Marozzi
13 Rocky Pasture Road
Gloucester, MA 01930
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We can do better!

Sincerely,

Jennifer Molfetta
4003 56th Trail Se
Olympia, WA 98501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Stiefel
634 Centre Ct., S.W. #101
Vero Beach, FL 32962
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Ann Breen
2703 Camp St.
New Orleans, LA 70130
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Hess
19 Rosecliff Street
Roslindale, MA 02131
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Abraham Velez
201 Eastern Parkway, 6f
Brooklyn, NY 11238
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Weigle
6445 Greene Street
Philadelphia, PA 19119
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle De Castongrene
Po Box 514
De Water Gap, PA 18327
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Is there no respect for the environment today, next week, next month, next year, or for the future, period? Please stop this rape of our world!

Sincerely,

J. Whaley
9518 Troon Village Drive
Lone Tree, CO 80124
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Debra Kaplan
706 Kenmoore Ct
Eustis, FL 32726
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rhea Goodman  
3227 Calle De Molina  
Santa Fe, NM 87507
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Berliner
2160 Laurel Canyon Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90046
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brandon Juhl
4638 90th Avenue Se
Mercer Island, WA 98040
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David King
1340 E Hamilton Ave
Campbell, CA 95008
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Budd & Nancy Saunders
18665 Mccord Road
Elkins, AR 72727
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nelly Higginbotham
12231 Slate Point Rd.
Paonia, CO 81428
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jay RICHARDS
20801 Cross Ct
Bend, OR 97701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tamara Dreier
830 Cardiff Ct
O Fallon, IL 62269
United States Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Perry Callas
1418 Commercial
Astoria, OR 97103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Borcherding
3302 Columbia
La Grande, OR 97850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ms Lee frederick
216 Cvhestnut St
Mandeville, LA 70471
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gisela Cory
0308 Sw Montgomery,#403
Portland, OR 97201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maud sylvain
225 East 46th Street
New York, NY 10017
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Anderson
23000 55th Ave W Apt 311
Mountlake Ter, WA 98043
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia A. Chernoff
771 West End Ave. #10k
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Townsend
85 Metropolitan Avenue
Ashland, MA 01721
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Audrey Alberts
116 National Blvd. #442
Los Angeles, CA 90064
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Ho
1153 Rosewood Way
Alameda, CA 94501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Francisco Velez
100 Erskine Place
Bronx, NY 10475
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victor Sudik
Box 706
Middlefield, OH 44062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Seth Laursen
1829 S Cloverdale Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90019
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Magid
411 Holly Lane
Wynnewood, PA 19096
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jay Hales
2178
San Diego, CA 92106
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I am a veteran and I vote!

Sincerely,

Edward Armm
15 Tennis Road
Lake Hopatcong, NJ 07849
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Bayon
2022 Cirone Way
San Jose, CA 95124
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Cherniss
1911 Mcgee Avenue
Berkeley, CA 94703
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. The idea of destroying American land so that we can use every last drop of natural gas underneath it is bad enough; but forcing our communities to suffer the damage just so the product can be exported is intolerable. Oil company profits are NOT the most important factor in this equation. It's time to find some energy alternatives before big business is allowed to lay waste to this entire country, if not the entire world.

Sincerely,

Linnea Warren
3497 Yorkshire Rd.
Pasadena, CA 91107
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

M Wire
1701 Dover Circle
Salina, KS 67401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

James Pate
3854 3rd Ave S
Minneapolis, MN 55409
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Wosylus
107 Perrottet
Mascoutah, IL 62258
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Tulloch
14031 W Bruns Rd
Manhattan, IL 60442
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Soohoo
1 Federal St
San Francisco, CA 94107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Dunn
507 Neal St
Grass Valley, CA 95945
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan harden  
115 Rowena Ave.  
Whitman, MA 02382
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Albertini
1158 Dover Rd
Charleston, ME 04422
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Collins
125 52nd St
Holmes Beach, FL 34217
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Caroline Darst
15 Seven Pines Avenue, #1
Somerville, MA 02144
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nezka Pfeifer
303 Lakewood Manor
Scranton, PA 18505
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Emerson
40 Camino Alto, Apt. 12209
Mill Valley, CA 94941
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rosamund Evans
1417 Adams, Ne
Albuquerque, NM 87110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Troy Mason
19703 14th Ave E
Spanaway, WA 98387
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Burl Covan
5333 N. Sheridan Rd., Apt. 31-I
Chicago, IL 60640
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

John Kotick
2271 Vandalia Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90032
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Mirabella
4722 Fox Hollow Road
Eugene, OR 97405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Randall
Po Box 255
Falmouth, MA 02541
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paula Pedersen
144 Landa St #364
New Braunfels, TX 78130
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debbi Greener
520 Canaan Rd
Gerald, MO 63037
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. At the very least, hold the natural gas industry responsible for proving at each location that they drill that there are no bad consequences and hold them liable for restitution when anything untoward happens and immediately closing them down for all the rest of their operations.

Sincerely,

Ralph Harris
3512 Ashley Drive Ne
Olympia, WA 98506
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Moore
2634 Claremont Ave #2
Berkeley, CA 94705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Burton
14750 Mitchell Creek Dr.
Fort Bragg, CA 95437
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Kosnar
2514 Evans Ave
Louisville, CO 80027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. The question of exporting gas is ludicrous in light of the stated goal of energy independence. How can we achieve this goal if gas is being exported?

Sincerely,

Scot Tallmadge
4380 Dover St
Wheat Ridge, CO 80033
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steffani Lazier
5759 Juarez Rd
Pollock Pines, CA 95726
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Read Bill mckibbens piece in Rolling Stone. We dont need any more digging or drilling or fracking. The reserves held by the energy companies are enough till doomsday. Please save the environment!

Sincerely,

Katherine Gould-Martin
Bard College
Annadale-Hudson, NY 12504
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy eberg
15 Lynette Drive
North Haven, CT 06473
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eli Sentman
3434 Greensward Rd
Los Angeles, CA 90039
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne anthony
Po Box 177
Mount Bethel, PA 18343
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sasha Gibbons
116 1/2 Main Street
Nyack, NY 10960
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Corinne Greenberg
626 The Alameda
Berkeley, CA 94707
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

May Dorn
8718 Van Hoesen Rd
Clay, NY 13041
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Kratz
1509 Everett Street
El Cerrito, CA 94530
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shirley Bruggeman
3807 Cooper Rd
Plant City, FL 33565
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Douglas David Hagens
980 Tahoe Island Drive
South Lake Tahoe, CA 96150
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda McClinton
2333 Main St
Baker City, OR 97814
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Yvonne McMahon
1445 Heatherstone Drive
Fredericksburg, VA 22407
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sara Fisch
9743 East Palm Ridge Drive
Scottsdale, AZ 85260
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Evan Houck
75 Crocus Street
Redlands, CA 92373
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Bruns
2506 Creve Coeur Mill Rd Apt 3
Maryland Heights, MO 63043
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rob Baum
17 Parish Ave.
Oneonta, NY 13820
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy brown
5719 Live Oak St Apt A
Dallas, TX 75206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robin Wilson
P. O. Box 563
Hawley, PA 18428
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Henry
Po Box 5027
Silver City, NM 88062
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jorge Tormes
2825 Palm Beach Blvd. Apt. 506
Fort Myers, FL 33916

CREDO Action
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jody Waldo
697 Moscow Rd
Stowe, VT 05672
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael McMurtrey
1330 Macarthur Dr Apt 2709
Carrollton, TX 75007
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Georgeanne Wilcox
25058 Senft Rd
Oldenburg, IN 47036
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Moudy
119 Thames Pl Nw
Fort Walton Beach, FL 32548
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nikki Walters
404 S Fryers Creek Cir Apt 714
Temple, TX 76504
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Danielle Agriopoulos
3819 N. Lawndale Ave Apt 1
Chicago, IL 60618
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

K. Batterton
3789 E. Arbor Lakes Dr.
Hernando, FL 34442
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sibyl Kellman
6230 Greens Corner Rd.
Galway, NY 12074
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Louis Arnaudo
1609 55th St
Sacramento, CA 95819
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Noelle Schmitt
6921 W Rogers St
West Allis, WI 53219
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie Krygier
321 Woodward Avenue
Buffalo, NY 14214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

PLEASE, we have to slow down a little. We know what the reports are regarding fracking and pollution. To frack for a domestic supply is one thing, to frack for export is "entirely" UNACCEPTABLE! Scientists and people in environmental and consumer groups know they need and use energy, also, so they have no reason to block energy supplies, UNLESS it's because they know more than the industry is willing to tell us; in other words, the people who have our interests at heart are not profit-motivated! PLEASE, listen to those who actually do have the interests of the public and the environment as their #1 priority.

Sincerely,

Dianne Walthers
624 Bean Rd.
Northfield, VT 05663
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terrence Delgado
52 Tudor Ave.
Bedford, OH 44146
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Angotti
4901 Quarry Rd
Greencastle, PA 17225
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Minasian
136 Dwarfskill Court
Milford, PA 18337
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Barrett
551 E Capistrano Way
San Mateo, CA 94402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce Britcher
1840 Sw 118th Ave
Miramar, FL 33025
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark berus
5441 W Grove St
Laveen, AZ 85339
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice Forsberg
Rome Ave
St. Paul, MN 55116
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim Honeychurch
8135 Montevina Dr
Sacramento, CA 95829
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Watts
16 Starks Place
Lynbrook, NY 11563
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gwenn McGrady
1077 19th Ave Pl Nw
"Hickory, Nc 28601", NC 28601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Rogie
325 Pacific Ave
Alameda, CA 94501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Alvarez
Cricklewood St.
Torrance, CA 90505
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katy Scrogin
1017 Avenue A
Fredericksburg, TX 78624
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ralph Spaulding
112 Oxford Ln
Cambridge, WI 53523
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patti Gallo
50810 Prentis Dr
Troy, MI 48085
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Nease
1442a Walnut St #257
Berkeley, CA 94709
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Sincerely, Rita Filip 572 Green Hill Road Madison, CT 06443

Sincerely,

Rita Filip
572 Green Hill Road
Madison, CT 06443
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Tarbell
8 Stark Court
Ringoes, NJ 08551
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karol Johnson
6850 Sw 26th Ave Apt 54
Portland, OR 97219
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. In your inaugural address you spoke to us about needing to be aware of future generations of Americans. You spoke of climate change, droughts, fires, etc. and I'm reminding you that fracking will have a significant impact on the climate, our water, and the economy. You must reject applications to export fracked gas.

Sincerely,

Adi Girroir
289 Redwood Dr. Box 588
Woodacre, CA 94973
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Audrey Schwartz
1 Diane Drive
Massapequa, NY 11758
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Glenn Krakower
9182 W. Waterford Sq. S.
Greenfield, WI 53228
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy palmer
P. O Box 705
Tonasket, WA 98855
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deanna Ball
2591 Begonia Ct
Loveland, CO 80537
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terrie Williams
850 Laura Lane
Vidor, TX 77662
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Berger
2012 W Saint Paul Ave Apt 205
Chicago, IL 60647
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maryann wilkinson
3416 46th Street
Lubbock, TX 79413
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is quite simply not a good idea or a good solution. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alexandra Sale
1809 Sumner Street
Longmont, CO 80501
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert LENZ
6708 Pottery Rd.
Warners, NY 13164
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heather Brown
677 Bay Rd
Belchertown, MA 01007
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Hamer
17227 Ne 195th St
Woodinville, WA 98072
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Delmastro
800 E 4th St.
Bellwood, PA 16617
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Johnson
4074 Capitol Dr
Palm Harbor, FL 34685
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Badders
2575 Unicornio St
Carlsbad, CA 92009
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dale Lacognata
11957 Springfield Ln.
Fishers, IN 46038
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kyle Peterson
40443 La Grange Dr.
Sterling Heights, MI 48313
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heidi Steffy
615 Zwilling Road West
Erie, PA 16509
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Heidorn
27750 94th Ave Sw
Vashon, WA 98070
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pete Weinelt
P.O. Box 184
Morristown, AZ 85342
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gwen Hadland
Po Box 3393
Hillsboro, OR 97123
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Moira McKinnon
5 Gale Road
Hampton, NH 03842
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa baxter
17770 Sw Jersey Ct
Aloha, OR 97007
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Herrmann
1045 Amber Ridge Dr Sw
Byron Center, MI 49315
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diana Fisher
329 Evergreen Avenue
Niceville, FL 32578
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nora Siegel
7122 Grandville Ave
Boynton Beach, FL 33437
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Cantor
4 Prospect Rd.
Mattapoisett, MA 02739
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. This is dangerous stuff here. Even if it brings more revenue to the US, it’s simply not worth it.

Sincerely,

Lynda Obershaw
330 Cordova Street, #167
Pasadena, CA 91101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken O’Connell
26302 Skyview
Hollywood, MD 20636
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Cox
20 Bush Dr.
Brevard, NC 28712
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Burger
300 Valpariso Ave.
Cotati, CA 94931
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Nolan
61 Pleasant St.
Brattleboro, VT 05301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Namkin
2405 Valletta Rd
Louisville, KY 40205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lew Douglas
5823 Patton St.
Oakland, CA 94618
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Kozel
207 River Brook Circle
Eagleville, PA 19403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Price
3400 Warner Dr.
Grand Island, NY 14072
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

J Byron Hopkins
6514 E Vernon Ave
Scottsdale, AZ 85257
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Larko
13 Red Cedar Parc Ct.
O'Fallon, MO 63368
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Cole
7 Tulip Drive
Fords, NJ 08863
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heather Starsong
1510 Oak Ave.
Boulder, CO 80304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claudia Tobin
16525 187th Ave Ne
Woodinville, WA 98072
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Spencer
750 Hopkins
Falls City, OR 97344
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Darby
18730 Al Hwy 174
Pell City, AL 35125
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Raintree
11675 Sw Center St. Apt. 1
Beaverton, OR 97005
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Persky
6071 Cashio St.
Los Angeles, CA 90035
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Eden
494 Vincente Avenue
Berkeley, CA 94707
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. This will pollute water for future generations. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken Larson
11660 E Cedar Ave
Aurora, CO 80012
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Please stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Gagne
155 Westwood St.
Ashland, OR 97520
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diana brodscholl
2 Kennedy Dr
Waldwick, NJ 07463
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Brent Jensen
4197 Se Hemlock St
Hillsboro, OR 97123
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Bruinooge
1226 Ripple Ave
Manahawkin, NJ 08050
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

L p
Lackawanna Drive
Andover, NJ 07821
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Traci Peyghambarian
8729 Double Eagle Dr
Las Vegas, NV 89117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dahlia Berencia
811 6th Street 202
Santa Monica, CA 90403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jo edwards
519 Aspen
Visalia, CA 93291
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Delannoy
106 Pineland Avenue
Worcester, MA 01604
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Monica Latka Black
317 Lower Stone Mountain Road
Unicoi, TN 37692
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Simpson
Po Box 217
Chartley, MA 02712
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. If the justification for fracking is to make us fuel independent, exports are not justified. Same old story, profits for the energy companies who buy our elections!

Sincerely,

Patsy Kelley
13629 Farm To Market Road
Mccall, ID 83638
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Audrey Feuge
915 Oakland Ct
Sugar Land, TX 77478
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Myrna Benefiel
3645 S Bear St #B
Santa Ana, CA 92704
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Virginia Jost
4 Raymar Pl.
Ferguson, MO 63135
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gordon McClelland
713 Adams Ct.
Guilderland, NY 12084
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Billie Beatty
1274 W Princess St
York, PA 17404
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Abraham Omorenimwen Oboruemuh
Not Available
Riverside, CA 92515
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Edward Tuck
215 West 91st
New York, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ace Salgatar
39 32 56 Street
Woodside, NY 11377
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shady Glenn
6621 Sw Walnut Terrace
Tigard, OR 97223
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Moser
45 Kildare Road
Island Park, NY 11558
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jamie Weber
340 Stanford Drive
Claremont, CA 91711
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon troglin
144 W. Hampton Ave.
Spartanburg, SC 29306
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shelby Solomon
50 Wildwood Gardens
Piedmont, CA 94611
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Rice
921 Garden St
Charleston, WV 25302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Don McNeil
106 College
Poughkeepsie, NY 12603
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn snyder
6550 N.W. 6th Court
Margate, FL 33063
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sharon Pollis
2240 Woolbright Road, Ste 201
Boynton Beach, FL 33426
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lydia White
1249 Virginia Drive
The Villages, FL 32162
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Kalka
357 W Elm St
Conshohocken, PA 19428
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jake SCHWARTZ
152 Webster Street
Petaluma, CA 94952
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Clayton Griffith
17660 East Aspen Circle
Reno, NV 89508
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Neuert
3343 Primrose Avenue
Santa Rosa, CA 95407
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Justin Sweet
4132 3rd Ave Nw Apt 3
Seattle, WA 98107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Purtell
8400 Menaul Blvd Ne
Albuquerque, NM 87112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Jones
4824 Capri Avenue
Sarasota, FL 34235
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Kaminski
1517 Wellington Place
Aberdeen, NJ 07747
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marita Edwards
10428 Old Dade City Road
Lakeland, FL 33810
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anthony stubbs
3103 Sixth Street
Emmetsburg, IA 50536
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lenore Van Wagner
4770 S.W. 1st. Street
Coral Gables, FL 33134
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andy Sikorski
4000 Ne 169th St #301
N. Miami Beach, FL 33160
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dona LaSchiava
4511 West Rockwood Dr
Tucson, AZ 85741
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Jedren
748 Oakland Ca #301
Oakland, CA 94611
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Jessup
275 Riverside Dr
Florence, MA 01062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. THIS IS NOT WHAT WE MEAN BY CLEAN ENERGY!!! THIS IS NOT WHAT WE EXPECT WHEN YOU TALK ABOUT HELPING OUR PLANET!!

Sincerely,

C menkes
202 Ave Of Americas
Ny, NY 10013
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Donald Elder
11511 Hadar Drive
San Diego, CA 92126
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Dash
1128 17th Ave
Seattle, WA 98122
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William McDonald
906 N 74th St
Seattle, WA 98103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Shores
1021 S. Ash Ave.
Tempe, AZ 85281
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Kiljan
6185 Field St
Arvada, CO 80004
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bob Justis
P O Box 53
Telluride, CO 81435
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. It is time to set standards to protect the environment from the byproducts of fracking. The safety of our water sources is more important than unrealistic profits for a few corporations.

Sincerely,

Helga Guequierre
1313 N. Franklin Place #1101
Milwaukee, WI 53202
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Helm
1354-H Yulupa Ave
Santa Rosa, CA 95405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roger Cadwallader
1354 4th Ave.
Corning, CA 96021
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Caroline good
4230 1/4 Woodman Ave., #3
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Jason Bloomfield
344 Brooks Ave
Atlanta, GA 30307
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Francis
1769 Careful Lane
Little Suamico, WI 54141
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sherri Whittenburg
3033 Cleveland Pl.
Antioch, CA 94509
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would sharply increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Steinhart
104 Lathrop St.
Madison, WI 53726
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karynn Merkel
833 Everding St
Eureka, CA 95503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Timothy Raymond
45-1/2 Marshall St
Rochester, NY 14607
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Van Horn
1301 W 40th
Kansas City, MO 64111
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Mugge
1285 Ellwanger Dr
Phoenixville, PA 19460
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Loretta Roberts
20809 Hansen Rd
Maple Heights, OH 44137
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

June Welsh
49 Showers Drive, Apt. A338
Mountain View, CA 94040
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Donaldson
33 Maltby Ln
Wallingford, CT 06492
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carl Klein
12377 Big Tree Rd
Wales Center, NY 14169
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Eggen
Po Box 864
Springfield, OR 97477
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Rucker
2410 Wilford Dr.
Nashville, TN 37214
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Zimoski
13610 Emelita St
Van Nuys, CA 91401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Leave it in the ground. john jensen Kensington, CA

Sincerely,

John jensen
104 Arlington Avenue
Kensington, CA 94707
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Grace Payne
2401 Winsted La. #1
Austin, TX 78703
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Carolyn O'Hara
89 Hiddenbrooke Dr.
Beacon, NY 12508
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Coffey
1894 Lynwood Dr., Apt. E
Concord, CA 94519
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Lucroy
68 Blackstone Dr.
San Rafael, CA 94903
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tauna Grinager
566 Marion Ave
Ben Lomond, CA 95005
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Daniels
3736 Roger Hamlin Ct
Tallahassee, FL 32311
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicolas Warner
5240 N Sheridan Rd
Chicago, IL 60640
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward Cerullo
2 Montague Terrace
Brooklyn, NY 11201
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anthony Singer
1407 Juliette Way
Tustin, CA 92782
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. PLEASE!!!!!!!

Sincerely,

Sheila Low-Beer
330 Concord Street
Charleston, SC 29401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dean McKennon
22 Federal Street #304
Beverly, MA 01915
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Greg German
4175 Howe St
Oakland, CA 94611
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Living in western Kansas where the drilling has increased in the last two years, I see little hope of having a peaceful and clean earth while I live out my senior years if this foolhardiness is allowed to continue. You that live in the Washington, D.C. area need to come out to the real world where this sort of abomination is taking place.

Sincerely,

Karolyn Kinsey
333 N Logan Ave.
Utica, KS 67584
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Matt Christenson
3600 N Interstate Ave
Portland, OR 97227
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Seeber
7380 W Colorado Dr
Lakewood, CO 80232
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Tryba
162 Maplewood
Riverside, IL 60546
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dee Estrada
E. Lee
Tucson, AZ 85712
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Oren Bloedow
497 Rogers Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11225
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Mellen
90 Lasalle St 10f
New York, NY 10027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Angela Thompson
1604 Canterbury Road
Greenville, NC 27858
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Holstrom
14610 Blue Bell Rd W
Sonora, CA 95370
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie Starr
1806 Thornbury Rd.
Baltimore, MD 21209
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mel Kram
444 E. 82nd St.
New York, NY 10028
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Myrna Ranney
1808 Nw 176th Pl
Edmond, OK 73012
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edith McFadden
3201 S 16th St Ste 400
Milwaukee, WI 53215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

S Pena
P.O. Box 143
Moorpark, CA 93020
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Pea
2407 Ivy Pl
Fullerton, CA 92835
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken yamamoto
930 W Pedregosa St
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Randi Torstenson
23-25 Broadway
Astoria, NY 11106
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Kendall
2111 Wharton St
Pittsburgh, PA 15203
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas that involve hydrofracturing.

Sincerely,

Jeff Mullen
1427 Seabrook Drive
Alden, NY 14004
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jan Garrett
2108 Mccubbin Dr
Bowling Green, KY 42104
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Delphine Silverman
899 E Charleston Rd Apt K-208
Palo Alto, CA 94303
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jon Cameron
474 Breckenridge Street
Buffalo, NY 14213
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Cather
5830 Warren Rd
Ann Arbor, MI 48105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Faith harrison
27 Maple St
Southampton, MA 01073
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Jurczewski
452 Shenstone Rd.
Riverside, IL 60546
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. DO WHAT IS MORALLY RIGHT!

Sincerely,

Joan Cole
1411 Corona Street
Pt. Townsend, WA 98368
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patti Taber
1430 Almond Ave.
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lesley San marco
252 Dalmeny Rd.
Briarcliff, NY 10510
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Dellger
2215 North Taylor Drive
Sheboygan, WI 53083
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol jagiello
91 Wood Pl
Bloomingdale, NJ 07403
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Isaac SHAMAH
219 N. Broadway
Nyack, NY 10960
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Pitchalonis
371 Independence Dr.
Holland, PA 18966
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alfred And Esther Greenberg
12 Hansom Ln.
Marlboro, NJ 07746
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heidi Chiao
5915 Leona Street
Oakland, CA 94605
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan D’Amato
222 Smith Hall
Syracuse, NY 13210
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Hogan
3536 North Rifle Road
Rhinelander, WI 54501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rod Boyd
6733 Old Mill Ct
North Richland Hills, TX 76180
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

K. Arnone
Arnone
Brooklyn, NY 11204
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Chenoweth
10209 Little Creek Circle
Dripping Springs, TX 78620
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheila Loayza
15 Overlook Rd
Wayland, MA 01778
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marsha Beck
10023 North Quinault Court
Spokane, WA 99208
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Don Wattenbarger
101
Eureka, CA 95503
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Nolan
1518 Mcdonald Avenue
Dupont, WA 98327
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Christopher Napoli
105 Arden Street Apt 5c
New York, NY 10040
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Stratton-Gonzalez
8814 Fort Hamilton Parkway
Brooklyn, NY 11209
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Daum
17762 Oak Way
Grass Valley, CA 95945
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Persico
388 Voorhees Ave
Buffalo, NY 14216
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Art Wilkinson
830 S. Winthrop St.
St. Paul, MN 55119
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rob Lowe
16303 N.E. 125th Ct.
Brush Prairie, WA 98606
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen & Tom Glaccum
Po Box 34
Stanley, ID 83278
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicki Elliott
1064 Delacy Ave
Martinez, CA 94553
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Nielsen
3810 Patricia Lane
Reno, NV 89512
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victoria Cross
50 Spirit Valley
Santa Fe, NM 87508
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Anna DeVincenzi
865 Hayes St
San Francisco, CA 94117
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Leighton
28 Marsh Hawk Meadow
Fort Fairfield, ME 04742
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marin Andersen
2342 Broadway E.
Seattle, WA 98102
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Vogt
269 Bias Dr
Fairbanks, AK 99712
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim Wemer
1830 8th Ave
Grinnell, IA 50112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joshua Vaughn
3567 Farm Hill Blvd Apt 17
Redwood City, CA 94061
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Noel
4934 N. Idlewild Av.
Milwaukee, WI 53217
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is bad enough, but the gas produced at least should only be used in the US and in order to reduce the imports of foreign petroleum.

Sincerely,

Donald Walter
2886 Durham Road
Buckingham, PA 18912
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Matthew Kimball
56 Elmwood Ave. #1
Burlington, VT 05401
In addition to the below standard arguments, my fears relate more to the dollar costs that taxpayers bear as part of the fracking process. Whether it be road deterioration caused by the volume of trucks or the harm to our water supplies (much more valuable than "natural" gas), it is the taxpayer shouldering these costs. If the fracking industry starts to pay its fair share of the public costs and environmental risks, then they would more likely have my support. However, presently, taxpayers should be providing welfare for such a profitable industry.

Climate Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Wasley
464 Kaplan Avenue
Hackensack, NJ 07601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Antonia Wood
Po Box 777,
Rainier, WA 98576
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Hanckel
2890 Dartmouth Ave
Boulder, CO 80305
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jason Berteotti
245 Grace Ave
Canonsburg, PA 15317
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carmen Angevine
Po Box 294
Idanha, OR 97350
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to US communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lyle Funderburk
10003 Se Foster
Portland, OR 97266
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melissa Bauer
2640 Spear Point Ct
Marietta, GA 30062
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher McKim
1440 E Sherwood Dr
Grand Jct, CO 81501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marina Meerburgt
128 Deer Hill Ln
Stowe, VT 05672
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I live in San Antonio TX, just north of the Eagle Ford fracking area. The devastation to numerous small towns and communities is awful. Roads ruined, constant noise, overcrowding of community services, and even prostitutes being bussed in on the weekends. Please don’t allow this to happen to other parts of the country.

Sincerely,

Leslie Butterworth
125 Odell Street
San Antonio, TX 78212
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sue Glaser
1811 Brummel St.
Evanston, IL 60202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Megan Labrecque
5115 N Octavia
Harwood Heights, IL 60706
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bridget Spann
1210 Hancock Rd.
Williamstown, MA 01267
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Danielle McKenzie
755 Nw 70th Street. #3
Seattle, WA 98117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brenda Lehman
15377 Sidney Rd Sw
Port Orchard, WA 98367
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kenneth Carolus
7427 Montgomery Rd
Silverton, OH 45236
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Dowell
1661 Bellrose Dr N
Clearwater, FL 33756
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jose Jacobs
2009 Garfield St.
Laredo, TX 78043
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gina Dadomo
17 Slater St
Rehoboth, MA 02769
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Ososki
1093 Charlie Lane Sw
Lilburn, GA 30047
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Harper
6163 Lakewood Street
San Diego, CA 92122
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerry Mawhorter
200 Linden Avenue
Royal Oak, MI 48073
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Ryan
1236 Lokoya Road
Napa, CA 94558
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anna Hines
Po Box 1456
Gualala, CA 95445
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Luke
11911 Hilltop Dr.
Los Altos Hills, CA 94024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beth baker
80 Hill Ave
Woodacre, CA 94973
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Gould
5065 Manor Ridge Lane
San Diego, CA 92130
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kimberle Lynch
928 Chantilly Road
Los Angeles, CA 90077
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan West
5343 Paseo Orlando
Santa Barbara, CA 93111
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shirley Spencer
4922 Catamaran St.
Oxnard, CA 93035
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dianne Daley
4220 Cerritos Ave.
Long Beach, CA 90807
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cyrle Perry
639 Miner Rd.
Orinda, CA 94563
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Franks
31631 Digger Creek Dr.
Fort Bragg, CA 95437
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Shipley
805 Hagysford Rd
Narberthy, PA 19072
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sam Dicker
17 Saturn St
San Francisco, CA 94114
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Jacobs
2051 Willow Lake Rd 33
Pescott, AZ 86301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen O’Connell
2321 Grant Street
Berkeley, CA 94703
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Norm Wishner
3029 Lexington Ln
Glenview, IL 60026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Hubbard
621 Mayflower #104
Claremont, CA 91711
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Will Rutledge
418 W. Miner St.
West Chester, PA 19382
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amanda niles
4131 J St
Bremerton, WA 98312
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lori Smith
P O Box 170
Graton, CA 95444
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julia Wells
120 S. Hoover St.
Los Angeles, CA 90004
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Rogers
6347 Back Creek Road
Boones Mill, VA 24065
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jolie Graf
1032 Meadowood Lane
Jefferson, WI 53549
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Colleen Griffin
333 West 57th Street
New York, NY 10019
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. You are standing up to the gun lobby. We need such a strong stance against fossil fuel companies and their destructive projects, including the Keystone Pipeline, the Northern Pass powerline, and fracking for gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Emerson
418 Shakerroad
Canterbury, NH 03224
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emily Herb
Po Box 742
Volcano, HI 96785
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I think fracking presents a great danger to our environment both to the earth itself, its inhabitants and its wild creatures. Please do not do this in the name of $$$$.

Sincerely,

Elaine Bowditch
74 Blue Hills Road
Amherst, MA 01002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Gralapp
204 Ridgeway Ave
Fairfax, CA 94930
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Williams
8 S Rockwell Ave
Savannah, GA 31419
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jayn Avery
180 Zephyr Circle
Floyd, VA 24091
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Smith
147 Macks Mountain Road
Peacham, VT 05862
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carley Kirby
4825 Birch St
Astoria, OR 97103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pj Quell
5425 Mastin
Merriam, KS 66203
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Penny dedel
2234 Ward St #2
Berkeley, CA 94705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lois Schafer
818 Logan Street
Denver, CO 80203
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Meema Spadola
405 Church Ave Apt 3
Brooklyn, NY 11218
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Meg Murphy
Po Box 424
Bartlett, NH 03812
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Lewis
325 Center Street
Rio Dell, CA 95562
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Myra Brahms
235 E 80th St Apt 3a
New York, NY 10075
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I am sincerely begging you not to rape this wonderful country we live in. Stop the destruction and profiting of a few for the sake of short term profits and claims of helping the economy wen in the long term all will suffer as a result.

Sincerely,

Pamela Earls
315 Ventura Ave
Eugene, OR 97405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jill Rouke
4396 Sturbridge Dr
Erie, PA 16509
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Smith
3951 High Street
Oakland, CA 94619
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Avila
51 Frenchman Hl W
Bar Harbor, ME 04609
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerome Feinstein
3 Tenakill Park Drive East #211
Cresskill, NJ 07626
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Thompson
640 E Bow Maker Trl
Cottonwood, AZ 86326
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wallace Schultz
1 Wildflower Ln
Las Vegas, NM 87701
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debbie carrington
Po Box 9897
Marina Del Rey, CA 90295
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Pennington
1309 S. Pershing
Wichit, KS 67218
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marianne Fisher
615 N. Lee Avenue
Madison, SD 57042
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Nusbaum
23632 Dove Rd.
Seaford, DE 19973
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Bini
360 W 22nd St Apt 5g
New York, NY 10011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Kaster
199 Port Royal Ave
Foster City, CA 94404
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

David Philips
5905 Via Norte Ln
El Paso, TX 79912
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shauna Cannady
165 Wedgewood Ln.
Kalispell, MT 59901
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Wiant
141 Red Oak Lane
Philipsburg, PA 16866
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Thorsen
29 Perry St
New London, CT 06320
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Olshewsky
3533 Gocio Rd.
Sarasota, FL 34235
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Suppan
2575 Glenwood Drive
Boulder, CO 80304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Vandyke
117 Miller Ave.
Homer City, PA 15748
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Melloh
171 West Shore Rd
Auburn, ME 04210
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Hines
20 A Green St
Gorham, ME 04038
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Turner
55 Park Terrace East B12
New York, NY 10034
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. NO NO NO are you all trying to kill us? PLEASE wake up and save our planet NOW.

Sincerely,

Anne Labrie
141 Havenhurst Rd
West Springfield, MA 01089
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Faith Evans
2260 El Cajon Blvd
San Diego, CA 92104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marcia LeMay
1107 Herring St.
Marcellus, MI 49067
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Hollenberg
53467 Brittany Trail
Elkhart, IN 46514
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Gutsche
353 Wallace Way Ne Apt 5
Bainbridge Is, WA 98110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Engstrom
5974 Friar Way
San Jose, CA 95129 4064
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Rigby
238 S 13th St
Philadelphia, PA 19107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Arnold
153 Penhurst St
Rochester, NY 14619
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Helen Baumgartner
Po Box 8565
Surprise, AZ 85374
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Ford
61 Eastern Parkway
Brooklyn, NY 11238
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Petra Huntington
141 Sw 142nd St # B
Burien, WA 98166
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Walker Bennett
65 Verde Valley School Rd.
Sedona, AZ 86351
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Reba Stone
640 Oak Street
St. Simons Island, GA 31522
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wayne Person
537 Norwood Road
Mount Laurel, NJ 08054
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Johnson
1239 N. Ogden Dr.
La, CA 90046
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Troyanovich
1 Pelle Court
Florence, NJ 08518
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Emblom
260 S. Steel Street
Ishpeming, MI 49849
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jo Anna Hebberger
701 56th Street
Des Moines, IA 50312
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patrice Rando
11 Bush Hill Drive
Niantic, CT 06357
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sally Miner
34 Beths Ave Apt 49
Bristol, CT 06010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Leon
5 W Loop Street
San Antonio, TX 78212
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please respect us all and not sign these bills. Thank you

Sincerely,

Kathleen Colombo
1872 Lakes Rd
Monroe, NY 10950
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charley Wittman
276 Briarwood Ct.
Allentown, PA 18104
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alexis Grone
5141 E Elena Ave
Mesa, AZ 85206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Tobias
2711 Locust Drive
Pittsburgh, PA 15241
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doug Norden
2205 W Kiowa St
Colorado Spgs, CO 80904
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tammy Boynton
4475 Dupree Rd
Olive Branch, MS 38654
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Reva Holmes
23936 Firefly Road
Florence, TX 76527
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Ottosen
W8421 Brook Drive
Shell Lake, WI 54871
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

June Diggle
20045 Gibbs Drive
Sonora, CA 95370
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Sanitate
1050 1st St.
Springfield, OR 97477
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gail And Rick Konopacki
4330 Beifuluss Drive
Madison, WI 53704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Greta Aul
80 Spencer Ave.
Lancaster, PA 17603
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Ferrell
1077 Greenleaf Blvd Apt 314
Elkhart, IN 46514
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tina Wener
655 Sky Canyon Drive
Reno, NV 89510
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anna Bainter
2083 Temple Trail
Jamul, CA 91935
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christian Rivera
228 East Fulton Street
Gloversville, NY 12078
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amanda Braun
45 8th Ave S
Hopkins, MN 55343
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Whipple
6738 Madison Ave
Madison, OH 44057
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kelley McQueen
34428-E135 Yucaipa Blvd
Yucaipa, CA 92399
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Danny Sadler
6238 Queensloch Dr
Houston, TX 77096
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Cavallo
1276 Providence Rd
Secane, PA 19018
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tina Martin
108 Congress Ave.
Rochester, NY 14611
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Floyd hiar
5485 W 135th Street
Savage, MN 55378
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Ridgway
508 Whooper Way
Suisun City, CA 94585
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jai riar
123 Morissville
Morissville, NY 11234
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Barrett
79 Old Beach Rd.
Newport, RI 02840
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lea cox
P.O. Box 155
Davenport, CA 95017
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Tombleson
7526 Sw Capitol Hill Rd.
Portland, OR 97219
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. There was no Public Environmental Health Studies done prior to this push for more toxic fuels. Due to this neglect I was exposed repeatedly by fleets of chemical transporters and waste residual tankers, and now I am suffering the most horrendous health problems. And in PA we have NO RECURSE for our protection, physicians, nor a Health Department which knows anything whatsoever on these toxic chemicals in "fracking". And in the past 3 years our air is so polluted with toxic chemicals; including our public drinking water which goes from brown to black has made everyone in our area suffer the health effects. There is NO EXCUSE whatsoever for permitting and allowing "fracking" anywhere. Nor should there be any exporting on fracked gas!

Sincerely,

Jer Jarvis
709 Sterner St., C4
Confluence, PA 15424
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marc Laverdiere
28 Wethersfield Rd.
Bellingham, MA 02019
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Raymond Smart
5037 Beacon Hill Drive
New Port Richey, FL 34652
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Gallegos
3211 Gleason Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90063
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Jarvis
1135 Blandford Blvd.
Redwood City, CA 94062
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Doug Williams
1470 Nw 104th St
Clive, IA 50325
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Miller
405 S. 9th St.
Leesburg, FL 34748
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keith Fabing
4816 S. Alaska Street
Seattle, WA 98118
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Straub
706 Emerald Ridge
Woodstock, GA 30189
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Lawson
310 Marin Ave., Mill Valley, Ca
Mill Valley, CA 94941
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leah McIntosh
1904 Pershing Dr
Austin, TX 78723
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Gabriel Torres
747 10 Ave
New York, NY 10019
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cindy Sims
7335 Edgerton
Dallas, TX 75231
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Krueger
20 North Peak Village
Newbury, NH 03255
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Don Ross
211 Sparrow Hawk Road
Waltham, VT 05491
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beverly Alba
244 Winthrop Shore Dr
Winthrop, MA 02152
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle Fairchild
5386 Rosswood Lane
Redding, CA 96001
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is highly toxic and poses a severe threat to American communities and our planet’s climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets, and huge field of gas only available through fracking. I strongly urge you to stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny ALL applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Claman
347 West Bissell Ave.
Richmond, CA 94801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurie Price
201 W. 89 St
New York, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Regina Gurland
535 De Narvaez Dr.
Longboat Key, FL 34228
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicholas Oatway
3998 Grand Ave.
Ojai, CA 93023
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ramona sahni
46 Mallard Dr
Pittsburgh, PA 15238
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Fletcher Chouinard
43 S. Olive St.
Ventura, CA 93001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Don't poison the water, food, and air of Americans just so big energy companies can export fracked natural gas abroad. It promotes Global Warming and makes it easier for corporations to ship US jobs overseas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Klem
Po Box 50094
Staten Island, NY 10305
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Galyn Gorg
735 Cory Drive
Inglewood, CA 90302
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Schreiber
150 Court St, Ste 2
Brooklyn, NY 11201
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Newman
44331 Peterson Ln
Astoria, OR 97103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We are proud to be "free". That means access to clean water and air at the very least. Please honor the sacredness of this. Fracking is destroying our groundwater faster than any other single practice on the planet.

Sincerely,

Tracy Matfin
Po Box 1966
Pahoa, HI 96778
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fossil fuels are dirty, dangerous and deadly! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank Thompson
Post Office Box 2672
Ruidoso, NM 88355
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Weiks
2101 W Lafayette Blvd #213
Detroit, MI 48216
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jude Anchang
1653 S. Beverly Glen Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wayne Buckner
1768 Stillbrook Ct
Lawrenceville, GA 30043
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Bernard
49 Fischer Ave
Kingston, NY 12401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Grigg
227 Chippendale Dr.
Houghton Lake, MI 48629
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Mikell
Po Box 1421
Johns Is., SC 29457
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gertrude Hammons
1018 N 24th Street
Richmond, IN 47374
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Denise Wright
745 W. 111th Street
Los Angeles, CA 90044
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandi Shocket
410 Canal St.
Metairie, LA 70005
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Meredith Priestley
75 Hickory Kingdom Road
Bedford, NY 10506
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Llewellyn Ludlow
Po Box 826
Bolinas, CA 94924
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris King
1799 Craver Road
Batavia, OH 45103
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mike LYMAN
1250 North Highway-Pmb 265
Colville, WA 99114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lon OTTERBY
93995 Marcola Rd
Marcola, OR 97454
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Davis
2830 Pitchblend Ct
Grand Junction, CO 81503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Frcek
961 Amherst Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90049
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Gulick-Tice
601 E Pandora
Telluride, CO 81435
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martin Chartrand
71 Division St.
Bangor, ME 04401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking may have short-term gains but long-term disastrous effects. Stop expanding fracking.

Sincerely,

Nancy Van Scoyoc
12146 Cathedral Dr.
Lake Ridge, VA 22192
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

I urge you to reject applications to export fracked gas. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and protect our health! Deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Milligan
883 Balboa Lane
Foster City, CA 94404
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Astrid Nordness
16 Vision Path
West Shokan, NY 12494
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bob Stewart
221 G St
Arcata, CA 95521
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and DENY ALL APPLICATIONS to export natural gas. Gas obtained from fracking is NOT the answer to the world's need to reduce energy consumption!

Sincerely,

Stella Taylor
2216 Shenandoah Place
Davis, CA 95616
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Louise Bikoff
14 Algonquin Drive
Huntington Station, NY 11746
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Seth Snapp
2214 H. Street
Bellingham, WA 98225
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Swensen
4601 Henry Hudson Pkwy W Apt B
Bronx, NY 10471
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Miller
342 Lowell Ave
Mill Valley, CA 94941
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Jackson
174 Eldridge Street Apt 4a
New York, NY 10002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Williams
16870 E. Amherst Ave
Aurora, CO 80013
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roger heng
1501 Lowell
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hazel Westly
1718 Ne 11th Ave.,#311
Portland, OR 97212
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanne Cornwall
25467 Needham Road
Porter, TX 77365
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marjorie Rosenberg
Via Parsano 47a
Freehold, NJ 07728
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jeff Wagner
391 Shenandoah Rd.
Durango, CO 81303
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Let’s keep the fossil fuels we produce in the U.S....Here In The U.S.! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Taj Withall
P.O. Box 244, 1004 Walnut St.
State College, PA 16804
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristin Nelson
1249 Serpentine Way
Sandy, UT 84094
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Hedda Koslow
1800 Collins Ave
Miami Beach, FL 33139
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tyler Clements
4780 Cheyenne Ct
Boulder, CO 80303
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jason Langdon
1733 Beech Grove Drive
Cincinnati, OH 45233
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark alexander
234 Camp St.
Barre, VT 05641
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gale Litvak
2712 Galisteo Court Unit B
Santa Fe, NM 87505
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marie Hoefer
24366 Totuava Cir
Mission Viejo, CA 92691
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Johnson
409 Freeman Av Nw
Albuquerque, NM 87107
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Meyer
2 Hollow Ln
Downingtown, PA 19335
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terry Triplet
648 N Charleston Ave
Bremerton, WA 98312
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brent Ely
8209 Greenwood Dr
Plano, TX 75025
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerold bauch
889 Belton Drive
Nashville, TN 37205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice Cardullo
195 Sable Pointe Dr
Alpharetta, GA 30004
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Hetherington
2887 Indiana Avenue
Granite City, IL 62040
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matthew swain
201 E Round Grove Rd
Lewisville, TX 75067
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

A T
N/A
Spartanburg, SC 29302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. A personal note: fracking has made prices come down too much, encouraging waste. Further, gas should be used for plastics, not just burning. Also, if these gas deposits are so important to energy security, why export that security? The business doofs are being given the means of running the whole planet right into oblivion in search of short-term profit. Please put a hold on this nonsense.

Sincerely,

Eric Moss
105a Stewart Ln
Chapel Hill, NC 27514
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeramy Decristo
619 Ellsworth St.
San Francisco, CA 94110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Slater
2309 W. Friendly Ave.
Greensboro, NC 27403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joel Valek
1751 Heron Avenue Unit B
Schaumburg, IL 60193
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gene Lawson
4615 191st. St. S.W.
Lynnwood, WA 98036
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mikail Barron
110 Arrow Ln Lower Unit
Felton, CA 95018
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gerald Pirkle
5655 Boner Rd.
Boonville, IN 47601
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Turgeon
200 Cabrini Blvd. Apt 83
New York, NY 10033
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Mosquedo
1201 Glen Cove Pkwy.
Vallejo, CA 94591
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barry Elfant
2025 Oakmont Way #5
Walnut Creek, CA 94595
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Benny Jelms
1191 Early Drive Nw
Palm Bay, FL 32907
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Rosalie
160 W94th Street
New York, NY 10038
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Crosson
3452 Cabrito Dr.
El Dorado Hills, CA 95762
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dawn Stanger
Upsyours@Comcast.Net
6 Park St, VT 05489
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marcia Rowland
24871 Us Hwy 50
Texas Creek, CO 81223
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John McKaye
5726 Wandering Creek Dr.
Richmond, TX 77469
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janis Dolnick
7720-14 Bodega Ave.
Sebastopol, CA 95472
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Lynch
123 Abc St
Coconut, CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Luis Jacobo
17 Norwood Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11208
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alejandro Almirola  
512 Sw 20th Road  
Miami, FL 33129
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrea Garland
957 Lowell Avenue
Salt Lake City, UT 84102
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stacey Farley  
16263 E Oxford Dr  
Aurora, CO 80013
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pete TENNEY
400 Fourth Ave., S.E.
White Sulphur Springs, MT 59645
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Earl Walker
303 Ritchie Road
Scaly Mountain, NC 28775
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard PETRUCCI
155 Windermere Avenue
Ellington, CT 06029
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric leonard
10051 Somerset
Detroit, MI 48224
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Lellis
106 Sherman Street
Brooklyn, NY 11218
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Don’t let oil companies pollute the nation for generations to come just so they can make a fast buck, Mr. President. We want leadership on this issue, and should be able to expect it from you, a Democratic President.

Sincerely,

Jeff Thompson
1906 Emerson Ave. S
Minneapolis, MN 55403
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John MacDaniel
2211 E Arbor Dr Nw
Huntsville, AL 35811
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hannah honeyman
5201 Desoto Rd
Sarasota, FL 34235
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Troy Rodriguez
1770 Nw 16th Terrace
Miami, FL 33125
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Granett
411 Boxwood Rd
Rosemont, PA 19010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erik Hauge
323 South Hoover Avenue
Louisville, CO 80027
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Waldrip
3410 Mcmillan St
Eugene, OR 97405
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities. If fracking is to be permitted at all, then at the very least the energy should be used here in the United States. Please deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Montgomery
124 Lindley Ln
Pottstown, PA 19465
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dana Hussey
2515 N 52nd St Apt 106
Phoenix, AZ 85008
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please do not leave us holding the bag once again for the expansion of the dangerous and environmentally hostile practice of fracking. Please protect the interests of the public.

Sincerely,

Annette Beatty
12224 Mac Drive Ne
Belding, MI 48809
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sherrell Cuneo
2330 N Edgemont St
Los Angeles, CA 90027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. The contention that “fracking” increases American energy independence is belied by the fact that overseas prices are much higher than domestic markets will bear. This means that corporations’ fiduciary responsibility to major shareholders is to EXPORT FOR MAXIMUM PROFIT rather than increasing domestic supply and reducing prices at home. Building export terminals (with TAXPAYER SUBSIDIES, no less) assures that this is exactly what will happen. My children and I need you to be smarter than this, and to represent OUR interests over corporate profits, particularly since energy corporations pay LITTLE IF ANY taxes!!

Sincerely,

Ralph Munn
1115 Mohawk Trail
Charlemont, MA 01339
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Fried
899 E Charleston Rd., #K401
Palo Alto, CA 94303
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Hagel
37077 Arden St
Newark, CA 94560
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Stenzel
3739 North 97th Place
Milwaukee, WI 53222
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Are you trying to hasten and exacerbate the effects of global warming? That is exactly what your fracking industry is doing. Be mindful of those still on this planet and those still to come, and revoke this mindless and destructive policy. Do your economic pursuits take precedence over the continued existence of life on this planet? If so, you are in the business of destroying life in your short-sighted ventures.

Sincerely,

Maureen Meehan
110 S. Festival Dr., Apt. D7
El Paso, TX 79912
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis O'Brien
104 Wagamons Blvd
Milton, DE 19968
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eleanor Toth
37 Flanagan Rd
Bolton, MA 01740
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronald Powell
24 Melvin Ave.
Cortland, NY 13045
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leila Bruno
2960 20th St
Boulder, CO 80304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roger Burkhart
1262 White Mt. Hiway
Milton, NH 03851
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Juran
9 Peters Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Timothy Boyens
1330 West Ave Apt 2606
Miami Beach, FL 33139
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of same. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. For a better vision, a practical one that is already being communicated with China, check out c2ccertified.org and (william) mcdonough.com WE CAN DO THIS paradigm shift. Thank you

Sincerely,

Tom Kuzma
Po Box 267
Sheridan, WY 82801
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margit Johansson
3938 Wonderland Hill Avenue
Boulder, CO 80304
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Zethmeyer
53 Waunona Woods Ct
Madison, WI 53713
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Theresa Vernon
2241 Grahn Drive
Santa Rosa, CA 95404

CREDO Action 2426
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Janet Keating
126 Shockey Drive
Huntington, WV 25701
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sean Mac
120 High Chaparral
Prescott, AZ 86303
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle Milosh
5101 Ambrose Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90027
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Profet
2408 Palm Avenue
Manhattan Beach, CA 90266
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruno Richet
841 Contra Costa Avenue
Berkeley, CA 94707
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Hooper
2109 Senda De Daniel
Santa Fe, NM 87501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Berman
53 Camino Los Milagros
Corrales, NM 87048
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheryl Chapman
100 N. Park Avenue
Sanford, FL 32771
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry Beans
20 Carr Drive
Moraga, CA 94556
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Young
42 Coquina Ridge Way
Ormond Beach, FL 32174
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Caroline Thomas
118 West 79thstreet, Apt. 12a
New York, NY 10024
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eugene Vigil
1113 Bridgeview Dr.
Lynden, WA 98264
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Rippe
220 Congress St.
Brooklyn, NY 11201
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carole Nervig
1028 W Sims Way
Port Townsend, WA 98368
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heidi Beards
7051 E. Katchina Ct
Tucson, AZ 85715
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanne Lindsay
5009 Whitney Avenue
Carmichael, CA 95608
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. This is not the answer to our energy needs. Deny all applications to export natural gas and focus on renewable energy sources that do come at the cost of our citizen's water and health.

Sincerely,

Jenifer Ramsey
1318 Nipsic Ave
Bremerton, WA 98310
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katharine Reed
4510 Eaton
Kansas City, KS 66103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Meena nanji
4215 Glencoe Ave, #401
Marina Del Rey, CA 90292
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Chabarek
85747 Laughlin Rd
Eugene, OR 97405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheila suarez
217 Deerwalk Place
Newbury Park, CA 91320
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Giuliani
636 Jolie Way
Port Townsend, WA 98368
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Norton
5605 Mount Sinai Rd
Durham, NC 27705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Bassis
Po Box 13
Great Barrington, MA 01230
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Becky Cole
Box 884
Shelter Island, NY 11964
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Cotner
P.O. Box 933
Grover Beach, CA 93483
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christina Heffner
17 Mangham Ct
Peralta, NM 87042
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Rae Ann Gustafson
303 Laverne Ave Apt A
Mill Valley, CA 94941
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Murphey
325 Lowerline St
New Orleans, LA 70118
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lacey Poulson
5251 Plantation Home Way
Port Orange, FL 32128
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pat Hanbury
8510 Corrigan Way
Reno, NV 89506
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

There's the American economy and there's the survival of life on this planet.... Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Barber
180 Fairfax Ave.
Asheville, NC 28806
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Waneta Crosby
4306 Darbrook Road
Louisville, KY 40207
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacky Canton
33600 County Road 17/21
Elizabeth, CO 80107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marianne Hart
10008 Sw Conestoga Dr
Beaverton, OR 97008
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Davis
815 Sandy Bottom Road
Earleville, MD 21919
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Liana Garwig
4689 Ridge Parkway
"Erie, Pa, 16510", PA 16510
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jo Salas
137 Hasbrouck Road
New Paltz, NY 12561
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dawn Star
6342 Antares Rd Ne
Albuquerque, NM 87111
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dave Dodge
112h Nottingham Rd., Bedford Hills, N.Y.
Bedford Hills, NY 10507
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to communities, ecosystems and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Do not do what your conscience opposes, or else you must stand ashamed before God, and we, your brothers and sisters, love you and do not wish such an experience on you. I know this from painful personal experience. So if your conscience directs you to, stand firm against the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas; Almighty God will support you and so will we.

Sincerely,

John Edminster
37-55 77th Street, Apartment 5g
Jackson Heights, NY 11372
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kaj Jensen
1130 Haven Hollow Way
Durham, NC 27713
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Schader
2076 Randolph Ave., Apt. 2
St. Paul, MN 55105
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Macartney
4230 Palomino Circle
Reno, NV 89519
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ryan Little
3922 Canon Ave Apt 5
Oakland, CA 94602
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Burt Shachter
510 Arbor View
Pompton Plains, New Jersey, NJ 07444
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

IF we are going to allow any increased fracking in our country, despite the evidence that it has proven harmful to air, water and living creatures, then the gas can be used in our country, thereby decreasing the need for importing oil. Until it has been shown that all the needs in our country have been met, then no increase in fracking should be permitted. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Gallo
230 Navajo Rd
Pittsburgh, PA 15241
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

I am appalled that you are even considering permitting the 16 pending applications to ship fracked natural gas overseas. Americans already are suffering the consequences of fracking in their backyards. People are getting very sick, some are even dying. Animals, including cattle, are dying. Children are being exposed to high levels of endocrine disrupters. How can you allow even more gas to be fracked? Also, allowing the export of our domestic natural gas exposes us to the international prices of natural gas. Domestically gas costs about $2-$3 a unit, while internationally it is $10-$15. Increasing our domestic prices will create incentives for domestic industries to burn more coal. With the greatest drought since the dust bowl, super storms like Hurricane Sandy, now 5/6 of all Americans believe climate change is real. Increase your popularity with your constituents by supporting programs that increase sustainable energy sources, not fossil fuel sources. Studies show that since methane leaks from pipeline distribution systems, as well as compressor stations, frack sites, vented drinking water wells, fracking actually creates more greenhouse gas emissions than does coal. Methane remains in the atmosphere about 20 years, and so fracking is dirtier than coal. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alice Zinnes  
1255 Milanville Road  
Milanville, PA 18443
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Mackenzie
666 West End Ave
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eleonor Sandresky  
260 Linden Blvd.  
Brooklyn, NY 11226
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. That being said, we need to find funding for renewables. We can tax gas production at the well and transport at a level that by 2020, we can have climate-neutral affect.

Sincerely,

Clarence Witt
103 Northwoods Village Dr.
Cary, NC 27513
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Shoemaker
460 Luzon St.
Morro Bay, CA 93442
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Craven
9330 Biscayne Blvd
Dallas, TX 75218
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Reinhart-Marean
1220 Laurel Ave
Redlands, CA 92373
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marie McRae
710 Irish Settlement Rd
Freeville, NY 13068
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynette And Robert Carsten
72 Spencer Hollow Road
Springfield, VT 05156
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ali Boraby
2085 S Kennison Drive
Toledo, OH 43609
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shirley Eglington
705 Lakeview Way
Redwood City, CA 94062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Signe stuart
18 Gavian Road
Santa Fe, NM 87508
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Lincoln
402 Amelia Lane
Aledo, TX 76008
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wendy Larson
1207 Myrtle Street
Turlock, CA 95380
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Liani Bernal
204 May Ct.
Sebastopol, CA 95472
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurel Tamkin
851 Jensen Ct.
Encinitas, CA 92024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Beller
655 Railroad Avenue
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lorna Walker
23404 107th Ave. Sw
Vashon, WA 98070
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Poole
6370 Pemberton Way
Colorado Springs, CO 80919
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rob Rowe
3809 Interlake Ave
Seattle, WA 98103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Riegel
1086 Baker Ave
Amery, WI 54001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. STOP ALREADY! NO NEW FRACKING ANYTHING! We're wasting such precious resources, like clean drinking water, to satisfy our greed for energy, instead of changing our appetite! It has to stop. Please do not support this program!!!

Sincerely,

Kathy Stiles
1205 Springer Road
Mountain View, CA 94040
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Meagher
561 C St
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Reddy Lieb
50 Dolores Ter
San Francisco, CA 94110
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wayne Whited
10569 Sharon Drive
Parma, OH 44130
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sherri Matthews
2606 Bayfront Ct
Richmond, CA 94804
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Caufield
3717 Sw Henderson St
Seattle, WA 98126
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robin Bergner
Po Box 6672
Santa Fe, NM 87502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jan brown
30696 Pennyroyal Lane
Prather, CA 93651
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Our future depends on you standing up to this tragic environmental calamity. Thank you, Tom Sullivan

Sincerely,

Thomas Sullivan
13 H Street
Turners Falls, MA 01376
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth G. Farnham
107 W Eucalyptus St
Ojai, CA 93023
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Ross
1816 Eucalyptus Ave
Encinitas, CA 92024
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Maule
47308 Se 153rd St
North Bend, WA 98045
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Kim
905 Basetdale Ave.
Whittier, CA 90601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Pugh
119 Terrell Drive
Statesboro, GA 30458
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Koerner
1065 Aster Ln
Fernley, NV 89408
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph O'Connor
2251 23rd Street
Santa Monica, CA 90405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jill Klein
30 Applejack Lane
Berkeley Springs, WV 25411
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tilman Reitzle
23 Chamberlain Road
Scarborough, ME 04074
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nick Hennessy
459 S. Grove St.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hollis Milark
Delmar, NY 12054
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Sternfeld
601 Corte Moreno
Rohnert Park, CA 94928
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sue Barnum
5 Tesuque Meadow
Santa Fe, NM 87506
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kevin Gray
720 Ne 69 Th St # 11 West
Miami, FL 33138
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul McIntire
26701 Quail Creek #187
Laguna Hills, CA 92656
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karla Osuna
73-63 260th St.
Glen Oaks, NY 11004
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jose Silveira
167-15 12th. Ave. Apt. 9d
Whitestone, NY 11357
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Van Wagoner
P.O. Box 837
Haiku, HI 96708
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ben Katchor
240 W. 102 St.
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Brine
49 Forge Village Rd.
Groton, MA 01450
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Scherick
112-44 179th Street
Jamaica, NY 11433
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heather Sheets
16171 285th Road
Cantril, IA 52542
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Bad enough that this Administration supports fracking of any kind, but at least the government could encourage energy companies to keep that energy in the US. This Administration should stand up to the fossil fuel industry: deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate.

Sincerely,

Sandy Lake
1708 Beechwood Ave
Nashville, TN 37212
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dan Lehr
555 5th Ave
San Bruno, CA 94066
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. This land belongs to the 99%, not the 1%.

Sincerely,

Louise Gordon
8147 Sw 40th Ave
Portland, OR 97219
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maria Lambert
310 Pleasant Street
Marshfield, MA 02050
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Lehnert
316 Patterson Street
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harriet Ingram
985 Duncan St
San Francisco, CA 94131
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Autumn Sun
P.O. Box 5253
Santa Cruz, CA 95063
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Stone
1038 Ramona Ave
Albany, CA 94706
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Truey Mackaman
6141 Sowerby Lane
Westerville, OH 43081
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Leger
805 E. Roybal Dr.
Las Vegas, NM 87701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

The more this is studied the worse the conclusions become, in reference to damages created by this practice to our communities. Please!!! STOP!!!!!! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bob Funkhouser
3251 W. Barry.Ave
Chicago, IL 60618
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Welch  
Pob 175  
New Hope, PA 18938
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chantal berman
40 Academy Lane
Bellport, NY 11713
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Lieberman
3080 Nw Autumn St
Corvallis, OR 97330
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adrienne Roberts
518 Whedbee Street
Fort Collins, CO 80524
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Peter
42 Black Bird Rd.
Tularosa, NM 88352
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diana Blanks
4867 W. Mountain View Dr.
San Diego, CA 92116
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Aaron Maitz
1206 West Main St.
Meriden, CT 06451
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Kiremidjian
131 Sterling Street
Greenport, NY 11944
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Picardi
27 Rand Rd
Shelburne Falls, MA 01370
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elliott Landy
218 Goat Hill Rd.
Woodstock, NY 12498
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lee Durban
878787 Lele St
Puhi, HI 96766
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Stange
1308 W.59th St.
La Grange Highlands, IL 60525
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janis Cashman  
17 Partridge Drive  
Wolfeboro, NH 03894
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Merelyn Dolins
10 Brookside Rd
Maplewood, NJ 07040
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Wiley
1915 Orr Ln
Eugene, OR 97405
U.S. Department of Energy  

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Collett Pruitt  
122 Willow  
Hailey, ID 83333
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pol Wheelock
25 Bunker Ave
Fairfield, ME 04937
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Oviatt
5905 Eastgate Dr.
Sun Valley, NV 89433
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Harris
Po Box 2621
Seal Beach, CA 90740
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Norris
27660 Poppy Drive
Willits, CA 95490
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurie Wodin
7 Nelson Street
Upton, MA 01568
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Steele
16903 Moore Road
Marysville, OH 43040
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Daniels
288 Shirley Blvd.
Arcata, CA 95521
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Malcolm MacLaren
8857 Havenridge Dr.
Sarasota, FL 34238
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claudia Schumann
1475 48th Ave. #4
San Francisco, CA 94122
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce Reeves
7 Evergreen Lane
Woodstock, NY 12498
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brittany Hail
1005 West Trapnell Rd
Plant City, FL 33566
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Rosenthal
438 - 22nd Street
Port Townsend, WA 98368
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Schneider
48 Oxford Rd
Newton, MA 02459
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Misangyi
623 W. Prospect Ave.
State College, PA 16801
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Damon Laaker
2122 South 34th Street
Omaha, NE 68105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jonah Weston
108 Ne 57th Ave
Portland, OR 97213
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Peterson
188 S Mclean Blvd #5
Memphis, TN 38104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We are depending on you to be a leader in transforming our energy economy to focus on renewable resources. The "all of the above" strategy will not work—we need to make aggressive steps to dramatically decrease our use of fossil fuels. Rejecting these export permits is an important step in this direction.

Sincerely,

Mary Jeanette Moran
606 S. Lee Street #1
Bloomington, IL 61701
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Please do not allow "fracked" gas exports. Such exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

N burns
187 E Dorchester
Salt Lake City, UT 84103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Sappenfield
2113 Meadow Rd
Waco, TX 76710
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Constance st jean
17956 Krameria Ave
Riverside, CA 92504
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Betty Elliott
5503 Maple Ridge Dr.
Freeland, WA 98249
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim Patchett
11955 Weddington St. #207
Valley Village, CA 91607
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David druding
1410 Cato Springs Rd.
Fayetteville, AR 72701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Kroin
321 Flatbush Avenue, Apt. 1
Brooklyn, NY 11217
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arthur Brown
395 Mac Miller Rd
Morrisville, VT 05661
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pauliine Jacobsen
303 E. Camellia Circle
Mesquite, NV 89027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maria Arabolos
85 Grand View Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ginger Duran
2777 Paradise Road
Las Vegas, NV 89109
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Linn Denesti
Po Box 1711
Kingston, WA 98346
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Peeples
8217 Larga Avenue
Atascadero, CA 93422
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Our nation needs to put the health of our planet before the profits and influence of investors.

Sincerely,

Sara Davis
684 Benicia Drive #63
Santa Rosa, CA 95409
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Ryon
1606 Pine Hills Ln
Corinth, TX 76210
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Wolff
315 N Rath Ave
Ludington, MI 49431
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Stewart
1194 Devonshire Drive
San Diego, CA 92107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Moses Hoskins
22-3 41st Street,
Lic, NY 11105
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Richardson
115 Brady Ave.
Salem, NH 03079
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tawny Foskett
361 E 50 St
New York, NY 10022
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Lanni
8062 Bear Lake Rd.
Stockton, NY 14784
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claire Ludlow
1382newtown-Langhornerdj108
Newtown, PA 18940
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Some fracking is inevitable, but let’s use it only for domestic use and continue to develop other resources to help release us from the grip of the middle east.

Sincerely,

Chas Richards
10211 Ura Ln Apt 9-305
Thornton, CO 80260
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Trudy Hartman
800 Menlo Ave Ste 120
Menlo Park, CA 94025
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jim Allan
8313 Millway Dr
Austin, TX 78757
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

DO NOT ENDANGER US BY ALLOWING FRACKING!

Sincerely,

Renee Cossutta
297 West Carter Avenue
Sierra Madre, CA 91024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen West
3743 Cedarlodge St
Boulder, CO 80301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Raymond Knight
37 Mill Street
Foxboro, MA 02035
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marc Hansen
2410 Bremerton Ct
Columbia, MO 65203
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karla Larson
134 24th Ave
East Moline, IL 61244
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

As a Unitarian Universalist, I believe we are part of an Interdependent Web. We respect the Earth, the Habitats and Creatures as well as Resources. Fracking creates a lot of harm. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie Weinberg
11 Big Oak Circle
Stamford, CT 06903
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susanna Marshland
49 Avon Rd.
Kensington, CA 94707
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Peterson
3g Lyndhurst Village Ct.
Savoy, IL 61874
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susanne Spring
71 Davos Pt.
Woodridge, NY 12789
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Damon Wood
808 Elm St
El Cerrito, CA 94530
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dane rutter
541 Ferdinand Ave.
Forest Park, IL 60130
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Schennkel
927 Skyuka Rd.
Columbus, NC 28722
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Monique Keeling
501 Roselawn Ave
Monroe, LA 71201
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I thought we were striving to be energy independent, it just makes NO sense to export natural gas, no matter how you look at it. Please do the right thing, don't allow exporting. Thank you

Sincerely,

Jennifer Johnson-Cicalese
60 Bank St.
Medford, NJ 08055
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melvin Arndt
2735 Powhattan Pkwy
Toledo, OH 43606
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Norbert Volk
1901 28th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94116
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sally Goodson
1357 Steffen Place
Camano Island, WA 98282
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lesley Taufer
69333 E, County Road 34
Byers, CO 80103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Ricci
Po Box 65268
Tucson, AZ 85728
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Butler
2600 Croasdaile Farm Pkwy
Durham, NC 27705
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Virginia Carey
30 Platts Hill Road
Newtown, CT 06470
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heidi McAlear
5048 Cartwright Ave.
North Hollywood, CA 91601
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Joseph
Miller
1754 North Kenmore Avenue # 303, Los Angeles, CA 90027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Timothy Mosman
1334 W. Emery Street
Tucson, AZ 85745
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Koritko
2313 Evergreen Ave.
Fox River Grove, IL 60021
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Neal King
811 York St.
Oakland, CA 94610
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Bierzychudek
47 Creek Road
Fairfax, CA 94930
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen McKnight
1320 Hill Rd
Glen Ellen, CA 95442
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Elliott
82 Jess Avenue
Petaluma, CA 94952
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Murphy
80 Knolls Crescent
Bronx, NY 10463
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gl stanford
1234 Any Street
San Diego, CA 92122
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. EEEEEEEEK!

This is terrible news, just when President Obama is prepared to start working on global climate change. This has the probability of increasint horrendously the CO2 already in the atmosphere. And we are either at or just past the tipping point when Methane Clathrate in the northern permafrost will be released. And increased fracking will release more – humongously more – methane. WE DON’T WANT THAT, WE DON’T WANT THAT, WE DON’T WANT THAT!!!!!! (i’m aware of the MIT report, but also other reports which say the released methane IS serious) We already release way to much methane from rice farming, cattle farming, oil well out-gassing and more. NO MORE NEW SOURCES OF METHANE PLEASE!!

Sincerely,

Jim adams
4700 Fleming Road
Louisa, VA 23093
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

L. Steckman
5484 N. Bramble Brook Lane
Tucson, AZ 85704
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Paschal
46 Av S
Seattle, WA 98118
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Geri Dietze
Po Box 333
Boyne City, MI 49712
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lois Troxell
322 Admiralty Court
Edgewater, FL 32141
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. The next step will be jacking up the natural rates here in the US! We want clean drinking water, a clean environment and fairly priced gas!

Sincerely,

Carla massaro  
4250 Tarryall Ct  
Loveland, CO 80538
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eve Delachartre
2424 Ave L
Brooklyn, NY 11210
U.S. Department of Energy  

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  

To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Tonsing  
5945 Little Arrow Ct  
Citrus Heights, CA 95621
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doris Vila Licht
191 Park Place
Brooklyn, NY 11238
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anna Steele
2630 S Oakenshield Way
Tucson, AZ 85730
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mar MAYSEY
701 Guadalupe Ct Nw
Alameda, NM 87114
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bryce G
744 Lobos Street
Monterey, CA 93940
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Egelhoff
301 Robert Louis Stevenson Ave
Alameda, CA 94501
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Gay garrison
976 Steam Mill Rd
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kelly O’Donnell
93 Union Ave
Lynbrook, NY 11563
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jane Enterline
2420 Bluff St
Boulder, CO 80304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David McLeod
775 Wedgewood Dr
San Jose, CA 95123
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frances Welch
56 Ward Circle
Brunswick, ME 04011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gene Ankli
3114 N. 20th St #3
Tacoma, WA 98406
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jessica Shieman
3223 E Street
Eureka, CA 95503
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Spencer
10 Condor Rd
Sharon, MA 02067
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

John Hammel
312 Mcbrien Rd. Apt 338
Chattanooga, TN 37411
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Maria Sol
1563 Solano Ave #248
Berkeley, CA 94707
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerry Pecks
8795 Yukon St.
Arvada, CO 80005
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Orr
21 Leland St.
Lewiston, ME 04240
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

June Goldberg
180 West End Ave
New York, NY 10023
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sara Brandon
1727 Balboa St.
San Francisco, CA 94121
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Moser
47 Boulder Blvd
Peninsula, OH 44264
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis Heller
1 A New York Avenue
New York, NY 10004
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Lambert
11 Taormina Lane
Ojai, CA 93023
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rita Johnson
1632 River Birch Dr
Flower Mound, TX 75028
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vera Davis
2244 Calle Cacique
Santa Fe, NM 87505
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. What are we doing allowing any exporting of fuels when we are paying such huge subsidies to the oil companies!

Sincerely,

Christina Pierce
50 Horsewater Ln
Hayfork, CA 96041
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kerry McNeil
2806 W 21st Ct
Panama City, FL 32405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Missal
8 Mackenzie Lane
Woolwich, ME 04579
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Maria Del Zoppo
4723 N Winchester Ave Apt 2b
Chicago, IL 60640
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheila Naviasky
995 Beaver Creek Drive
Lake George, CO 80827
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe glickman
23 Sterling Pl.
Brooklyn, NY 11217
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karin spitfire
P.O. Box 53
Belfast, ME 04915
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellin Johnson
4280 Sw 78th Ve
Portland, OR 97225
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Greenman
4 Oak St.
Old Town, ME 04468
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Schneider
P.O. Box 856
West Fork, AR 72774
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe Sokolinsky
1602 Adams St.
Madison, WI 53711
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Swanson
2221 W Hubbard St
Chicago, IL 60612
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Withrow
713 Beers Brook Road
Walton, NY 13856
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elaine Rinaldi
425 W 160th St Apt 1d
New York, NY 10032
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gwen Myers
12009 Hilloway Rd. W
Minnetonka, MN 55305
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Makowiec
24 Sunset Road
Wellsburg, NY 14894
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rita Flygar
343 Charles St
Rockville, MD 20850
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cindy anderson
1603 Meadow Ln
Chapel Hill, NC 27516
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erica Andrus
276 Burroughs Farm Rd.
Vergennes, VT 05491
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michele Leff
6114 Whitsett Ave. #217
North Hollywood, CA 91606
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Klavens-Giunta
165 Branch Avenue, Apt. D
Red Bank, NJ 07701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Fisher
712 Knoll St Se
Cedar Rapids, IA 52403
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Von Peacock
220 N Zapata Hwy #11
Laredo, TX 78043
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Mr. President, you, or whoever is advising you in the business of gas and oil needs to look with the eyes of a citizen who has been screwed by this process. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe Chasse
22313 V St.
Ocean Park, WA 98640
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Renner
19 Seton Plz
Santa Fe, NM 87508
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Payzant
3rollins St C101
Boston, MA 02118
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tierney Grinavic
4735 Paul Hance Rd
Huntingtown, MD 20639
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Terwilliger
126 Lakeside Drive
Honesdale, PA 18431
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melissa Rabe
425 E 86th St
New York, NY 10028
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emily Fano
145 W 86th St Apt 2d
New York, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jen Wilson
732 Camino Fran
Santa Fe, NM 87506
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joshua Garcia
40 Morton St 1a
New York Ny, NY 10014
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rick Brigham
Po Box 586
Douglas, MI 49406
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dan Haig
9
E, VA 22936
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Koster
50 West 72nd St. #405
New York, NY 10023
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

What ever happened to US energy independence?

Sincerely,

Michael Bauer
130 John St #111
Lowell, MA 01852
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marcia Summers
21416 86th Ave Sw
Vashon Island, WA 98070
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Walt Wilson
132 Rolling Park Drive
Lexington, NC 27295
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Thieman
547 N Madison Ave
Lebanon, MO 65536
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Susan Monsees
5306 Summerset Trl
Austin, TX 78749
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Powell
1403 Santa Fe Avenue
Berkeley, CA 94702
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Doble
Po Box 565
Union, ME 04862
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mareye Bullock
2542 Myrtle Ct.
Ft, Collins, CO 80521
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andy hard
Po Box 213
Burlington, VT 05402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Penprase
3116 Gibson St
Midland, MI 48640
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lee Sanford
1158 Aston Circle
Burnsville, MN 55337
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,
Katlyn Roberts
218 Woods St
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat. PERIOD.

Sincerely,

Howard Hassman
9 Auburn Road
Parsippany, NJ 07054
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicholas Allgaier
214 Cedar Ln
Williston, VT 05495
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maria Marques
209 Samaria Lane
Oakland, CA 94619
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Jensen
1345 Dougmar Drive
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Rindler
1135 Hall Lane
Orlando, FL 32839
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lillian McCracken
65 1/2 N 8th St
Saguache, CO 81149
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a serious threat to the people of the world due to the potential increase in greenhouse gases. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cat Ransom
876 Tigres
Cottonwood, AZ 86326
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cindy Drozda
Po Box 19065
Boulder, CO 80308
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Drever
426 N Ada Street
Chicago, IL 60622
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Williams
2891 Indianola Ave
Columbus, OH 43202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Virginia Elliott
114 Orchard Rd.
East Burke, VT 05832
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Bristow
8128 Suzanne Drive
Brentwood, TN 37027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn richardson
1212 Cavan Street
Boulder, CO 80303
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carroll Dartez
2641 Marilee Lane
Houston, TX 77057
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice Ho
125 N Maple Ave
Hannibal, MO 63401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Schmoldt
2731 Se Market St.
Portland, OR 97214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. HELLO!!!

Sincerely,

Edward Robertson
311 E. Buffalo Bluff Rd
Satsuma, FL 32189
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dianna McNair
8651 Foothill Blvd Sp 67
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Holub
739 W 186th St
New York, NY 10033
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert D. Atkins
925 1st St
Hudson, WI 54016
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lissy Gulick
3552 Fairmount Blvd.
Cleveland Heights, OH 44118
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Vicki wills
1442 Nw Dixon St.
Corvallis, OR 97330
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Driver
498 Taylor St
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Geraldine Brylkski
7859 Alva Lake Road
Lake Tomahawk, WI 54539
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristen Salvatore
River Rd
Richmond, ME 04357
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Caesar Branchini
170 Gretchen Ct
Oldsmar, FL 34677
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Hiller
217 Valley Stream Ln
Chesterbrook, PA 19087
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Waggoner
309 S Lang Ave
Pittsburgh, PA 15208
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Granger
78 Terrace Street
Montpelier, VT 05602
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ton Samora
4721 W Al
Phx, AZ 85035
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sally Capps
Po Box 323
Mason, TX 76856
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pattie Krakowski
510 W Blount St
Pensacola, FL 32501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edgar Brinkley
8157 Blackburn Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90048
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Spray
1049 W Broadway
Eugene, OR 97402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edith Coleman
2600 Frederick Avenue
Wilmington, DE 19805
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vickie Stimac
515 Wanlut St.
Windsor, CO 80550
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Woitkoski
35 Kensington Ave
Pittsfield, MA 01201
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Don’t sell our gas! We will need it in the future!

Sincerely,

Worth Gretter
4 Macaffer Dr
Menands, NY 12204
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Glober
5897 No. Dixie Hwy.
Oakland Park, FL 33334
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kate Morey Alexander
16
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Cunningham
579 Sagamore Ave. #118
Portsmouth, NH 03801
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward Lewis
4165 Big Sky Rd.
Santa Fe, NM 87507
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Briana Kaufmann
1274 64th Street
Emeryville, CA 94608
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leena Dillingham
1735 Quince Ave
Boulder, CO 80304
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Sullivan
2229 N. Brighton Pl.
Arlington Heights, IL 60004
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eve McClure
1727 31st Ave S
Seattle, NE 68144
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dwight Haynes
191 Silk Farm Road
Concord, NH 03301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Carroll
66 Carroll Road
Hurtsboro, AL 36860
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Douglas Yearout
9004 Vernon Rd
Lake Stevens, WA 98258
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bert Weber
55 Holly Drive
Lake George, NY 12845
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jenn last name
Street Address
City, NY 11238
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sondra Krakower
239 Burnett Ave
Ventura,, CA 93009
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Betsy Walters
17809 La Salle
Gardena, CA 90248
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allan Oswald
3570 Gull Rd.
Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33410
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carole Landrum
4800 S. Chicago Beach Drive
Chicago, IL 60615
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Preserve our resource heritage and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claudia Joseph
375 2nd Street
Brooklyn, NY 11215
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Wong
2522 N. Lincoln St.
Burbank, CA 91504
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Katya Kennedy
31259 Manitoba Dr
Evergreen, CO 80439
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Douglas Scharin
940 Avalon Way
San Marcos, CA 92078
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nina Kornstein
59 Flanagan Drive
Framingham, MA 01701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Ann Balian
P.O. Box 7979
Santa Cruz, CA 95061
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Esther Klegerman
10112 Kempwood Drive Apt. 1164
Houston, TX 77080
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nellie lee
6666 Sw 115th Ct Apt 203, Fl Miami 33173
Miami, Fl 33173
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. It’s bad enough that it’s happening at all. Our county has an area where people can’t drink their well water anymore. No one will take responsibility for it. Stop this run away train until someone can figure out a safer way.

Sincerely,

Pam Wilson
662 Clearfield Rd
Fenelton, PA 16034
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Hall
648 Vista Place
Morgantown, WV 26505
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dale King
2540 Moorpark Ave.
San Jose, CA 95128
To Whom it May Concern:

After your promise to address climate change and your knowledge that true science has found that Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlotte Koons
81 Locust Lane
Northport, NY 11768
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Linck
5404 Taber Road
South Branch, MI 48761
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Millicent Sims
12 Roosevelt Place
Montclair, NJ 07042
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Corwin
2325 Kansas Ave Apt 17
Santa Monica, CA 90404
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Toni Reading
Pob 372
Sultan, WA 98294
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Hillen
Utah St
Spring Hill, FL 34608
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nick Witt
157 Ethel Ave
Mill Valley, CA 94941
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Greg Gentry
2434 Frays Mill Rd
Ruckersville, VA 22968
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Cohn
817 Kalpati Circle #212
Carlsbad, CA 92008
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Cooper
15929 Nw Ridgetop Lane
Beaverton, OR 97006
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Gulledge
3301 Mildonhallct.
College Station, TX 77845
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Peabody
795 Commercial St
Provincetown, MA 02657
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Sincerely, Mary Cole 1512 Spruce St., #2114 Philadelphia, PA 19102

Sincerely,

Mary Cole
1512 Spruce St Apt 2114
Philadelphia, PA 19102
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eliot Tigerlily
906 Redwood Dr.
Garberville, CA 95542
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sherman And Denise Nelson
280 Lee St.
Stratford, CA 94610
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Marchessault
744 Buckeye Dr. Felton Ca
Felton, CA 95018
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanna Jacobsen
8858 Se Regents Drive
Portland, OR 97222
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Layne Scarselletta
25 S West End Ave
Lancaster, PA 17603
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike deycaza
425 Ena Rd. 408a
Honolulu, HI 96815
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Mickelsen
67 Harland Rd.
Waltham, MA 02453
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Price
831 Bradwell
Houston, TX 77062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Abrams
1623 Landa
La, CA 90026
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Esther Johnson
1419 N 6th St
Princeton, TX 75407
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Schriber
6003 Mountainclimb Drive
Austin, TX 78731
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. If we put up with the hazards, we get to use the gas!

Sincerely,

Mark Lytle
7925 Rampart St #112
Houston, TX 77081
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christie Schemmel
6601 Wrigley Way
Fort Worth, TX 76133
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce Pulich
2300 Westway Circle
Austin, TX 78704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kimberly MacDonald
555 E El Camino Real, Apt 506
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kat Yarman
2954 State Route 314
Shelby, OH 44875
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Palumbo
5250 Sw Landing Sq. #5a
Portland, OR 97239
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dianne Deck
331 Rosebank Ave
Baltimore, MD 21212
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dan Krauss
25 Henry W. Dubois Dr.
New Paltz, NY 12561
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca travis
85 Czar Ave
Bisbee, AZ 85603
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elaine Sebring
548 Glover Rd.
Livingston, TX 77351
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Deleon
400 Broadway Apt 404
Seattle, WA 98122
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Denise Greaves
1576 Sun Ln
San Jose, CA 95132
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jessica Leak
13891 Lark Street
San Leandro, CA 94578
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronald Hull
11830 Spring Grove Drive
Houston, TX 77099
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Descant
214 Middlestone Dr
Laredo, TX 78045
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John McClellan
4007 Miami St.
St Louis, MO 63116
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Douglas Long
9141 Sea Oats Dr
Indianapolis, IN 46250
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Abrams
575 High Street
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Niarja Marchand
2855 49s
Mariposa, CA 95338
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Veriepe
5a Cold Springs Road
Califon, NJ 07830
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Jones
825 Creed Ave
Las Cruces, NM 88005
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sharon Klein
17035 Via Tomar
San Lorenzo, CA 94580
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Caroline Zaworski
2928 Nw Spurry Pl
Corvallis, OR 97330
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Vallance
P.O. Box 3162
Brewer, ME 04412
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jill Sablosky
800 N 2nd St
Philadelphia, PA 19123
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Haloise Redding
1709a Dunlavy
Houston, TX 77006
FR: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Barron
Po Box 20
Birchruvnille, PA 19421
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Jessen
2509 So 18th St
Clinton, IA 52732
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mel Ginsberg
356 Idaho Street
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim Loan Nguyen
558 Altino Blvd
San Jose, CA 95136
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicole Dobrowolski
603 Stephens Ave. Apt. 1
Missoula, MT 59801
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Margaret Hutchinson
2357 Glenmawr Ave.
Columbus, OH 43202
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Patience Melnik
1420 Fremont Pl.
Knoxville, TN 37917
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shannon Starkweather Burke
120 Blair Drive
Angier, NC 27501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Evelyn Hanssen
1660 Xenia St.
Denver, CO 80220
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Hasenau
1426 Meridian Way
Rocklin, CA 95765
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heidi von Bergen
2644 Post St.
Clinton, NY 13323
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Meg Cheli
1714 Maple St
Bethlehem, PA 18017
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. You can do the right thing for our planet and be remembered as the first president who put the health of the planet and people before politics and greed.

Sincerely,
Tori Coto
1390 Clover Drive
Santa Rosa, CA 95401

CREDO Action 2834
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Phillips
1836 W. North Street
Kalamazoo, MI 49006
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. This is a matter of public health – please protect our lives and those of future generations!

Sincerely,

Laura Slatkin
1819 Lake Shore Road
Essex, NY 12936
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vincent mulford
417-419 Warren Street
Hudson, NY 12534
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Debrosse
212 Buckingham Drive
Colchester, VT 05446
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Flynn
2250 Little Peconic Bay Road
Cutchogue, NY 11935
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda McClellan
1508 Elwood St
Wilmington, IL 60481
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce Daldos
1684 Walker St
Erie, CO 80516
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Werner
39 Leonard Road
Hamden, CT 06514
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathy cioffi
514 Ohyao Mtn Rd
Woodstock, NY 12498
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanne Wetzl
4267 Se Quinton St.
Stuart, FL 34997
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Batchelor
1823b W 39th St
Austin, TX 78731
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie svendsen
4335 W. Sarah St.
Burbank, CA 91505
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Kurmann
3955 Wyoming St.
Kansas City, MO 64111
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Lino
Po Box 719
Point Reyes, CA 94956
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heather Cantino
33 Cable Lane
Athens, OH 45701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Collings
949 High St
Bath, ME 04530
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marianne Nelson
1426 Se Rural St.
Portland, OR 97202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Clare miflin
44 Court St
Brooklyn, NY 11201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erin Vigneau Dimick
216 W. Hale Ave.
Edwardsville, IL 62025
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sjcj Boldt
21 Jefferson Street
Belmont Hills, PA 19004
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Jacob
6731 Sw 11th Dr
Portland, OR 97219
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pedro Castro
424 Laurent St
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Metzcher-Smith
10417 Hornets Nest Rd
Jacksonville, FL 32257
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melissa Atkinson
10647 Ashby Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90064
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gwen Blodgett
103 Petticoat Hill Rd
Williamsburg, MA 01096
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Freeman
113 Bluestone Dr.
Fairmont, WV 26554
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robin E. Brooks
47 Ivanhoe Drive
Topsham, ME 04086
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lee Beatty  
106 Bashavia Woods Trail  
Pofafftown, NC 27040
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Pam Stanton
35 Pelham Lane
New Haven, CT 06511
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ardis Acuff
210 Daniels Run Rd Ne
Copper Hill, VA 24079
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Noyita Saravia
56-154 Puuluana Pl. # 53
Kahuku, HI 96731
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Fowler
1327 Edison St
Santa Ynez, CA 93460
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Beckman
403 County Road 142
Florence, CO 81226
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John warren
1639 Talmadge Street
Los Angeles, CA 90027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jared Long
625 Pennsylvania Street #206
Denver, CO 80203
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Craig Byrd  
794 East Kensington Road  
Los Angeles, CA 90026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim Kinsella
2113 Noel Drive
Champaign, IL 61821
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Smith
1217 19th Ave.
Seattle, WA 98112
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Giovanni Su
637 North Manhattan Pl.
Los Angeles, CA 90004
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alvin Crown
2344 30th St
Santa Monica, CA 90405
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Loeven
3289 Modena Dr
89434, NV 89434
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Dame
325 S. Glencruiten
Lake Alfred, FL 33850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fred Sander
13056 State Highway 28
Delhi, NY 13753
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Mann
56566 Sunnyslope Dr.
Yucca Valley, CA 92284
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ed Clay
770 Third Street East
Sonoma, CA 95476
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Golden
Po Box 957
Volcano, HI 96785
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol joseph
11 1/2 W. 84th St.
New York, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ray Williamson
4984 Wellbrook Drive
New Port Richey, FL 34653
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Claffey
2157 W Sunnyside Ave
Chicago, IL 60625
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Robert provasoli
5339 Heights Lane Ne
Olympia, WA 98506
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sheila Claus
1332 Tiki Circle
Tustin, CA 92780
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Baebara Dtewart
135sombrio Drive
Santa Fe, NM 87501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Meghan aagaard
59 State St. A4
Tully, NY 13159
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Geraets
1500 N. 2nd St
Aberdeen, SD 57401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Hryczyk
6088 Glen Harwell Rd
Plabnt City Florida, FL 33566
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Ruiz
111 Gardner St
Groveland, MA 01834
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Hicks
450 William Ave
Larkspur, CA 94939
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Barbour
One University Place, #9m
New York, NY 10003
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Hamill  
2109 Ivey Rd  
Chapel Hill, NC 27516
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jason Sanqui
19879 Calle Cadiz
Walnut, CA 91789
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie James
12615 Langstaff Dr
Windermere, FL 34786
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wendy Rodewald
3624 Linkwood
Houston, TX 77025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doug Perlich
808 West Street
Petaluma, CA 94952
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Thomas Shelton
1571 Cohutta Beaverdale Road
Dalton, GA 30721
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

A Frank
4126 145 Pl Se
Snohomish, WA 98296
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

K. Greer
Po Box 384
Petaluma, CA 94953
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marjorie Anderson
3 Hopkins Ln
Conway, AR 72032
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Boime
427 E Seegers Road
Arlington Heights, IL 60005
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Annette Haymaker
Po Box 2480
Nevada City, CA 95959
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Handley
6417 Vineland Rd
Orlando, FL 32819
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Felicia Colvin
775 N W Grouse St
Seal Rock, OR 97376
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Holly Dowling
Po Box 26
Pope Valley, CA 94567
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Roy
311 Gilbert Rd.
West Warren, MA 01092
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

A Deleon
1236 Amherst Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90025
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Sherwood
1476 Oakshade St., 105
Walled Lake, MI 48390
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Wendt
6 New Dawn Cir
Chico, CA 95928
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jessica Hise
6632 San Luis Obispo Ave Ne
Albuquerque, NM 87109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry Metzger
2601 Ne Jack London St
Corvallis, OR 97330
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

La Vonne Miller
4008 Pacific Ave.
Long Beach, CA 90807
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerome Zornesky
460 Berkshire Road
Ridgewood, NJ 07450
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alfred Dabrowski
1324 E Camellia Ave Unit C
Mcallen, TX 78501
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Isis Charest
940 N 163rd
Shoreline, WA 98133
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Greg Pelham
3436 Fourth St #3
Riverside, CA 92501
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Penne-Morse
1319 Clear Crest Cir
Vista, CA 92084
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Craig Stimson
P.O. Box 2355
Chelan, WA 98816
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gail Newbold
162 Hilton Rd.
Cochrancille, PA 19330
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Goldstein
4323 Montgomery St.
Oakland, CA 94611
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth larkin
5417 N 78th St
Scottsdale, AZ 85250
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roy & Kathleen Herrera
1565 Olympic Circle East
Whitehall, PA 18052
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ed Cornwell
2504 Propes
Granite City, IL 62040
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Gagliani
Po Box 214
Oak Creek, WI 53154
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jason kruse
2118 Main St, Unit B
Santa Clara, CA 95050
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean St. Pierre
470 Collingwood St. #9
San Francisco, CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jeff Woolston
19013 N 90th Way
Scottsdale, AZ 85255
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allen Swift
37 Bridgehead Road
Martinez, CA 94553
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrea K. Scott, Esquire
10134 Baywood Court
Los Angeles, CA 90077
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Lattomus
605 W 19th St
Wilmington, DE 19802
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane GARDNER
31 Howard Avenue
Staten Island, NY 10301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ashley Choker
12731 S. 36th St.
Vicksburg, MI 49097
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christy Levine
1857 N Serenity Dr
Saint George, UT 84770
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jennifer Jacquot-DeVries
2234 Ulysses St Ne
Minneapolis, MN 55418
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alexandra Sipiora
40 E Chicago Ave 202
Chicago, IL 60611
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Schupp
130 Paradise Ln Apt 2
Tonawanda, NY 14150
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sterling Gruver
4313 E Hampton Cir S
Tucson, AZ 85712
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrea Hawkins
7016 10th Ave Nw
Seattle, WA 98117
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wales lankford
Lankford Road
Pisgah Forest, NC 28768
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gloria Korhonen
3345 Military #224
Port Huron, MI 48060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roger Horne
Po Box 435
Coeburn, VA 24230
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Lee
1343 West Touhy Avenue, Suite 2 South
Chicago, IL 60626
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patti & Rich Brotman
395-07k South End Ave.
New York, NY 10280
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Reginald Brown
9427 Kings Hwy 4a
Brooklyn, NY 11212
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Elven
140 Crane'S Lake Drive
Ponte Vedra, FL 32082
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Bassett-Hite
23 Starboard Way
Tequesta, FL 33469
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gladys Porter
320 Castillo Rd,
San Luis Obispo, CA 93405
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Greg LeRoy
228 Sherwood Drive
Santa Barbara, CA 93110
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please don’t continue to poison the water, ruin the environment and put people’s health at risk. There are better energy sources. Thanks.

Sincerely,

Jane Simon
2901 Brookwood Terrace
Minneapolis, MN 55410
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Sohr
597 Buena Vista Ave W
San Francisco, CA 94117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Izett
12 Cerro Encantado
Lafayette, CA 94549
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Also, exporting may add profits to a few corporations, but will eventually deplete our own resources from cleaner gas supplies sooner.

Sincerely,

Jay Baldwin
9407-B Old Redwood Hwy.
Penngrove, CA 94951
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

K Bason
P.O. Box 53
St. Charles, IA 50240
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Herrmann
14771 Mt.Olive Rd.
Grass Valley, CA 95945
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Spang
42 Myrtle Ave.
Albany, NY 12202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Sanjour
944 President Street
Brooklyn, NY 11215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karri Knowles
329 Race Street
Grass Valley, CA 95945
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marjorie Swenson
100 Ontario Lane
Oak Ridge, TN 37830
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phillip Frankland
25 Sullivan St
Nashua, NH 03064
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brock Janson
2864 Cerillos Rd
Santa Fe, NM 87507
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Dort Rothafel
Coast Road
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Yanosik
9005 Quail Run Dr
Perry Hall, MD 21128
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jay Walstedter
205 Dickson Drive
Westfield, NJ 07090
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ward Batson
2102 Washington St. Sw
Albany, OR 97322
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Douglas Urton
7531 E. Hurlbut Ave.
Sebastopol, CA 95472
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Todd Voorhees
2334 1st Ave Ne
Atlanta, GA 30317
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marie-Christine Hellin
90 Upper Whitfield Rd
Accord, NY 12404
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pat Kramer
3805 W. 26th Ave #805
Denver, CO 80211
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Gene Soslow
3982 Dunhaven
Dallas, TX 75220
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Ahern  
1224 Cranford Ave  
Lakewood, OH 44107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Nocerino
139 W 19th St., 2b
New York, NY 10011
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tithi Roy
10110 Villagio Palms Way, Unit 104
Estero, FL 33928
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marie Monaghan
9836 N 96th Pl
Scottsdale, AZ 85258
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Paul Dalton
4200 Watson, #307
Houston, TX 77009
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Raymond Brytan
901 F St.
San Diego, CA 92101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Candace Batten
2431 Altman St.
Los Angeles, CA 90031
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dara Tallmadge
4380 Dover St
Wheat Ridge, CO 80033
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Kennerly
12 Weybridge Lane
Hopkinton, MA 01748
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maryann LeComb
3815 Boulder Dr
Troy, MI 48084
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Elaine Matthew
1601 1st Ave N
Grand Forks, ND 58203
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.  

Sincerely,  

Kathy Sajor  
41 Trafalger Dr.  
Plattsburgh, NY 12901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pax Whitfield
36-11 31st Ave., Apt. 1d
Astoria, NY 11106
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Palmer
5916 12 Ave S
Mpls, MN 55417
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Girard
59868 Calgary Loop
Bend, OR 97702
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kay Mcvay
3644 S Ranchford Ct
Concord, CA 94520
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emil Reisman
16025 Ventura Blvd., Apt. 211
Encino, CA 91436
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Clifford Carson
4 Lund Ct
Woodstock, NY 12498
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kate Geer
Po Box 1337
Topanga, CA 90290
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eugene Curtis
98 Onteora Ct
Shokan, NY 12481
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Garry Coomans
86 Palisades Dr.
Daly City, CA 94015
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jesse Rosbrow
399 Sackett St., Apt. 2
Brooklyn, NY 11231
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Jorgensen
212 Sunnybrook Dr
East Peoria, IL 61611
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy measday
1206 Virginia Avenue
Hagerstown, MD 21740
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Salazar
3436 E 2nd St
Los Angeles, CA 90063
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Monroe
1634 Chicken Coop Road
Sequim, WA 98382
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Jones
280 1st St.
Jersey City, NJ 07302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elisabeth Crockett
Po Box 817
Carlton, OR 97111
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Steinberg
103 Knollwood Dr
Tinton Falls, NJ 07724
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Courtney Childs
2620 Se Crystal Lake Drive
Corvallis, OR 97333
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan R Grossman
Po Box321
Shingle Springs, CA 95682
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Wiles
1984 Riverview Street
Eugene, OR 97403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Dickow
159 Jules Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James White
3515 Fillmore St. 104
San Francisco, CA 94123
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim Hanson
223 Strand St. Apt. F
Santa Monica, CA 90405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jessica Meister
171 Cascade Lane
Aspen, CO 81611
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Weld & Elma chaampneys
1340 California St.
Port Orford, OR 97465
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

PLEASE STOP THIS MADNESS BEFORE IT GETS ANY WORSE!!! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Seabrook Leaf
P.O. Box 161
Bog Bend, CA 96011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Fraenza
1275 Sacramento St.
San Francisco, CA 94108
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Gary Bryant
41 Oak Lane
Glenwood Springs, CO 81601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Marchetti
517 Lakota Way
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Martin
32 Glen Ave
Oakland, CA 94611
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken Wissoker
919 Englewood Ave
Durham, NC 27701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cherylann Richards
6312 Reafield Drive, Apt 6
Charlotte, NC 28226
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Kobb
5518 Venice St
Houston, TX 77007
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Conley
Po Box 11634, Portland, Or
Portland, OR 97211
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Anne Zerrien-Lee
917 Crestwood Terrace
Los Angeles, CA 90042
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Larossa
3281 Parkway Drive
Baldwin, NY 11510
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Stevens
515 Hancock Ct
Trappe, PA 19426
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Rosenblum
51 Vegas Rd
Los Lunas, NM 87031
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Utz
1118 Allston Ct
San Jose, CA 95120
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Ryan  
5622 Irongate Dr  
Madison, WI 53716
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Bacon
533 Lee Rd 57 Lot 20
Auburn, AL 36832
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janae Dale
770 Whiskey Jack Circle
Sandpoint, ID 83864
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Adam Smith
1086 S Redondo Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90019
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vicki Bates
Po Box 1849
Gardnerville, NV 89410
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Grant Houston
1803 Benjamin St
Nashville, TN 37206
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Perez
8210 Bellingham Ave
North Hollywood, CA 91605
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joel Meltzer
3 Seagull Lane
Port Washington, NY 11050
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Robin Phillips
1312 Cole St
San Francisco, CA 94117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Baumgold
333 N.McDowell Blvd. Apt.370c
Petaluma, CA 94954
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frances Allen
2565 Rexs Pl.
Buford, GA 30519
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Harris
3480 Ferry St.
Eugene, OR 97405
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lorraine Vinograd
3321 Appel Road
Bethel Park, PA 15102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken Jewell
33686 S Water St
Drummond Island, MI 49726
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dr. Ed Slack
2311 Selma Ave
Nashville, TN 37214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Henderson
202 Penn Oak Rd
Flourtown, PA 19031
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Samantha Ruscavage-Barz
127 E Santa Fe Ave
Santa Fe, NM 87505
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Barlow
629 I Street
Davis, CA 95616
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Scott
Pobox 234
San Miguel, CA 93451
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is ruining OUR Country. It IS OUR Country, not the corporations! And now, you want to ruin OUR Country to sell it to foreigners!?!? Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Murray
1850 Cindy Lane
Hatfield, PA 19440
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Ward
982 Hyperion Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90029
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Keenan
1415 E. Mcfarland Ave.
Coeur D’ Alene, ID 83814
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roselene Haines
2559 Dale Ann Dr
Haines City, FL 33844
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eliza Curtis
314 Sokokis Ave
Limington, ME 04049
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ed Frost
1 Lincoln Lane
Northfield, MN 55057
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marci Levine
2120 Ridgemont Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90046
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Denise Desplaines
46 Timberlane Drive
Brewster, MA 02631
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maureen Woods
12105 22nd
Santa Fe, TX 77510
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beatrice Bloom
68 South Street
Warwick, NY 10990
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Fauteux
10508 Selkirk Lane
L.A., CA 90077
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Roy Strattman
2203 Portofino Ave
Homestead, FL 33033
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Meyers
1011 Bridgewood Drive
Neenah, WI 54956
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lauren Shaw
108 Taylor Place
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Zarah Thompson-Jacobs
445 Canyon Springs Road
Prescott, AZ 86303
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beth Shearer
47 Point Rd.
Portsmouth, RI 02871
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Molly Schafer
3827 N. Paulina St.
Chicago, IL 60613
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bari Hochwald
4 Fairmews Drive
Reisterstown, MD 21136
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victor Callirgos
250 Cardinal Lane
Bennington, VT 05201
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Gates
3138 Fairmount Ave
San Diego, CA 92105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Felicia Dale
321 Ave. G
Snohomish, WA 98290
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jo
135 N. Little Main
Orange, CA 92868
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Levine, M.D.
1160 Idylberry Rd
San Rafael, CA 94903
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. There is now NO DENYING CLIMATE CHANGE and the additional boost to it from humans burning fossil fuel.

Sincerely,

Hercules Morphopoulos
696 Hilldale Av
Berkeley, CA 94708
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jack gammon
308 Signal Dr.
Rossville, GA 30741
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Rezaian
P.O. Box 1112
Mill Valley, CA 94942
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Annie Duffy
208 7th Avenue
Fairbanks, AK 99701
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janell Jenkins
1913 Ridgecrest Dr
Garland, TX 75042
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kerry Kantner
5 Buffalo Canyon
Santa Fe, NM 87505
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Todd Gross
13212 Executive Ridge Dr Ne
Albuquerque, NM 87112
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Peckman
8 1/2 Legare
Charleston, SC 29401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maureen Garbarino
24682 Guadalupe
Carmel, CA 93923
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. There are alternatives!

Sincerely,

Dale Morris
5145 Chaparral Rd
Paso Robles, CA 93446
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Benjamin Bowler
4507 19th St
San Francisco, CA 94114
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dean Galloway  
1507 Grey Fox Run  
Tallahassee, FL 32311
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Hiebert
1915 Foulkeways
Gwynedd, PA 19436
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Furtado
1943 Village Green South
Riverside, RI 02915
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carole Holtwick
9212 Delphine
St Louis, MO 63114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Rothfusz
1501 S. Airport Dr., #171
Jweslaco, TX 78596
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Unless they tell us what is in the Fraking Fluid, the entire process must STOP! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Webb
4723 N Calispel St
Spokane, WA 99205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wells Hively
Box 1401
Marthasville, MO 63357
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ardis Letey
810 Nw Kimo Ln
Seal Rock, OR 97376
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Reed
59 Main Street
Philmont, NY 12565
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Dickemann
2901 Humphrey Ave.
Richmond, CA 94804
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

K. Chung
2318 Kipona Place
Honolulu, HI 96816
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Brower
642 Evans St.
Steamboat Spgs., CO 80487
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Maya Markovich
2302 Columbia
Palo Alto, CA 94306
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Scharnau
2905 Wilderness Dr.
Dubuque, IA 52001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Hardinger
20 N Moore St.
Nyc, NY 10013
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Angelo ferrara
Fox Hollow
Eugene, OR 97402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sue Knight
3925 W 25th Ave
Denver, CO 80212
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurie Jurs
3550 West Calle Uno
Green Valley, AZ 85614
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Christine Vanderwill
3371 West 36th Avenue
Denver, CO 80211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anita Boehm
18284 W. 58th Pl. #24
Golden, CO 80403
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jim Haas
39w540 W. Haladay L
Geneva, IL 60134
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marsha Coffman
7940 Eric Dr
Lincoln, NE 68507
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Kantor
8723 Society Drive
Claymont, DE 19703
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claude Cornett
2450 W 6 St
Cleveland, OH 44113
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Stewart
509 Coddington Rd
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurie Ewert-Krocker
11530 Madison Rd.
Huntsburg, OH 44046
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Nobriga
115 Hillcrest Dr.
Daly City, CA 94014
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

I don't buy all of the things that say that fracking is "safe" and that reports of water contamination are "inconclusive". The truth is, we are taking risks with the LIVES of people, primarily CHILDREN, for profit. We have done that enough in this country. It is time for us to take a moral stand. My relatives are now starting to "mysteriously" get cancer since the gov't bought areas of their land to mine natural gas. "Nobody knows" exactly why this is happening, yet all of the cases were sudden onset. Other cases have popped up everywhere in fracking zones but yet we still want to play around and say "there's no evidence." If it looks like a duck, and quacks like a duck, then doggone it, IT IS A DUCK. We are smart enough in this country to develop NON-LETHAL MEANS of acquiring natural resources. STOP FRACKING NOW.

Sincerely,
Thianita Brown
321 Harrison St., #1
Oak Park, IL 60304
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ginny vargas
3659 Longfellow Rd
Tallahassee, FL 32311
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. You know this is true, so please protect people and our environment; it’s all we really have for our survival. The fossil fuel industry is destroying our long-term survival prospects, for short-term profits. We need to do better. Please stand with people, not corporations. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jan Stewart
14613 9th Place Ne
Shoreline, WA 98155
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melanie mitzner
Po Box 778
Greenport, NY 11944
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael spillane
1955 W. Kristal Way
Phoenix, AZ 85027
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Nancy Chapellier
208 Kirkpatrick St
East Syracuse, NY 13057
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Grant
400 Lincoln Pl Apt 1g
Brooklyn, NY 11238
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Micah Parkin  
2861 Ellison Pl.  
Boulder, CO 80304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teresa Foster
712 Thornwood Way
Longmont, CO 80503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Please stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Barry Weaver
Hc 31 Box 101
Jasper, AR 72641
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dale Uetrecht
8668 Orchard Hill Ct
Cincinnati, OH 45251
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karl von Spreckelsen
4312 Castle Cary Lane
Salida, CA 95368
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Cazares
Post Office Box 2707
Tifton, GA 31793
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. To protect the planet is more important!

Sincerely,

Gerold Firl
14141 Ezra Ln
Poway, CA 92064
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Neuroth
1004 40th Place
Seaview, WA 98644
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Noel Eaves
18290 Stenberg Drive
Red Bluff, CA 96080
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leigh Begalske
410 Bicentennial Ct Apt 8
Kaukauna, WI 54130
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Metevier  
2725 Tiburon Ave  
Carlsbad, CA 92010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank Huttinger
1250 Clubhouse Drive
Pasadena, CA 91105
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Darrelle Cavan
790 Park St.
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arianna Dutter
5691 Canadice Hill Rd
Springwater, NY 14560
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Glenn Choy
735 Bishop Street, Suite 417
Honolulu, HI 96813
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Yoder
137 Nw Bowdoin Pl
Seattle, WA 98107
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathy Reich
1060 River Bend
Superior, MT 59872
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export fracked natural gas.

Sincerely,

Henry Bennett
4014 Se Grant Court
Portland, OR 97214
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Peacey
1105 Spring Street, #805
Seattle, WA 98104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keith Hawes
19944 Kuper Ct
Centralia, WA 98531
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adolfo Caldas
1604 Jasmine Avenue
New Hyde Park, NY 11040
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rev. Alice Ann Glenn
1199 Alameda St.
Monterey, CA 93940
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ayako Nagano
46 Shattuck Square 23
Berkeley, CA 94704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dineane Miller
2011 Ayers Rd
Concord, CA 94521
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathryn alexandra
4311 Ginnett Rd
Anacortes, WA 98221
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Evan Wood
8145 Darby Ave.
Reseda, CA 91335
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Cooley
P. O. Box 1193
Cuba, NM 87013
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carlos Ortega
243 El Puente
El Paso, TX 79912
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alberto Abello
1340 Golden Gate Avenue Unit #105
San Francisco, CA 94115
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victoria Covell
3650 Mount Vernon Ave.
Oceanside, CA 92057
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Mather
4 Caryl Lane
Philadelphia, PA 19118
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Betsy b
6426 Ne Rodney Ave
Portland, OR 97211
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Erikson
2580 S. Whitney Blvd
Rocklin, CA 95677
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Meryl Schrantz
21371 Lemontree Lane
Huntington Beach, CA 92646
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Ohnsman
2330 Parker St
Berkeley, CA 94704
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Why are we going to be stuck with the toxins and the gas companies get all the profits? I thought the idea of gas fracking was to make us energy independent. This idea of exporting fracked gas is ridiculous. The gas companies in my state, Ohio, have gotten sweetheart deals from the government when it comes to taxes and regulations. This all happened because of the promise for abundant fuel for our country - not another country. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carla Beck
7234 Abilene Trail
Mason, OH 45040
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christa Vanderbilt
32 Kendal Dr
Kennett Square, PA 19348
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kris Glover
159 E. Johnson Ave
Bergenfield, NJ 07621
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Gelfand
478 Byrlee Dr
Pgh, PA 15237
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Sood
138 Oaklands Avenue
Watford, NY 12345
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Zareh Gorjian
1410 Belleau Road
Glendale, CA 91206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Holtzman
1018 13th St. Apt. 35
Snohomish, WA 98290
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Dodson
118 Coventry Ave
Albertson, NY 11507
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cari Brookbanks
1031 Key St.
Houston, TX 77009
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Popple
561 Summit Avenue
Chippewa Falls, WI 54729
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Blake Johnson
3820 Se Taggart Street
Portland, OR 97202
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dawn Wolfson
2817 Cambridge Rd
Cameron Park, CA 95682
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Grant Steen
Street Address
City, NC 27517
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Russell Bair
294 West High
Jeffersonville, OH 43128
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken Clifton
3903 Barrington St. #2315
San Antonio, TX 78217
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Teague
Po Box 951
Walkertown, NC 27051
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bernadette Zupan
4708 Nw 44 Ct
Tamarac, FL 33319
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bradley Purcell
208 Roslyn Hills Drive
Richmond, VA 23229
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jolean Wegner
614 Mount Snowdon Rd
Wales, WI 53183
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Philip Shook
1020 E Apache Blvd
Tempe, AZ 85281
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Duncan T moyer
13418 Garden Bar Road
Grass Valley, CA 95949
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Shanyfelt
591 Walnut Llane
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arthur Turner
288 State St., Apt. 2
Portland, ME 04101
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nick Engelfried
203 W Harlem St
Missoula, MT 59801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeramy Lawrence
4336 Wordsworth Way
Venice, FL 34293
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Liss
3530 Monogram Ave
Long Beach, CA 90808
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kameron Read
437 Trimblefields Dr
Edgewood, GA 30909
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chet Zielinski
2625 Woodlake Rd Sw
Wyoming, MI 49519
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. All the earth’s ecosystems are in danger of collapse from human activity. What we do to the earth, we do to ourselves. Clean air, water, and land are real wealth: an economy based on the destruction of our earth will destroy our wealth and be the cause of our demise. Natural gas is not a bridge fuel: it’s a cliff. It’s time to say no to fossil fuels and yes to clean, renewable energies like solar and wind.

Sincerely,

Sandy toland
2552 S. Macon Way
Aurora, CO 80014
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ryan Gackenheimer
3112 Route 116
Starksboro, VT 05487
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ignacio Garcia
P.O. Box 3003
Edgewood, NM 87015
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American skies, groundwater, communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. The industry has been justifying dangerous fracking by telling us over and over that it will allow us to be "energy independent" - but what they REALLY want to do is not provide AMERICA with cheap gas, but sell it overseas for aHUGE markup. Make them abide by their original justification! Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny ALL applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Duskin  
48 Featherbed Lane  
Audubon, PA 19403
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cooper Quillian
262 Knollglen
Irvine, CA 92614
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rosemary Tann
3440 Sw 15th Street
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33312
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William McGinnis
2713 Chisholm Trail Lane
Moore, OK 73160
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Waring
1961 Antler Road
Ukiah, CA 95482
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald & Frances Cameron
46135 County Hwy D
Cable, WI 54821
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Baldridge
4817 Lien Road
Madison, WI 53704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lesley Hager
2864 Karock Ct.
Dorrington, CA 95223
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. USA efforts at climate control are woefully inadequate. Why move in this direction now? Let's get our priorities right.

Sincerely,

Ray Teplitz
1612 Meadowview Rd
Medford, OR 97504
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Caulk
193 Tenby Chase Dr., Apt. 154m
Delran, NJ 08075
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dona Hoagland
40 Duck Hawk Ct
Hackettstown, NJ 07840
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynne adrian
3016 30th Ave. East
Tuscaloosa, AL 35404
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rita Raftery
99 Hobart St
Ridgefield Park, NJ 07660
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Anderson
1109 Ne 112th St.
Vancouver, WA 98685
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark mancini
4 Bartlett Pines Dr.
East Waterboro, ME 04030
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Lysak
553 South Main Street
Cambridge Springs, PA 16403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynne Mullen
15 Mcgeoeh St
Abington, MA 02351
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Walt Kaesler
623 Park River Pl.
Estes Park, CO 80517
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Goodman
10121 Diamond Lake Road
Boynton Beach, FL 33437
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chara McGill
151 1st Ave
New York, NY 10003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Gentile
771 Guerrero Street, Apt 6
San Francisco, CA 94110
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Haltom
1417 Northridge Dr.
Austin, TX 78723
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Knecht
950 21st Avenue
Honolulu, HI 96816
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Russ Rubin
15747 Eagle Rock Rd
Hidden Valley Lake, CA 95467
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

humans need water more than power.

Sincerely,

Yvonne Froehlich
4513 W. Oklahoma Ave.
Milwaukee, WI 53219
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James P. SCHMIDT
281 So Prospect St - Ste 11
Hagerstown, MD 21740
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deb Goodman
165 S. Oak Park Ave Apt. 5
Oak Park, IL 60302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Webb
330 Buckhorn Springs Rd.
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nina Conway
101 N. Plum Street
Richmond, VA 23220
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John F martinez
323 N. Soto St.
Los Angeles, CA 90033
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary clarida
6582 Pleasant Creek Rd
Rogue River, OR 97537
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandip Dasverma
"2500 G. W. Way, Apt 120"
Richland, WA 99354
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is damaging to public health and our environment. If the Earth and the life forms on it are to survive, governments must be more responsible in their management of substances, "resources". Our government and its policies seem intent on compounding dangers rather than reducing them. It should be their task to protect us not endanger us. The short term gain to a few industrialists is not worth the long term damage to the rest of the population and precious water, air and soil resources. The idea that our government would approve and permit the is outrageous. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nura Petrov
5553 Rt 412
Riegelsville, PA 18077
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Cooper
48 Old Drift Way
Wilton, CT 06897
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Maureen McGuire
69 Prince William Ct.
St. Charles, MO 63304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary O’Kiersey
1025 Pleasant Pl, Apt 9c
Oak Pak, IL 60302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis Schwarzauber
606 Mallison Place
Ridgeland, MS 39157
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Tarbet  
15 Seton Plaza  
Santa Fe, NM 87508
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tony Klatka
4101 W. Alameda #4
Denver, CO 80219
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allen MINCH
1232 E Chestnut St
Lebanon, PA 17042
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Paul Bourke
Long Hill Road
Leverett, MA 01054
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Wasn’t the rationale for justifying fracking (despite the insufficiently researched environmental issues) that it was supposed to reduce our dependence on imported fuels? Permitting export of fracked gas shows the grossest contempt for the communities and natural resources that have been adversely affected by fracking.

Sincerely,

Carol Hart
102 Dudley Ave.
Narberth, PA 19072
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Why are we killing ourselves for the fossil fuel industry?

Sincerely,

Mary Vermeulen
44 Overlook Road
Waynesboro, VA 22980
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jo Ann Herr
3050 Arizona St.
Oakland, CA 94602
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Nicoll
7703 Verna Way
Lucerne, CA 95458
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Field
415 Snow Hill Rd
New Gloucester, ME 04260
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stuart Weinstock
180 West End Ave
New York, NY 10023
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

NOTE: We should NOT be supporting any form of fossil fuel (or nukes) for energy. Here or anywhere in the world. We, as a country, should be promoting and supporting only cleaner and renewable form of energy, like wind and solar! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mala Wingerd
7188 Melotte St.
San Diego, CA 92119
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leonard Dietsch
1520 Lee Street
Evanston, IL 60202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Bahr
2306 Brentwood Pkwy
Madison, WI 53704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pat Stitzinger
412 Hemlock Road
Flourtown, PA 19031
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Zel Helstrom
860 Arbor Ct.
Livermore, CA 94550
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keyan Mizani
3306 Se Salmon
Portland, OR 97214
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Pamela Milan
13320 Se 253rd Place
Kent, WA 98042
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alissa Sollitto
416 E Main St
Endicott, NY 13760
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marti koch
939 Mtn Meadows Circle
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allison Castle
290 Burnside Ave
Muscatine, IA 52761
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patrick Stroud
1145 Pinehurst Circle
Norwalk, IA 50211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Singer
312 Pob
Skokie, IL 60076
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eva McGilvery
13580 Calais Dr.
Del Mar, CA 92014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We have only one home - Planet Earth! We are not taking very good care of her. Please take positive steps to change our mismanagement policies and start to protect our home.

Sincerely,

Dianne Pilgrim
295central Park West #17d
New York, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gordon Kircher
1370 Quant Ave S
Lakeland, MN 55043
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patti DaMarto
413 Karin
Ridgecrest, CA 93555
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Zach McKinney
1980 Coldwater Canyon Dr
Beverly Hills, CA 90210
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

We're trying to reduce our dependence on foreign oil so it doesn't make sense to be selling off our reserves of natural gas. If we must frack and use this toxically-acquired gas, let's at the very least keep it for ourselves!

Sincerely,

Juliann Krute
7400 Danwood Drive
Austin, TX 78759
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Lichterman
1801 Winthrop Rd.
Highland Park, IL 60035
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hansi Patience
348 Paseo Madera
Green Valley, AZ 85614
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim Jones
Po Box 1889
Quincy, CA 95971
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

M Robinson
999 Xxxxxxx Xxxx
Syracuse, NY 13210
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Joncus
25 Dongan Place
New York, NY 10040
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Karen Watson
229 Se 48th Ave
Portland, OR 97215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe DiSalvo
2862 N Bender Ave
Akron, OH 44319
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debby Holt
8124 Fontaine Ct.
Cincinnati, OH 45236
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Puglia
32 Washington Grn
East Walpole, MA 02032
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marty Erhart
6610 Robbie Creek Cove
Austin, TX 78750
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Gailey
9847 South 1000 West
South Jordan, UT 84095
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Thompson
408 Daisy Trail
Cool Ridge, WV 25825
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rodney Pratt
6 Camino Ct
New Castle, DE 19720
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Rebecca Tuftee
26119 200th Avenue
Eldridge, IA 52748
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara McLaughlin
1900 Neri Rd
Granbury, TX 76048
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heather Marko
91 Meadowbrook Rd.
North Plainfield, NJ 07062
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Sincerely,  
Matthew Bedrick  
40-20 24th St, Apartment 2  
Long Island City, NY 11101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Seth Gelman
2751 S Ocean Dr, 304s
Hollywood, FL 33019
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Schneider
2515 South 21st Street
Escanaba, MI 49829
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alta Dauel
3516 Larch Way
Lynnwood, WA 98036
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harriet Culver
135 W 120 St 3rd Fl
New York, NY 10027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Kiczula
8251 W Elizabeth Ave Apt 2
Niles, IL 60714
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurel Lindenbach
810 Bishop Court
City, IL 60194
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael northuis
306 E. Lake Dr.
Greensboro, NC 27401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Don Luxem
6402 Brandywine Dr N
Margate, FL 33063
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce Koss
1708 Hepplewhite Mews
Virginia Beach, VA 23455
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Williams
8423 Woodbox Road
Manlius, NY 13104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nimia Rosa Montanez-Shipper
57 Notre Dame Ave
Hicksville, NY 11801
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Parker
4180 E. Bonanza Rd
Las Vegas, NV 89110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Graves
2103 Elmwood Court
Plant City, FL 33563
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Barnhart
1213 Alegria Road
Austin, TX 78757
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jason Manning
1437 Sangaree Circle
Virginia Beach, VA 23464
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert James
7512 Whirlaway Drive
Midlothian, VA 23112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shannon T
266 S. Alpha
Bellbrook, OH 45305
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Skow
7663 E Thunderhawk Rd
Scottsdale, AZ 85255
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gill Fahrenwald
Po Box 2323
Olympia, WA 98507
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bryan Baier
1200 S Jackson St
Denver, CO 80210
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Jackie Healy
2330 217th Pl Sw
Brier, WA 98036
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Keuler
102 E. Ann St.
Kaukauna, WI 54130
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mirvat Kaddour
7900 Kennedy Blvd
North Bergen, NJ 07047
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dr D A HANSON
2535 Beverly Av Ste B
Santa Monica, CA 90405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tina Schulstad
17518 8th Ave Ne
Shoreline, WA 98155
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Layla Bowen
135 Beal Ave
Bucyrus, OH 44820
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Jones
150 2nd Street Ne, #413
Minneapolis, MN 55413
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alice Davis
215 W 14 St
Wilmington, DE 19801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diana Baker
Dianabaker105@Gmail.Com
Santa Fe, NM 87501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sally Barney
125 Oldham St
Pembroke, MA 02359
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Hagge
93653 E. Blue Bird Ln.
North Bend, OR 97459
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathrine Estar
1233 W. Wheatridge Dr
Tucson, AZ 85704
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Judith Ohare
1133 Se 21st
Gresham, OR 97080
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melissa Bennett
4527 Zuni St
Denver, CO 80211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheri Morton
4761 N Wind Blvd
Kissimmee, FL 34746
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

I. Bendict
7 Maplewood St
Pittsburgh, PA 15223
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Frances Anderson
102 Civic Dr
Hercules, CA 94547
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Terri Wilson
3225 W. Pierce Ave.
Chicago, IL 60651
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathy McCartney
10 Rippling Brook Drive
Highland Lakes, NJ 07422
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Rivers
45 Church Street
Montclair, NJ 07042
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fredrick Royce
1606 Nw 61st Ter
Gainesville, FL 32605
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. The expansion of pipelines and terminal infrastructure is intended for long term IMPORTS because A) the economically recoverable reserves due to shale fracking claimed by the gas industry have been demonstrated to be fraudulent, and B) There is nowhere near sufficient North American natural gas reserves to supply existing (and growing) demand for home heating, electricity generation, etc., and simultaneously supply the vast quantities needed to fully develop the Canadian tar sands project. Thus, it is evident that the public is being deceived, AGAIN. The Gas industry fully intends to IMPORT natural gas through this network in order to expand their ill conceived bitumen mining operation in Canada, with the end product intended for export to Europe and China. It is an outrage that the DOE is participating with private energy corporations in this subterfuge. This must not be allowed to happen!

Sincerely,

Stuart Davies
257 3rd St Ashland, Or
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

M Pelfrey
9612 Rosebay
Anaheim, CA 92804
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margo Moulin
549 Campbell Blvd.
Getzville, NY 14068
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Rosenthal
1328 So Sierra Bonita Av
La, CA 90019
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Weinberg
35 Chester St.
Arlington, MA 02476
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce stauf
642 Hidden Valley Road
Wilmington, NC 28409
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Esther Yassi
405 Davis Court
San Francisco, CA 94111
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Bryan
205 Davenport Ave
New Rochelle, NY 10805
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bob Jordan
"5370 Pershing, Apt 300"
St. Louis, MO 63112
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Staci Patterson
12007 Knobcrest Dr
Houston, TX 77070
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shawna Benston
108 East 96th St
New York, NY 10128
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Lawrence
4752 Wendover St.
Eugene, OR 97404
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Nate Hanson
854 Isabella St
Oakland, CA 94607
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kayann Vance
211 Main Street
West Orange, NJ 07052
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas dunlap
N 5th Ave
Phoenix, AZ 85013
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Ranaudo
1271 Willoughby Ave Apt 3r
Brooklyn, NY 11237
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Steven Berkowitz
2250 Hamlet Circle
Round Rock, TX 78664
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Peltonen
2601 Del Rio
Austin, TX 78733
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Louis Whiteaker
941 Erin Lane West
Eatonville, WA 98328
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Luster
23768 Malibu Rd
Malibu, CA 90265
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Bunk
48 Highland Ave.
Franklin, NH 03235
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking could be suicide for our water supplies, now and in the future for our children and grandchildren. Please keep the gas companies from destroying our ground water. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Messina
200 Reservoir Ave.
Randolph, NJ 07869
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rachel Dyer
3729 Snelling Ave Apt 106
Minneapolis, MN 55406
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Curt Clark
125 Palm Drive
Venice, FL 34292
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Liza Lorwin
806 Carroll St
Brooklyn, NY 11215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terrence Murphy
6 Hunting Ridge
Hamden, CT 06518
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurie (Laura) Young
160 Yucca Dr.
Palm Springs, CA 92264
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Smith
1455 S Carmelina Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicki Newby
13 Cortland Drive
Somerset, NJ 08873
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Anderson
3449 Mallard Creek Run
Williamsburg, VA 23185
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Cummings
1505 Alvarado St., #315
Oceanside, CA 92054
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Walter Jaehnig
173 May Apple Lane
Carbondale, IL 62903
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Pease
1104 Haddon Ave Apt B
Collingswood, NJ 08108
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Manuel Ornelas
2124 W. Cortland St.
Chicago, IL 60647
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

The people who want to frack our water supply to sell "natural" gas to other countries are treasonous at best, in my humble opinion. What else would you call someone who would not only poison the town well, but poison ALL the town wells?

Sincerely,

Naomi Wiltzius
3925 Orange Ct.
Boulder, CO 80304
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diedra Booker
1860 Golden Gate Ave
San Francisco, CA 94115
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Collins
7708 Wanymala Rd
Henrico, VA 23229
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erik Kim-Holmgren
6776 Hibiscus Drive
Lemon Grove, CA 91945
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Jaffe
5 Morton Terrace
Milton, MA 02186
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Raymond
Po Box 306
La Conner, WA 98257
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank Da Cruz
605 West 112th Street
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Arturo ALVAREZ
4685 Nw 97 Ct
Miami, FL 33178
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara McLeary
204 Currie Rd.
Dyer, TN 38330
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Comer
7315 Se 16th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christian Reyes
12361 Falcon Ln
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis Lieb
1208 Chidsey Street
Easton, PA 18042
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randall Collura
1429 Delaware Tpke
Delmar, NY 12054
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gregory Moschetti
6
Dummerston, VT 05301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Boucher
307 N Clinton Ave
Wenonah, NJ 08090
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kirby Bell
1311 Rodman Street
Philadelphia, PA 19147
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Brennan
66 Mount Vernon Street
Melrose, MA 02176
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Paul Recht
15 Deerfield Ln S
Pleasantville, NY 10570
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deb Catone
584 Ministerial Rd
Wakefield, RI 02879
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adelaide Smith
230 N Craig St # 501
Pittsburgh, PA 15213
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Majewski
4112 Fotos Ct
Sacramento, CA 95820
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Hicks
114 Penland St #4
"Ellijay, Ga 30540”, GA 30540
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Greenwald
387 East 5th St
Bloomsburg, PA 17815
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Orlando Garcia
1921 Princess Jeanne Dr
Las Cruces, NM 88001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pat Carlisle
990 W Ocean View Avenue
Norfolk, VA 23503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jill Badyrka
170 Henry Avenue
Stratford, CT 06614
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Toni Bowman
9 Linabary Lane
Chester, NJ 07930
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sondra Hardgrave
2921 Zachary Dr.
Loveland, CO 80537
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marian Craighill
159 Hancock Street #5
Cambridge, MA 02139
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christina Pasillas
2607 Hope St
Klamath Falls, OR 97603
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Fildes
215 S. Walnut St. Apt. A
Milford, DE 19963
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Sidofsky
P.O. Box 362
Winter Park, CO 80482
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Dimock
543 E. Clay St., Unit 5
Monmouth, OR 97361
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kelly McVey
109 S Kingsley St
Anaheim, CA 92806
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adriana Faraldo
13155 Sw 7th Court
Pembroke Pines, FL 33027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James heermans
1084 Kinau St Apt 5
Honolulu, HI 96814
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Timothy villalobos
843 Leigh Ave
Spring Valley, CA 91977
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marsha Jarvis
512 Kenmare Ct
Pinole, CA 94564
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kate Hilts
22 James St. #6
Brookline, MA 02446
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Layne Martin
11255 Greenwood Ave. N. # B1
Seattle, WA 98133
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle Welk
1239 N Valley St
Burbank, CA 91505
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lin Waldron
5241 Hutchinson Rd
Sebastopol, CA 95472
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Randazzo
14212 Bay Drive
Westford, MA 01886
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tamara Erickson
2455 E Broadway #37
Mesa, AZ 85204
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peggy Bailey
1940 Nw Monterey Pines Dr
Bend, OR 97701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Connell
626 E. 9th St., #1fe
New York, NY 10009
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Neil Glaser
115 Fort Greene Place 1c
Brooklyn, NY 11217
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Yvonne Christison
2023 Frontenac Avenue
Stevens Point, WI 54481
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lara Miletta
27 Chapman Place
Leominster, MA 01453
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jan Wieser  
P.O. Box 1402  
Auburn, WA 98071
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Barbieri
168 Division Street
Great Barrington, MA 01230
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Becker
1831 Nw Aspen Avenue
Portland, OR 97210
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paula Propst
Po Box 72
Steward, IL 60553
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Knight
961 N Highway A1a Lot 353
Jupiter, FL 33477
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Guy Beaudoin
523 N Commonwealth Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90004
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Eastabrooks
Box 1489 Justus St
Andrews Nc, NC 28901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Smith
60 West Parkway Cir.
Centerville, UT 84014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cindy Slusser
10111 Jennings Lane
Amelia, VA 23002
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mjohstella
Abbey Mill Blvd
Ada, MI 49301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cherie Connick
2565 Le Clair Ave
Crescent City, CA 95531
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Herwig
1808 Loch Shiel Road
Baltimore, MD 21234
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jackie Branagan
304 W Jackson St
Nooksack, WA 98276
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rachel Usher
92 3rd St
Glens Falls, NY 12801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claudia Shapiro
52 Irma Ave
Port Washington, NY 11050
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Schaberg
805 Cotter St.
Essexville, MI 48732
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mel Strand
13342 382nd Ave
Waseca, MN 56093
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sabiel Chapnick
7 Elena Ct
Cortlandt Manor, NY 10567
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Tetel
1719 N Roxboro Road
Durham, NC 27701
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vicki Kruschwitz
114 Kingston Drive
Waco, TX 76712
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Craig Cisco
840 S Serrano Ave 507
Los Angeles, CA 90005
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Kelly
13512 Bustleton Ave
Philadelphia, PA 19116
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Langridge
18350 Kings Creek Road
Boulder Creek, CA 95006
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fiona Grant
Po Box 1496
Venice, CA 90294
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Diane Miller
55 Cathedral Rock Dr.
Sedona, AZ 86351
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keeley Harding
2021 Se 44th Ave
Portland, OR 97215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We have already damaged our air environment let us learn and leave the land alone. Hope and change has to start with action.

Sincerely,

Cathy Balan
Po Box 249
Nevada City, CA 95959
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Wurster
953 Rocklynn Rd
Springfield, PA 19064
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terry Andrews
3446 South Race Street
Englewood, CO 80113
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kirsten Edey
43 Summer
Montpelier, VT 05602
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lisa Ham
4501 Arendell
Phila, PA 19114
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Connie Grant-Howell
3737 Swallows Nest Ct.
Clarkston, WA 99403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Timothy Paretti
431 Oak Hill St.
Abingdon, VA 24210
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Staff
806 Walnut Street
Georgetown, TX 78626
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Tuggle
2466 Back Creek Road
Waddy, KY 40076
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Matthew Adkison
2108 Remington Street Apt D
Fort Worth, TX 76116
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Kuncl
3 Pine Lake Drive
Collinsville, IL 62234
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Claudette Tooley
Po Box 521
Paw Paw, IL 61353
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Fitzgerald
14 Milltown Road
Bridgewater, NJ 08807
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Keep it in America.

Sincerely,

James Wirzman
650 E Vista Ridge Mall Dr Apt
Lewisville, TX 75067
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frederick rosebrock
300 Nw 30 Ct
Wilton Manors, FL 33311
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Faron
53 N Garfield St
Lombard, IL 60148
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

David Hetrick
4411 Sw 34th St. Apt. 801
Gainesville, FL 32608
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Hutchinson
849 Omar Street
Glendale, CA 91202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jason Hughes
1107 San Juan Dr.
Camano Island, WA 98282
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jc Howard
270 E. Hunt Highway
San Tan Valley, AZ 85143
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sylvia Duncan
1117 Orlando Drive
Plano, TX 75075
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leonor NIelsen-Brito
Po Box 907
Citrus Heights, CA 95611
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Spencer Dean
5089 West 73rd Avenue
Westminster, CO 80030
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Samuel Austin
15880fern Way
Guerneville, CA 95446
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth madden
108 S 9th St
Livingston, MT 59047
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

J C
00000
Dgo, CO 81302
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Davis
150 Dutchy Way
Grants Pass, OR 97527
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. SAVE OUR ENVIRONMENT and our water supply!

Sincerely,

Margaret McManus
210 Tenth Fairwy
Roswell, GA 30076
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Keys
13610 97th Ave Nw
Gig Harbor, WA 98329
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anita McInnis
9160 Sonrisa St Spc 38
Bellflower, CA 90706
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Carol
15 Sherwood Rd.
Nederland, CO 80466
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Tassone
632 S 9th Street
New Hyde Park, NY 11040
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mercedes Liriano
302 W 87 Street
New York, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Famara Demba
23809 84th Ave W
Edmonds, WA 98026
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Englehart
9457 Alysbury Place
Montgomery, AL 36117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arlene Reich
16000 Bowdish Road
Stockbridge, MI 49285
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ben Forde
7515 Oldchester Rd
Bethesda, MD 20817
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Why are we moving forward with this technology when there are so many red flags? Why aren’t we holding corporations responsible for their actions? Why aren’t we requiring them to disclose all chemicals being used in this process. This is just common sense if our priority is safety. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Uribe
4839 Wesleyan
San Antonio, TX 78249
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Walter Pankoe
69 Cedar Drive
New Britain, PA 18901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Ribnick
38741 Indian Head Lane
Crawford, CO 81415
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marc Silvestri
103 W 119th St, Apt 2
New York, NY 10026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anneke Corbett
78chestnut St.
Florence, MA 01062
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Sullivan
5110 Black Oak Drive
Madison, WI 53711
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Amy Edelman
375 Bala Ave
Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gerry camarata
2345 Brush Creek Rd
Santa Rosa, CA 95404
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wayne Goin
61006 Jay Jay Rd
Montrose, CO 81401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harry Cleaver
910 Jessie Street
Austin, TX 78704
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beverly Barry
2710 Avalon St.
Jefferson, LA 70121
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. UNTIL YOU CAN PROVE IT SAFE TO EXTRACT!

Sincerely,

Eric Hitchcock  
206 E 25th St  
Cheyenne, WY 82001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Dalles
50 Olcott Way
Ridgefield, CT 06877
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Howard Botwinick
106 Washington St.
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry Lootsteen
39 Golf Course Road
Melrose, NY 12121
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phillip Barnes
3513 Sw 127th St
Oklahoma City, OK 73170
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward Ogin
243 Hedgerow Road
Bridgewater, NJ 08807
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Cerise
16022 Se 173rd St
Renton, WA 98058
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jay Korsmo
4037 Kansas St
San Diego, CA 92104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

We do not need more fossil fuel emissions. We need to protect our aquifers and our atmosphere. And we do not want Fracking which is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Tussey
647 W Juniper Ct
Louisville, CO 80027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allison Burgess
8 Terry Hill Ln
Saint Louis, MO 63131
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Winifred Amaturo
129 State Street
Portsmouth, NH 03801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Christianson
19862 Ranger Lane
Huntington Beach, CA 92646
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Kent
17 Cliff Street
Montpelier, VT 05602
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lois Cirner
11435 Madera Rosa Way'
San Diego, CA 92124
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen hartman
9758 Ne 127th Place
Kirkland, WA 98034
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Hansen
1935 Old Mill Rd
Solvang, CA 93463
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Besides, if we are going to all the trouble to frack here, we should use the product here.

Sincerely,

Ron Rosenthal
2179 S Helenwood Dr
Beavercreek, OH 45431
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peggy Page
24324 Miller Rd
Stanwood, WA 98292
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronda Snider
13805 Easy Street Kp N
Gig Harbor, WA 98329
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Constance McCabe
58 Narrows Lane
Harpswell, ME 04079
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Betty Buckley
2549 Eudora St
Denver, CO 80207
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Seese-Bieda
719 W. 2nd St.
Erie, PA 16507
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

J. Wise
123 Main Street
Citytown, TN 37932
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerry Williams
2200 Airport Rd
Hot Springs, AR 71913
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teresa Pearson
3605 Hulsey Ave. S.E.
Salem, OR 97302
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Evanuska
322 Aspetuck Ridge Rd
New Milford, CT 06776
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bryce Shashinka
134 New Street
Shelton, CT 06484
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Gwen Pattarnon
18203 E Michielli Ave.
Spokane Valley, WA 99016
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dawn Roberts
3407 N Greenview
Chicago, IL 60657
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jimmie Burnett
1300 Bradwood Rd
Austin, TX 78722
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maine McEachern
1824 Old Ranch Rd.
Los Angeles, CA 90049
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Robert Trager
54-03 69th Lane
Maspeth, NY 11378
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Fennell
Po Box 939
Micanopy, FL 32667
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

S johnsorn
28 Woostee Pike
Milford, OH 45150
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Ruas
347 West Broadway
New York, NY 10013
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Resnick
5736 Emerson Court
Agoura Hills, CA 91301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Boll
1155 Great Ridge Pkwy
Chapel Hill, NC 27516
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Townley
79 15th Ave.
Sea Cliff, NY 11579
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Evi Pickavance
19901 Sw 96th Place
Dunnellon, FL 34432
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Oust
22405 Cranbrooke Drive
Novi, MI 48375
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda McLain
11648 Beacon Hill Blvd Ne
Atlanta, GA 30329
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Thinesen
828 Paul Parkway Ne
Blaine, MN 55434
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

I believe any fossil fuel (natural gas and oil) drilled or fracked in the United States or passed through our borders must stay in this country. If we prohibited the energy companies from exporting these energy products (without a huge surcharge), we would drastically reduce our need for foreign oil, help the environment and protect our precious resources. People do not understand how much is shipped out.

Sincerely,

Audrey Ehrlich
2104 Benton Loop
Roseville, CA 95747
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Layton
Pob54
Greens Farms, CT 06838
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

PLEASE DO NOT EXPORT FRACKED GAS... THIS will start a crazy downward spiral... Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andres Saavedra
200 West 20 Street
New York, NY 10011
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lee Crawford
11712 Man O War Trail
Raleigh, NC 27613
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

J Cherr
300 East 5th St
New York, NY 10003
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Holly Blouch
300 E. Poplar Ave., Apt. #215
Hummelstown, PA 17036
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Jenkins
5358 Saxon St
San Diego, CA 92115
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jennifer Custard
1011 Shadow Creek Dr
Stockton, CA 95209
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Belknap
2128 Pilgrim Hwy
Frankfort, MI 49635
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patt Reid
7 Lakeview Trail
Andover, NJ 07821
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Caulkins
437 Mundel Wy
Los Altos, CA 94022
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Canty
93 Stone Run Road
Bedminster, NJ 07921
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frances Chavarria
7333 Nw 54th Street
Miami, FL 33166
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randi Klein
95 Maynard Rd.
Northampton, MA 01060
Fracking threatens the health and well being of American communities and the environment. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Do not cave in to the excessive demands of the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. This may seem like a boon to our economy in the short run, though even that is highly questionable considering the serious degradation of the environment including the enormous amounts of scarce water that is polluted and permanently wasted in this process as well as the harm done to people's health. It will surely be detrimental to the overall health - economic and social - of the nation and the world in the long run.

Sincerely,

Ellen Johnson-Fay
2426 W Platte Ave
Colorado Springs, CO 80904
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marjorie Cochran  
1150 Kiwassa Lake Road  
Saranac Lake, NY 12983
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Menchini
894 14th St
San Francisco, CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Robinson
147 Jacquelyn Ct
Ridgecrest, CA 93555
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gill I
5413 North Lakewood Avenue
Chicago, IL 60640
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ilana Nilsen
329 Camby Rd
Verbank, NY 12585
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anita Besharat  
276 Alpine St.  
Pasadena, CA 91106
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lindsay Myers
8002 Lena Ln
Concrete, WA 98237
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Craig Henkle
5 Conners Road
Kingston, NY 12401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Stamp
1323 S. Perry St
Spokane, WA 99202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victoria Lamb
11747 Darlington Ave #304
Los Angeles, CA 90049
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Kilgore
2072 N. Elder Ave.
Huachuca City, AZ 85616
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eleanor Ulich
235 North Street
Manhasset Hills,, NY 11040
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Arkwright
714 Vanderbaker Rd.
Temple Terrace, FL 33617
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

N w
230 23rd Ave Apt 104
Seattle, WA 98112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Hansen
7822 115th Ave., Se, Newcastle
Newcastle, WA 98056
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victoria Ebeling
1440 North State Parkway
Chicago, IL 60610
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maurice Silverstein
203 East 72nd St
New York, NY 10021
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Scouras
1770 County Road 411
Lexington, TX 78947
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Grisaffi
4870 Creekbend
Houston, TX 77035
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Forrest Robleto
28 W Split Rock Dr
Cherry Hill, NJ 08003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lutz Filor
1680 Merrill Loop
San Jose, CA 95124
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gayle Hoyt
24 H. Heritage Drive
Chatham, NJ 07928
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Hawthorn
2621 Whiteway #1
Toledo, OH 43606
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lanier Hines
P.O. Box 590895
San Francisco, CA 94159
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Liza Cowan
59 Spruce Street
Burlington, VT 05401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Currently natural gas prices are low, so the industry is in a rush to move Marcellous shale gas to terminals for liquifaction and ultimately export, which will boost the domestic price of gas. Futhermore, fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to foreign markets. Well until the realization that shale gas exists throughout the world, and once the technology is deployed reachable by almost any nation. In Pennsylvania communities have had the land destroyed, and while some have profited, many have lost their homes and life's savings as a result of the industry plunder. These sacrifices might be a worthy trade off, if it were for reducing our nation's dependence on foreign energy or offset by a reduction in carbon emissions. But in fact only the gas industry stands to gain by manipulating demand and driving up costs to US consumers. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward F. Bacon
1900 Fairview Road
Glenmoore, PA 19343
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul yoder
5541 East Highway 126
Cuba, NM 87013
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Aronstam
200 Lovers Lane
Rolla, MO 65401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Jacques
11550 Meadowmeer Cir Ne
Bainbridge Island, WA 98110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lewis Ward
246 Smith Rd.
Newfield, NY 14867
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

M Arend
1404 E Hatch
Sturgis, MI 49091
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanna Piucci
205 E 95th St Apt 22g
New York, NY 10128
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Edmonds
Po Box 656
Inglis, FL 34449
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Romola Ghulamali
19408 Penrod Ter
Germantown, MD 20874
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Klemm
2140 Ingleside Ave., Apt. E8
Macon, GA 31204
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Mohl
Patmohl@Gulfel.Com
Gulf Shores, AL 36542
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Hussain
356 Walnut St.
Westville, IN 46391
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terri Roza
1851 E. Perkinsville Road
Chino Valley, AZ 86323
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julian Garberson
Po Box 34
Vineyard Haven, MA 02568
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kieron Edwards
2432 California St.
Berkeley, CA 94703
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joel Meza
P. O. Box 210144
San Francisco, CA 94121
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chuck Anthony
8804 Brandywine Rd Ne
Albuquerque, NM 87111
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Fred Flanagan
482 Washington Road
Barrington, RI 02806
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Atkins
Almada St
Hamilton, NY 12345
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fred Bevis
1115 Alfred Dr
Orlando, FL 32810
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Stone
Street Address
City, GA 30514
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Otte
1511 Kingsbury Dr.
Cape Girardeau, MO 63701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George & Shirley Karas
4555 E. Mayo Blvd, #34104
Phoenix, AZ 85050
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Ropicki
2015 Nw 35th Street
Gainesville, FL 32605
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Niki Vogt
17502 Evergreen Hwy Se
Vancouver, WA 98683
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Rose Inman
32 Mountain View Drive
Cold Spring, NY 10516
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Heckart
21 E. Main St
Trumansburg, NY 14886
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marion Olson
349 Old County Rd
Wells, ME 04090
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Bailes  
808 W. Lorain St.  
Appleton, WI 54914
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mara McManus
119 Oak Grove Place
Acworth, GA 30102
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diana Dudzienski  
1115 W Charles  
Champaign, IL 61821
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking seems to be an environmental nightmare. But regardless of these issues I am disturbed we are exporting energy out of the U.S. We should pace our extraction of domestic fossil fuels to ensure supplies in the future. The last thing we should be doing is ramping up extraction to send overseas. Plan for the future. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Wilson
625 Quaker Valley Rd.
Biglerville, PA 17307
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janis McSharry
2331 42nd Ave Sw Apt 216
Seattle, WA 98116
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Greg Jones
150 E. Ave. R 5
Palmdale, CA 93550
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lucille Scotti
500 Little Lake Road
Marquette, MI 49855
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Czerny Auyang
1507 8th Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Floyd
984 Plummer Rd
Shady Valley, TN 37688
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bob Dahlstrom
1045 Sorrento Road
Jacksonville, FL 32207
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lesha Farias
519 Franklin Avenue
Heath, OH 43056
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Toczek
316 Wadsworth Ave
Philadelphia, PA 19119
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Co
322 N. Midland Ave.
Nyack, NY 10960
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robby Ledoux
19 Beach Street #7
New York, NY 10013
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol greener
403 Donnelly Ct
Roseville, CA 95747
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Serena Keeler
1405 S Henderson St
Fort Worth, TX 76104
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claressa Guyette
417 Crane Ave
El Paso, TX 79922
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kerry Kilroy
16 Oneil Dr
Westborough, MA 01581
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Juanita Ryan
16010 Milvern Dr Whittier
Whittier, CA 90604
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Please stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Stand up for the health of our water, ourselves, and the earth!

Sincerely,

Dotty Caldwell
679 N Penobscot Rd
Penobscot, ME 04476
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Paggioli
112 Obre Place
Shrewsbury, NJ 07702
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jenn Drake
508 S Ingersoll St
Madison, WI 53703
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristin Berkery
9030 Acorn Ridge Circle
Elk Grove, CA 95758
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Grace Kelly
Po Box 275
New Baltimore, NY 12124
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lori Morrison-Contreras
3016 S. Central Park Ave.
Chicago, IL 60623
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

K Lanctot
Lockewood Lane
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Cachat
41 Curtis Avenue
Dalton, MA 01226
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Annd Canavan
4033 Richmond St
San Diego, CA 92103
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Dawn Howes
1756 S Spokane St
Seattle, WA 98144
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Moseley
3576 W. Lyndale
Chicago, IL 60647
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Klimek
20151 Woodward Ave
Big Rapids, MI 49307
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chelsea Howard-Foley
2144 Susquehanna Street
Harrisburg, PA 17110
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sally Bermudes
96 Far Fields Road
Brewster, MA 02631
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gayle Burstein
126 W Sterne Pkwy
Littleton, CO 80120
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Powell
18607 Walker'S Choice Rd. #4
Montgomery Village, MD 20886
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Lee
33 Hudson St
Jersey City, NJ 07302
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Lisa Hamilton
616 Ne Ivy St
Portland, OR 97212
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Marsted
14130 Gyrfalcon St
Truckee, CA 96161
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Hoffmann
274 Graceland Ave
Des Plaines, IL 60016
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Behm
2642 Mt. Morris Rd
Waynesburg, PA 15370
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanne Stebbins
7308 Alycia Ave
Richmond, VA 23228
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dione King
1268 Clayton St.
San Francisco, CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Richey
500 Dodds Avenue
Chattanooga, TN 37404
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lois Statlender
13 Linden St. Apt.5
Brookline, MA 02445
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melissa Yang
717 Starkey Ct
Erie, CO 80516
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allen Baker
2645 W Farwell Ave
Chicago, IL 60645
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Al Criswell
3553 High Bluff Drive
Largo, FL 33770
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carey Vaughan
516 Mesa Ave
Jefferson City, MO 65101
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Avrunin
53 Dennis Drive
Amherst, MA 01002
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark latham
187 School St.
Somerville, MA 02145
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rene Minshew  
12039 20th Ave, Ne  
Seattle, WA 98125
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Palla
P.O. Box 4243
Ocean City, MD 21843
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Kline
Po Box 74
Ashfield, MA 01330
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

With a glut of natural gas on U.S. markets, what possible purpose could be served by selling the gas overseas? How on earth does exporting our natural resources benefit Americans? Have you sold out? Is the "Change" that you were promising? Why don’t you sign a permit that says "If it comes from the natural resources of the AMERICAN PEOPLE it must be used by and for the AMERICAN PEOPLE! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Michael Kelly
519 California Street
Huntington Beach, CA 92648
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking is a horrible process. Why would we destroy our own living space to get gas/oil for others and to make our all controlling Corporations even more controlling than they already are. Take care people not corporations. Lynne

Sincerely,

Lynne Sootheran
714 Ridge Road
Decorah, IA 52101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Constance DiCandia
1531 Nw 79th Terr
Pembroke Pines, FL 33024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Livingstone
45 Park St.
Saratoga Springs, NY 12866
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Betty Sullivan
3939 Sunset Ave
Paducah, KY 42001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Geoff Begey
981 E 122nd Ave N
Belle Plaine, AR 72076
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Miller
1003 E 3rd Street
Austin, TX 78702
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Ohm
2642 S.14th Street
Milwaukee, WI 53215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We need to keep this resource for us and not export it.

Sincerely,

Jim Smith
647 Packard Dr
Grass Valley, CA 95945
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Doeppers
259 Richardson Dr
Mill Valley, CA 94941
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Adrienne Pollitz
6124 N Broadway St
Chicago, IL 60660
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Desloover
2245 Glenwood Ave
Toledo, OH 43620
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Hillerstrom
1620 Glengarry Drive
Cary, NC 27511
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle David
52 Sutton St Fl 3
Brooklyn, NY 11222
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John eschen
308 E St
Grand Coulee, WA 99133
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Weiner
72 Standish Drive
Scarsdale, NY 10583
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey M
1575 West Fifth Street
Oxnard, CA 93030
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allan Martling
1581 N. Genesee Dr.
Lansing, MI 48915
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Hemmelman
424 N. Huron Ave.
Pierre, SD 57501
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erich Gibbs
Boc 558
Wilmette, IL 60091
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dianna MacLeod
720 Edgecliff Drive
Langley, WA 98260
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shelley Kasle
418 N Herbert Ave
Tucson, AZ 85705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dustin Glick
21-25 42nd St
Astoria, NY 11105
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Solomon
139 South Broad Street
Norwich, NY 13815
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Faustino Dunckhorst
5153 Villaview Dr
Pittsburgh, PA 15236
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael MacIntyre
2181 High Dunes Lane
Laughlin, NV 89029
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Sincerely,  
Kevin Graves  
Alta  
Louisville, KY 40207
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Put resources into developing wind and solar power, good for the planet, good for people.

Sincerely,

Barbara Whipperman
6111 Bernhard Ave.
Richmond, CA 94805
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Sandoval
14545 Crest Court
City, CA 91709
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Colleen Fraley
2130 Fulton
San Francisco, CA 94117
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ismini Karvela
56 N. Evergreen Dr.
Selden, NY 11784
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Scott Silva
300 Indian Way
East Stroudsburg, PA 18302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Hernandez
3708 Sunbrook Rd
Madison, WI 53704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Walker
1248 Rose St.
Berkeley, CA 94702
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Yvonne Morris
295 Burley Rd
Rochester, NY 14612
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tina Ellis
158 Edsyl Street
Newport News, VA 23602
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Soher Youssef
314 North 3rd Street
Campbell, CA 95008
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maria Gonzalez
8445 W Bryn Mawr - Apt 1n
Chicago, IL 60631
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff Mallory
45955 Pfeiffer Ridge Road
Big Sur, CA 93920
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dan Gotch
1114 Kenet Pl
Pacific Grove, CA 93950
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arlene Mathews
10027 Casaba Ave.
Chatsworth, CA 91311
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Whiteford
3860 S.Higuera
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Faith Attaguile
P.O. Box 3875
Rancho Santa Fe, CA 92067
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marguerite Allen
38 Maywood Drive
Danville, IL 61832
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Vicki De Vore
3614 Redding
Oakland, CA 94619
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Parsons
4030 Berrendo Drive
Sacramento, CA 95864
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Steven Meissner
3810 Pershing Ave
San Diego, CA 92104
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Corcoran
212 W Chino St
Seligman, AZ 86337
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Regina Phillips
20134 Leadwell Street
Winnetka, CA 91306
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jonathon Polly
125 Gardenside Dr. #308
Sf, CA 94131
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Daniel Zimmer
836 Westbourne Dr #102
West Hollywood, CA 90069
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dean Pasvankias
Po Box 186
Sausalito, CA 94966
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Loretta Kane
1063 Peralta Ave
Albany, CA 94706
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Natalie Hubbard
240 Natoma Station Dr. Apt 74
Folsom, CA 95630
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Nelesen
8945 Lemon Ave
La Mesa, CA 91941
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Luu Le
Po Box 1118
Alamo, CA 94507
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Paul Spruell
9407 Old Redwood Hyw. # G
Penngrove, CA 94951
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arna Schutz
6300 Ellenview Ave
West Hills, CA 91307
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shirley Stead
3345 Cropley Ct
San Jose, CA 95132
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank McFalone
776 Arcata Ave.
Lemoore, CA 93245
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Erickson
16388 Estralita Drive
Sonora, CA 95370
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Georgia Ireland
214 Cowing St.
Silverton, OR 97381
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Bolton
57 Collingwood St
San Francisco, CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tracy Carver
1408 Sycamore St
Raleigh, NC 27604
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Camille McPherson
4536 Natalie Dr.
San Diego, CA 92115
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Mckinlay
Po Box 5006
Hercules, CA 94547
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Tuttle
7844 Hygiene Rd
Longmont, CO 80503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Mauroff
710 Darmstadt Ave
Egg Harbor, NJ 08215
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

John Oliver
4501 Lazyriver Drive
Durham, NC 27712
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ashley Briscoe
2507 Nicollet Ave Apt 15
Minneapolis, MN 55404
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lloyd Daniels
25210 Lake Wilderness Country Club Dr Se
Maple Valley, WA 98038
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Abelman
39 Evans Street
Watertown, MA 02472
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Hubbs
315 Sw Twin Oaks Crcle
Corvallis, OR 97333
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fran Rutter
3148 S Chickory Way
Boise, ID 83706
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Cohen
10 Warren Avenue
Great Barrington, MA 01230
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Poirier
Po Box 228
Cashmere, WA 98815
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Hickey
603 S Braintree Dr
Schaumburg, IL 60193
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Keith Lefevre
Po Box 630733
Littleton, CO 80163
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn McCarville
3490 Gatlin Drive
Rockledge, FL 32955
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Life is too short and our planet is too fragile, we cannot afford to increase climate change by encouraging dirty extraction practices like fracking. Our water, our air, our native soils and the health of all Americans is at stake here! NO, NO, No to fracking and its exportation!

Sincerely,

Dorothy Varellas
35 Carr St
San Francisco, CA 94124
Re: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Wood
1427 N Bryant St
Portland, OR 97217
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Cho
5225 White Willow Dr. M100
Fort Collins, CO 80528
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please respect our land. It gives us our survival. Fracking is rape of what gives us life..

Sincerely,

Ellen Geer
21418 Entrada Rd
Topanga, CA 90290
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Caitlin Brooks
9011
Richland, MI 49083
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eada Webb
116 Hazleton Lane
Oak Ridge, TN 37830
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary McMaster
2131 Suncrest St.
Atwater, CA 95301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Neuwald Falcon
13730 15th Ave Ne #F203
Seattle, WA 98125
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a very toxic threat to American communities, the environment and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Horst Stapelfeldt
3525 Se 1st Ave
Cape Coral, FL 33904
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Hopper
210 Hoit Road
Concord, NH 03301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roberta Waddell
100 Riverside Drive
New York, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Saunders
170 King St
San Francisco, CA 94107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Angelica Harter
16 Arlington St.
Cambridge, MA 02140
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Trevor Robinson
1201 Bentwood Rd
Austin, TX 78722
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patty Schlueter
831 N. Granite St.
Gilbert, AZ 85234
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Hulseapple
647 County Highway 78
Middletown, NY 10940
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dawn Rodriguez
10103 Keppler Dr
San Diego, CA 92124
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Coffman
821 Richardson Ct.
Palo Alto, CA 94303
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patrick scarry
9 Treeline Dr.
O'Fallon, MO 63366
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Clapp
Po Box 561
Leeds, MA 01053
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jason Schmidt
10309 N. Baltimore
Kansas City, MO 64155
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kyle Delaney
2327 32nd Ave E Bradenton, Fl
Bradenton, FL 34208
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ann Lehman
9873 Boulder Cr
Davisburg, MI 48350
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eva Mile
Po Box 17341
Winston Salem, NC 27116
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Luis Garza
312 Lark Ave.
Mcallen, TX 78504
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Marshall
4769 Sw Elbe Dr.
Madras, OR 97741
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Pascucci
1125 Commonwealth Ave, #11
Allston, MA 02134
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roma Earles
1780 N 300 Rd
Baldwin City, KS 66006
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sam Dratch
610 Clematis Street
West Palm Beach, FL 33401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Walter Paul ILLERT
5
St. Louis, MO 63116
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Luurtsema
102 Kevin Lane
Windsor, CT 06095
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Boots Whithead
1323 Clover St Ne
Olympia, WA 98516
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Demas
8814 Fort Hamilton Pkwy
Brooklyn, NY 11209
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Winslow
8244 Taunton Place
Springfield, VA 22152
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Juliet Martinez
1137 S Duquesne Dr
Tucson, AZ 85710
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Craig Olson
11417 Winnetka Ave. N.
Champlin, MN 55316
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Braun
4941 Odessa Ave
Encino, CA 91436
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Boguslaw Kulesza
1057 2nd Ave
Franklin Square, NY 11010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Hey! Wake up! Why would we export gas or oil anyway? It’s just encouraging destructive behavior, plus it F’s up our own backyard. QUIT IT!

Sincerely,

Ken Lindsay
Ashland
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ernie Looney
P.O. Box 800302
Santa Clarita, CA 91380
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Betsy Flick
423 7th St
New Cumberland, PA 17070
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mardell Klasen
909 Mayflower Ave.
Bloomington, IL 61701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roberto Brazy
Po Box 10153
Santa Fe, NM 87504
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Molly Noland
460 K Street
Penrose, CO 81240
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katharina Hunter
356 Se Maple St
Hillsboro, OR 97123
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann O'Connell
804 N Marsh Ct.
Florence, OR 97439
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alan Bonney
4030 Se Holgate Blvd Apt K
Portland, OR 97202
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Wartell
1076 Opal St Unit 3
San Diego, CA 92109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vernon Fath
134 Riverside Drive
Florence, MA 01062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jesse Engel
10521 Seabury Ln
Los Angeles, CA 90077
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom swem
1637 S. Smithville Rd.
Dayton, OH 45410
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Morden
3308 Appomattox
Port Huron, MI 48060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Horton
6916 Saint Marys Road
Hillsborough, NC 27278
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robin Pratt
1310 Berkeley Way, Apt. 1
Berkeley, CA 94702
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Theobald
14235 Bayes Ave
Lakewood, OH 44107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

IS IT TRUE THAT ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES ON BY-PRODUCTS FROM FRACKING ARE BEING IGNORED? Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Jastrab
127 W 25th St.
Vancouver, WA 98660
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

John Schubert
5996 Beverly Hills Road
Coopersburg, PA 18036
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurie Geller
19801 Ne 8th St
Camas, WA 98607
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eva Boone
8001 Cummings Rd
Maple Mount, KY 42356
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. You should use it to help clean up our own air. And it should be done far more responsibly than it so far has.

Sincerely,

Steve paxton
Pob 22
E. Charleston, VT 05833
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Cartwright
3930 Boles Creek Drive
Duluth, GA 30096
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Blecher
313 Utica St
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa PATTON
1881 Sutter St Apt 105
San Francisco, CA 94115
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe Calhoun
6403 Waipouli Rd
Kapaa, HI 96746
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Miller
2015 Tetlow Place
Sarasota, FL 34239
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Haskins
4248 Copeland Avenue
San Diego, CA 92105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ian BOSSERMAN
2270 Junpier Ave.
Morro Bay, CA 93442
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Help make alternative energy the norm.

Sincerely,

Abbie Kennedy
4552 Zenobia Street
Denver, CO 80212
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bailey Barnes
1860 Upham St.
Lakewood, CO 80214
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pat A. Farmer
8016 Pine Drive
Felton, CA 95018
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sara roderer
10616 Harborough Rd
Richmond, VA 23238
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alejandro Sanchez
4008 N Avers
Chicago, IL 60618
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

I strongly object to the process of fracking, since the chemicals involved and the physical process itself can cause irrevocable harm to the environment. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of, and demand for, fracking in the United States, by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. I would prefer to see fracking banned, not increased. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Rice
2324 Sea Avenue
Indialantic, FL 32903
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Waters
188 Huckleberry Lane
Florence, OR 97439
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gragg Vaill
1019a Ne Lindsay Ave
Lees Summit, MO 64086
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amalia Jankord
10380 Clearwater Path
Lonsdale, MN 55046
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wayne Hansen
415 Julian Woods Lane
Julian, PA 16844
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Sentner
2112 Cassowary Ln
Apex, NC 27523
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Danny Thompson
2619 W. Avondale St.
Poplar Bluff, MO 63901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Griswold
P.O. Box 233
Newbury, VT 05051
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Schader
1601 Sunnyvale Ave #19
Walnut Creek, CA 94597
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Keeney
101 Russell St
Warren, PA 16365
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Rokey
101 Russell St
Warren, PA 16365
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Middleton
615 Lawelawe St.
Honolulu, HI 96821
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronald Illingworth
5730 Eielson Farm Road
North Pole, AK 99705
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edris Jorgensen  
27010 Se 170th St  
City, WA 98027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lois Lovelace
P O Box 65104
Shreveport, LA 71136
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom sullivan
7034 N Wellesley Ave
Portland, OR 97203
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jason Litzow
1380 W. Main St. Apt #115
Whitewater, WI 53190
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Weil  
79 Piedmont St.  
Arlington, MA 02476
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathleen King
326 Selwyn Dr
Frederick, MD 21701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hannah Siano
4209 Nordum Rd.
Everson, WA 98247
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Ruberg
124 Manaqua Rd
Freehold, NJ 07728
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Quinn Burgess
No
Sonora, CA 95370
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Best
121 National Ave Apt B
Langhorne, PA 19047
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dale smith
3119 Cedar Drive
Overgaard, AZ 85933
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leoni Fred
4001 N Fairhill Street
Philadelphia, PA 19140
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Snavely  
2706 Redbud Lane, #3  
Lawrence, KS 66046
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kon Damas
Po Box 270056
Louisville, CO 80027
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alan Kurzer
768 West 51st Street
Norfolk, VA 23508
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Miller
6811 Mayfield Road #482
Mayfield Heights, OH 44124
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Savonen
Kreiger Cr Rd
Careywood, ID 83809
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacki Hileman
9800 7th Ave Apt 151
Hesperia, CA 92345
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ari Amir
295 Decatur Street
Brooklyn, NY 11233
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Francis Polsenberg
50 Selye Terrace
Rochester, NY 14613
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy burgess
1010 Goodnight Road
Salisbury, NC 28147
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Thompson
851 Beatrice
Salina, KS 67401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dan Overholtzer
3208 122nd Ave. E.
Edgewood, WA 98372
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Magenheimer
849 S. Normandie Ave. #202
Los Angeles, CA 90005
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claudia Curran
38835 Historic Columbia River Hwy
Corbett, OR 97019
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Pickrell
271 Santa Clara Ave
Oakland, CA 94610
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Spann
S3921 Bakkom Rd.
Viroqua, WI 54665
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

John blackwell
1105 Zimmerscheidt Rd
Columbus, TX 78934
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathry@Earthlink.Net frey
210 West 107th 3h
New York, NY 10025
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Earl Harris
9257 Summit Street Road S. E.
Heath, OH 43056
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie Peterson
3416 Madera Ave
Oakland, CA 94619
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Tucker
617 S Mountain Rd
Dillsburg, PA 17019
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Burkam
Po Box 324
Nutrioso, AZ 85932
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cassie Robles
129 Ne 75th Avenue
Hillsboro, OR 97124
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Glen Silva
3228 Elvia St
Lafayette, CA 94549
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Stoughton
3417 Concetta Way
Sacramento, CA 95821
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Musmeci Kimball
724 Melinda Dr.
Oxford, OH 45056
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Morgan Girling
364-145th Pl Se
Bellevue, WA 98007
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

THIS IS AN ABSOLUTE NO!!! Please don’t cause more harm to our already delicate drinking water supplies! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rick Waller
17247 Patricia Way
Grass Valley, CA 95949
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Merle Felder
4230 Northbrook Court
Peoria, IL 61614
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jillian Lopez
3621 Charlotte St.
Kansas City, MO 64109
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Cuellar
312 N. Curtis
Alhambra, CA 91801
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melissa Coogan
7a Great Pasture Rd
Redding, CT 06896
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diana Maurer
13800 Frontier Lane
Burnsville, MN 55337
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurie Duncan
9240 Woodhall Bay N
Brooklyn Park, MN 55443
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara martin
2780 Bromley
San Carlos, CA 94070
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Cheri Murphy
Po Box 6974
Ketchikan, AK 99901
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Surace
116 Pinehurst Ave. #F45
New York, NY 10033
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brenda Hull
293 Chestnut Log Gap
Hayesville, NC 28904
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking to get natural gas constitutes a toxic threat to American communities and the future of a life sustainable environment. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. We ask you to stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lewis Patrie
99 Eastmoor Drive
Asheville, NC 28805
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sidney Gelb
1550 Beacon Street Apt 11b
Brookline, MA 02446
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emily Smith
682 Grand Ave.
St. Paul, MN 55406
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fran Harkins
3700 Venango Ave.
Munhall, PA 15120
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bethany Yarrow
295 Grand Street
Brooklyn, NY 11211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jose Calderon
1256 North Church St
Moores town, NJ 08057
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Vicaro
1131 Mellon St
Pittsburgh, PA 15206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. JUST SAY NO!

Sincerely,

Robert Cooley
1012 Truman Ave #203
Key West, FL 33040
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Woods
P O Box 28
Ferrum, VA 24088
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Copp
N8141 975th Street
River Falls, WI 54022
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Penny Garrett
851 Mission De Oro Street
Redding, CA 96003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis Frank
833 Myers Rd
East Freedom, PA 16637
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fred Marschner
100 Pringle Ave; Ste 505
Walnut Creek, CA 94596
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Valerie Cheasty
860 Live Oak Avenue
Menlo Park, CA 94025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Evelyn Barrack
1763 S Eton St
Birmingham, MI 48009
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Johanna Halbeisen
74 Barrett #206
Northampton, MA 01060
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Horton
6676 Mission St., Suite M
Daly City, CA 94014
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Julianne Savage
35 Grove St
Greenfieldstgreenfield, MA 01301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lara Trout
3123 E. 13th Street
Vancouver, WA 98661
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gloria Kemper-O’Neil
Lancashire Ave
Louisville, KY 40205
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Leslie Leslie
124 Reed St.
Mill Valley, CA 94941
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Susan Stout
8103 Hull Drive
Wyndmoor, PA 19038
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Walker
1325 Se Marion St.
Portland, OR 97202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Stromek
1 Mill St. Apt 505
Franklin, NJ 07416
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Fry
616 Salem Heights Ave S
Salem, OR 97302
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rosemary Carey
698 Alexander Court
River Vale, NJ 07675
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ramin Skibba
3329 Herman Ave.
San Diego, CA 92104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Betty Cohen
903 Pinehurst Blvd
Kalamazoo, MI 49006
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jon Flory Schrock
427 N. Carrie St.
Mcpherson, KS 67460
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Gates
37 Virgil Drive
Rochester, NY 14609
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon castelli
89 Holyoke St.
Easthampton, MA 01027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Fine
9 Lake Boon Dr
Hudson, MA 01749
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

As you know, fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. PLEASE DO stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christina Graybill
5431 Auburn Blvd., #150
Sacramento, CA 95841
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Evan Remash
70 S 1st Street
Brooklyn, NY 11211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melanie Jackson
14530 262nd Ave S E
Issaquah, WA 98027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Liszcz
322 Westley Rd
Mohnton, PA 19540
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brett Eldredge
1017 Isaac James Ave.
Chico, CA 95928
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jack & Pat Crowther
3047 Birch St
Bishop, CA 93514
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Richard Watson
315 Seabury Drive
Bloomfield, CT 06002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Jung
1175 Emerson St
Denver, CO 80218
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leah Strayer
337 West 21st Street, 1d
New York, NY 10011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Badough
P.O. Box 4292
Victoria, TX 77903
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Guffey
6110 Cherokee Drive
Granbury, TX 76049
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fraking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert House
1453 N. Ellington Pl.
Eagle, ID 83616
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Reilly Anderson
5318 S Brandon St
Seattle, WA 98118
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Denise Skeeter
829 Loma Ave
Long Beach, CA 90804
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Virgil Levinger
7 Noren Way
Point Reyes Station, CA 94956
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

T havazelet
48 Fenwick Rd
Hastings, NY 10706
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Bennett
749 Purchase Streets
New Bedford, MA 02740
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Modarressi
8 Roland Green
Baltimore, MD 21210
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Kelly
303 N. Orange Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90036
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Matthew Baldwin
3020 Cowley Way Apt 203
San Diego, CA 92117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kerry chase
1299 S Main St
Yreka, CA 96097
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronald Kuriloff
130 Norwood Avenue
Malverne, NY 11565
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

June Wink
155 Sandisfield Rd.
Sandisfield, MA 01255
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Philip Patterson
2901 165th Street
Flushing, NY 11358
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Dawn Ebersole
417 Poplar St
Boyne City, MI 49712
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Alison Ruble
9817 Jellison St
Westminster, CO 80021
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lucia Durand
1035 Nw 31st St.
Corvallis, OR 97330
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Duffy
190 White Street
Howell, NJ 07731
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Damon Lynch
315 5th St Se Apt 103
Minneapolis, MN 55414
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Orlich
1369 Westbrooke Meadows Ln
Ballwin, MO 63021
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Hansen
3944 Llano Rd
Santa Rosa, CA 95407
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Weitz
1615 N Rose St
Burbank, CA 91505
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dama Hanks
3560 Via Marina
Oxnard, CA 93035
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cecilia Chu-Juluri
3576 Rue Chene Dor
San Jose, CA 95148
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Shields
5861 63rd St
Sacramento, CA 95824
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deo Schlupp
5194 Zinnia Ct
Arvada, CO 80002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy DeSantis
Desantis.Amy@Gmail.Com
1328 Abelia Way, VA 23454
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

The natural gas industry is advertising that the abundance of gas here at home will help us to be energy independent. It make no sense, in this context of energy independence, to build facilities to export the gas. Either the industry is being patriotic and helping the U.S. economy, or it is lying to the American public and is only interested in large profits. It can't be both ways. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Dempsey
27911 Calle Belmonte
San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Hollins
1797 Santa Monica St
Fairfield, CA 94533
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rosamunde Blanck
75 Riverside Drive
New York, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Lange
4296 Upper Smith Gap Road
Saylorsburg, PA 18353
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lorraine Stepchin
44 True Rd
Seabrook, NH 03874
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dawn Busalacchi
115 Shawn Ct.
Granville, OH 43023
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dawn Spencer
532 Case Ave
Elyria, OH 44035
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deni Mack
32 Queensboro Rd
Rochester, NY 14609
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gretchen klein
3449 Benny Lineberry Rd
Climax, NC 27233
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brenda wyrick
7870 Tatum Dr
Frisco, TX 75034
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Barnes
1766 Southwind Lane
Maplewood, MN 55109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas J. Kuna-Jacob, BSFS, MA
103 Mill Street, Pob 75
Kane (An Exurb Of St. Louis, Mo), IL 62054
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dawn McMurray-Guard
2913 Cottingham St
Oceanside, CA 92054
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carl hiemstral
80 Van Leuven Dr S
Renselaer, NY 12144
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heyward Nash
2625 Park Avenue
Minneapolis, MN 55407
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Don’t let this happen. Fracking is not good. I oppose this proposal.

Sincerely,

Michael Guest  
851 Stanton Ct  
Carmel, IN 46033
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Susie Shapira
835 Kansas St
San Francisco, CA 94107
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Manning
6041 Suellen Ct
Goleta, CA 93117
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Denene Roberts
85696 Jasper Park Rd
Pleasant Hill, OR 97455
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sally Finnican
305 Indian Rock Rd
New Canaan, CT 06840
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Parks
138 N. Avon Rd.
Elmhurst, IL 60126
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randall Tate
5212 Austin Rd
Hixson, TN 37343
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Stofer
4014 Nw Witham Hill Dr Apt 94
Corvallis, OR 97330
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keith Nauls
287 Atchison St
Pasadena, CA 91104
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hans-Peter Heinrich
Flensburger Str. 13
Frankfurt, IL 60435
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim Lamont
Po Box 395
Monroe, OR 97456
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bryan Gahres
552 W Walnut St
Cleona, PA 17042
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol ruth
661 Cabrillo
Stanford, CA 94305
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Bradford
Po Box 39
Deer Harbor, WA 98243
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mardelle Barnett
473 Cheryl Ct.
St. Johns, FL 32259
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maria Minerva
2505 Soma Ave
Bellmore, NY 11710
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maria Olshin
27 W Greenleaf St
Emmaus, PA 18049
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Farrell Hopkins
232 Stormy St Ne
Albany, OR 97322
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alan Ferguson
7211 Lakewood Dr Apt 120
Austin, TX 78750
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Aiello
227 West 6th Street
Santa Rosa, CA 95401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kara Soule
439 Meigs St. Apt. 1
Rochester, NY 14607
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Anderson
15 Bonnell Street
Flemington, NJ 08822
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Brush
2718 Roundtree Drive
Troy, MI 48083
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE curtail this environmentally disasterous practice. We are irreparably damaging the crust of the earth. You have the power to stand up and make a difference for our environment.

Sincerely,

Catherine Campanaro
210 Nolf Road Nazareth, Pa
Nazareth, PA 18064
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamala Sayasane
27 Huckleberry Court
Brisbane, CA 94005
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jay Haskins
403 U St
Port Townsend, WA 98368
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Jackson
9551 Rocky Brook Way
Elk Grove, CA 95624
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alison Bryan
4150 Post Canyon Drive
Hood River, OR 97031
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ryan Hammond
13 England St
Lowell, MA 01852
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Morris older  
50 La Encinal  
Orinda, CA 94563
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Johnson
1217 Kirby St. Ne
Albuquerque, NM 87112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Rogan
17706 Blue Tent School Rd
Nevada City, CA 95959
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Olivia Birdsall
310 3rd Ave.
New York, NY 10010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura THOMAS
2209 Crew Circle
Dayton, OH 45439
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allen Yun
1613 Auburn Ave
Rockville, MD 20850
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Dorothy Carrington Smith
11421 Creedmoor Road
Raleigh, NC 27614
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

I worked for the oil and gas industry in the 80s, when all this fracking and flooding started. They knew then and know now it’s not healthy for people or the planet. Shame on you for allowing yourself to be bought by an industry with record profits and record tax breaks, giveaways, etc. No wonder people don’t believe in the government, government integrity and or your ability to do the people’s business for the people. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doreen Dvorin
4737 Rounding Run Rd
Charlotte, NC 28277
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Ohio seems to be one of your "sacrifice zones" because you who make these decisions won't let this happen in your backyard. Until you are willing to sacrifice your backyard, you MUST NOT encourage fracking for any fossil fuel in anyone else's backyard.

Sincerely,

Patricia Denny
7465 Mountain Quail Pl
Painesville, OH 44077
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Thomas
6 Upper Luther Road
Red Lodge, MT 59068
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Clarence Berry
1028 Robert Derrick
Schertz, TX 78154
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Cheesman
1111 Garcia Rd.
Santa Barbara, CA 93103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomasin Alyxander
10044 Brooks Road
Windsor, CA 95492
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Ferrara
22 Echowood Drive
East Amherst, NY 14051
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Delafuente
1950 Barrett Lakes Blvd Nw
Kennesaw, GA 30144
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Lavelle
19206 Redtail Drive
Spring Grove, MN 55974
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Lane
2776 Whitlock Dr.
Darien, IL 60561
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teckla Wattman
2150 N Meridian Apt# 2002
Wichita, KS 67203
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mannie berhane
2908 Berrywood Ct
Mesquite, TX 75181
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sabine Bradley-Phillips
5416 3/4 Fountain Av
Los Angeles, CA 90029
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We can't continue down this road of destruction of the planet. We shouldn't be fracking for a million reasons! We have to move away from fossil fuels so we shouldn't be ruining our water supply in order to get at something we shouldn't be using! Follow Germany's lead in going to green. Start with public education in the schools so it can trickle up to parents. Show Chasing Ice to everyone in the country so they "get it." There isn't much time left. We can't focus on debt or even how long Social Security will last if the planet will die first and there will be no humans able to live in the harsh conditions.

Sincerely,

Pam Ramirez
2820 Grant Ave.
Richmond, CA 94804
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Phinney
62 Scenic Drive
Orinda, CA 94563
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lorraine Latreille
8925 Sawtelle Way
Sacramento, CA 95826
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vaughn Porter
2323 N.W. 188th Ave Apt 2421
Hillsboro, OR 97124
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Parzino
128 12th Ave
Kirkland, WA 98033
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robin Finesmith
1660 Green Bay Road, Apt. C205
Highland Park, IL 60035
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dr. Peter Geidel
418 17th Avenue
Paterson, NJ 07504
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Haemmerle
1 Bergen Hill Road
Rockaway, NJ 07866
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shirley Vitela
3325 Mexico Court
Colorado Springs, CO 80920
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Merlino
15 Gwendolyn Place
East Islip, NY 11730
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. While it is a given that fossil fuels will be a part of the equation for American energy for the near term - until Americans flex their entrepreneurial muscles and capitalize on renewables that are so abundant - fracking is severely damaging to our environment and the climate. Allowing the export of fracked gas would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Please stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Wolf
3800 Reseda Ct
Waterford, MI 48329
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Strean
38764 N. Linden Ave
Beach Park, IL 60099
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Scott
3496 Hurricane Cr Rd
Winfield, WV 25213
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheldon Brown
180 Sunnyside Rd.
Easton, PA 18042
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Theodore Kneupper
135 Pink Rd
Slippery Rock, PA 16057
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Watson
943 E Lincoln Ave.
Columbus, OH 43229
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terry Warkentine
1109 Arizona Ne
Albuquerque, NM 87110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matthew Schultz
4-5 Kamigaki-Cho
Nishinomiya-Shi Japan, FL 32250
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Richardson
27 Englewood Road
Clifton, NJ 07012
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melissa Whitehead
2610 X St #3
Sacramento, CA 95818
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susanne Freidberg
6 Arlington Street #31
Cambridge, MA 02140
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

We banned the use of 2,4-D and other pesticides in the US, but allowed corporations to continue manufacturing them so their workers could get sick and people in other countries could too. Ditto with recognizing the health implications of tobacco smoking - we encourage Americans to stop smoking, but support American cigarette makers who export their product worldwide. After all, who cares about a bunch of Asian teenagers anyway? Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Then it will be someone else's fault when greenhouse gas emissions keep climbing. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Matthews  
274 No. Centre Ave  
Rockville Centre, NY 11570
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Schrier
1 Charles St
Waverly, NY 14892
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jason Sterling
1554 38th Ave
Sacramento, CA 95822
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Merlene Stuerzer-Rhodes
22806 E. 131 St. So.
Broken Arrow, OK 74014
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Smith
8188 Santaluz Village Grn N
San Diego, CA 92127
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maryanne Kramer
9238 Beowulf
San Antonio, TX 78254
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Clifford Smith
8725 Osage Drive
Tampa, FL 33634
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. You asked us in your inaugural address to let you hear from us, so I am writing to ask you to please reject applications to export fracked gas. The process in itself causes a huge carbon footprint, increasing Global Warming. The methane emissions from fracked natural gas operations may be worse for the climate than coal.

Sincerely,

Carroll Gilges Gilges
6225 Sugar Hollow Road
Crozet, VA 22932
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alice Foster
8209 N 6th St
Phx, AZ 85020
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kaye Martino
15 Mesita Circle
Silver City, NM 88061
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claudia Mackey
5242 Grouse Run Dr.
Stockton, CA 95207
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randal Parcel
14118 73rd Pl Ne L204
Kirkland, WA 98034
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roland Follot
700 Horton Dr.
Silver Spring, MD 20902
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Alyia Paulding
1611 Miriam St.
Swissvale, Pa, PA 15218

CREDO Action
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanine denitto
Po Box 10166
Trenton, NJ 08650
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chad Stemm
4505 Nw Washington St
Vancouver, WA 98663
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Slowik
P.O. Boxs 17535
Elpaso, TX 79917
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alice D. Rosenfeld
492c Heritage Hills
Somers, NY 10589
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

April Taylor-Clift
2330 W. St. Paul Ave.
Chicago, IL 60647
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

River Gordon
227 Lowry Avenue Ne #2
Minneapolis, MN 55418
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Bovard
801 Gilbert Ct. #302
Iowa City, IA 52240
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

David Gleason
Po Box 2135
Clackamas, OR 97015
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Bandler
51 Woodledge Road
Needham, MA 02492
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Timothy Ryan
1723 Griffith Park Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael pottinger
320 10st
Arcata, CA 95521
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Travis Israels
1418 1st Ave E
Spencer, IA 51301
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Berklee ROBINS
14071 Chatham Court
Lake Oswego, OR 97035
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric J. Arroyo
3725 Henry Hudson Parkway
New York, NY 10463
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Patterson
653 Glenmont Drive
Solana Beach, CA 92075
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Denise Wernikoff
15 Elizabeth Circle
Newton, MA 02465
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jennifer Anthony
4423 Nw Chanticleer Dr
Portland, OR 97229
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Schwartz
3827 Ne 17th Street Circle
Ocala, FL 34470
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vivian Pyle
37 Saddle Ridge Rd.
Pound Ridge, NY 10576
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Russell
1419 N Fairfax Ave Apt 1
West Hollywood, CA 90046
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ben Deatrick
1477 S Holt Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90035
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ilda Johnston
7 Papineau Ave
Worcester, MA 01603
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Joseph Sinzer
168 Cedar Street
Cedar Grove, NJ 07009
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beverly Bradshaw
305hamilton Street
Fredericksburg, VA 22408
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff Stout
24 W. Court St
Cincinnati, OH 45202
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Regina Leeds
10311 Riverside Dr., Toluca Lake, Ca
North Hollywoid, CA 91602
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Applebaum
3229 Lake Albano Circle
San Jose, CA 95135
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Gutfleisch
N72 W22488 Jeanine
Sussex, WI 53089
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

I oppose the use of fracking because I believe that it is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We need to be developing the use of other clean and green renewable energy resources.

Sincerely,

Caren Beach
232 Castle Lane
East Peoria, IL 61611
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lydia Stone
141 N Princeton Ave
Columbus, OH 43222
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ben Marshall
4225 Bluffview Blvd
Dallas, TX 75209
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marcia Lieberman
141 Elton St
Providence, RI 02906
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Melissakis
98 Maple Avenue
Patchogue, NY 11772
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terri David
825 C Merrimon Ave., #235
Asheville, NC 28804
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Walter Koch
19 Plumas
Goleta, CA 93117
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kris Fury
5643 Sonoma Drive Apt 4
Pleasanton, CA 94566

CREDO Action
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Wolfe
105 Sunnyside Lane
Columbus, OH 43214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Fahlman
9224 Sandy Lake Cir
Gaithersburg, MD 20879
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Julie Ann Sullivan 7301 Orchard Drive Loveland, Colorado 80538

Sincerely,

Julie Ann Sullivan
7301 Orchard Drive
Loveland, CO 80538
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Osburn
366 Middle Road
Dover, NH 03820
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christina Robertson
650 W Arroyo St
Reno, NV 89509
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ross Anderson
20 Pinewood Ave.
Saratoga Springs, NY 12866
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Boney
10 Allen Rd
Bridgewater, NJ 08807
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Geoffrey Clark
4013 W Waterman Ave
Tampa, FL 33609
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Tunison
10770 Blaine Rd
Brighton, MI 48114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Brooks
15 Bartlett St.
Watertown, MA 02472
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Matthew Hemenway
7700 Covey Chase Drive
Charlotte, NC 28210
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Odgers
500 Acacia Ave
San Bruno, CA 94066
Utility Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Schaeffer
35 Francis Place
Caldwell, NJ 07006
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Crary
6815 Sw Capitol Hill Rd 14
Portland, OR 97219
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

E. W. Waggener
620 Penniman Rd
Williamsburg, VA 23185
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities, agriculture, water, air, and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. President Obama – you need to clearly understand this – you allowing fracked gas exports = YOU taking a big step toward making global warming happen faster, and causing higher natural gas prices for Americans here at home. If you really want to tackle climate change, the very least you can do is reject permits to export natural gas!

Sincerely,

M. Kramer
435 30th Ave W
Bradenton, FL 34205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Posner
5040 Codorniz Way
Oceanside, CA 92057
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mykie Reidy
99 Parkridge Lane
Pittsburgh, PA 15228
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Felicia Kandel
Street Address
Kew Gardens, NY 11415
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlotte Mays
Po Box 4
Florence, CO 81226
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mitch Goldstein
7235a N Campbell Ave
Chicago, IL 60645
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Barbara Sickles
14028 N 57 St
Scottsdale, AZ 85254
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Shaak
3440 Stoner Ave
Reading, PA 19606
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katie Durfee
822 Hubble St
Fairbury, NE 68352
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Dalton
16951 Jackass Flats Rd.
Nevada City, CA 95959
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harlan Lebo
13117 Springford Drive
La Mirada, CA 90638
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leisha Mack
4920 West 20th
Los Angeles, CA 90016
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ric Mondragon
2229 Prospect Ave.
Venice, CA 90291
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Colin Donohue
18674 Evergreen Cir
Fountain Vly, CA 92708
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Mayer
1203 Stewart St
Santa Rosa, CA 95404
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Latorre
703 Cleveland St.
Redwood City, CA 94061
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Buckley
7250 Fitch Avenue
Indianapolis, IN 46240
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Betsy Kalin
935 N. Alfred St.
Los Angeles, CA 90069
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Right! Ruin our water, cause earthquakes, ruin the environment for wildlife so we can export the gas. This is further proof that the US was founded by geniuses and is now run by idiots. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanne Thielen
3800 W. Wilson #125
Banning, CA 92220
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Guigar
1480 E Woodward Heights Blvd Apt B29 Hazel Park, Michigan
Hazel Park, MI 48030
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Malone
721 Willowglen Rd
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nikos Mitropoulos
34-24 82 Streete
Jackson Heights, NY 11372
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Aline Euler
22 Northern Blvd.
Flushing, NY 11361
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Puertra
7505 W. Yale
Denver, CO 80227
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Todd Labounty
511 20th St
Lawrenceville, IL 62439
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arlene Edwards
12200 Foxpoint Dr
Maryland Heights, MO 63043
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Howes
Po Box 1208
Pine Valley, CA 91962
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robin Smith
16 Azalea Terrace
Asheville, NC 28803
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daphne Fisher
104 Woodside Rd.
Haverford, PA 19041
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mordechai Liebling
1016 W Upsal St
Philadelphia, PA 19119
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Samuel Ware
1260 Ayala Dr
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Zachary Rapport
Po Box 14942
San Francisco, CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Mumford
4934 Eldred St
Los Angeles, CA 90042
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Avril Prakash
337 Arcaro Lane
Solana Beach, CA 92075
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Rouse
2471 Overlook Dr.
Walnut Creek, CA 94597
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Fuchs-Chesney
16 Riviera Place
San Rafael, CA 94901
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Minerva Hallowell
7525 W. Crittenden Ln.
Phoenix, AZ 85033
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern: 

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas that is produced or derived through the use of fracking processes.

Sincerely,

John Fanselow  
6260 Cherokee Dr  
Cincinnati, OH 45243
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Devault
14165 104th Pl Ne
Kirkland, WA 98034
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Muriel Goodman
10123 Diamond Lake Drive
Boynton Beach, FL 33437
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ken Foster
1440 Water St
Columbia, PA 17512
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Cojuangco
189 East Vista Avenue
Daly City, CA 94014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Hannen
461 South Shady Avenue
Damascus, VA 24236
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gayle scott
25 Camino A Las Estrellas
Placitas, NM 87043
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Sarfert
2319 Country Place Cir.
Pensacola, FL 32534
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

The Rev John Roberts
855 W Aldine Ave Apt 401
Chicago, IL 60657
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Endicott
919 Laurelhurst Dr.
Eugene, OR 97402
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melinda Zuerlein
1097 Chestnut Ave
Carlsbad, CA 92008
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Van Voorhis
6900 East Evans Avenue
Denver, CO 80224
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lon Schultz
1591 Goodrich Rd.
Council, ID 83612
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurie Stephey
202 E. Anderson Ave,
Knoxville, TN 37917
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Megan Caley
3080 Jasmine St.
Denver, CO 80207
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gerard Van Hoet
26929 W. Shadow Circle
Olathe, KS 66061
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicole McStay
Decline To Answer
Lewiston, NY 14092
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Heleine
13 Rainier Court
Hackettstown, NJ 07840
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Virginia T Miller  
8993 Big Creek Pkwy  
Strongsville, OH 44149
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Valerie Morishige
2626 Bronholy Dr
Los Angeles, CA 90068
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matthew Katinsky
2606 East Dr
Fort Wayne, IN 46805
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Lanford
1217 N. 13th St.
Temple, TX 76501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Henson
2906 E. Jefferson St.
Orlando, FL 32803
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Conrad Miller M.D.
Po Box 180
Watermill, NY 11976
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry Baker
14701 Front Beach Road #1231
Lynn Haven, FL 32413
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Alexander
135 Hancock St
San Francisco, CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Irfan Refai
419 Bucks Hill Rd
Waterbury, CT 06704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Patterson
40 Hamlin Court
"Laconia," NH 03246
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Remy Gessinger
3718 Hickory Way
Oceanside, CA 92057
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Sorhaindo
2606 Silvermere Ct
Brentwood, CA 94513
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Charlie Simonds
12649 Ne Shoreland Dr
Mequom, WI 53092
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Stop this insanity and move the country toward solar and wind power. European countries have incredible success with green power sources. Thank you for listening.

Sincerely,

Margaret Hastings
9175 Great Blue Heron Ln
Blaine, WA 98230
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Miller
2011 Wallace St
Philadelphia, PA 19130
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Good  
138 Springside Road, #238  
Asheville, NC 28803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Walsh
75 Acer Drive, Middletown, Ct
Middletown, CT 06457
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keith Hiestand
2989 Hawthorne Drive
Saukville, WI 53080
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniela Bonvicini
368 7th Street Apt 3
Jersey City, NJ 07302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alan Stuart
9435 Lake Canyon Rd
Santee, CA 92071
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jinx Olson
1932 C St.
San Diego, CA 92102
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rachel Egerton
3450 W 112th Circle
Westminster, CO 80031
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Head
160 Kendaldr., #110
Lexington, VA 24450
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Natasha Zapata
Signal Hill Rd
Staten Island, NY 10301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marie husak
Forge Run
Bethlehem, PA 18015
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Debra Jaqua
3104 59th Ct Se
Olympia, WA 98501
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lane Serota
60 First Ave. Apt. 11 I
New York, NY 10009
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stanley Veyhl
1100 E. Linden Ave.
Richmond Hts., MO 63117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harry Smith
300 W Market St
Hellam, PA 17406
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Ingle
6c Shrewsbury Green Drive
Shrewsbury, MA 01545
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marty Patino
P.O. Box 19214
South Lake Tahoe, CA 96151
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Lane
1284 Parkwood Blvd
Schenectady, NY 12308
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Ahearn
Po Box 305
Maryknoll, NY 10545
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Gray
5 Piedmont Road
Asheville, NC 28804
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Luckett
2505 Lindsay Ave. #8
Louisville, KY 40206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Aiala Levy
5311 S Harper Ave 3
Chicago, IL 60615
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lois Kimball
1228 Grand Ave
Everett, WA 98201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Wagner
540 Willow Tree Ln
Rochester Hills, MI 48306
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Pond
1116 Bushwick Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11221
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Danielle Fendrick
19 Yarmouth Lane
Media, PA 19063
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Kilbridge
6230 Coral Lake Dr.
Margate, FL 33063
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Melanie Lowe
423 S Pitt St
Carlisle, PA 17013
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Dann
16 Vandebogart Road
Woodstock, NY 12498
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Pynchon
1132 Philleo Road
Addy, WA 99101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Orville Giddings
22 East St.
Ipswich, MA 01938
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Kelman
1500 Sawyer Ave
Manasquan, NJ 08736
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Castagnoli
9840 E Cherry Bend Road.
Traverse City, MI 49684
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sylvia Dannelley-McCree
1419 S. Iowa St. Apt. C
Pecos, TX 79772
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hugh Freund
32 linden St
Brookline, MA 02445
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Tracy
6631 Banbridge Dr.
Las Vegas, NV 89103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Reid
1156 Lakepointe
Grosse Pointe Park, MI 48230
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vincent Marshall
Po Box 687
Cimarron, KS 67835
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Huebner III
154 Chelmsford Drive
Marietta, PA 17547
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jesse B’Franklin
7716 Firenze Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90046
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gibson Glass
72 Seaman Ave.
New York, NY 10034
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Louise Dunlap
483 43rd St
Oakland, CA 94609
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mia Oramous
914 Dante St Apt 5
New Orleans, LA 70118
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Darryl Roberts
5139 Dry Creek Road
Healdsburg, CA 95448
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jerome William
Sawtelle Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90066
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dr. Thomas M. Davies, Jr.
7524 Maplewood Dr., Nw
Albuquerque, NM 87120
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leigh Hood
520 Terrace St
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Once we’ve polluted the earth below us what’s left?

Sincerely,

Carol Landgraf
3725 Blackstone Avenue
Bronx, NY 10463
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shawn Ramnarine
717 Roosa Gap Road
Bloomingburg, NY 12721
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Hayden
8205 N. Espe Rd.
Spokane, WA 99217
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stacy O’Brian
3930 Swanton Ave.
Casper, WY 82609
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harry davis
9408 Sayre Street
Riverview, FL 33569
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. If we are going to destroy our environment for energy, then it should only be for energy that our country needs. Exporting will not substantially increase employment, and will only increase the profits for gas companies while accelerating the damaging effects of fracking.

Sincerely,

Michael Wagner
4520 11th Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11219
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marcia Houtz
10375 Miniature Rd.
St. Francisville, LA 70775
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christina Dickson
109 Tabernacle Rd
Black Mtn, NC 28711
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Daniel Bachalis
115 Bachelor Lane
Hammonton, NJ 08037
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah McElwain
660 N 9th Pl
Aumsville, OR 97325
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kim Mitzel
4218d Forest Hill Road
Colorado Springs, CO 80907
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff Behrends
798 Park St
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Lathrop
1813 Otowi Rd.
Santa Fe, NM 87505
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. This method of extraction not only forever ruins and wastes our precious water, but also renders it unusable, does not return it to the water cycle, and creates tons and tons of extremely toxic waste. It also releases potent green house gases into the atmosphere and is causing terrible health problems. There is no reason to poison ourselves to line the pockets of this industry. Invest in solar and wind, and keep the gas in the ground!

Sincerely,

Annette Gurdo
143 Osborne Ave
Waterville, NY 13480
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis Wilson
172 Crown View Lane
Se Quim, WA 98382
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken Cohn
55 Homeview Dr
Dayton, OH 45415
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Irmhild Bettenworth
105 Willow Valley Dr.
Lamar, CO 81052
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hannah Bledstein
5459 S Hyde Park Blvd
Chicago, IL 60615
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Choy
47-671 Hui Kelu St., #4
Kaneohe, HI 96744
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maurica Anderson
140 Sierra View
Bridgeport, CA 93517
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Allison
4802 Cloverfield Drive
Pearland, TX 77584
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Terbrock
Po Box 311
Maryknoll, NY 10545
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ned Treanor
423 W. 8th St., #617
L.A., CA 90014
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim Fuller
2806 Cedarwood Ave
Bellingham, WA 98225
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elaine bliss
Street Address
City, WV 25801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dottie Bell
Po Box 518
Veradale, WA 99037
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Whatever the reason that we may need to use fracking as a temporary short term transitional step to cleaner energy like solar and wind in our own country, it is just that, transitional - not an end in itself. We don’t do ourselves or the world any favors by over developing this here for export, rather than as a temporary step to meet our own needs and reduce our dependency on oil. As it is, fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken Curtis
13443 Canyon View Dr.
Yucaipa, CA 92399
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dan Brook
Soc Dept, Sjsu
San Jose, CA 95192
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Theresa Duperon
3011 S. Genesee Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90016
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Robins
2302 South Avenue
Toledo, OH 43609
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eugenia Rocca
305 Vineyard Twn Ctr #303
Morgan Hill, CA 95037
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Spear
380 E 30th Ave
Eugene, OR 97405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Patricia Coleman
26 Blue Ridge Road
Titusville, NJ 08560
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kerri Spiering
4726 36th Ave. N.
Reiles Acres, ND 58102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sara Bible
3014 Brunswick Ave. S.
Saint Louis Park, MN 55416
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Arrigale
1601 Clair Martin Place
Ambler, PA 19002
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Zachary Hall
6002 Franklin Ave # 1
Los Angeles, CA 90028
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emily Kittell-Queller
510 N Hayes
Moscow, ID 83843
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Paul Madore
Po Box 686
Norfolk, CT 06058
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Schmitz
404 18th St Ne
Cr, IA 52402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rosemary Balistreri
3612 Callan Blvd.
South San Francisco, CA 94080
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Dennis Tinsley
37845 Fremont Blvd
Fremont, CA 94536
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Hilliard
8221 Pilgrims Trace Dr. N.
Jacksonville, FL 32244
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roger Harvey
2846 Crestwood Ave
Chattanooga, TN 37415
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Anyone who loves Mother Earth would not do this to her.

Sincerely,

Joanna Gangemi
117 Mercer
New York City, NY 10012
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Sievert
11166 Lakeside Drive
Perrinton, MI 48871
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Feldman
704 W Glendale Ave
Burnsville, NC 28714
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Cheri Vasek
3673 Loulu Street
Honolulu, HI 96822
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eileen Jones
3045 Everglade Ave
Woodridge, IL 60517
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Seamus flannery
37 Somerset St
West Hartford, CT 06110
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Bartlett-R
1474 Sacramento #203
San Francisco, CA 94109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruben Kaim
4721 Mount Vernon Drive
Austin, TX 78745
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maureen Doll
48 Wyckoff Ave.
Brooklyn, NY 11237
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karl Fugate
7510 Turnberry Court
Portage, MI 49024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lorraine Grasso
19 Dingee Road
South Salem, NY 10590
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Whitney Martin
645 Barossa Vly Dr
Concord, NC 28027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

I thought the purpose of this extraction was to eliminate OUR dependence on foreign energy sources. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Until the departments that cover Energy and Agriculture begin to work together to see the impact this is making on water and soil, talk of exports (involving yet another department) should be null and void.

Sincerely,

Mary Dahl
2402 Springdale Rd. #211
Waukesha, WI 53186
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

K D
3350 Wyoming St.
Baton Rouge, LA 70802
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kathy Johnson
385 Taylor Glen Drive
Alpharetta, GA 30004
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John O’Sullivan
55 E.7th. St.
New York, NY 10003
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jon Champelli
5771 S Pearl St
Las Vegas, NV 89120
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Zink
400 Wayne Ave.
Oakland, CA 94606
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John schwarzenbach
345 Old Penllyn Pike
Penllyn, PA 19422
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cecilia Jancola
368 Olde Pine Lane
Wallingford, VT 05773
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Pabst
6244 Willow Run Ct.
East Amherst, NY 14051
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Lam
14821 Del Amo Avenue
Tustin, CA 92780
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karl Bergman
Box 82884
Fairbanks, AK 99708
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.  

Sincerely,  
Stephen Cerro  
N5547 Timber Ridge Dr.  
Fond Du Lac, WI 54935
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alan Eckert
19355 Cypress Ridge Terrace Unit 901
Lansdowne, VA 20176
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christiane Henker
Giesserstreet 23b
Gelsenkirchen, OH 45881
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ricardo Cottrell
455 Lewers St. #4
Honolulu, HI 96815
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matt Heindel
3817 Busse St
Madison, WI 53714
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Trina Mitchell
110 Parkbrook Circle
Tallahassee, FL 32301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Mora
2508 Montego Bay
Evans, CO 80620
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phil Hurst
18987 Yucca St
Hesperia, CA 92345
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ernie Hopseker
623 Se 3rd St
Newport, OR 97365
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We do not need to poison our water for gas!!!!

Sincerely,

Stephanie Cochrane
Po Box 107
Gardiner, MT 59030
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diedre Gish
P.O. Box 265
Sharon, VT 05065
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ellen Cooke
15 Shaker Ridge Lane
East Northport, NY 11731
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nina Tatlock
1413 Beach Club
Apollo Beach, FL 33572
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Glasser
3 Scenic Way
Monroe, NJ 08831
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Trevor Williamson
1407 N Stephen Ave
Clawson, MI 48017
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Erickson
115 Lake St.
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Hayes
4280 S. Fox St.
Englewood, CO 80110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Fischer
1648 Nw 22nd Circle
Gainesville, FL 32605
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Benenati
8770 Oakwood Street
Westminster, CO 80031
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Seth Taplin
2219 Kay St
Longmont, CO 80501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bonna Mettie
9784 N.Whitefish Point Road
Paradise, MI 49768
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Throop
8017 S. Plymouth Rd.
Spokane, WA 99224
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerry Voss
1837 S 13th St W
Missoula, MT 59801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil-fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil-fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

J Rigney
139 East Shore Lake Owassa
Newton, NJ 07860
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Liz Clark
145 Grove St.
Manitou Beach, MI 49253
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Holler
14915 Windlea Ln
Houston, TX 77040
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Timothy Bryan
Po Box 2353
Durango, CO 81302
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Ramsey
1836 G St.
Iowa City, IA 52240
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Weeks
608 Timothy Drive
Elizabeth City, NC 27909
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jean Fancy, RN
3458 Paces Ferry Rd
Tallahassee, FL 32309
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerry Bolen
242 Arbor Meadows Ct
Fairview Heights, IL 62208
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Hawkins
2611 Kings Hwy
Louisville, KY 40205
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cameron Coffman
1742 Champa St. 2a
Denver, CO 80202
To Whom it May Concern:

I live in upstate New York, a beautiful area, and I don't want to see it ruined so gas companies can make money. If a company makes money, it is to give their employees and stockholders a better way of life. But, why should an improvement in their way of life come at the expense of the way of life of the people where I live? And, we have an energy problem in this country. Why would we want to export energy to other countries? Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Philip And Betty Pearle
15 Woodberry Road
New Hartford, NY 13413
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matea Leon
953 Michaux Ct.
Virginia Beach, VA 23464
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Raugalis
14 Arnold Road
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Adam Reid
Po Box 354
Alfred, ME 04002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerry Bangham
1209 Market St.
Port Gibson, MS 39150
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cindy Simon
2 Stonegate Road
Ossining, NY 10562
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tuula Fischer
174 Brink Hill Rd
Greentown, PA 18426
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Irene Miles
361 Mill Pond Dr.
San Jose, CA 95125
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joshua Miskinis
209 E Kellogg Ave
Kewanee, IL 61443
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Schaefer
9601 Clifton Meadow Drive
Matthews, NC 28105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Wysocki
10819 Ave G
Chicago, IL 60617
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Frederick
4247 Locust St.
Philadelphia, PA 19104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peggy White
431 Booth Av
Owensboro, KY 42301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith faruquee
6504 Carmen Ct
Harrisburg, PA 17112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elaine Kirsch
2400 E.Third Street Apt.207
Brooklyn, NY 11223
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terry Turner
14217 Center St.
Peru, IL 61354
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debbie Thorn
710 18th Ave West
Kirkland, WA 98033
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Joe Evans
2611 Morris Ave S
Renton, WA 98055
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Monique Duphil
135 W.Lorain Rd
Oberlin, OH 44074
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Fogg
1312 Carson Drive
Tallahassee, FL 32305
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Femmer
10 Oxford Place
Saint Charles, MO 63301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Lou Rynkiewicz
P.O.Box 625
Congress, AZ 85332
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Davis
2530 Lyon St Se
Albany, OR 97322
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Wiercioch
1137 Kerns Ave.
Roanoke, VA 24015
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanne Byars
5036 Sw 88th Ter
Gainesville, FL 32608
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Garney
175 Schrader St
Larksville, PA 18651
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Kinder
299 Ainsworth Ave.
Gahanna, OH 43230
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gio natale
241 Marine St
Santa Monica, CA 90405
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sara Schiro
8221 Green Street
New Orleans, LA 70118
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gloria D'Andrea
31722 E Dudley Rd
Cataldo, ID 83810
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenyon Donohew
4909 Tilos Way
Oceanside, CA 92056
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adaire Ballew
180 Ave V
Brooklyn, NY 11223
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pam Lamaster-Millett
1015 W. Barry Ave.
Chicago, IL 60657
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Albert Moreno
6350 Riverside Blvd.
Sacramento, CA 95831
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Brenda Barnhart
1336 Boulevard Way
Walnut Creek, CA 94595
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patrick Brooks
893 Garden Street
Union, NJ 07083
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard And Claire Damaske
752 Gravel Rd
Seneca Falls, NY 13148
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wayne Van Houten
274 Robert St.
Elmira, NY 14904
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking can be a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Waitkus
80 Eagle Nest Lane
Laramie, WY 82070
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please!

Sincerely,

Lily Rivertree
531 Jade Lane
Palm Springs, CA 92264
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doug Schoch
19846 E. Garden Dr.
Centennial, CO 80015
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. If we've got it, hoard it and use it here. Don't aid the profiteering of greedy energy companies.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Fraley
5754 Kingwood Pike
Reedsville, WV 26547
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erma Lewis
1736 63 Street
Brooklyn, NY 11204
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Please, stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets.

Sincerely,

Wanda Husick
116 N. Elmer Ave
Sayre, PA 18840
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beverly Thompson
Po Box 104
Craigsville, VA 24430
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Stanford
525 Mountain View Ave.
Mountain View, CA 94041
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Franz Martin
Street Address
City, CA 90014
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet And Stephen Scher
Street Address
City, NJ 08701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tobias Fritz
3109 W. 71 St.
Prairie Village, KS 66208
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce Moore
5369 Beeler St
Pittsburgh, PA 15217
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Phelan
9601-20 Miccosukee Rd
Tallahassee, FL 32309
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Wallace
423 Greenleaf Ave.
Wilmette, IL 60091
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Liane Rawlings
Po Box 967
Bullard, TX 75757
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nikole Castleberry
1279 Hwy 172
Colbert, GA 30628
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jack Miller
130 Delong Road
Middleburg, PA 17842
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynette Weick
7631 Westlund Rd
Arlington, WA 98223
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Bloomquist
9824n South Shore Road
Hayward, WI 54843
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sue Barthelow
365 Westlake Rd
Auburn, CA 95602
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Baumer
4811 29th Ave S
Seattle, WA 98108
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Colleen H
Ridge Road
Fishkill, NY 12524
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Udkoff
16122 Timberline Ln
Klamath Falls, OR 97601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Galbraith
2337 Churchhill Road
Raleigh, NC 27608
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Vanessa Wong
20 Humphrey Dr
Syosset, NY 11791
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Bradley Houseworth
2206 Anderson Cir
Stevensville, MI 49127
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Isay-Radvillas
1935b County Rd 420
Cullman, AL 35057
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Nelson
5104 S.W. Admiral Way
Seattle, WA 98116
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven mckinney  
50 Lorraine Ave. Po Box 961  
Point Reyes Station, CA 94956
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

E Schadt
170 Whitefield
Accord, NY 12404
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Feeney
401 W. Lindley Ave.
Philadelphia, PA 19120
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gisele White
101 Aupuni Street 417
Hilo, HI 96720
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Shealy
1035 Yarrow Court
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Iris Chynoweth
4954 Ponderosa Way
Midpines, CA 95345
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debbie Thomas
P.O. Box 2377
Fernley, NV 89408
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Valerie Ormond
63 Tanglewood Road
Brewster, MA 02631
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Speiker
39 Tender Violet Pl
The Woodlands, TX 77381
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Figueroa
Carolina
Carolina, PR 00985
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Don tracy
1509 Kings Valley C
Herndon, SC 29170
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rick Ohren
1410 Bancroft Way
Berkeley, CA 94702
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Violeta Jimenez
935 W Leland Avenue
Chicago, IL 60640
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

G g
306 Williams
O, WA 98360
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Howard Schwartz
803 Bowline Drive
Forked River, NJ 08731
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Weinstock
235 Baja Ave
Davis, CA 95616
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Peterson
E Stanford Cir
Aurora, CO 80015
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roger Birenbaum
17101 Spataro Ln Nw
Frostburg, MD 21532
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Gulas
12 Patty Ann Terrace
Derby, CT 06418
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Griggs
814 West B Street
Kannapolis, NC 28081
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Evan Beattie
2 Tyler Ct
Irvine, CA 92602
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Celia Ludi
Cam. De Las Crucitas
Santa Fe, NM 87501
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward Norris
7209 Forefather St
Las Vegas, NV 89148
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peggy Hinsman
546 Brookside Drive
Eugene, OR 97405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amelie shadout
2161 Alta Vista Dr
Vista, CA 92084
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melanie Smith
45 Wisteria Dr
Fredonia, NY 14063
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Howard Tubre
2414 Coulee St
Irving, TX 75062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julianna lichatz
225 Pearl St Apt 2
Keene, NH 03431
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Webster
47 Shepard Road
Belfast, ME 04915
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Hart
201 N Hawkins Ave
Akron, OH 44313
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis Decelle
13621 Red Dog Road
Nevada City, CA 95959
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. End fracking altogether...Solar and wind are the only true clean energies!!!

Sincerely,

Steven Campbell
145 Cedar Shore Drive
Massapequa, NY 11758
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jo QUINLAN
137 Lost Bridge Drive
Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33410
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brigette Greener
2145 Hamilton Ave
San Jose, CA 95125
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Dylan keane
819 Edinburgh Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90046
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Starla Gade
920 Eaton
Missoula, MT 59801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Brad hahn
4145 S Lake Dr. #44
St Francis, WI 53235
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frederick Hamilton
12271 Wintergreen Street
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91739
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Chang
305f Michael Grove Ave
Bozeman, MT 59718
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Shaffer
304 Clover Lane
Fort Collins, CO 80521
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marieli Frhlich
36 West 84th Street 8b 10024
New York, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Roxanne Connolly
1616 First St
Wenatchee, WA 98801
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Rick Nida
733 Tamarack Ave.
San Carlos, CA 94070
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Susan Hersh
4309 N. Farwell Ave.
Milwaukee, WI 53211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kyle Lemle
440 Monte Vista Ave
Mill Valley, CA 94941
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Martin
21661 Hwy 550
Montrose, CO 81403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Hopkins
590 Fort Washington Ave.
New York, NY 10033
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

prolonging dependence on harmful sources of energy delays transition to cleaner technologies that are available now, and is the wrong path to future development. we don't need to wring the last drop of fuels that have taken nature orders of magnitude longer to produce then the rate at which we are consuming them, and consuming them with dire consequences to the health and well being of all living creatures, humans included. nor to continue to develop ever dirtier and more desperate means of extracting them.

Sincerely,

John teall
P.O.Box 393
Roseville, CA 95678
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

C Navarro
3719 17th St
Sf, CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lauren Richie
524 9th Terrace
Pleasant Grove, AL 35127
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alma Miranda
2121 Pheasant Pl
Colorado Springs, CO 80909
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Galetovich
6800 Chestnut Rd.
Independence, OH 44131
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Henson
8715 Data Point #204
San Antonio, TX 78229
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Rosemary Hilbert
320 E. Bradley Ave.
Milwaukee, WI 53207
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tina Brogan
1104 Dawn Drive
West Chester, PA 19380
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Kavage
3955 Fremont Avenue N
Seattle, WA 98103
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kerry Berry
701 W. Ohio St.
Bay City, MI 48706
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeremy Parsons
55 Sharon Rd., Apt. B10
Robbinsville, NJ 08691
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Samuel McDuffee
1314 Berry Street
Old Hickory, TN 37138
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Montero
2400 Camino Gardens Way
Carmichael, CA 95608
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff McCollim
7154 N. Downing Pl
Concord Twp, OH 44077
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Renee Lytle
1607 1/2 South Alhambra Blvd.
Alhambra, CA 91803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lanie Sauter
2476 140th Ave.
Hersey, MI 49639
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ryland Pietras
239 W Scott St.–Rear
Chicago, IL 60610
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Weinberg
2720 Central St. 4a
Evanston, IL 60201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lori Melton
216 Bevington Road
Pittsburgh, PA 15221
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice Johnson
947 Volterra Lane
Cincinnati, OH 45206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Desiree Shaw
113 Hickory Lane
Davis, CA 95616
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

B Rose
8568 Dutch Ridge Rd
New Straitsville, OH 43766
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Warren
2000 Gulf Blvd.
Indian Rocks Beach, FL 33785
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roberta D'Orazio
3911 Park Blvd # 1507
San Diego, CA 92103
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Leonard
300 Leonhardt Drive
Cana, VA 24317
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gerald McKelvey
1830 E Yosemite Ave Space 196
Manteca, CA 95336
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Kidwell
3446 Parkridge Cir Nw
Canton, OH 44718
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Finch
1507 Western Ave
Seattle, WA 98101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Pingree
27 Cole St
Kittery, ME 03904
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ari gold
4629 Cass Street
San Diego, CA 92109
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janine McKee
1021 Chesterwood Dr.
Pearland, TX 77581
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dan O.
Box 3279
Menifee, CA 92587
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ted Chapman
1519 Plaza De Los Leones Dr
Pueblo West, CO 81007
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Derich Wittliff
3500 Verdugo Vista Terrace
Los Angeles, CA 90065
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sally Tyrrell
1955 Meteor Dr
Flagstaff, AZ 86001
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisbeth Whitney
583 Wotton’S Mill Rd
Warren, ME 04864
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Rockwell
7 Squam Hill Ct.
Rockport, MA 01966
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Cox
27 West 55th Street #51
New York, NY 10019
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Miriam Rigby
4391 N. Shasta Loop
Eugene, OR 97405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rick Randolph
3191 Darby Road
Keswick, VA 22947
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jason Nichols
734 Walker School Rd
Maryville, TN 37803
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Astrid Giese-Zimmer
90 El Camino Real
Berkeley, CA 94705
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Wendy Gonzales
20 Broad St Apt 1
Warren, RI 02885
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mabel Ayotte
2302 S Maddock St
Santa Ana, CA 92704
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elena goldstein
38324 Saddle Mt. Lan
Crawford, CO 81415
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gregory Krug
2305c Ashland St # 170
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Parker
402 Fleming Rd.
Sarver, PA 16055
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sa Habib
39 Dr
Gainesville, FL 32653
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alana Kenagy
1640 Ne North Nebergall Lp.
Albany, OR 97321
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Douglas Macaulay
1404 Howell
Missoula, MT 59802
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Cleary O'Farrell
1300 W Boston St #32
Seattle, WA 98119
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Erica Lamson
3627 Rusley Ct.
Bellingham, WA 98225
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dave De Medicis
285 Pendleton Trail
Tyrone, GA 30290
To Whom it May Concern:

I have read the following and am in complete agreement with it. Why the US does not look to Europe and China's renewable energy movements and join in is a mystery to me. "Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Zollner
470 Hammet Hill Rd.
East Montpelier, VT 05651
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathy Lacy
2374 Adams Hill
Highland, WI 53543
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

NONE of "our" natural resources should be exported!!! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and
the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the
United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry
and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Hauer
13110 North Log Road
Peyton, CO 80831
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle Sayre
W6650 690th Avenue
Beldenville, WI 54003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

First Name last name
1822 Sw Mawrcrest Ave
Gresham, OR 97080
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Crane
629 South Union
Aurora, IL 60505
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christiana Brinton
4607 Ne 22nd Ave
Vancouver, WA 98663
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dana Tomasello
40 High Bluff
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. This issue is close to me because I grew up in Northeastern Pennsylvania, and my parents still live there. This area is part of the Marcellus shale formation, and various natural gas companies have been competing to secure leases for drilling on my parents’ land and that of their neighbors. A nearby community has already suffered the ill effects of fracking, including contaminated and flammable water. Instead of investing more time, effort, and money in yet more non-renewable resources, why not devote our research efforts to developing renewable sources like wind, hydro, and solar power on a large scale?

Sincerely,

Margaret Hammitt-McDonald
615 Broadway, Suite 216
Seaside, OR 97138
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barry knowles
Pobox 143
South Harwich, MA 02661
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Audrey Williams
15 Cheryvale Blvd
Slingerlands, NY 12159
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Osborne
9119 Hill Road
Knoxville, TN 37938
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Protect our CLEAN WATER.

Sincerely,

Gary Jollie
1108 Grape St
San Marcos, CA 92069
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrea Oreck
P.O. Box 2227
Sebastopol, CA 95473
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Price
3922 Cloverhill Road
Baltimore, MD 21218
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristina Mageau
2208 Crestline Blvd Nw
Olympia, WA 98502
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Tim Rose
6125 Old Ct Rd
Boca Raton, FL 33433
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Baldwin  
4 Sun Place  
Ny, NY 10022
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Justification for fracking has been the idea of becoming energy independent; just how does exporting the fracked gas accomplish that?

Sincerely,

Judith Malone
1339 Nc Hwy 22 42
Bennett, NC 27208
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anna Drummond
P. O. Box 3303
Grass Valley, CA 95945
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kate Blascovich
5328 Lexington Dr
Parrish, FL 34219
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Glenn Huang
89 Outlook Circle
Pacifica, CA 94044
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Chris
1016 Prague Street
San Francisco, CA 94112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stefanie Johnson
89 Summit Avenue
Jersey City, NJ 07304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sue Crawford
137 Geldert Drive
Tiburon, CA 94920
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Andrade
29 Tennant Ave
San Jose, CA 95138
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Schaub
11 Calle De Familia
Santa Fe, NM 87508
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fran Whitman
13856 Ford Drive
L'Anse, MI 49946
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Hartl Biel
6433 Bridge Rd Apt 107
Madison, WI 53713
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Carroll
1405 E. Mckinney
Denton, TX 76209
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron VENGCO
2224 O Street
Sacramento, CA 95816
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pam Richardson
3326 Oakland Av
Minneapolis, MN 55407
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Schneider
905 Burr Oak Ct
Kalamazoo, MI 49001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emily Medley
50100 Se Wildcat Mountain Drive
Sandy, OR 97055
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Gerald Day
204 Sw 25th St
Oak Grove, MO 64075
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dj Heston
2401 Burgundy St #27
New Orleans, LA 70117
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donny Davol
2586 S. Acoma
Denver, CO 80223
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Ruiz
302 Cheyenne Dr
San Dimas, CA 91773
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Brown
930 14th Street Sw
Puyallup, WA 98371
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. there are so many unexplored alternatives in our modern age, don’t tow the ”good ol’ boys line.” That isn’t what you are about.

Sincerely,

Amarili Galvez
3224 Maria Ct.
Concord, CA 94518
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cara Ladd
202 Marion St
Madison, WI 53703
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Lang
3430 Rocky River Dr
Cleveland, OH 44111
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Angel Lancaster  
83 Corkery Rd 
Lebanon, MO 65536
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anna Duderstadt
215 N Weaver St.
Belgrade, MT 59714
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keeta Beaubien
4242 Betsie River
Interlochen, MI 49643
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Ruthruff
3647 Turnwood
San Jose, CA 95130
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Simon
119 Jordan Avenue
Los Altos, CA 94022
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol McKeown
210 Vernon St.
Norwood, MA 02062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rick Huyett
21539 Jessie Way
Los Gatos, CA 95033
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Mayer
589 West Street
Louisville, CO 80027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothea Stephan
Deglwies 1
Winzer, CA 94577
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gabrielle Sweet
3466 Glossy Ibis Court
Palm Harbor, FL 34683
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy WARNER
Po Box 1222
Grand Blanc, MI 48480
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Budd Shedaker
1466 Brookfield Rd.
Berlin, VT 05602
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Richard Von Briesen
Box 184
Springfield Center, NY 13468
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debbie Libeskind
2827 Central Blvd
Eugene, OR 97403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lillian Dammann
15120 88 St Apt 2a
Howard Beach, NY 11414
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Javier Garcia
1700 N Tully Rd., #A156
Tulrock, CA 95380
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claudia Vogl
270 Forest Loop
Fortine, MT 59918
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sherrill Elveru
129 E. Harmony Road
West Grove, PA 19390
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Freilich
2840 County Route 1
Port Jervis, NY 12771
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Werry
1916 S Farola Dr
Dallas, TX 75228
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gina Sanfilippo
367 Chenery St
San Francisco, CA 94131
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

V evan
133
Chicago, IL 60660
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Altman
3460 Villa Lane # 229
Napa, CA 94558
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Jeff LeClair
16030 Hazel St
Lansing, MI 48906
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sara Aase
5536 Aldrich Ave. S.
Minneapolis, MN 55419
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeani Baker
Pob 176
New Richmond, WI 54017
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Barler
709 107th Place Se
Everett, WA 98208
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Julia Smith
621 W 15th Ave.
Anchorage, AK 99501
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Susan Floyd
Po Box 1019
Volcano, HI 96785
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terry Berl
62 Maidstone Dr
Amagansett, NY 11930
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Frank hamrick  
911 Robert Street  
Ruston, LA 71270
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allison Argo
157 Owl Pond Rd
Brewster, MA 02631
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Once an aquifer has been compromised through fracking there is no possible way to repair the damage caused. The Aquifer will be damaged forever for all future generations. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jefree Anderson
465 Utah St #2
San Francisco, CA 94110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please consider the health and welfare of the people of this country...they deserve to live without the toxic effects of fracking. Perhaps those in favor of it should have to live in the community nearest to the fracking; if they were daily confronted with the effects of it, maybe they would NOT be in favor of it then.

Sincerely,

Doris DiPasquale
963 Eanes Rd.
Check, VA 24072
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Max Brainard
33 Waubesa St
Madison, WI 53704
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Tina Chinn
1608 Josephine St
Berkeley, CA 94703
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Craig McCarthy
5216 Newcastle Ln
Fort Worth, TX 76135
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marianna Lane
16233 Us Hwy 61
Matthews, MO 63867
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Bouthillier
Mountain Side Drive
Enumclaw, WA 98022
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kimball hurd
2836 Rancho Rea Rd
Aromas, CA 95004
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Acacia Ludwig
116 Ohayo Mountain Road
Woodstock, NY 12498
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leon McGuire
2033 Vidler Rd
West Edmeston, NY 13485
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ursula Kremer
407 Cambiaso Place
Santa Rosa, CA 95409
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ben Maitland
691 Dekalb Ave
New York, NY 11216
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Seth Linn
5112 V Street
Sacramento, CA 95817
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Cardoso
73-63 193 Street
Fresh Meadows, NY 11366
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marion Johnson
1401 Sherman Ave
Napa, CA 94558
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Whelan
414 Alford Lake Road
Hope, ME 04847
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Lee
3604 Canadian Pkwy
Fort Collins, CO 80524
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Theiss
146 North Maple Street
Massapequa, NY 11758
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Valerie Dare
Street Address
Rockaway Park, NY 11694
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve rusconi
260 Upland Rd
Redwood City, CA 94062
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victoria Justice
21 Nelson Avenue
Mill Valley, CA 94941
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Hartnett
214 Main
Montpelier, VT 05602
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vanessa Schoenecker
1625 S Birch St Apt 702
Denver, CO 80222
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Seitz
48 Grove Street
Great Barrington, MA 01230
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rev. Deborah L. & Mr. John Roberts
762 Daniels Avenue Sw
Palm Bay, FL 32908
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Graeme McDougal
12611 Mt Hwy 324
Dillon, MT 59725
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tommy Begay
3357 E. Pima St.
Tucson, AZ 85716
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Bein
2216 Overland Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90064
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jamie Shultz
26 Paul Wilson Lane
Morgantown, WV 26508
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela blum
88 Notch Hill Rd #176
No Branford, CT 06471
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bobette Traul
2538 1st St
Monroe, WI 53566
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rosamond Groves
255 Mary Chase Rd
Eastham, MA 02642
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Glen Tracy
4433 5th St
Riverside, CA 92501
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Patience Hayes
1436 W. Pratt
Chicago, IL 60626
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jen Morgan
13665 Sw Larch Pl
Beaverton, OR 97005
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Irwin Layne
3020 Bridgeway # 234
Sausalito, CA 94965
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Carina Mead
64718 Orchard Rd.
La Grande, OR 97850
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sean connors
1445 Lovers Lane
Washington, MA 01223
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

B. Thomas Diener
405 Zena Lona Street Northeast, Unit E
Albuquerque, NM 87123
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Re
111 Mcinnis Pkwy
San Rafael, CA 94903
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Sigler
Street Address
City, NM 87059
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ryann Ford
7400 Ava Ln.
Austin, TX 78724
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

William Young
631 Wright Debow Road
Jackson, NJ 08527
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Heidi sheasby
67 Hickory Ln
Glenford, NY 12433
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Morey
11945 Straight A Way Ln
Raleigh, NC 27613
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jacqueline Rose
82 Sawyer Ln
Pine Bush, NY 12566
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kimberli Singer
898 Madison Avenue
Bridgewater, NJ 08807
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Vincent Della Fera
Po Box 123
Shawnee On Delaware, PA 18356
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan farb
211 Sequoia Drive
Newtown, PA 18940
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Elkins
983 Claire Ave
Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heather Platt
347 Warren St.
Waltham, MA 02453
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ande Abbott
2250 Hagaman Ln
Montgomery, IL 60538
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Smillie
Po Box 16
Ancram, NY 12502
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Kaddoura
1003 Garden Ct
Sandy Springs, GA 30328
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Sturges
19 Michael Road
Binghamton, NY 13901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lyric Courtwright
11370 Chesapeake Dr.
Reno, NV 89506
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Baker
656 Hightree Rd.
Santa Monica, CA 90402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Russell Gay
15008 Carlisle Dr Se
Huntsville, AL 35803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Trina Clemente
857 S Shore Dr
Madison, WI 53715
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Lowenthal
167 W 71 St Apt8
New York, NY 10023
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Noah Gelber
Im Trierischen Hof 18
Frankfurt, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Bray
617 Addision Ave
Lexington, KY 40504
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Snider
16722 Summer Dew Lane
Houston, TX 77095
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Darrell Clarke
27560 Ruby Lane
Castaic, CA 91384
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Omholt
W7281 Cty Rd P
Shiocton, WI 54170
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frederick Adler
1452 Michigan Avenue
Salt Lake City, UT 84105
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Kahler
106 Waverly Place
New York, NY 10011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Susoeff
10624 S Eastern Ave, A841
Henderson, NV 89052
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Raunette Elkins
2039 Moran
Lincoln Park, MI 48146
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melissa Mayhue
1115 N Cr 23h
Loveland, CO 80537
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Pipes
12 Erie Street
Swampscott, MA 01907
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arnie Stein
270 S. York St.
Elmhurst, IL 60126
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Brown
89056 Whiskey Run Lane
Bandon, OR 97411
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wesley HORN
7412 Pratt Ave
Citrus Heights, CA 95621
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Grace Fey
169 Mountains End E.
Clark Fork, ID 83811
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Dumke
1877 Polk Ave
Louisville, CO 80027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward G. MRKVICKA
6322 Urban Court
Arvada, CO 80004
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beatrice Marino
6203 Monero Dr.
Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90275
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mimi Brody
P.O. Box 5645
Evanston, IL 60204
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Lea Anne Jasper
2316 24th Ave S
Minneapolis, MN 55406
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Hart
261 Main St. #6 (Not Mailing Address)
Weed, CA 96094
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marianne Tornatore  
5799 South Grant  
Hinsdale, IL 60521
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doug Vigil
6380 Downing St
Denver, CO 80216
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julia Carreon-Lagoc
Stonehedge Way
Bluffton, SC 29910
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claire Battle
1437 W. Huron St. #2
Chicago, IL 60622
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Nauaman
411 Motherlode Loop
Hailey, ID 83333
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tressa Merriman
596 N Napoleon Rd
Lima, OH 45801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice McAleer
830 Ten Rod Road
N. Kingstown, RI 02852
U.S. Department of Energy  

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Amory  
Rr 2  
Leraysville, PA 18829
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David K ELKINS
358 Eureka St
San Francisco, CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fargo Whitman
531a 6th Av
Brooklyn, NY 11215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gretchen McLlarky
Po Box 397
Fall City, WA 98024
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Dohmen
11 Dorr Lane
Bar Harbor, ME 04609
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Teller
457 Mt Auburn St #5
Cambridge, MA 02138
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sherry DeClercq
2714 E. Drachman St.
Tucson, AZ 85716
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Colette Chevallier
12400 Shetland Lane
Oregon House, CA 95962
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Merker
124 Thompson Street
New York, NY 10012
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Murdoch
2115 Raincreek Trl., Ne
Huntsville, AL 35811
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alicia catano
2856 S Bardell Ave
Fresno, CA 93706
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Darlene Banks
81 Bangor St. #2
Augusta, ME 04330
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Fabitz
760 Chief Kewaskum Place
Kewaskum, WI 53040
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terry Petersen
1542 Main St
Apple Valley, CA 92307
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gino PASTORINO
Del Norte Ln
Dallas, TX 75246
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Rebl
101 East Erie
Chicago, IL 60611
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mair McNamara
421 W Oakwood
Barrington, IL 60010
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jason Chin
0614 Sw Nevada Street, Unit F
Portland, OR 97219
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Tanke
6220 W. 64th Pl. Apt. 5
Chicago, IL 60638
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gwen Romani
28667 Meadowgrass Drive
Castaic, CA 91384
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie Moma
943 Edgemont
Rock Hill, SC 29730
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marsha Shehy
9955 Youngstown-Pittsburgh Rd.
New Middletown, OH 44442
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Linke
11 Aveneda De Garcia
Santa Fe, NM 87507
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Keeler
6549 Humphrey Road
Clinton, WA 98236
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Anderson
2259 Ady Rd
Forest Hill, MD 21050
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Solomon
4923 Happy Valley Road
Sequim, WA 98382
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Constance Kalinowski
000 Yyyyy Zzz
Las Vegas, NV 89104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dan Goldrich
2262 Birch Ln.
Eugene, OR 97403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Eric ortner
55 Berkeley Circle
Suffern, NY 10901
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rolf Figdore  
56 East Shore Road  
Lake Hopatcong, NJ 07849
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking is not the answer to a better climate, let’s concentrate on solar and wind instead! It’s better in the long run!!

Sincerely,

Frank Arapp
264 S Balch St
Akron, OH 44302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debra Nix
Po Box 808
Kihei, HI 96753
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jose Amo
2717 North Kimball Ave
Chicago, IL 60647
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Bergin
8 Kewaunee Rd.
Highland Lakes, NJ 07422
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kate Sullivan
2487 Highland Ave
Altadena, CA 91001
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please reject fracking to export gas. We get all the pollution and more climate change and they get all the money. Doesn't sound like a good idea to me; what about you?

Sincerely,

Kay Rhodes
134 Carpenter Circle
Sewanee, TN 37375
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marija Minic
8104 Ahey Road
Las Vegas, NV 89129
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Francis Chandler
207 Murray Street
Hillsborough, NC 27278
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lauren Phillips
52 Bedell Dr
Port Jervis, NY 12771
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Townsend
541 Se 20th Avenue
Hillsboro, OR 97123
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a known threat to the climate and environment. As such it has had and will continue to have a terrible impact on our communities. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving access to foreign markets. Stand up for our communities, environment and climate; deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Ghenoiu
33 West Hill Rd
Plattsburgh, NY 12901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Duval
25 Pine Ridge Rd
Underhill, VT 05489
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Berent
100a Pilot Street
Bronx, NY 10464
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Robert Krack
500 Adams Ln Apt 11e
N Brunswick, NJ 08902
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Colleen Sullivan
745 Nw 12th St
Corvallis, OR 97330
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Ligon
4420 Roaring Fork Court
Loveland, CO 80538
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim Vancelette
101 Sommerset Dr
Clayton, NC 27520
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victor Magana
6655 N. Fresno
Fresno, CA 93710
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Murray
760 Sycamore Lane
Bozeman, MT 59718
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Celia Cooksey
539 S. Irwin Avenue
Spartanburg, SC 29306
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. A few years Profit! A few Centuries or more Interest to Pay!

Sincerely,

Jeff Santen
1440 Queeny
Sauget, IL 62206
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Monika Allen
12894 N Bellwood
Holland, MI 49424
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Greg Guarnaccia
12302 Highgrove Ct
Reisterstown, MD 21136
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Sarah Gallogly
2 W 111th St Apt 2c
New York, NY 10026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brigitte Boettiger
5432 Glendale Gulch Circle
Boulder, CO 80301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Thomas Lynch
222 Varnum Ave.
Lowell, MA 01854
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eliot Wagner
557 4th St.
Brooklyn, NY 11215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Megan Anderson
2440 Saranac Ave
Pittsburgh, PA 15216
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Whitesel
4602 Selma Street
Sarasota, FL 34232
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

K. David Dillingham
23541 Genesee Village Rd.
Golden, CO 80401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bernadette Brandt
414 Kelling Lane
Glencoe, IL 60022
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Thomas
2555 Oasis Blvd
Fairfield, IA 52556
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rachel Smith
126 B
Laguna Woods, CA 92637
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diana Cowan
1125 Fair Lane
Vista, CA 92084
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Tom Nims
490 Se 2nd St
Gresham, OR 97080
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kelly Wieber
318 Se 28th Ave
Portland, OR 97214
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tracy Parker
18 Spring St
Deep River, CT 06417
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ivy Greenstein
55 Van Orden Avenue
Airmont, NY 10901
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jarred Hicks  
225 23rd St. Sw #405  
Roanoke, VA 24014
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Sincerely,  
Deirdre Wilcox  
923 N 83rd St.  
Seattle, WA 98103
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Henderson
534 Glenview Avenue
Oakland, CA 94610
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phil Monroe
2925 E Clovis Cir
Springfield, MO 65804
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Andrew pang
3297 Pomerado Dr
San Jose, CA 95135
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Donley
1227 Embarcadero Circle
Coos Bay, OR 97420
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Jackson
156 Molina
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Fischer
84 Crest Avenue
Alamo, CA 94507
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Starratt
2450 Emigrant Trail
Markleeville, CA 96120
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

David James
2003 Freymuth Rd
Ofallon, MO 63366
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Sullivan
2354 Carmel Valley Rd
Del Mar, CA 92014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sundae Morse
603 3rd St W
Northfield, MN 55057
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Dungan
404 Granto Mountain Road
Walton, NY 13856
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen McQuillan
10816 Plum Creek Road
Cook, MN 55723
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Pearson
312 Hillpoint Drive
Palm Harbor, FL 34683
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Samuel Wilcox
6 Pine Blvd
City, NY 13326
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ted Simoff
Teds@Zbzoom.Net
Harmony, PA 16037
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Veronica Sustic
1823 36th St Nw
Rochester, MN 55901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bright dornblaser
4630 Drexel Av
Edina, MN 55424
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Guyot
165 Goose St
Fly Creek, NY 13337
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sara Easter  
62 Cherry Brook  
Princeton, NJ 08540
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. If there is even one thing we can do to prevent harming the environment and risking the health of Americans, then we have an obligation to try.

Sincerely,

Pamela Henaghan
15 Schuyler Way
Gansevoort, NY 12831
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sara Baker
1300 Sw Park Ave Apt 1710
Portland, OR 97201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ray SHIFFER
774 Winding Trl
Oneida, WI 54155
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matt Clement
Kimball
Chicago, IL 60625
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

There should never be a market for fracked gas, let alone a world-wide one, because of the disastrous consequences that fracking contributes to our environment and to communities. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine R Leach
14228 Dickens Street #108
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Joel Savoie
453 U. Mananai Pl.
Honolulu, HI 96818
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karilyn Parrott
5806 Regency Ct
Gurnee, IL 60031
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Latham
312 East Drive
Oak Ridge, TN 37830
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tara Tayyabkhan
116 Johnson Road
Falls Village, CT 06031
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Myers
20 Se 103rd Ave., #339
Portland, OR 97216
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tony Barsanti
1453 Durango Ct.
Fenton, MO 63026
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rosemary Knuth
N5707 State Rd. 89
Lake Mills, WI 53551
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

No, no, no. A thousand times, no. You said in your inaugural address we need to care for our children’s environmental future. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Nord
225 W 105
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allison Gondek
1480 Masters Cir
Delray Beach, FL 33445
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lew Bushway
4380 Bowling Green Cir.
Sarasota, FL 34233
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alice Stehle
218 Cecelia St.
Butler, PA 16001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

I am convinced that Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Johaningsmeir
902 Racine St
Aurora, CO 80011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bita Edwards
P.O. Box 122
Woodacre, CA 94973
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cindy Thacker
615 Spring
Raleigh, NC 27605
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Massen
350 Redwood Avenue
Corte Madera, CA 94925
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Boer
18020 Cherokee
Spring Lake, MI 49456
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Kim
1474 E. Boutz Road
Las Cruces, NM 88001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. This means they have been lying when it comes to their promotion of fracking = more energy for America.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Coulter
832 Dana Drive
Coatesville, PA 19320
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

D Baynes
365 W Burgundy St
Highlands Ranch, CO 80129
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Kohrell
8993 1/2 Keith Ave.
West Hollywood, CA 90069
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Col Peders
Box 7801
Saint Cloud, MN 56302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Please do NOT sign any permits to ship natural gas overseas. PLEASE START SIGNING BILLS TO DEVELOP AND USE SUSTAINABLE, SAFE ENERGY and stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. In addition, until we are completely independent of importing oil and any other type of fuel, it doesn't make any sense to export fuel.

Sincerely,

Margaret Tilden
Po Box 150733
San Rafael, CA 94915
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Speer
607 Belle Chase Cir.
Tampa, FL 33634
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ron Hatton
2800 Ranch House Dr E
Ft Worth, TX 76116
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristine Ipock
4600 Idaville Rd. #45
Tillamook, OR 97141
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jim Forbes
1326 Cleveland St.
Evanston, IL 60202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claudia Mansbach
1793 16th Avenue
Oakland, CA 94606
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Ann Toman
58 E 1st St
Nyc, NY 10003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrea Couture
240 W 98th St Apt 7e
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra McLean
1918 Signal Ridge Place
Rockwall, TX 75032
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Wallace
417d Maher Rd
Royal Oaks, CA 95076
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tammy Grubisha
7485 County Rd 150
Salida, CO 81201
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Weinstein
1780 W 9000 S #128
West Jordan, UT 84088
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Johansen  
1733 La Ramada Ave.  
Arcadia, CA 91006
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Brown
6603 Elwood Dr Nw
Los Ranchos, NM 87107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kilian Van Der Scheer
Calle Blaumar 32,1,2
St Pere De Ribes, NJ 08812
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Emil Gerth
1983 Nw Flanders St., Apt. 207
Portland, OR 97209
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Renee Barnett
6417 Se 58th Ave
Portland, OR 97206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Pamela Lanagan
3212 N. Pecan St.
Nacigdoches, TX 75965
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Uly Silkey
1326 Hayes
Sf, CA 94117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sande Hart
34 Berlamo
Rancho Santa Margarita, CA 92688
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Shapiro
95 Wiedy Lane
Shokan, NY 12481
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Bennett
2510 Rambling Rd.
Kalamazoo, MI 49008
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marla Kauerz
7698 S Williams
Centennial, CO 80122
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Virginia Snow
460 Broadway
Newport, RI 02840
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Why should we export any of our resources to other countries? The corporate world sees only profits and sales, no matter how precious our wood, oil, gas, and minerals are to us. We must save all these resources until we need them ourselves. Stop all exports now.

Sincerely,

Carol Price
15b Vuelta Chamisa
Santa Fe, NM 87506
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Plummer
1850 Watterson Rd.
Red Rock, TX 78662
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Penny Gregorio
2319 Ala Wai Blvd
Honolulu, HI 96815
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Robert Conner
1262 Adams Street Faireborn, Ohio 45324

Sincerely,

Robert Conner
1262 Adams Street
Fairborn, OH 45324
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victoria HARRIS
9225 Olive Blvd.
St. Louis,, MO 63132
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Rubin
90 Snowflake Rd
Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rowan Everard
7114 N Williams Ave
Portland, OR 97217
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Don Stocker
4332 Mistlethrush Ln.
Naple, FL 34119
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Rose
104 Dumbarton Drive
Huntington, NY 11743
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Riley
1102 Ridgecrest Cir
Costa Mesa, CA 92627
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jordan Clark
1810 Ashwood Downs Ln.S.E. Olympia
Olympia, WA 98501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dale Blake
4008 W. Rogers Ave.
Tampa, FL 33611
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronna Kullberg
22 Edwards Sq
Northampton, MA 01060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Victor
7228 Chavers Lane
Denham Springs, LA 70706
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lois Vanderkooi
710 Burbank
Broomfield, CO 80020
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynne Cody
496 Milford Dairy Road
Abbeville, SC 29620
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Lang
1206 N Elmwood
Peoria, IL 61606
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John McKee
6667 Wilbur Ave Unit 36
Reseda, CA 91335
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Hickey
7822 Se 66th Place
Portland, OR 97206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bev & Dave Hannon
1375 S 15th St.
Marion, IA 52302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Regulate fracking by the fossil fuel industry and ensure that their behavior supports the nation’s long term interests rather than short term corporate profits. Unregulated fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and especially to our climate. Fracked gas exports make no sense except as a convenience for the oil industry in the shortest term. Permitting export would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by and compromising national control of the American peoples birthright in favor of the fossil fuel industry who would squander our national interests in the huge foreign markets.

Sincerely,

Jeremy Delaney
284 County Rd 519
Stockton, NJ 08559
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Carrie Brummette
7492 Susans Circle
Park City, UT 84098
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen And Gary Holm
5135 Ross Rd
Sebastopol, CA 95472
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Strayer
5036 Freter Road
Sykesville, MD 21784
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. This is about our health and environment, which oil and gas companies will gladly destroy so long as they can make money and not be held responsible for it. JUST SAY NO!!!!

Sincerely,

John Borstelmann
P.O. Box 249
Driggs, ID 83422
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melissa Benham
143 South 16th Street
San Jose, CA 95112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Josh Mize
1535 S Florence Pl
Tulsa, OK 74104
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Richard Myers
1210 Mowbray Place
Charlottesville, VA 22902
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandy Dalcais
4534 Bliss Street
Sunnyside, NY 11377
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Shawn
501 Broadwood Dr.
Rockville, MD 20851
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lea stabinski
1885 Meredith Ln
Blue Bell, PA 19422
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Kolstad
5207 Oyster Bay
Olympia, WA 98502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Pruitte
20 Ridgecrest Drive
Greenville, SC 29609
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heidi Neale
504 W Belden Ave
Chicago, IL 60614
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debra Polansky
1415 Bald Hill Rd
Auburn, CA 95603
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Lugthart
148 Babb Road
Rocky Face, GA 30740
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marie Wolf
3944 Cadena Drive
Oceanside, CA 92058
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kesra Hoffman
9160 Frostown Rd.
Middletown, MD 21769
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Kline
811 Olmsted Ln
Bayfield, CO 81122
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sergio Arroyo
707 N. East St.
Anaheim, CA 92805
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Pagnani
32 Hungerford Road
Colchester, CT 06415
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Corcoran
10 Brown St
Lenox Dale, MA 01242
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. If the industry is serious about making natural gas a bridge energy source to more renewable sources that actually have the real potential to curb the worst outcomes of global warming, then they should not export it. If fracking becomes that powerful, then we will never get to real renewable energies, because of natural gas.

Sincerely,

Benjamin Ramsden-Stein
245 S 12th St
San Jose, CA 95112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane R. Smith
408 Hollice Place
Matthews, NC 28104
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Kohlschreiber
4235 159th Street
Flushing, NY 11358
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lori Reed
1051 N. Academy St.
Galesburg, IL 61401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Raymond Smullyan
48 Elka Park Road
Elka Park, NY 12427
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy cannata
740 W. Addison St.
Chicago, IL 60613
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jack Hamlin
3114 Homer St
San Diego, CA 92106
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Rachael Payne
12 Belmont Street
Hamden, CT 06517
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. AND A RIDICULOUS EXPENSE TO SPEND ON FOSSIL FUEL TECHNOLOGY - PRIVATE OR PUBLIC! AND IT IS ENVIRONMENTALLY UNSOUND, ILLOGICAL AND, MOST OF ALL, UNPROVEN TO BE ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE, SHORT TERM OR LONG! Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patrick Conn
22018 126th Court Se
Kent, WA 98031
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Hollis
1960 W 500 South
Crawfordsville, IN 47933
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Samantha Steigerwaldt
12563 74th Ave N
Seminole, FL 33776
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Lebediker
212 White Heron Circle
Fayetteville, NY 13066
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Barker
8402 E Medford Pl
Tucson, AZ 85710
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adrian Smith
Po Box 265 (110 Jones St)
Moncure, NC 27559
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arturo Carrera
N Mount Prospect Rd
Des Plaines, IL 60016
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Sequeira
124-1 Governor Berkeley Rd.
Williamsburg, VA 23185
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Please, protect local communities from the destruction caused by fracking. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports, for the profit of a few, would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lee Gaffner
5581 Queen Victoria Ct.
Burke, VA 22015
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Miller
3356 Sunshine Acres Place
Eugene, OR 97401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracking for domestic use is bad enough but allowing it for the ability to export gas while threatening our nations water and health is deplorable! Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lorey Stinton
30 W Orchard Pl
Muncie, IN 47305
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Isn’t it time you thought about the Americans that will be adversely affected by fracking, instead of your cronies making more money?

Sincerely,

Larry LaPointe
Po Box 890751
Temecula, CA 92589
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Eric Shin
4926 Berkeley Oak Cir
Norcross, GA 30092
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Wyatt Sloan
2762 Broadway St
Bellingham, WA 98225
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Francie Curtiss
204 Pasa Robles, Los Alto, California
Los Altos, CA 94022
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard jackson
40 John St
Shelburne, VT 05482
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Weinberg
1612 34th St, Nw
Washington, DC 20007
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Burns
7541 Nw 116th Street
Oklahoma City, OK 73162
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Virginia Alexander
23920 57th Ct S #B4
Kent, WA 98032
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melissa Mazias
1620 Arbor Lane
Crest Hill, IL 60403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lavon Head
836 E Redwood Circle
Hanford, CA 93230
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Mauch
516 Canal St #7
San Rafael, CA 94901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cassandra Oriotis
5970 Rancho Mission Rd #246
San Diego, CA 92108

CREDO Action 4805
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heidi uppgaard
5509 S 38th Ave
Minneapolis, MN 55417
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Don J. Long
412 N. Lomita Street
Burbank, CA 91506
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Felts
10994 Chapel Woods Blvd S
Noblesville, IN 46060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Becky Andrews
7164 Meadow Park Ave.
Baton Rouge, La, LA 70810
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Tim Beckman
319 W 76th Street
New York, NY 10023
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Grant
214 Terrace Rd
Bayport, NY 11705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joy Viveros
964-C Dolores Drive
Lafayette, CA 94549
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

*************************************************************************
The only one profiting from fracking are the gas companies! And they're one of the many lobbists that pay their $$$ to politicians for favorable votes. Don't allow this to happen.*************************************************************************
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice Ehrenhaft
17525 N Breckenridge Ln
Mount Vernon, IL 62864
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jill Cleveland
114 Eagle Pointe Drive
Delavan, WI 53115
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

B bergeron
10544 E 5th St
Tulsa, OK 74128
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sue McGuey
7 Montjoy Cres
Brampton, AZ 85215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. If you're going to do this, tax the frackers for education, health, welfare and infrastructure improvement.

Sincerely,

Antonia Shanahan
2528 Avon Rd.
Ardmore, PA 19003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Egge
2231 Westover Ave.
Roanoke, VA 24015
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Owen Waite
116 Seaman Avenue
New York, NY 10034
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wayne Alsworth
1779 Horizon Blvd
Kerrville, TX 78028
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Kolek
143 Main Street
Westford, MA 01886
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicola Cook
2400 Copper Creek Rd
Chester Springs, PA 19425
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Valerie Fannin  
2601 Nord Ave.  
Chico, CA 95973
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Zachary Frank
532 N Westmoreland
Los Angeles, CA 90004
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kent Karlsson
11840 Riverside Drive #8
Valley Village, CA 91607
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John golding
3706 Quigley
Oakland, CA 94619
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Major
36 Partridge Road
East Waterboro, ME 04030
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leon Epperly
1541 Epperly Lane
Salem, VA 24153
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Freya Skarin
2167 Boyer Ave East
Seattle, WA 98112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anna Borsey
44 Broad Road
Eastbourne, NY 12444
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kelly Benson-Polacinski
5 Rural Place
Delmar, NY 12054
To Whom it May Concern:

To the extent that we destroy our environment, it should never be for the profit of corporations, at the expense of America's health and future. Exporting natural gas only benefits corporate shareholders. This is far too high a price for the gain of a few wealthy and selfish men. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Johannesen
535 Hudson Street, Apt. 3f
New York, NY 10014
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilee Lampman
140 Fairview Lane
Red Wing, MN 55066
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Roth
2434 Glenbonnie Dr
Atlanta, GA 30360
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jason Burch
834 Blair St.
Salt Lake City, UT 84111

CREDO Action 4835
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lindabeth Schmucker
2310 Evenstar Lane #10
Davis, CA 95616
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.  

Sincerely,  

Tanya de Bruijn  
Swanson Road  
Palouse, WA 99161
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Hope
1004 Adams Street
Ottawa, IL 61350
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Brink
629 East 7th Street
York, NE 68467
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Herten
16002 Woodbury Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44135
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beverly Wolf
3800 Reseda Ct
Waterford, MI 48329
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Angela Hughes
2101 Rays Branch Road
Charleston, WV 25314
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cindy Lance
2711 Anuenue St.
Honolulu, HI 96822
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Will Smith
116 Country Club Rd
Cresson, PA 16630
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Keith
312 N.W. 10th St.
Gainesville, FL 32601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Corporate profits should not come at our expense.

Sincerely,

Sheila Powers
39 Maple Ave
Old Saybrook, CT 06475
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rose Smith
116 Country Club Rd
Cresson, PA 16630
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

John Wolford
P. O. Box 65
Bristol, VA 24203
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joel Weigel
6448 Lancaster Dr
Warrenton, VA 20187
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Hale
7734 E. Carter Road
Westmoreland, NY 13490
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patrick Whalen
26 Rickard Street
Cortland, NY 13045
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Michael Duffy
398 Netherland Avenue
Staten Island, NY 10303
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Russell Rivenburg
1716 Nw 5th St
Chiefland, FL 32626
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. We don’t fully understand the effects of fracking on our environment. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Holly Kukkonen
1607 Burns Ave.
Iowa City, IA 52240
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Pemberton
2512 Coconut Drive
Cocoa, FL 32926
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Palmer
0000 W. Nonesuch
Chicago, IL 60613
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Freddie williams
P.O. Box 12334, Benoryn,
Benoni, MA 01504
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Dustin Altmann
1056 Griffith Ave
Las Vegas, WA 98104
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Fullerton
11471 S.W. 109th Road
Miami, FL 33176
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Dallin
17041 Robinson Road
Gulfport, MS 39503
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy gainard
839 Keefer Road
Girard, OH 44420
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alisa Brennan
2031 Commonwealth Ave. 4
Brighton, MA 02135
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Kaufman
1295 32nd St. Sw
Pine River, MN 56474
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tara Ashmore
Elkhorn Rd.
Seeley Lake, MT 59868
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Connolly
36 Jones Mill Rd
Richmond, VT 05477
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheila Morway
407 Sherman St.
Middleville, MI 49333
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Stocker
1074 Beverly St.
Schenectady, NY 12306
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Boyer  
135 Mosher Way  
Palo Alto, CA 94304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Alex Zancan
18 Southern Blvd
Danbury, CT 06810
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Amanda Peebles
2004 Dunkirk Dr
Lexington, KY 40504
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Neil Barbee
438 Cherokee Ave #2
Atlanta, GA 30312
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nick yashirin
1414 Dabbling Duck Dr
Summerville, SC 29483
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Barker
25325 Peach Orchard Ln
Aldie, VA 20105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Haseleu
Po Box 33
Barronett, WI 54813
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Larson
6553 25th Ave Nw
Seattle, WA 98117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harriet Kalet
Patricia Drive
Commack, NY 11725
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Lyons
8656 Golden Sage Dr
Elk Grove, CA 95624
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

S bailey
1184 Castaway Island Road
Eclectic, AL 36024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Barrett
2040 Gill Port Lane
Walnut Creek, CA 94598
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frankie DeMarco
241 Sixth Ave., #11c
New York, NY 10014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Estep
25290 Chippendale
Roseville, MI 48066
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nathan Gimbol
2675 Nw Ginseng Pl
Corvallis, OR 97330
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janine Palmer
23 Sill Lane
Old Lyme, CT 06371
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Bagby
1443 Rancho Encinitas Dr
Encinitas, CA 92024
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katie Garton
430 West 34th Street #8c
New York, NY 10001
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Roberts
172 S Fourth St
Mount Wolf, PA 17347
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Winsberg
1901 Grant St
Evanston, IL 60201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Blickensderfer
140 West Pioneer Ave, Spc121
Redlands, CA 92374
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Burnett
130 West Hill Road
Plainfield, MA 01070
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking is every bit as horrific as drilling in our seas - and likely more catastrophic, if possible, because of the danger to fresh water aquifers and all the lives they support - human and otherwise. Clean energy? Quite the opposite!

Sincerely,

Susan Strelec
545 Centre Street
Boston, MA 02130
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wass Andrea
435 Alta Avenue
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maria Jackson
1714 Milholland Dr
Spring, TX 77386
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dave Masucci
166 6th Ave Apt 4
Brooklyn, NY 11217
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Metzger
916 Sw Sara Circle
Lees Summit, MO 64081
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Colin Goldstein
4525 W 33rd Ave
Denver, CO 80212
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marjorie DeLapa
5728 W. Wautoma Beach
Hilton, NY 14468
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Rowe
947 25th St
Moline, IL 61265
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marlena Kogel
155 Fickle Hill Road
Arcata, CA 95521
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Susanne Demko
1304 Oakdale Rd
Charlotte, NC 28216
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janelle Garcia
9502 Saddlebrook Dr
Boca Raton, FL 33496
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Aurelia Zak
480 Peachtree Hills Ave
Atlanta, GA 30305
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Clark
24163 Birch Terrace
Willits, CA 95490
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kris Bevilacqua
382 Waverly Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11238
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Walker
Pob 406
Brightwood, OR 97011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Damon Brown
3536 Cloverdale Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90016
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Bortz
51 Central Ave
Wellsboro, PA 16901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Cherney
200 Claremont Ave
New York, NY 10027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barry Monroe
53 Glad Farm Rd.
St. George, ME 04860
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Regina Tollfeldt
1407 Springwood Ave Ne
Olympia, WA 98506
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dwight Hutchison
155 Lamartine St.
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlie Martof
14290 Madison Ave Ne
Bainbridge Island, WA 98110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Myron Mohr
408 1/2 W. Main St.
Van Wert, OH 45891
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keith Robillard
34 Scenic View Dr
Turner, ME 04282
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ernest Kuban
2209 Alice Rd.
Sarasota, FL 34231
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Cynthia Cornett
26 Highland Ave
San Francisco, CA 94110
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gena Burrows
130 Dump Horton Rd
Bunn, NC 27508
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jon Kump
707 Se Greenridge Dr
Lee’S Summit, MO 64063
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Johnson
2868 Ceekay Place
Castro Valley, CA 94546
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Williams
2804 Se 27th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Betsy Mabry
4281 Lee Hwy
Pulaski, VA 24301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erica Johanson
50 Stony Brook Road
Hopewell, NJ 08525
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Pattillo
14203 Les Palms Circle
Tampa, FL 33613
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heidi Dillon
575 W. Avenida De Las Flores
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Rowley
2130 Victor Street
Saint Louis, MO 63104
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Erica Harmon
5155 S. Torrey Pines Dr. #2061
Las Vegas, NV 89118
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jim Vaughan
1701 Clearwood St
Pittsburg, CA 94565
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Rucquoi
715 South Myrtle Ave
Sanford, FL 32771
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Caitlin Adolph
1937 Waterloo Rd.
Mogadore, OH 44260
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David radke
1010 Powhattan Ave
San Francisco, CA 94110
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Gellert
22337 Rolling Hill Lane
Laytonsville, MD 20882
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard lehr
58-13 213st
Bayside Hills, NY 11364
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Robert Roden
164 East 56th St., Apt.2
New York, NY 10022
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Sklar
3427 N. Colfax Ave.
Minneapolis, MN 55412
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. The reasoning for adding "fracking" to the gas companies repertoire is to develop resources to make the USA energy self-sufficient. Exporting this gas does not add to our self-sufficiency.

Sincerely,

Mary York
474 Buteo Ridge
Pittsboro, NC 27312
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlene Short
704 E. Third St. Po Box 572
Lawton, MI 49065
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Cartwright
29 Upper Idlewild Dr.
New Castle, PA 16101
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Guion
89 San Lucas
Moss Beach, CA 94038
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Porter
735 Brockett Rd.
Dolgeville, NY 13329
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Caroline Branca
635 Indian Wells Way
Wilmington, NC 28411
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Shed
64 Country Club Dr
Florida, NY 10921
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anthony Lazaar
250 Palisade Ave
Cliffside Park, NJ 07010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Mathes
1431 Alisa Ct
Rio Rico, AZ 85648
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim Twardesky
17445 Shaw Ave.
Lakewood, OH 44107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Holly Hunnicutt
24-52 44th St #A3
New York, NY 11103
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Aron Meltzner
4463 Camellia Avenue
Studio City, CA 91602
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rosalie Benson
200 Demarest Drive, Apt. 106
Vacaville, CA 95687
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Ireland
400 Deer Valley Rd., 4f
San Rafael, CA 94903
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harvey Goldman
14082 Mango Drive
Del Mar, CA 92014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Avi Klammer
540 23rd St Apt 101
Oakland, CA 94612
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Mus Goumi
555 Pierce St
Albany Ca, CA 94706
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Nelson
696 Oberlin Ave.S
Kensington, CA 94708
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Lyon
1334. 19th. St. #4
Santa Monica, CA 90404
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Weaver
27609 Ruby Lane
Castaic, CA 91384
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Morris
135 3rd St. Apt. #2
San Rafael, CA 94901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Raffi Boyadjian
5637 Berkshire Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90032
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robin Reinhart
2626 29th St
San Diego, CA 92104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maureen Moss
1338 Rubenstein Ave
Cardiff, CA 92007
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randall Strauss
3065 Union St
San Diego, CA 92103
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kate duroux
10392 Carey Dr
Grass Valley, CA 95945
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Oshin
12225 San Vicente Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90049
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pablo Ballora
17 Upper Ardmore Rd
Larkspur, CA 94939
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Goetz
Street Address
Inverness, CA 94937
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I cannot really understand why this department still exists except to spend tax money.

Sincerely,

Thomas Pritchard
4230 Sw 1st Place
Cape Coral, FL 33914
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ralph Dominguez
770 Clearview Dr.
Hollister, CA 95023
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff McMullen
4903 Hickory Holw
Middletown, OH 45042
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Angela Zettler
787 Summit Ave
Jersey City, NJ 07307
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and to the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would increase dramatically the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. THANK YOU for your attention to this important matter.

Sincerely,

Christina Dawson
20130 87th Ave Sw
Vashon, WA 98070
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim Hacker
101 Meadowview Drive
Fulton, KY 42041
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bianka Ingersoll
31 Gristmill Rd
Randolph, NJ 07869
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Miskis
230 West 147 Street
New York, NY 10039
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Moore
414 Kathmere Road
Havertown, PA 19083
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marie LePage
1379 Meadowbright Lane
Cincinnati, OH 45230
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Colman
138 Updike Rd.
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellet Wilson
512 No. First St.
Lompoc, CA 93436
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Roeber
2211 Cavendish Drive
Alexandria, VA 22308
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Wilbraham
127 Whiskeag Rd
Bath, ME 04530
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sylvia Laano
47-402 Kamehameha Hwy.
Kaneohe, HI 96744
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Hanzel
700 Siena
Kissimmee, FL 34758
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gisela Wykle
797 Coleman Cliff Rd
Frankford, WV 24938
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jason tomlins
1316 Franklin St
Santa Monica, CA 90404
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Paul Mb
1111
Santa Monica, CA 90403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marc edwards
3420 Yoakum Blvd
Houston, TX 77006
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Roe
N1673 North Road
Greenville, WI 54942
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bebe Gallo
12 Daggett St.
Milford, CT 06460
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Freya Peters
2915 Broadway
Santa Monica, CA 90404
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a TOXIC threat to AMERICAN communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Do not allow this. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lori Otto
4 Merrymeeting Dr
Merrimack, NH 03054
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Modell McEntire
2380 Muscupiabe Dr
San Bernardino, CA 92405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. If we're going to pull this stuff up out of our lands it should be for domestic use only.

Sincerely,

Shannon Nace
1119 S Una Ave
Tempe, AZ 85281
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frances Lizette-St. Louis
5 Nightengale Ave.
Massena, NY 13662
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Colleen gregory
3831 Villa Drive
Salt Lake, UT 84109
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Handforth
4909 Brighton Ave
San Diego, CA 92107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roman Lewyckyj
7194 Hertfordshire Way
Victor, NY 14564
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Its your water, air, food, and land too....do you wish to ingest the gas that has been fracked along with your daily intake of soot, and waste? Its our water, air, food and land too.....we don't want it.

Sincerely,

Lynda Duke
7729 Plaza Azul Rd
El Paso, TX 79912
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bette o’connor
214 W Sullivan
Flagstaff, AZ 86001
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristen Conner
1516 Yuba Avenue
San Pablo, CA 94806
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Fehsinger
69 Dougherty
New Boston, NH 03070
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terry Dycus
1291 Holmgrove Dr.
San Marcos, CA 92078
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Gorski
217 Tulip Trail Bend
Cedar Park, TX 78613
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanne & Ron Boucher
2561 Jennifer Ter
Palm Harbor, FL 34685
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roberta Roberts
249 Crosslands Drive
Kennett Square, PA 19348
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Christopher Levy
16 Acorn Circle
Towson, MD 21286
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Ditzler
22061 Chestnut Rd
Amberson, PA 17210
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rob Anderson
4495 Aberdeen Pl
Boulder, CO 80301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We can not trade our clean water for corporate greed!

Sincerely,

Gina Digman
713 Ne 40th Ct
Ankeny, IA 50021
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Greg nichols
P. O. Box 1213
Lawrence, KS 66044
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce Baldauf
1667 Clover Ct.
Barnhart, MO 63012
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ralph Duran
6735 W 64th Pl
Chicago, IL 60638
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Thank you for considering my comments.

Sincerely,

Carol Hobbs
443 E 74th Terrace
Kansas City, MO 64131
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Esakoff
Street Address
City, NY 10026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Becky Kilpatrick
50 Maddy Creek Lane
Friday Harbor, WA 98250
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Earl Elliot
778 Windsor Cir
Lawrenceville, GA 30045
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Thomas
3650 Knoll Ln #97
Colorado Springs, CO 80917
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Debel
6309 Lake Aral
San Diego, CA 92119
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennie sher
Street Address
485 Helderberg Village, CA 91362
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Miguel Cruz
1707 Alvira St.
Los Angeles, CA 90035
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Hilary Persky
66 Linden Ln
Princeton, NJ 08540
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gregory Rossi
3290 Schoolhouse Drive
Waterford, MI 48329
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Barbosa
500 N Dove Rd Apt 413
Grapevine, TX 76051
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Vicente Molieri
9541 Parramatta Pl
Highlands Ranch, CO 80130
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Johnson
3213 State Route 9l
Lake George, NY 12845
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robin Hershey
640 South Firestone
Akron, OH 44301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Priscilla McComb
503 E. Eighth Avenue
Escondido, CA 92025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hans funccius
3170 Rt.32
Kingston, NY 12401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jock Simmons
1903 Todd St.
Newton, NC 28658
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Durack
13516 W 163rd St
Homer Glen, IL 60491
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

D J
11305 Eagle Rd
Davisburg, MI 48350
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diana Wiley
3909 Pershing Ave
Fort Worth, TX 76107
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Angela DeBolt
219 Main St
Oswego, IL 60543
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Gewecke
511 S. 7th St. Apt.5
San Jose, CA 95112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nathan Jackson
16158 Sw 108th Ave. #133
Tigard, OR 97224
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ananda Lee
323 Orizaba Ave.
Long Beach, CA 90814
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diana Shaffer
518 Napoleon Street
Johnstown, PA 15901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vickie McAlister
396 Blackfoot Ave.
Eugene, OR 97404
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathy Pohlman
1927 Miller
La Crosse, WI 54601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Danny Dickason
711 Monterey Blvd
San Francisco, CA 94127
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victoria Folker
859 Chicago Ave
Bandon, OR 97411
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vivian Arroyo
135 Prospect Park West, 64a
Brooklyn, NY 11215
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Pasch
1632 Middlebrooks Road
Griffin, GA 30224
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Ensor
5307 S Louthan St
Littleton, CO 80120
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

J Weuve
2602 W. Agatite
Chicago, IL 60625
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Neal Elinoff
204 West Colorado Ave
Telluride, CO 81435
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Kilfoyle
1626 Colusa Ave.
Davis, CA 95616
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ted Pirro
1118 Nw 26th Avenue
Cape Coral, FL 33993
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susanne Bader
211 Eureka St.
Grass Valley, CA 95945
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Greg Adsluf
Eastern Parkway
Brooklyn, NY 11238
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Irena Franchi
301 174 St 2206
Sunny Isles Beach, FL 33160
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jessica Motta
5312 Fireside Ranch Ave
Las Vegas, NV 89131
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ryan Nugent
318 Lake Street
Haverhill, MA 01832
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kirsten Benjamin
5700 Thornhill Dr.
Oakland, CA 94611
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jana Salvatori
1832 East Mueller Park Road
Bountiful, UT 84010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Heatherington
435 Vienna Street
San Francisco, CA 94112
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim May
1415 Dean St
Fort Myers, FL 33901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chin L
Kensington
Kensington, CA 95133
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jed Holtzman
847 Scott St.
San Francisco, CA 94117
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Loch
2410 Garfield Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Holly Hughes
546 Loggin Road
Frankfort, ME 04438
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Douglas Friday
12536 W Estero Ln
Litchfield Park, AZ 85340
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Greg Meyer
1461 Iron
Bellingham, WA 98225
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John And Martha Stoltenberg
N8362 State Highway 67, P.O. Box 596
Elkhart Lake, WI 53020
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Hollis
14815 Pioneer Rd Sw
Deming, NM 88030
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alexandria Maradey
8924 41 A E
Kenosha, WI 53142
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Evert
4537 Oak Valley Road
Cross Plains, WI 53528
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gerald Hinton
23000 55th Ave W Apt 314
Mountlake Ter, WA 98043
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rosana Francescato
25 Sierra Street
San Francisco, CA 94107
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Aakash Sahai
15402 E Prentice Dr
Centennial, CO 80015
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tema Okun
204 Rigsbee Ave., #201
Durham, NC 27701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martine Richardson
19562 Sw Century Drive
Bend, OR 97702
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Evelyn ULex
51 Fairmont St
Huntington, NY 11743
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mariuccia Iaconi
P.O.Box 77023
San Francisco, CA 94107
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Irene Young
478 West End Rd
Hillsdale, NY 12529
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathy Revis
66 Brandy Lane
Wappinger Falls, NY 12590
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Kubicki
1214 W Jarvis Ave
Chicago, IL 60626
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Caughlin
15554 Bristol Cir E
Clearwater, FL 33764
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tina Michel
81 Gray Duster Cir.
Biltmore Lake, NC 28715
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Johnson
4900 South Haven Dr.
Lincoln, NE 68516
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Ellis
3463 Needham Rd
Lexington, OH 44904
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Nancy Little
9757 Scribner Lane
Wellington, FL 33414
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larie Mallory
123 Middlesex
Darien, CT 06820
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alicia Galindo
10494-A Culver Blvd.
Culver City, CA 90232
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Caroline Drought
10506 W Euclid Ave
West Allis, WI 53227
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Breyanna Powell
13802 Tustin East Dr. #52
Tustin, CA 92780
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen McAllister
16635 Round Hill Ct.
Hidden Valley Lak, CA 95467
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Knablin
555 Delaware St.
North Bend, OR 97459
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Connors
641 W. Main St.
Madison, WI 53703
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Petencin
10809 Clyburn Park Dr. Ne
Albuquerque, NM 87123
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hartmut Franz
1818 4th Pl Se
Auburn, WA 98002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Clark
31043 Laplant Road
Grand Rapids, MN 55744
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carole Noblitt
4116 W. 15th St.
Greeley, CO 80634
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Mullane
33 Lloyd St
Winchester, MA 01890
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wayne Jarvis
8402 Quadrant Lane
Baldwinsville, NY 13027
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim simmons
Quarrier St
Charleston, WV 25301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arden Erlichman
183 Garfield
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Wiley
16 Brookside Ave
Webster, MA 01570
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sonya Sanford
Po Box 766
Big Lake, MN 55309
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce Marshall
2401 Pennsylvania Ave. #16a11
Philadelphia, PA 19130
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.  

Sincerely,  

Kathy Henry  
112 Shady Lane  
Cropwell, AL 35054
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Dahlgren
14080 Providence Rd
Alpharetta, GA 30004
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alabel Platou
568 Waterloo Road
Stanhope, NJ 07874
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cindy Poston
251 Mullins Rd.
Ten Mile, TN 37880
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Alicia Townsend
14479 Songbird Lane
Haslet, TX 76052
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ilene Hosterman
W7315 County Road X
Wausaukee, WI 54177
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pat Eubanks
7963 Amador Ave
Yucca Valley, CA 92284
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arthur ellis
2001 Garden Ave Apt 8
Eugene, OR 97403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Longley
719 Sw Chiefland Ln
Fort White, FL 32038
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen MacLaughlin
818 Walton Avenue
Mamaroneck, NY 10543
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce Sousa
425 Bull Creek Rd.
Asheville, NC 28805
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Grant-Leslie  
16574 77th At  
City, MI 49090
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Guy Poos
4105 N.E. 142nd Ct.
Edmond, OK 73013
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynda Devivo
2775 East 12th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11235
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Paul Jacobsen
247 West Winona Street
West Saint Paul, MN 55118
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Haynes
2926 Tree Swallow Rd.
Roanoke, VA 24018
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edwina Beard
505 W Hickpochee Ave Ste 2000
Labelle, FL 33935
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank Taylor
3325 Talisman Ct Apt D
Boulder, CO 80301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melody Yamaguchi
40141 Davis St.
Fremont, CA 94538
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roger Schmidt
110 S Harris Ave #201
Waupun, WI 53963
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Milen Petkov
12750 Se 73rd Ct.
Newcastle, WA 98056
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Monika Szrek
5 Gramercy Park West
Nyc, NY 10003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrea Enders
5557 Berwood Dr
Orlando, FL 32810
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dean Pryer
1343 1/2 W 8th Ave
Eugene, OR 97402
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anja Nothdurft
111 Wellcome Dr
Greenville, NC 27858
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gregory Katsma
3342 Flat Run Dr
Bethlehem, GA 30620
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Groome
3 Roberts Road, Lewes. De
Lewes, DE 19958
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Ramer
442 Post St Ste 302
San Francisco, CA 94102
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

E. Macdougall Palmer
Street Address
Missoula, MT 59803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

B Porat
71 Summer Street Ext
Westborough, MA 01581
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Foote-Martin
W7503 Kampen Road
Arlington, WI 53911
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken Johnson
1835 E Marquette Dr
Gilbert, AZ 85234
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle Zink
700 N, 6th St.
Columbia, MO 65201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

J Thomas Elsasser
16202 3rd St E
Redington Beach, FL 33708
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Vazquez
Kostner
Chicago, IL 60641
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

It makes no sense to allow our natural gas or other fossil fuels to be exported. We have an energy problem of our own right here at home. Moreover, exporting our fossil fuels will allow them to be burned that much more quickly, drastically increasing global warming. We must slow down and save some for the future. The fossil fuel industry is already raking in enough profits from our common natural resources. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Howard Hasik
3106 Lincoln Ave
Alameda, CA 94501
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristen Manies
780 Ponderosa Ave
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Cohen
930 Oakwood Ave
Wilmette, LA 70091
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Thompson
234 Eureka Dr.
San Antonio, TX 78223
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Valentine
6025 Duck Lake Rd
Whitehall, MI 49461
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Pakaln
35 High Ave.
Nyack, NY 10960
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gene Park
15951 Quarry Rd.
Lake Oswego, OR 97035
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judie Fleig
22237 S. Picacho Way
Williams, AZ 86046
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Neiman
60 Seaman Ave
New York, NY 10034
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

John Walker
3523 Mckinney Ave
Dallas, TX 75204
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bradley Dharam
2025 Grand Ave., Apt. 3g
North Bergen, NJ 07047
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brad jarvis
3074 N. Melody St.
Kingman, AZ 86401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brad Thacker
7345 W 23 Ave
Lakewood, CO 80214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Long
14 Baxter Lane
Brunswick, ME 04011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Marks
344 Hutchison St
Vista, CA 92084
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Palmer
134 Kendal Dr.
Kennett Square, PA 19348
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Gary Schlemmer
3434 Royal Oak Dr.
Titusville, FL 32780
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. It is not a policy that should proceed because we do not need to destroy our public and private lands just to enrich the oil and gas companies. This is not the direction we should go. Destroy OUR environment for the benefit of other countries. For once show some sense and care for OUR ENVIRONMENT and our future. This is dangerous drilling and should actually be stopped and not expanded at all.

Sincerely,

Joanne Wood
503 W 13th St
Sterling, IL 61081
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Hoope
6114 W. Leland
Chicago, IL 60630
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wes Daniels
1539 Lindsay Drive
Reno, NV 89523
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beatrice Michot
137 Duson St
Lafayette, LA 70506
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Eric Stein
521 Hibbard
Wilmette, IL 60091
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,  
Barbara Wong  
3560 Townsquare Dr  
San Jose, CA 95127
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kay Wallace
1913 Huntington Dr. #B
Duarte, CA 91010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Zach McDonald
2366 E Berkeley St
Springfield, MO 65804
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank White  
Po Box 582  
Willsboro, NY 12996
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Megan Knight
924 E. Juneau Ave.
Milwaukee, WI 53202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacqueline shutt
955 Davis St.
Elmira, NY 14901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Evan McDermit
608 Golden Ave
Fullerton, CA 92832
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joy kaye
2 Sunshine Ct.
Bloomington, IL 61704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vickie sandy
7760 E. Sr 69, Ste C5-142
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Monica Jelonnek
112 Thompson Ave.
Dover, NJ 07801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Mendoza
2524 Se Taylor St
Portland, OR 97214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Do not jeopardize the lives of humans for the sake of a few more dollars!

Sincerely,

Jeanne France
32408 Dickerson Road
Whitmore, CA 96096
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Crussel
1224 Iowa St.
Norman, OK 73069
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Sincerely,  

Eric Jorgensen  
16253 Blueleaf Pl  
Parker, CO 80134
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Wahle
13130 Portofino Drive
Del Mar, CA 92014
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Bragin
78 Prospect Park West
Brooklyn, NY 11215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mrs. Cox
661 Sabal Lake Dr #103
Longwood, FL 32779
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ingrid Petricone
202 Gair St.
Piermont, NY 10968
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Bailey
1793 Shady Lane
Salem, OH 44460
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Ortiz
3300 Wlincoln
Anaheim, CA 92801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Joyce Vandersloot
1120 West Poplar Street
York, PA 17404
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Russ Arteaga
2460 Park Blvd #4
Oakland, CA 94606
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Brinegar
743 Culp Crk
Argillite, KY 41121
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Allowing exports of fracked gas is very short-sighted.

Sincerely,

Yang Chen
2132 Waterby St
Westlake Village, CA 91361
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Slawson
991 Ridgeview Drive
Seven Hills, OH 44131
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Klene
410 Sagebrush Drive, Wister D
Jackson, WY 83001
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eleanor Hare
202 Crest Circle
Clemson, SC 29631
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Simmons
920 Cane Oaks Dr
Efland, NC 27243
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martin roddy
335 Fletcher Farm Road
Bloomingdale, NY 12913
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barry Southworth
664 North Main St.
Bristol, CT 06010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Reba B.
1904 Nw 11th Road
Gainesville, FL 32605
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Milton Blount
3499 Springside Drive
Decatur, GA 30032
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Louis Rourke
4980 N Main St
Fall River, MA 02720
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis Hessner
418 Pine St
Delavan, WI 53115
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kent Sakoda
611 Hausten St. #3
Honolulu, HI 96826
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bradley cross
328 Second St
Ann Arbor, MI 48103
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Hajny
109 Briar Court
Washington, IL 61571
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lewis Szymanski
6854 Sweeter Rd.
Twin Lake, MI 49457
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles David
145 District Rd
Greenville, PA 16125
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

If we sell gas on the international market we lose the benefit of cheap local fuel. I'm alarmed at the increase in methane leakage at fracking sites. Methane is 42 times worse than CO2 as a greenhouse gas. Put our best scientists on seeing if there's a correlation between temp surges and more methane.

Sincerely,

Debra Trudeau
1755 Cambridge Drive
State College, PA 16803
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alison van dusen
72
Indialantic, FL 32903
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathy Dunn
2201 Blaine Rd.
Zillah, WA 98953
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kyle Broom
810 S Spring St Apt 902
Los Angeles, CA 90014

CREDO Action 5195
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adriana Guidi
14410 Magnolia Blvd #1
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Romero
408 River Street Apt 1
Waltham, MA 02453
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce Nedbalek
5067 Belwood Lane
Minnetonka, MN 55345
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Blanca Jimenez
6120 S. Hooper Ave., #4
Los Angeles, CA 90001
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Georgia Heise
126 Baker St
San Francisco, CA 94117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dave MacDougall
51 Shepard Ave.
Saranac Lake, NY 12983
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Chris Roop
58 Jewett St
Georgetown, MA 01833
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peg Mitchell
1449 Golden Sunset Dr.
San Marcos, CA 92078
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Desha Hagood
North State
Bellingham, WA 98225
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken Huber
4441 1/2 Louisiana St
San Diego, CA 92116
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claudia holbrook
300 N. Hillcrest
Bessemer, MI 49911
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Efrain Cardenas
85-14 Woodhaven Blvd.
Woodhaven, NY 11421
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alyce Maher
Rt 1
Perry, KS 66073
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Dale Warren
128 Fairway Drive
Nicholasville, KY 40356
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathleen Hirschberger
23204 Clarke Rd
Liberty Lake, WA 99019
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie Bulum
5902 Bixby Village Dr.
Long Beach, CA 90803
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis Cloutier
885 Tyson Street
Baltimore, MD 21201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lauren Avery
6050 Monroe Ave
Oakland, CA 94618
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Schock
120 Blair Avenue
Rock Springs, WY 82901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anthony Kopp
30 Esopus Avenue
Phoenicia, NY 12464
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Angela alvarez
135 N Park View St
Los Angeles, CA 90026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mimi Williams
4910 Cushman Rd. Ne
Olympia, WA 98506
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emily Castelli
1287 Francisco St
Berkeley, CA 94702
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Brady
3379 Madera Ave.
Oakland, CA 94619
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wayne Knapp
74 W. 92nd St.
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deb Carr
101 Lake Meadow Dr.
Apex, NC 27502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marvin Geer
Pobox 1017
Tenino, Wa., CA 94802
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Platt
19639 North Shore Drive
Spring Lake, MI 49456
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Joaquin Chavez
1709 Bates Dr
Davis, CA 95618
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. How would this make us more energy independent? Don’t give the fossil fuel industry permission to continue their destruction of our planet. Their goal is to increase profits no matter the cost to our health and environment. Their greed diverts them - it’s time for you to take a stand to protect our health and stop the destruction of our planet before it’s too late. It can’t continue to be profits at any cost, we need an energy policy focused on renewable clean energy. I am so disgusted with large corporations running this country for their own selfish gains. A democracy is not ruled by corporations and the very wealthy, but we the people seem to be invisible and disregarded by them. Where’s the change, the hope?

Sincerely,

Diana Afarian-Hunter
103 Sand Gully Rd
South Deerfield, MA 01373
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Henry Hespenheide
6081 W 75 Pl
Los Angeles, CA 90045
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gerald Bertholl
17363 Hwy 105
Melville, LA 71353
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harlow safford
730 N Chipper
Wichita, KS 67212
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff Taylor
Po Box 5478
Pleasanton, CA 94566
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kerry Whitaker
325 Trinity Church Rd
King, NC 27021
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Sara Rose
619 Erford Rd
Camp Hill, PA 17011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda McAvoy
Linda Mcavoy
Meridian, ID 83642
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janine Werchinski-Yates
8857 Oswego Road
Baldwinsville, NY 13027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Stepaniuk
25w060 Geneva Rd
Carol Stream, IL 60188
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathy Woodworth
7379 Se Eagle Ave
Hobe Sound, FL 33455
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Gebhardt
2185 Calle Hermosa
Gardnerville, NV 89410
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lorean Burton
1890 Park Dr
Jackson, MI 49203
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Glenna Teti
Po Box 11811
Bainbridge Is, WA 98110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roland Green
1384 S. Shoshone St.
Denver, CO 80223
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Adams
933 Edwards Lane
Sebastopol, CA 95472
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Cynthia HERNANDEZ
106 Poulos Ct
Ukiah, CA 95482
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nan Edmunds
1417 Shopes Church Road
Hummelstown, PA 17036
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Boska
116 Clydesdale Drive
Pittsfield, MA 01201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary persuit
Street Address
Sewickley, PA 15143
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer O'Neal
12400 Ventura Blvd #907
Studio City, CA 91604
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Knoblauch  
186 S. Eliot St  
Denver, CO 80219
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Rea
2000 W Arkansas Ln #61
Arlington, TX 76013
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Merlene Olmsted
13008 N. Wood Road
Reardan, WA 99029
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matt Witten
208 Rublee Rd
Starksboro, VT 05487

CREDO Action 5249
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Olaf Schuett
2628 Lakewood Pl.
Westlake Village, CA 91361
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Palmer
2871 Dunton Circle
Madison, WI 53711
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kyle Johnston
P.O.#57681
Tucson, AZ 85732
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Promoting the profits of the frackers at the expense our environment is NOT why I campaigned and voted for you. This action would spur climate destruction and basically transform this country into a third world nation with no rights and at the mercy of immoral international corporations. I am very disappointed you would even consider this.

Sincerely,

George Braun
202 Windham Drive
Exton, PA 19341
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emile Haddad
9016 Meridian Ave N
Seattle, WA 98103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Cragin
2229 Longhorn Dr
Pueblo, CO 81008
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrea scott
1530 Romley Lane
Alamo, CA 94507
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

I agree with the Credo Action Network. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Raymond Litzsinger
1159 Gross Avenue
Green Bay, WI 54304
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Loren Lockwood
777 West End Ave
Ny, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Brian De Castro
34 Mews Lane
South Orange, NJ 07079
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Holmgren
1011 Logan Pl
Colorado Springs, CO 80909
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilynjoy Barbian
407 E. Main St.
Waunakee, WI 53597
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rachel Cilley
29 Moharimet Drive
Madbury, NH 03823
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne O’Haire-Hill
410 West 24th St. 6m
New York, NY 10011
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mike Kane
1229 N. Mansfield Ave. #206
Hollywood, CA 90038
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Sanderson
2943 Central Park Blvd
Denver, CO 80238
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. This would be devastating for communities all over the US. We have already seen enough of the pollution, health problems and environmental damage caused by fracking. Fracking also releases methane and other gases into the atmosphere, which will only add to climate change and the kinds of extreme weather problems we have seen with Hurricane Katrina, Superstorm Sandy, tornadoes everywhere, etc. Scientists have been warning that allowing fracking and such projects as the Keystone pipeline will mean there is no chance of preventing even worse climate change than we have already seen. The American public, and people worldwide, know this intuitively, and we are tired of using dirty fossil fuels. We want resources and effort spent in converting to clean, alternative energy sources like solar, wind, tidal and geothermal. Please stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rose Marie Wilson
32 Willowood Drive
Wantagh, NY 11793
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Betty Barrett
1011 W Hill
Champaign, IL 61821
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Cary
2201 Oleander Dr.
Dickinson, TX 77539
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rod Guinn
12231 Mountain Haze Rd Ne
Albuquerque, NM 87122
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marvin Woods
2187 Lake Springs Ln
Cordova, TN 38016
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pattie Meade
421 Via Montego
San Clemente, CA 92672
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Cannon
3951 Emerald Green St
Salt Lake City, UT 84120
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Wissinger
951 Nason Hill Rd. N.
Marine On St. Croix, MN 55047
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe Crider
231 Monmouth Ave. S.
Monmouth, OR 97361
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beverly Watson
10924 Mill Cove Ave
Las Vegas, NV 89134
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erin Whitford
4446 47th St. Apt 7
San Diego, CA 92115
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gilbert Butler
1440 N 15th Ave
Sheldon, IA 51201
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Karen Stephens-Cole
6691 Eagle Drive
Chino, CA 91710
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dean Knauer  
38 Langdon Rd  
Buffalo, WY 82834
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jimmie Tryon
4241 Biltmore Drive
Corpus Christi, TX 78413
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Fraunfelder
149 Carolyn Rd.
Evergreen, CO 80439
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlie Petrek
310 Cornell Dr. Apt. C
Burbank, CA 91504
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacque Carlson
P.O. Box 258
Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Dozier
7753 W Talavera Way
Tucson, AZ 85743
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Philip Rowe
395 27th St
Boulder, CO 80305
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Keller
10128 Nash Peak Avenue
Las Vegas, NV 89166
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Boggeman
3701 Trakker Trl
2f, MT 59718
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Jahn  
4821.5 Stevens Drive  
Hubertus, WI 53033
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kai Sawyer
890 Channel Road
Deer Harbor, WA 98243
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Murray  
4911 Farwell  
Mcfarland, WI 53558
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Ruining our environment and specifically our precious fresh water supplies here solely for profits for the oil/gas companies is a really bad idea.

Sincerely,

Michael OBrien
Po Box 101 2745 Condo Loop
Boyne Falls, MI 49713
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

June Higgins
11281 Rutledge Rd
Ottumwa, IA 52501
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cornelia Nafzinger  
403 Biddle Street  
Chesapeake City, MD 21915
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Greg Kimber
Po Box 525
Temple, ME 04984
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Couling
225 Mountain Shadows Trail
Florence, MT 59833
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lindsay Ward
5630 200th St Sw
Lynnwood, WA 98036
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tammi Petrine
2503 Foxcroft Way
Reston, VA 20191
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Hendricks  
44 N Grove Street  
Freeport, NY 11520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Albert Hamstra
1829 Concord Se
Grand Rapids, MI 49506
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Zimmerman
6 Mirror Lake Dr.
Mirror Lake, NH 03853
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Whitney McMannis
330 Goose Cove Rd
Trenton, ME 04605
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bronson Koterwas
6008 Shadow Circle
Bozeman, MT 59715
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brittany Coleman
2413 Fawn Meadow Drive
Little Elm, TX 75068
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Zak Mettger
8 Grotto Ave
Providence, RI 02906
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gabriel Goulart
30000-229 Kasson Road
Tracy, CA 95304
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Yvette Grant
421 Bethlehem Rd
Kings Mtn, NC 28086
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Sliney
460 Beverly St
Robins, IA 52328
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronald Prado
2460 Nw 5th Street
Miami, FL 33125
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Younis
2018 Delaware St.
Berkeley, CA 94709
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Draper
11974 M26
Eagle Harbor, MI 49950
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Judy Carey
53380 Ave Carranza
La Quinta, CA 92253
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank McCraw
6 Quail Trail
Savannah, GA 31406
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deb Gordon
1234 Anywhere Street
Los Angeles, CA 90232
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kandee Sabo
5423 S Pawnee Ct.
Spokane, WA 99206
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Richard Ball
106 W Walnut Park Dr
Philadelphia, PA 19120
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Karen Temple
West 21street
New York, NY 10011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doris Stanley
1733 Lakemont Ave #202
Orlando, FL 32814
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Buckley
715 Brooklyn Mtn Road
Hopatcong, NJ 07843
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wanda Pittmon
16030 Stoneham Circle
Pflugerville, TX 78660
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. INTEGRITY FIRST. THANKYOU.

Sincerely,

Lisa Kasprzycki
Po Box 1110
Haiku, HI 96708
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe Walker
4599 Austin Peay Hwy.
Bartlett, TN 38135
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adam Heckle
56 South Union Apt 1a
Burlington, VT 05401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Zee Kallah
5001 N. 11th Ave.
Phoenix, AZ 85013
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Fina
110 Reed Street
Cambridge, MA 02140
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melissa McClennen-Davis
5711 Blue Ridge
College Station, TX 77845
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Comfort
918 West Airy St.
Norristown, PA 19401
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christel Halteman
324 Whitechapel Rd.
Lancaster, PA 17603
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randy Ray
1207 Old Hickory Road
Tyler, TX 75703
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Davis
3643 Sw 20th Avenue, Apt. 806
Gainesville, FL 32607
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Slomer
524 Mccubbing Dr.
Lexington, KY 40503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eva Sipos
1211 Second Ave #1
Asbury Park, NJ 07712
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Llewellyn
Street Address
Walnut Creek, CA 94597
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gzim Derti
5029 Farmview Dr
Schnecksville, PA 18078
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ravenel bennett
65 Grumpy Old Men Rd.
Shelburne, NH 03581
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

T Bennett
- 
-, WA 98053
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kelli Grogan
504 Steven Drive, Apt. A
King Of Prussia, PA 19406
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rachel Elterman
4819 4th Ave Apt 1b
Brooklyn, NY 11220
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teresa Pirone
30 Spring St.
Danbury, CT 06810
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Dear
224 Sw 155th Terrace
Newberry, FL 32669
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheila Rodgers
20 German Blvd
Yaphank, NY 11980
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carl Augenstein
2002 N Halsted
Chicago, IL 60614
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Why should we let these big corp.ruin our country to make money? Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Carie
356 W Bolero Pl
Dunnellon, FL 34434
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Reeve
8931 Sterling Ridge Run
Indianapolis, IN 46236
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marsha Kimball
2456 Wickstrom Pl Sw
Seattle, WA 98116
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claude Higgins
303 N. Riverside Dr., #105
Pompano Beach, FL 33062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Folkes
380 E 18th Street, #2j
Brooklyn, NY 11226
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Deborah Harper
77 Peruville Rd
Lansing, NY 14882
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerome Katz
1701 Strathcona Dr.
Detroit, MI 48203
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Egizio PANETTI
156 Spring St.
New York, NY 10012
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Alexea Howard
6305 Green Valley Cr. #207
Culver City, CA 90230
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Ronald Voss
16076 Sw Waxwing Way
Beaverton, OR 97007
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Johnson
80 Pinewood Drive
Auburn, ME 04210
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lezlie Namaste
963 Comfort Rd
Spencer, NY 14883
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Hart
12 Summit La
Succasunna, NJ 07876
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Robert Lorenzo
1100 E Osborn Rd Apt 146
Phoenix, AZ 85014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

J Morgan puett
517 Plank Road
Beach Lake, PA 18405
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim graham
307 Highview Dr
San Antonio, TX 78228
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Mueller
409 Moonridge Road
Chapel Hill, NC 27516
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce (Veggie) Olson
155 Neverbreak Dr.
Hendersonville, TN 37075
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sherry noland
562 Cervantes Dr.
Henderson, NV 89014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Daniel Kuhn
504 156th Ave Se Apt E
Bellevue, WA 98007
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rosemarie cohn
24903 Moulton Pkwy Apt 322
Rosemarieanddavid@Cox.Net, CA 92653
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Joiner
1231 Spruce St
Philadelphia, PA 19107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Inge Knudson
106 Riverdale Rd.
Concord, MA 01742
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Comella
2201 Pennsylvania Ave, Apt 515
Philadelphia, PA 19130
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Herb Larson  
884 Hermiston Dr.  
San Jose, CA 95136
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Glassel
1120 Birch Haven Circle
Monona, WI 53716
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Grossetti
1470 Lincoln Ave.
Lakewood, OH 44107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Blumenthal
160 Cabrini Blvd Apt 136
New York, NY 10033
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Linnea Peery
464 W. 44th St. #7j
New York, NY 10036
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alice Rich
150 Woodside Drive
San Anselm, CA 94960
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Williams
23 Pond Valley Circle
Penfield, NY 14526
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Clint Skinner
3985 Shooting Star Rd
Creston, CA 93432
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna slocum
Po Box 490
Willow, AK 99688
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary francis
2794 Parkway Cv
Lithonia, GA 30058
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Michelle Danley
2208 Bridgeport Way
Martinez, CA 94553
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wendy Woodruff-Wezensky
Po Box 830691
Richardson, TX 75083
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jude Hyzen
212 Sylvan Road
Rochester, NY 14618
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Cordova
1325 Lopez Rd Sw
Albuquerque, NM 87105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Desler
23a Noe St
San Francisco, CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jack Kehler
3904 Mclaughlin Av
Los Angeles, CA 90066
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Omar Acevedo-Arus
216 Viena St College Park
San Juan, PR 00921
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Ribeiro-Broomhead
30 Thor Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94131
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doug Adams
2747 46th Ave Sw
Seattle, WA 98116
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Lovett
Po Box 1702
Estacada, OR 97023
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary McCoy
400 Indiantown Farm Ln.
Centreville, MD 21617
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Kathleen Evans-Hatton
17320 Wooster Rd
Mt Vernon, OH 43050
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Anderson
250 W. 19th St
New York, NY 10011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shirley wong
428 Congo St
San Francisco, CA 94131
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susie Fishman
288 Edwards Village Blvd
Edwards, CO 81632
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Clare Mannino
38 Larkspur
Palmetto, FL 34221
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking degrades the environment for dubious ends. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports will dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry. Deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Nicholl
3454 Cullowhee Mtn Rd
Cullowhee, NC 28723
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Trudy NICKOLS
310 S Sheffey Street
Marion, VA 24354
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randi Kent
7809 S. Kachina Dr.
Tempe, AZ 85284
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanne Spence
1922 Audra Circle
Aurora, IL 60504
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mike Creed
172 Addison Ave
Elmhurst, IL 60126
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lourdes Lopez
1355 W 53 St
Hialeah, FL 33012
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tarina Love
10831 Teeter Court
Indianapolis, IN 46236
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. The only thing potentially worse than fracking for our world is the TransCanadian XL Pipeline. Please say NO! to both.

Sincerely,

Susan Hartmann
15 Deerfield Road
Whippany, NJ 07981
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cecil Kirby
2541 S. Pecan Valley Pl.
Green Valley, AZ 85614
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Antonacci
311 East Erie St. Unit 322
Milwaukee, WI 53202
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanne Lakosil
20721 Crestmont Ln
Dearborn Hts, MI 48127
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Russ leopard
256 Forest Hill Dr.
Asheville, NC 28803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frances McClelland
769 Independence Ave
Hamilton, NJ 08610
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Angela Fendley
2476 Se Powell Place
Corvallis, OR 97333
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stanley Pannaman
7301 Nw 75 Court
Tamarac, FL 33321
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Lyndon Heard
Heatherwood Dr
Atlanta, GA 30331
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carole Schreiber
24 Twitter Lane
Brevard, NC 28712
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. The research shows that fracking is dangerous and unsafe. Please do not allow fracked gas to be exported. You will be destroying our environment, our water, our lives by going forward with even more fracking than we have now. The hydrofracking that is currently being done should be reexamined and shut down. Please do not go forward with this plan to export fracked gas. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sandra Kistler-Connolly
5448 Kingston Rd
Elbridge, NY 13060
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matthew Kaplan
1670 Knollwood Drive
Pasadena, CA 91103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. It is bad enough that the gas industry is rationalizing fracking with the flimsy excuse that it improves our national security. That they propose exporting that gas not only puts the lie to their initial excuse, it shows us that profit for them trumps both our health and safety and national security! How much more do you need to see?

Sincerely,

Terry Sullivan
20929 111th Ave Sw
Vashon, WA 98070
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terri Hastings
2686 Camelot Dr.
Newton, NC 28658
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mark Rochester
203 Grant St
Sutherlin, OR 97479
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vlada Yaneva
100 Cabrini Blvd
New York, NY 10033
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Shedd
1701 Quiet Lane Sw
Albuquerque, NM 87105
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Peck
15450 Fm 1325
Austin, TX 78728
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robin Gegner
21009 Amie Ave., #15
Torrance, CA 90503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kurt Strahm
125 Eckford St.
Brooklyn, NY 11222
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Bennett
1558 Jerome Ave
Astoria, OR 97103
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

We must put a high value on holistic innovations and sell that to China and the rest of the world.

Sincerely,

John Savlove
Po Box 19
North Bennington, VT 05257
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Walter McBeth
7481 Crawford Place
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91739
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. President Obama, imagine if there were fracking next to your home – a process that could harm your daughters by its proximity. If you would not want to live near fracking, then you cannot ask any American to do so. All fracking must be banned in the US.

Sincerely,

Katrinka Moore
139 Fulton St.
New York, NY 10038
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sam Stevens
1805 Se 22nd Ave
Portland, OR 97214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Toni Nordan
2907 Virginia Road
Birmingham, AL 35223
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Dolly Arond
16809 Marilla St.
Northridge, CA 91343
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Parker
898 Thomas Fox Dr. West
North Tonawanda, NY 14120
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wanda evans
102 3rd Ave Sw
Austin, MN 55912
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pam Bixter
2338 S. Hearth Dr #23
Evergreen, CO 80439
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vicki Sinclair
Po Box 926
Rogue River, OR 97537
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Gail Magnus
6534 Loran Ave
Saint Louis, MO 63109
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Peter Birckhead
213 Wild Oak Ln
Carrboro, NC 27510
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Willa Swiller
15 Alex Drive
Whiteplains, NY 10605
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Rickicki
410 East 13th Street
New York, NY 10009
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Garcia
72 Outwater Rd.
Bennington, VT 05201
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Tomsic
614 Ne 3rd St
Mcminnville, OR 97128
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lauren Loden
2471 E Osborne Rd
Atlanta, GA 30319
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Meyer
26285 Walker Rd.
Bend, OR 97701
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Kraft
Allergic@Riseup.Net
Sutter Creek, CA 95685
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Aaron Cox
6861 N Palermo Way
Tucson, AZ 85704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa schaufler
7833 Ott Williams Road
Clermont, FL 34714
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine walker
1120 Indian Church Road
West Seneca, NY 14224
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheyenne Russo
18 Pinecliff Lake Drive
West Milford, NJ 07480
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynda Barry
493 Pio Drive
Wailuku, HI 96793
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Miriam Neff
10 Benchmark Lane
Aliso Viejo, CA 92656
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We should not destroy our environment to support desperate profit schemes!

Sincerely,

Peter Heilemann
484 Brainard Street, #47
Detroit, MI 48201
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Derick Fay
3126 Belvedere Dr.
Riverside, CA 92507
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nanda Wilson
440 River Rd.
Felton, CA 95018
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anita Vogel
503 Frankfort Ave. Ne
Orange City, IA 51041
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victor Mendoza
Po Box 3021
Caguas, PR 00726
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Bolyard
1265 Tomotla Rd
Marble, NC 28905
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beata Alexander
1800 Se 44th Ave
Portland, OR 97215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Denise Alford
322 Hunters Crossing
Tallahassee, FL 32312
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Emily Abbott
60 Otis Street
Needham, MA 02492
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristin Haywood
2325 Sw Augusta Place
Aloha, OR 97006
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Garrett Wysocki
4198 Borra Ct.
Oceanside, CA 92056
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle McAlpin
5109 Williams Fork Trail Apt 102
Boulder, CO 80301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Lee
418 West Chenango Road
Castle Creek, NY 13744
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dan Goodwin
99 Country Lane
Westwood, MA 02090
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jantzen Lloyd
2080 Mc Lean Blvd.
Eugene, OR 97405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken Walsh
343 Driftwood Lane
Alameda, CA 94501
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristina Griffin
20 West Waverly Rd
Glenside, PA 19038
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Semmel
644 Sanhican Dr.
Trenton, NJ 08618
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynda Howells
Po Box 122
Randolph Center, VT 05061
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claudia Harris
P.O. Box 70346
Rochester Hills, MI 48307
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Digennaro
2064 Eastcastle Dr Se Y-02
Grand Rapids, MI 49508
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. And the amount of water used in fracking when over half of this country is in a severe drought is absolutely suicidal. The ruining of arable farm land that fracking cause is also a crime against humanity.

Sincerely,

Melissa berkshire
6105 N Talman
Chicago, IL 60659
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

B s
Kane Rd
New Albany, PA 18833
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lance Young
2665 S Desert Rose Dr
Tucson, AZ 85735
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erica James
2965 Briggs Ave Apt 12b
Bronx, NY 10458
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robin Cohen
9903 Pavarotti Terr # 104
Boynton Beach, FL 33437
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Lawrence
209 Chadsey Rd.
Pownal, ME 04069
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Douglas Thatcher
1023 Osborn
Lorain, OH 44052
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne wessel
222 Mira Vista
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Cook
7321 Brudy Lane
Wolverine, MI 49799
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mehran Torgoley
2220 Park Newport
Newport Beach, CA 92660
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Pfersdorf
2827 E. Adams St.
Tucson, AZ 85716
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ryan Castle
75 Fairmount Dr
Lewisburg, PA 17837
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Umi Harmony
63 Willow Way
Willow Creek, CA 95573
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Also, if you’re trying to grow the economy, this is counterproductive. Fuel prices are currently lower in part due to the impact of a inexpensive domestic natural gas market. Exporting that product would drive the price up domestically and restart the price gouging that our middle class families are just beginning to recover from. Fracked gas exportation is bad business both economically and environmentally. I urge you to say no to this initiative.

Sincerely,

Cedric Spencer
2956 Volturno Dr
Grand Prairie, TX 75052
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Signe Cann
420 Audubon Road
Greenville, SC 29609
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jordan Manchester
4333 Ne 90th Ave.
Portland, OR 97220
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking has not be proven Safe. Natural Gas isn't clean. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Donavan
10403 W. Cherokee
Salida, CO 81201
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brad Bornstein
709 Lavergne Avenue
Wilmette, IL 60091
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Toni Schlesinger
131 Paulsen Ln
Petaluma, CA 94952
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Walden
2 Rodeo
Foothill Ranch, CA 92610
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Adler
1170 S. Van Ness Ave
San Francisco, CA 94110
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karl Hixson
4607 Ne Garfield
Portland, OR 97211
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Bomar
171 Plainview St
Memphis, TN 38111
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sumitra Joy
2045
Palo Alto, CA 94306
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jennifer hedman
5530 Pleasant Hill Ave
Las Vegas, NV 89103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry baird
Pobox77191
Tucson, AZ 85703
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matthew Arnold
933 Se Spokane Street
Portland, OR 97202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna McDonald
555 1/2 East St.
Louisville, CO 80027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kira Schabram
3206 Gillam Road
Valley Springs, CA 95252
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allan Greenberg
122 Old Oaken Bucket Rd
Scituate, MA 02066
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Candace Stahl
Po Box 330877
Kahului, HI 96733
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gina Cross
6699 Fox Centre Pkwy
Gloucester, VA 23061
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Tiburzi
9696 Junewood Lane
Loomis, CA 95650
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robyn Walters
4174 Conashaugh Lakes
Norwood, PA 18337
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. American energy should stay in America.

Sincerely,

David Van Grinsven
1906 E. Lourdes Dr.
Appleton, WI 54915
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary rOBERT
5721 Alegria Rd. Nw
Albuquerque, NM 87114
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Miller
541 Exmoor Road
Kenilworth, IL 60043
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heather Hackett
15225 Arena Ct
Manchester, CA 95459
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Domenico Mastrototaro
30 Fayette Street
Boston, MA 02116
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Regina Magee
712 Central Ave
Primos, PA 19018
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carter Rosemond
25 Lloyd Avenue
Malvern, PA 19355
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lesley Cross
2201 Cardington Dr
Columbia, SC 29209
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marjorie Kantor
162 Seventh Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken Bradstreet
125 Gates St
Palmyra, NY 14522
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Perry Lawler
36 Gail Ave
Russellville, AL 35653
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ethan Spaulding
682 E Antelope Dr
Layton, UT 84041
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lorraine Monprode
1828 Summit Parkway
Spokane, WA 98103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victoria Starbuck
367 E. Northwood Ave
Columbus, OH 43201
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Booth  
2509 Caitlin Ct Se  
Olympia, WA 98501
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking poisons our environment, and I am not sure that the damage it does can be fixed. Why would our country export fuel that we can use here? Oh, I forgot - Big companies do what is best for them, not what is best for our country. Silly me. Please, do not sign off on these permits!

Sincerely,

Nancy Gay
6834 3rd St
Lanham, MD 20706
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bart Wert
2334 S. Lumber St.
Allentown, PA 18103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Knudsen
4621 Shirley
Boise, ID 83703
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beverly Mick
4917 Lyle Rd
Columbus, OH 43229
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tiffany Hill
1735 Eastman Ave
Green Bay, WI 54302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marianne Neill
320 The Lane
Hinsdale, IL 60521
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Palmer
7844 Robinson Ave.
Allen Park, MI 48101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Cowan
318 Apple Dr
Steamboat Springs, CO 80487
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Janet Romano
435 Upper Valley Rd
Rochester, NY 14624
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jayne Ash
16732 Se 45 St
Issaquah, WA 98027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kurt Skelton
1160 Via Pacifica #1104
Aptos, CA 95003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Barker
23 13th Avenue
Southern Shores, NC 27949
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Constance stevens
415 S. 4th Street
St Charles, IL 60174
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Kozlowski
43458 Brewster Ct.
Temecula, CA 92592
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Coker
15757 Hwy 66
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Reynolds
1180 Woods Circle
Atlanta, GA 30324
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debbie McLeod
109 Treaty Rd
Drexel Hill, PA 19026
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Hackett
3821 Lake Fork Rd
Kenney, IL 61749
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Philadelphia prokop
14 Rainbow Terrace
West Orange, NJ 07052
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Becky Raymond
P.O. Box 1477
Port Orford, OR 97465
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilee Bell
61 Begonia Circle
Rockport, TX 78382
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frances Ostempowski
54 Impala Parkway
Lancaster, NY 14086
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mika Stonehawk
2480 Irvine Blvd Apt 360
Tustin, CA 92782
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Bonnie Lester
8 William St.
Middletown, NY 10940
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anna Kushner
4801 Oaksong Court
Fuquay-Varina, NC 27526
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Catherine Halligan
2015 Berkeley Dr.
Westlake, OH 44145
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet White
360 Currier Road
East Falmouth, MA 02536
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Becky Larson
1800 81st Street
Victoria, MN 55386
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Korene
13745 W. Marquette Drive
New Berlin, WI 53151
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen sansone
626 Bordeaux Dr
Northbrook, IL 60062
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teri Kemper  
1227 Church St Unit C  
Decatur, GA 30030
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Lippman  
Po Box 422  
New York, NY 10163
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Sanford
14761 Portage Rd
Vicksburg, MI 49097
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Tomicich
11705 Via Chona
San Diego, CA 92128
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julea Bacall
1320 Elam Av
Campbell, CA 95008
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Bob Myers
716 Washington St
Gloucester, MA 01930
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Demeo
555 Main Street
New York, NY 10044
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erma Lowe
2545 Wilson Rd.
Clarksville, TN 37043
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Whitney
1201 Knox St
Ogdensburg, NY 13669
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Hale
1018 E Indiana Avenue – Upper
Spokane, WA 99207
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey colling
88 Chestnut Street
Newark, OH 43055
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Sierra
715 N. Queen Ave.
Tucson, AZ 85705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Reynolds
5359 Little John Ln
Katy, TX 77493
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerry Bethel
904 Lauren Court
Nashville, TN 37217
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sierra Deutsch
1688 No Junk St
Eugene, OR 97402
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Catherine Zimmer
240 Hayes Road
Chapel Hill, NC 27517
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Gebhard
6361 W. Corona Dr.
Chandler, AZ 85226
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marcia Maurycoy
2001 Regent St.
Niskayuna, NY 12309
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,
Cody Jones
262 Hicks Chapel Loop
Marion, NC 28752
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Rios
11760 San Pablo Ave 103
El Cerrito, CA 94530
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Courtney Merritt
5249 Auckland Ave
Noho, CA 91601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Please do not approve the 16 pending permits to ship natural gas overseas until a comprehensive environmental and health study is completed. Fracking appears to be a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joy Reich
1947 Poplar Ln
Boulder, CO 80304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harry Robinson
3835 Lee Ct, #3
Juneau, AK 99801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Vertice Green
128 Zachary Drive
Brunswick, GA 31525
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice Stclair
3 Michael Way
Cambridge, MA 02141
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathy Lathrop
155 Little Canada Rd E Apt 103
Little Canada, MN 55117
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Josh Schott
750 Campus Dr.
Stanford, CA 94305
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom & Anne Porter
W305 N5737 Stevens Rd
Hartland, WI 53029
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Lalonde
3930 Butternut Ct
Port Huron, MI 48060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Kajtaniak
2028 Kent Ct.
Arcata, CA 95521
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peggy Lingwall
118 Oak Ridge Drive
Clarion, PA 16214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Abrahamsom
11850 Camimito De Las Missiones
San Diego, CA 92128
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shahram Vaziri
650 S. Spring Street
Los Angeles, CA 90014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanne Horejsi
1210 So Halverson
Redwood Falls, MN 56283
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Darien Beasley
410 Golf Rd
Summerville, SC 29483
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Khaury
22 Van Ripper Court
San Anselmo, CA 94960
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Isabel Y
Mill Hill
Woodstock, NY 12489
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Schrader
108 Foss St
Biddeford, ME 04005
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Liefer
224 Sullivan St.
New York, NY 10012
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kathleen Bates
2807 25th Ave W
Seattle, WA 98199
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Grant Maloney
4525 Park Dr
Houston, TX 77023
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Ford
7802 Lachlan Drive
Trinity, FL 34655
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Please do not allow the export of fracked gas. High Volume Hydraulic Fracking is a highly toxic process that pollutes the air, ground water, lakes and rivers. Allowing its export will dramatically increase the demand and scale of fracking in the United States. Please don’t let US citizens become the lab rats for meeting the energy needs of foreign countries. Its time to take a stand against the CEO’s of fossil fuel industries who through neglect and greed have been a major contributor of wide scale pollution of our air and water in this country. Don’t pad their coffers at the expense of the American people.

Sincerely,

Alexis Alexander
Po Box 374
Trumansburg, NY 14886
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Heather Lore
309 Grand Ave
Ojai, CA 93023
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

I guess this abomination of corporate greed will only be satisfied when they can sell us water they have decontaminated. If we need this fuel so desperately why would we export it? The argument that we need to drill to independence is thrown away when we export the very independence we seek. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Gannon
14440 Mill Creek Dr.
Montpelier, VA 23192
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alice Loych
405 Larkspur Lane
Lebanon, PA 17042
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Philippe Newman
185 6th Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94118
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Rob Gallinger
5053 Montezuma St
Los Angeles, CA 90042
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Nicolini
39 Aries Lane
Novato, CA 94947
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Felipe Ruiz
226 08 145th Ave
Queens, NY 11413
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sid Snider
P.O. Box 85
Mound Valley, KS 67354
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Peter Cunningham
3820 Bodega Ave
Petaluma, CA 94952
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Clark
624 Alta Vista Pl
Tacoma, WA 98466
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ryan Mullins
3668 Central Ave
Indianapolis, IN 46205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brionna Gripentrog
409 S. Rusk Ave
Viroqua, WI 54665
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Though it is tempting to think of natural gas as somehow cleaner, and better because it isn’t imported, it is actually a very harmful form of energy that should NOT be pursued. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Not long ago, one excuse for racing into natural gas exploitation was the fact that it was a resource local to the US. Now, apparently, keeping the resource for US use is not as important as allowing the fossil fuel industry to make huge profits exporting it while ruining our climate and our home environment.

Sincerely,

Anna Reynolds
14328 Barr Ranch Road
Nevada City, CA 95959
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Maresa Luzier
2773 Cr546a
Bushnell, FL 33513
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andreea Mihailescu
24367 Avenida De Los Ninos
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Brown
155 Ingham Hill Rd
Old Saybrook, CT 06475
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Pulisevich
3625 North Way
Oceanside, CA 92056
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We have been promised that this energy source would be used domestically. Keep the promise - no exports!

Sincerely,

Geoffrey Thompson
10802 Ossineke Road
Ossineke, MI 49766
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Kinney
333 E Grand 317
Des Moines, IA 50309
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Salzmann
39529 Old Sterling Hwy.
Anchor Point, AK 99556
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. READ THE FEDERAL CLIMATE ADVISORY REPORT! THERE IS EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW IN IT.

Sincerely,

Eileen Mulvihill
Po Box 33
Villanueva, NM 87583
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Juliet Calabi
Po Box 24443
Santa Fe, NM 87502
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joann Eckstut
154 Bryan Rd.
Rensselaerville, NY 12147
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kelly Burgess
16802 Landings Pointe Ln. #104
Tampa, FL 33624
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Giambalvo
1009 Boulevard
New Milford, NJ 07646
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diana Hardison
20148 Mccray Drive
Abingdon, VA 24211
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bernadine Stake
304 West Iowa
Urbana, IL 61801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Don't allow fracking to poison our environment and make Americans ill. Do we want to do this to our citizens and to our health care system?

Sincerely,

Susan Shennon
11 Riverside Drive
New York, NY 10023
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Carly Farber
Clinton
Brooklyn, NY 11205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Priscilla Miller
223 Laws Brook Road
1743, MA 01742
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lauren Holland
417 L Street
Salt Lake City, UT 84103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice Johnson
37123 Club House Road
Ocean View, DE 19970
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Signe Schaefer
15 Hillside Ave
Great Barrington, MA 01230
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janine Weil
63-50 Wetherole St
Rego Park, NY 11374
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stevin Cohen  
1761 Sunningdale Rd 50 K  
Seal Beach, CA 90740
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susie Hulet
1699 Whispering Oaks Dr
Ogden, UT 84403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Garofalo
212 Woodlands Dr Se
Smyrna, GA 30080
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Herron
444 Grey Cliffs Ct
St. Helens, OR 97051
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Higgins
1259 Highlands
Keeseville, NY 12944
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Petzold
733 N 3rd St
Decatur, IN 46733
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Franz
7590 Sw 150th Street
Palmetto Bay, FL 33158
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Valerie Davis
7194 Hiway 518
Ranchos De Taos, NM 87557
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles J Whittle Jr
78 Creekside Drive
Dugspur, VA 24325
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Cotner
675 E. Santa Clara St.
Ventura, CA 93001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claude Francois
P.O Box 322
Chamisal, NM 87521
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Miller
501 West 123 St
2b, NY 10027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Walker Blaine
136 Church Street
Barnet, VT 05821
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Young
5808 Williamsburg Way
Durham, NC 27713
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Prudence Ratliff
3225 G Street
Eureka, CA 95503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elsbeth atencio
Po Box 537
Arroyo Hondo, NM 87513
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Warren
11817 W. Dumbarton Dr
Morrison, CO 80465
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

We should be eliminating fracking as a fuel option, not increasing demand for it.

Sincerely,

Jenny Evans
600 Westview Dr #303
Hastings, MN 55033
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bridget Luther
W8890 Middle Rd.
Watertown, WI 53098
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roger Ferguson
10810 Hart Lane
Bainbriedge Island, WA 98110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kara Afrates
Intentionally Left Blank
Lorain, OH 44052
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ashley Bozekowski
2141 Grove Cir W
Boulder, CO 80302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Spray
6220 Ammons Drive
Arvada, CO 80004
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Audrey burstein
825 Forest Ave
Royal Oak, MI 48067
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Garcia
499a So. Broadway, #2
Yonkers, NY 10705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Anthony Dague
10619 99th St. Sw
Lakewood, WA 98498
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nathan Gregus
3990 Packard
Charlotte, MI 48813
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dan Uhlenkott
34th Ave. S.
Minneapolis, MN 55406
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anette McCullough
14916 Highwood Dr
Minnetonka, MN 55345
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Johnson
217 Martindale Rd
Englewood, OH 45322
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Keith
10231 Eaton St
Westminster, CO 80020
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Renee Newstrum
29609 K Pl
Ocean Park, WA 98640
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kevin Dickherber
1208 Hebert St
St Louis, MO 63107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gordon Thornburg
1478 Rocking W Drive
Bishop, CA 93514
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Heron Furtwangler
304 Stanhope St #2l
Brooklyn, NY 11237
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melissa Youngman
2685 Westlake Ct Ne
Grand Rapids, MI 49525
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Chavarria
914 N23rd
Waco, TX 76707
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pete And Paula Golden
Double Bridge Rd
Demorest, GA 30535
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marion Schmidt
640 Winnetka Mews, #406
Winnetka, IL 60093
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Cook
206 E. 9th St.
Austin, TX 78701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Baugh
273 Derby Ave #302
Derby, CT 06418
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. NO FRIGGING FRACKING!!

Sincerely,

Linda Guttila
1216 Lakeside Dr East
Highland Lakes, NJ 07422
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jesse Huebner
201 Redbud
Pittsboro, NC 27312
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Nolan
10540 N Blaney Ave
Cupertino, CA 95014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Brennan
3706 Williams Rd
San Jose, CA 95117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christie Mulholland
513 S Walnut Street
West Chester, PA 19382
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Kollar
29035 Brockway Dr
Westlake, OH 44145
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kaniela Cush
206 10th St.
Pittsburgh, PA 15215
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Pat Moen
3239 Pleasant
Mpls, MN 55408
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Overturf
35836 Chancey Road
Zephyrhills, FL 33541
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We cannot know the long term effects of the chemicals that are used for the fracking process! why allow these industries to make foreign profits at the risk of The health of American groundwater. the CO2 emitted is also an issue. we should be exporting wind, solar and other technologies!! SAY NO TO 16 PENDING PERMITS!

Sincerely,

Rebecca Kornick
612 West Belden Avenue
Chicago, IL 60614
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Friedwald
145 East 27th St
Ny, NY 10016
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Camille Beasley  
1626 Sw 14th St  
Gainesville, GA 30606
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Zahir Shaikh
1148 Anduin Falls Dr
Charlotte, NC 28269
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Stephanos Antoniades
137 East Palm Lane
Phoenix, AZ 85004
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Diana Beilman
39th Ave
Portland, OR 97211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Suarez-Beard
2203 Foote Rd
Wilmington, DE 19803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Anna Gutierrez
1261 Cortez Drive
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Sincerely, The Miller Family

Sincerely,

Sam miller
Street Address
City, CA 94706
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kara O’Neill
136 Dove Drive
Dover Plains, NY 12522
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Littlefield
86 Park St
Tupper Lake, NY 12986
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Angela Gunn
2118 Glynnwood Dr
Savannah, GA 31404
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jenny Hand
Garfield
Fort Collins, CO 80524
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Peter Larson
1018 Barnett Place
Homer, AK 99603
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Caroline Richardson
P.O. Box 264
Placerville, CO 81430
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Nastally
809 Kinsmoor Avenue
Fort Wayne, IN 46807
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brixen Reich
1741 South 5th Street West
Missoula, MT 59801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christina Vega
855 Burlington
Canton, MI 48188
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christian Horvath  
1700 Van Horne Ln.  
Redondo Beach, CA 90278
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Maria Buttner
89 Far View Rd
Great Meadows, NJ 07838
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Hill
511 Campsen Villa Court
Spartanburg, SC 29301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doreen Mann
108 King Rd
Lisbon, ME 04250
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Raoul ORNELAS
63199 Nw Via Palazzo
Bend, OR 97701
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia McGowan-Webb
6 Ruso Drive
Albany, NY 12204
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Reeves
12283 Carmel Vista Rd
San Diego, CA 92130
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vince Russo
348 Dakota
Ypsilanti, MI 48198
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronald Wise
4629-D South 28th Road
Arlington, VA 22206
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Ravid
3308 Springdale Ave.
Glenview, IL 60025
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hannah Colbert
1 College Drive
Bennington, VT 05201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Richardson
2942 Mcleod Rd
Bellingham, WA 98225
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Furtado
505 Lakeview Ave
Ann Arbor, MI 48103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurie Bickett
2033 Roberta Drive
North Mankato, MN 56003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle Bencsco
334 Murray St
Rahway, NJ 07065
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Christian Silva
1838 Ocean Grove Dr.
Atlantic Beach, FL 32233
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doris Tillman
108 Cove Point Lane
Williamsburg, VA 23185
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Philips
229 4th Street
East Greenville, PA 18041
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Tia Bianchini
1417 S Hicks St
Philadelphia, PA 19146
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Anderson
1140 Marigold Lane
Holland, MI 49424
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Hernandez
3805 E Hoff Rd
Everson, WA 98247
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Davis
Po Box 4583
Albuquerque, NM 87196
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. How can we be energy self-dependent if we ship our energy overseas? Stop this crazyiness.

Sincerely,

Richard Kohlman
2127 Katahdin Dr
Fort Collins, CO 80525
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terrence Walter
1570 Pleasant View Drive
Lebanon, PA 17046
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ethan Halvorsen
956 E 250 S
Layton, UT 84041
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Doane
Po Box 5536
Ventura, CA 93005
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerome Vitucci
305 Stanley Ave
Bayonne, NJ 07002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. NB If these projects go through, I would require the MOST stringent regulations to ensure the least possible escape of methane into the air, water and soil. It doesn’t matter that regulation might cost energy companies big bucks in new technology and clean-up. Fixing their mess will cost exponentially more. Ever Lynne

Sincerely,

Lynne cordiner
Street Address
Fort Collins, CO 80521
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Kumashiro
6307 N Glenwood Ave # N
Chicago, IL 60660
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Borgeld
3582 Camp Sherwood Rd.
Boyne City, MI 49712
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Hooker
304 Victory Lane
Mansfield, TX 76063
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken Shotkoski
5250 S 52nd St.
Lincoln, NE 68516
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gerald & Jackie Penningroth
14907 199th Pl Se
Renton, WA 98059
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Wilson
1200 Harbor Dr. N.
Oceanside, CA 92054
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Dean
27325 Murrieta Oaks Ave
Murrieta, CA 92562
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. All this potential damage to our eco-system and big oil is going to sell it overseas. So it doesn’t help our country at all, just profits for them.

Sincerely,

Thomas Lindsey
1315 Monroe Av
San Mateo, CA 94401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Cuneo
29340 Bon Mar Drive
Warren, MI 48088
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Cece D
1 Lan
Cov, CA 91722
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marta Phillips
3130 Queen’S Grant Drive
Midlothian, VA 23113
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gerry Hurley
11161 Sw Hall Blvd #18
Tigard, OR 97223
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Federman
389 Muskrat Farm Rd
Stockton Springs, ME 04981
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Myron Grotta
1406 Summit Street
Lawrence, KS 66044
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Margaret Lyons
Wa
Bellingham, WA 98225
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Malcolm Conover
1800 Se 39th Ave.
Portland, OR 97214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Zsoka Toth
3430 S Sepulveda Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90034
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kate kelly
Po Box 488
Groton, SD 57445
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ryvonne Werner
Po Box 352
Portland, MI 48875
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Kaidy
50 Park Cir E
Rochester, NY 14623
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sue Gavin
2304 Torrance Bl
Torrance, CA 90501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Reading
6573 Phelan Court
Clarkston, MI 48346
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Davidson
781 Mcarthur St.
Fond Du Lac, WI 54935
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Z Mark orlowski
2000 Treadway Ave
Cleveland, OH 44109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Weissman
15 Old Rodgers Ranch Ct.
Pleasant Hill, CA 94523
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Richman
304 Calle Florista
Las Cruces, NM 88005
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vicki Ann Zoch
408 Blackberry Drive
Bull Valley, IL 60098
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynnette Perkes
15832 Lime Grove Road
Poway, CA 92064
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine O’Leary
1720 Piper Rd
Ligonier, PA 15658
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Murray
25 Devon St
Portland, ME 04102
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Sullivan
5136 Beeler St
Pittsburgh, PA 15217
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Nowak
815 South Durand Street
Jackson, MI 49203
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alan Rose
44609 Ne 100th Avenue
Woodland, WA 98674
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We are experiencing a terrible drought here in the midwest. Fracking uses millions of gallons of our precious water that it injects with chemicals we are not even allowed to know the names of. Please heed our pleas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Stark
2010 Upland Ave
Boulder, CO 80304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Adams
55179 Breton Woods Dr
Macomb Twp, MI 48042
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandee Smith
40014 Matt Neal Rd. # 12
Norwood, NC 28128
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arthur Stevenson
96 Bolton Street
Lindenhurst, NY 11757
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lorin Brand
1513 S. Gadsden Street
Tallahassee, FL 32301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gregory Tourian
8401 Sleepy Creek Dr
Raleigh, NC 27613
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Al Soprano
7333 Mission Hills Dr.
Las Vegas, NV 89113
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keith Becker
1931 N Villa Ct
Essexville, MI 48732
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Al Race
892 Chuckanut Dr.
Bellingham, WA 98229
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward Roohan
1959 Meadowbrook Rd
Altadena, CA 91001
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alison Rich
7 Chiappardi Place
Beacon, NY 12508
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lesley Rogers
4021 Sw 328th Pl
Federal Way, WA 98023
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jamie Topp
3488 N. Hackett Ave
Milwaukee, WI 53211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lewis Glenn
333 Palmer Hill Road
Riverside, CT 06878
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Shermaine Owens
1631 E. Moonridge Rd
Tucson, AZ 85718
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carole Spreitzer
5135 N. Tripp Avenue
Chicago, IL 60630
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Applebee
512 E Spruce St
Caldwell, ID 83605
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Wall
2973a S. Kinnickinnic Ave.
Milwaukee, WI 53207
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Offutt
2820 N. Highland Ave.
Tucson, AZ 85719
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Hamilton
1114 S Long Ave, #3
Hillside, NJ 07205
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jolene Yates
932 Interlaken Dr.
Lodi, CA 95242
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Yates
482 Lockridge Lane
Lawrenceville, GA 30045
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie Geis
514 34th St Nw
Canton, OH 44709
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Juan Mora
14923 Sw 143 Ct
Miami, FL 33186
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bob Ramsdell
P.O. Box 8395
Madison, WI 53708
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Goodwin
4712 Lorna Place
Las Vegas, NV 89107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Gehr
8465 Sw 120 St
Miami, FL 33156
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Benson
201 Oakdale Road
Baltimore, MD 21210
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Jones
2520 Derbyshire Rd.
Cleveland Heights, OH 44106
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Please do not allow fracking! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terri Buccarelli
1540 Logan Dr
Manasquan, NJ 08736
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary mathis
S10510 Conty Road W
Eleva, WI 54738
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Rick Hernandez
3413 Grove St
Brighton, CO 80601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kelly Shimoda
16 Fowler St
Beacon, NY 12508
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Johanna Boyd
217 E. Christie Ave
Butler, PA 16001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roger Robinson
0763 S
Portland, OR 97219
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We live part time in No. central PA. I WISH SOMEONE WOULD COME VISIT US. Please see what the extraction industries are up to now.

Sincerely,

Dianne Franco
Po1031
La Quinta, CA 92247
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beatrix Perez
27 Bridge Lane
Enfield, CT 06082
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy White
13311 E Forrest Ave
Spokane Valley, WA 99216
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandy Kuntz
8791 Wahl St
Santee, CA 92071
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Forrest Freund
1945 Piner Rd, Spc 96
Santa Rosa, CA 95403
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Denise Thomas
6930 N. 14th Street
Kalamazoo, MI 49009
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Katrina Belskus
10462 Ramona Way
Garden Grove, Ca, CA 92840
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle Storms-Van Howe
413 E. Ohio St.
Marquette, MI 49855
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Paul Kenkel
11671 K4 Hy
Ozawkie, KS 66070
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erin Gieder
9605 Lake Pine Pl
Tampa, FL 33635
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Lindsay Martin
12286 Maxon Ln
Chino Ca, CA 91710
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rae Combs
684 7 Lakes N.
West End, NC 27376
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Wolf
583 Wishbone Lane
Pineville, MO 64856
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Van Beek
155 West Mission Rd.
Green Bay, WI 54301
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan DeLoretto
750 Vincent
Eugene, OR 97401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tobias Woodard
97 Morningside Drive
Middlebury, VT 05753
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maximilien Samson-Francois
P.O Box 322
Chamisal, NM 87521
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Kurdziel
13061 Kerry St Nw
Coon Rapids, MN 55448
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Kirk
36 Arlington Circle
Wickliffe, OH 44092
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Kim Hartley
Po Box 070392
Milwaukee, WI 53207
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. We do not need to increase risk to Americans health and our environment by supporting use of gas in China and other nations. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Siewert
5005 Ironwood Drive
Madison, WI 53716
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marnie Ellis
1747 E Morgan Rd
Jefferson, OH 44047
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Crystal better let
118 North Street
Madison, WI 53704
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rita Chapa
411 N. 38th 1/2 St
Mcallen, TX 78501
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

David Conkey
5549 Oliver Street North
Jacksonville, FL 32211
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Tara Novak
426 Golden Eagle Dr.
Eagle, CO 81631
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maryjane Blustein
2831 Calais Ln., Nw
Olympia, WA 98502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mariano Marquez III
955 Bayshore Blvd
San Francisco, CA 94124
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Amador
895 Oak Street
Sonoma, CA 95476
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rachel WILLIAMS
Po Box 881
Eureka, CA 95502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kent Makela
5511 S. Co. Rd. F
Maple, WI 54854
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Belinda Smith
1357 S Walnut Street #3560
Anaheim, CA 92802
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Ford
2634 Foster Annarbor, Michigan
Annarbor, MI 48108
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

David Brodkey
4135 Ne 14th Ave
Portland, OR 97211
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Kastorff
4647 15th Avenue S
Minneapolis, MN 55407
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kurt Gary
1618 Stanford St Ste B
Santa Monica, CA 90404
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Furr
15 Church St
Framingham, MA 01702
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hope Steffens-Nett
150 So. 34th St.
Boulder, CO 80305
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Michaelle ROBARDEY
187 Atlantic
Shreveport, LA 71105
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debbie Finkelstein
10 Exeter St
Arlington, MA 02474
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Silverman
S1191a Butternut Road
Spring Green, WI 53588
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We are soon going to begin feeling the effect of water shortages around our country as the globe warms. Seems fracking is destroying the water supplies and quality of water for anyone near this dastardly procedure. Please protect our environment and people who can’t live without a good source of clean water.

Sincerely,

Pennie Davis
2633sw Brookline Dr
Corvallis, OR 97333
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Trowbridge
3537 Gylany Way,
Greenbank, WA 98253
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan McGonigal
8522 Invernesss Lane N
Minneapolis, MN 55443
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Johnson
303 So 5th Ave D31
Sequim, WA 98382
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Malcolm Harris
43 Vine St
Gardiner, ME 04345
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim & Pat Yuvan
14875 Sears Rd.
Plano, IL 60545
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fay Forman
355 8th Avenue
New York, NY 10001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sam Stoufer
Po Box 1734
Cottage Grove, OR 97424
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gretchen Pearson
3952 Evans Quarry Road
Dodgeville, WI 53533
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carrol Kuhlow
2527 Capistrano
Las Vegas, NV 89121
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Fuller
320 E Holmes St
Janesville, WI 53545
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hector garcia
Del Parque St.
San Juan, PR 00911
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diego Armando Gomez
7631 Burton Avenue
Rohnert Park, CA 94928
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Andy Highland
4701 San Leandro St. 6c
Oakland, CA 94601
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lucy Magali Millan Ferrer
Calle San Mateo C-16 Notre Dame
Caguas, PR 00725
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jon Swalby
6454 Cortez Dr.
Las Cruces, NM 88011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marvin Adeff
311 Dahlia Pl.
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Parker
112 Crystal Pines Ct
Beaufort, NC 28516
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Eric Boyer
3721 Quail Hollow Drive
Columbus, OH 43228
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lars Jefferson
3320 Jackson Street Se Apt. G
Albany, OR 97322
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alice Riley
6262 E Monita St
Long Beach, CA 90803
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Ryan Piontkowski
430 Kosciuszko
Nanticoke, PA 18634
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice Moore
104 Treehill Lp
Eugene, OR 97405
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anita Frullani
3850 Brisban Street
Harrisburg, PA 17111
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Stacy Parks
1733 14th St
Los Osos, CA 93402
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marc Larson
8510 Cedar Ln.
Westminster, CO 80031
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Lister
148 Bank Street
New York, NY 10014
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shawn Firth
2110 Mckay St
Falls Church, VA 22043
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marian Baxter
5973 Indian Canyon Dr.
Banning, Ca., CA 92220
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John And Jean Geyer
5301 - 2a Terra Granada Drive
Walnut Creek, CA 94595
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandy fantz
122 Bayview Ave
Northport, NY 11768
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roberta wong
5418 Sw Illinois Street
Portland, OR 97221
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gudrun Valentine
Po Box 193
Dover, NH 03821
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine DeMaria
Po Box 1165
Magdalena, NM 87825
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vicki Brenner
P.O. Box 1145
Mt. Shasta, CA 96067
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vivian Lavinder
110 Crestwood Dr
Athens, GA 30605
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Virginia antle
83 Lancelot Ln
Westerville, OH 43081
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Mitchell
11741 Montview Blvd, # 9
Aurora, CO 80010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Katherine Vivoda
1912 N. Clark St.
Appleton, WI 54911
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elyse Coulson
301 Jamestown Dr
Winter Park, FL 32792
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Wilson
6836 Bluegrass
Portage, MI 49024
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stacey Mangni
303 17th Ave
San Francisco, CA 94121
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Tchira Seligman
123 Main
Astoria, NY 11103
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Doyle
314 S. Main St. #105
Verona, WI 53593
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Dear Mr President, I was so glad to hear your frequent positive statements about climate change during your inauguration yesterday! But you seem to be making a devil’s bargain to tout "clean" natural gas as a bargaining chip to place stricter rules on the coal industry - which ARE needed. However, there is no remediation for the pollution of the air and water of our country from coast to coast that will happen with hydrofracking. And to ship it off shore? Who’s making a killing here? And whose lands and lives will be ruined during this boondoggle?

Sincerely,

David Bruner
69 Spruce St
Kingston, NY 12401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kerri Fenech
500 West Harbor Drive Apartment 517
San Diego, CA 92101
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teresa Reno
3831 Mahoning Rd. N.E.
Canton, OH 44705
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank Mazuca
5510 Old Scott Lake Road
Lakeland, FL 33813
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane kosow
10283 Copperlake Dr
Boyntonbeach, FL 33437
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barb Palmquist
2110 Hidden Valley Rd #26
Northfield, MN 55057
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. For all it's short-term appeal, fracking is equally short-sighted. Let's be known for more wisdom.

Sincerely,

Mark Pomeroy
2906 Ne Tillamook St.
Portland, OR 97212
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deb Mayer
1030 Sw Jefferson Street 229
Portland, OR 97201
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frederic Bub
4647 192nd St
Flushing, NY 11358
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amber Townsend
860 College Ave
Athens, GA 30601
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Agnes Holah
741 Foothill Dr
Eugene, OR 97405
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward Haley
213 W. 18th St.
Ny, Ny, NY 10011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Why would fracking be allowed to continue? There is a great danger it will contaminate our underwater supplies with DANGEROUS chemicals. Earthquakes in central parts of the US seem to be escalating in most of the high fracking areas. The madness MUST STOP. Once the damage is done, HOW WILL YOU UNDO IT??!!

Sincerely,

Marce Olsen-Lester
409 Nw 54th St
Oklahoma City, OK 73118
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lois Tyson
215 S 3rd St
Grand Haven, MI 49417
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carl heinrich
49872 506th Street
Courtland, MN 56021
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Richard Ahl
17 Forest St Apt 24
Cambridge, MA 02140
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark McWhinney
80 North Main St.
Kent, CT 06757
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Marx
4060 Harris Hill
Williamsville, NY 14221
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristin lizotte
15 Bank Road
Wilmot, NH 03287
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward Allen
422 Angel Hill Rd
Chatham, NY 12037
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matthew Rivman
415 B Larchmont Acres West
Larchmont, NY 10538
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ed Armon
3220 Colonial Road
Hatboro, PA 19040
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jack McDurmon
7413 W. Caribbean Lane
Peoria, AZ 85381
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christy Rodgers
125 Buena Vista Terrace
San Francisco, CA 94117
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Velma Oakes
713 Highland
Etna, CA 96027
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James McIntyre
2329 Tulane Ave
Long Beach, CA 90815
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Hansen
3326 Hardwood Drive
Traverse City, MI 49686
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Taylor
6900 Farley St
Merriam, KS 66203
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

John Spear
17 Laine Ct.
Apalachin, NY 13732
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Andres
2160 Goddard Place
Boulder, CO 80305
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nat Towsen
614 40th Street #C6
Brooklyn, NY 11232
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Dukes
512 Rittiman
San Antonio, TX 78209
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Hoffmann
3 Lorraine Drive
Neptune, NJ 07753
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Massa
4 Turkey Hill Rd.
Newburyport, MA 01950
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allen Schafer
7 Morris Street
Port Jefferson Station, NY 11776
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terri Bianchi
15236 W Cascade Ct
Surprise, AZ 85374
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Grandinetti
17516 E. Crestline Ave.
Centennial, CO 80015
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jan Holman
5670 S. Newport Street
Greenwood Village, CO 80111
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Curtin
22357 Uintah Rd.
Cedaredge, CO 81413
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

M lahti
Street Address
San Francisco, CA 94132
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joshua Stancer
402 W Cherry Street
Fox Lake, WI 53933
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dave Herzog
1401 Pennsylvania St.
Albuquerque, NM 87110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Bricker
2935 O'Neall Rd.
Waynesville, OH 45068
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Sheldon
7 Ohara Drive
Norwich, NY 13815
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Denis Andrews
10025 Shoreview #222
Dallas, TX 75238
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Carolan
202 N 100 E Apt 3
Logan, UT 84321
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Llorin Teters
5787 High Dr
Evergreen, CO 80439
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mickie Priess
9 Echo Run
Irvine, CA 92614
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gillian Van Dien
Withheld
Middleton, WI 53562
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rachael Anobile
301 W 48 St
New York, NY 10036
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Elstad
1037 Cedar St
Lake Oswego, OR 97034
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis Hubbard
6625 Casa Del Este Way
Sacramento, CA 95828
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Bell
405 Wrenleigh Drive
Catonsville, MD 21228
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dawne Hentrich
136 Hicks St.
Brooklyn, NY 11201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. This is a time when we MUST reduce all use of fossil fuels and protect the environment that supports our lives. All monies and efforts MUST be spent on increasing use of solar, wind and water as sources of energy. This is really a no-brainer.

Sincerely,

Naomi zuckerman
Po Box 434
Whitethorn, CA 95589
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Brase
1824 El Verano Way
Belmont, CA 94002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wendy Brill
4222 Revere Circle
New Port Richey, FL 34653
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Henry Bailey
404 Governors
Winthrop, MA 02152
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Karen Hartland
1617 Selby Ave, Los Angeles Ca
Los Angeles, CA 90024
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roberta Bushman
Po Box 1620
Ranchos De Taos, NM 87557
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Rybski
N8664 Duffin Road
Whitewater, WI 53190
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Kline
405 Landsdowne St.
Blacksburg, VA 24060
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe Snodgrass
111 Clear Lake Rd
Crescent City, FL 32112
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kristen Baker-Fletcher
3056 Mcfarlin Blvd.
Dallas, TX 75205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Schrack
10170 Charissglen Lane
Highlands Ranch, CO 80126
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Liana Wong
1086 Vista Grande
Millbrae, CA 94030
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Aaron Wise
204 Blanch St.
East Bend, NC 27018
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amanda Evens
517 Gannon Ave
Madison, WI 53714
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alan Garcia
3855 Darwin Ave
San Diego, CA 92154
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Ring
80394 Avenue 48
Indio, CA 92201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Kass
4f Holland Dr.
West Hurley, NY 12491
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice Karpenick
285 Brooke Lane
Grants Pass, OR 97527
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Segal
315 Eureka Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elaine Wind
819 E. Boulder St.
Colorado Springs, CO 80903
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Taresa Sawh
3235nicollet Ave S
Minneapolis, MN 55408
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Aaron Kenna
4494 Mentone St.
San Diego, CA 92107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Markley
806 Kocher St
Rockton, IL 61072
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank Stieber
354 E Milton Ave
Salt Lake Cty, UT 84115
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Glenn Young
3421 Stone Ridge Road
York, PA 17402
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanna Nadler
9820 Wagner Creek Road
Talent, OR 97540
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Nicholson
45 Townsend Rd
Manitowish Waters, WI 54545
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Martin
3193 Cranberry Road
Olean, NY 14760
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Madeline Plucinski
1316 Wessex Place
Princeton, NJ 08540
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erin Brandon
5961 S Wilson Hill Rd
Mill Spring, NC 28756
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susannah Coaston
6603 Britton Ave
Cincinnati, OH 45227
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Rossbach  
2208 Valcourt Dr.  
Plano, TX 75023
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Craig
819 Winchester Rd
Hinesville, GA 31313
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Harner
30 Shackford St.
Eastport, ME 04631
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gregory Freeman
6333 E. Apache Dr.
Pearce, AZ 85625
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cary Arden  
18 Stacy Road  
Santa Fe, NM 87505
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Nicholson
99 Fowler Rd.
Beech Bluff, TN 38313
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jack hogan
132 Gingerwood Ct
Melbourne, FL 32940
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. President Obama, I voted for you for I expected you to return to your former comments to protect the environment and health of the citizens who now see you in the position to stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking has nothing positive to add to any lifestyle, anywhere in the world. Just because there is gas to be forced out of the ground is no reason to take it out, much less, ship it out of this country. If done, it will do little else than line the pockets of the administrators of the industry. What it will do is add to visual environmental decay, eventually ruin the very limited water supply, and create surface issues yet to be known. There is so little understood as to the eventual long term outcomes for the earth, for the atmosphere, for life itself. I am very pleased that so many intelligent young people are aware of the impact this huge irresponsible industry will have on their lives, much less children now and those who will follow. I live in the Finger Lakes of New York State in Marcellus Shale country. Most of the farms in the area do not support such interruption. Many are struggling to keep the land healthy and the water pure, so there will be something left for future farms and corn and grain, produce, meat, eggs, dairy and fresh food in general. This area is designated as part of Scenic New York. There is significant industry for vacationing, hiking, swimming, fishing, boating, sailing, and bicycle adventures. In the winter there is great ski and snow boarding to be found. In the autumn there is hunting, visiting the gorges, colleges, and hiking, etc, as well as the many wine, the beautiful vineyards and apple orchards that dot and cover the steep and rolling hills, along with the many farms. The cities, towns and villages offer antiquing, arts and entertainment, along with good food. There is so much that will affect everything that is quiet, healthy, productive and a great place to visit, live and raise and educate children. There are many universities, colleges and other institutions of higher learning and training. Come, Come and See for yourself what could be lost and never replaced. Sincerely, Patricia M. Bechtold north of Ithaca, New York ladymacbech@gmail.com

Sincerely,

Patricia Bechtold
2833 Genoa Lansing Townline Rd.
Genoa, NY 13071
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Zastrow
2801 Abbey Lane
De Soto, MO 63020
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is not an energy efficient way of “mining” energy, using up vital and precious resources, especially water. It creates toxic liquid waste that has to be stored underground, and the future consequences of this process are only beginning to be known. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marjorie Ivey
28 Godwin Lane
St. Louis, MO 63124
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paula Donahue
812 Alvarado Ne
Albuquerque, NM 87108
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Zinck
174 Lemon Ln
Hardy, VA 24101
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William McColl  
8026 Birch Bay Dr #257  
Blaine, WA 98230
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Foos
8259 Chestnut Point Lane
Hayes, VA 23072
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jan McCall
278 Vine
West Bend, WI 53095
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to all life. The impact on the ecological system will be devastating.

Sincerely,

Julie levin
28 E. 10th St.
Nyc, NY 10003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Johnson
900 Imperial Woods Drive
Vestal, Ny, NY 13850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Armand Biron
9 Atwoodville Lane
Mansfield Center, CT 06250
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lauren Kelley
1656 E Villa St.
Pasadena, CA 91106
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike keith
834 Iowa Ave
Palisades, CO 81526
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peggy Moody
223 W Jasper St
Gwinn, MI 49841
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Sorcher
1625 Knowlton St.
Cincinnati, OH 45223
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Green
Po Box 1779
Taos, NM 87571
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shawn Stanley
3801 Texas Ave S
Saint Louis Park, MN 55426
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Huffaker
W3671 200th Avenue
Maiden Rock, WI 54750
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Haspl  
5654 Pennwall St.  
Madison, WI 53711
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Don Strausburg
1990 St Rt 201
Casstown, OH 45212
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teresa Douglas
Po Box 94323
Lubbock, TX 79493
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kyle Mehl
2700 Feather Run Trl.
West Columbia, SC 29169
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carrie Nelson
9712 Nickleby Ct.
Charlotte, NC 28210
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Hudak
38 Oliver Street
Binghamton, NY 13904
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen mason
1300 Denisonview St
Pittsburgh, PA 15205
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Matthew Tash
380 Sheridan Ave.
Satellite Beach, FL 32937
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Cratty
2525 S. Humboldt St.
Denver, CO 80210
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Gergen
511 Lido Boulevard
Lido Beach, NY 11561
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kate Johnson
513 N Meadow Lane, Madison Wi
Madison, WI 53705
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Mutz
146 Belmont Rd
Madison, WI 53714
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Amy Nelson
W142n6538 Florence Ave
Menomonee Falls, WI 53051
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lois Fornander
4735 Brady Place
Colorado Springs, CO 80915
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Festinger
616 Santurce Ave.
Coral Gables, FL 33143
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Plage
P.O. Box 182
Buena Vista, NM 87712
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Bernie Schlafke
513 S. Mills St.
Madison, WI 53715
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Humphrey
12810 Ashford Meadow Drive
Houston, TX 77082
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Darlene Foat
W295 S10921 honeywell Rd.
Mukwonago, WI 53149
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jaime Kulbel
541 S Randall Ave
Madison, WI 53715
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Greg Hartjes
Po Box 143
Long Lake, WI 54542
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kay De Jong
418 3rd Street Ne
Orange City, IA 51041
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Aaron London
640 S 600 E
Salt Lake City, UT 84102
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cyndi Tresco
1704 Cedar Cliff Drive
Camp Hill, PA 17011
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alison Walsh
175 Adams St
Brooklyn, NY 11201
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Orr
1227 Donna Drive
Richardson, TX 75080
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Darcey Snow
353 W Nebraska Ave
Spokane, WA 99205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronald Wallenhorst
84-102 Kiapa Pl
Waianae, HI 96792
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Celeste Moran
630 Ash Rd
Hoffman Estates, IL 60169
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Ennis
5 Blueberry Ridge Rd
Setauket, NY 11733
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gregory Downing
40 Keenan Street
Watertown, MA 02472
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Martin
557 Tamarisk Trail
Parachute, CO 81635
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Geraldine teitelbaum
353 Flintrock Rd
Garberville, CA 95542
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Todd Ihrig
512 W. Ormsby Ave., Apt. 408
Louisville, KY 40203
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Robert
1295 Nw 87th Ave
Coral Springs, FL 33071
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Debra Humphreys
300 Talwood Trace
Saint Johns, FL 32259
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Gealy
296 Bohonnon Rd.
Danbury, NH 03230
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara wool
2321 Ne 104th Way
Seattle, WA 98125
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chan Darby
2301 Cloyd Blvd
Florence, AL 35630
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Louis Ostrach
9303 Chanute Drive
Bethesda, MD 20814
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Walsh
6 Lake Rd. Apt.1
Lake Katrine, NY 12449
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ray Barry
3415 Snaffle Rd.
Lexington, KY 40513
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nikki Ricciuti
16130 N W 78 Terrace
Alachua, FL 32615
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ginny Canady
703 Tahoe St.
Charleston, SC 29407
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Tratechaud-Doezema
9713 Avenida De La Luna Ne
Albuquerque, NM 87111
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Aiyana White
330 W Bridge St, #321
Hotchkiss, CO 81419
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Schatz
360 Whiteview Rd.
Wynantskill, NY 12198
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cindy Kambeitz
6822 N Star Acres Rd
Bismarck, ND 58503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Stuckey
812 Vista Ridge Drive
Mount Horeb, WI 53572
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lilo Prinz
Aubrigstrasse 7
Au, NY 12345
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Storm
1003 Tyler Way
Sparks, NV 89431
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Damon Brittingham
S Wycombe Ave
Lansdowne, PA 19050
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Micael Henning
2111 Ashby Ave #2
Berkeley, CA 94705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maricela Aguilar
98 Saxton Street, Apt 3
Boston, MA 02125
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Greg Goldberg
2814 Mclelland St.
Salt Lake City, UT 84106
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wendy Shaver
7 Lilac Drive
Mechanicsburg, PA 17050
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fraking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Kniker
121 Mckinley Ave
Kewanee, IL 61443
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stewart Parsons
1899 Hardaway Hwy
Chattahoochee, FL 32324
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Andrew Kunz
1547 Brandywine Road
San Mateo, CA 94402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shirley Trietsch
313 Silver Trail
Round Rock, TX 78664
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Harvey
106 Newport Street
Arlington, MA 02476
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

STOP CORPORATE PROFITS AT OUR EXPENSE - THEY MAKE THE PROFITS, WE GET THE CANCERS. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Leitch
526 Reed St
Philadelphia, PA 19147
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nadia Mykolayevych
3 Crawford St. #10
Cambridge, MA 02139
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sister Mary Arthur Kunze
170 Good Counsel Drive
Mankato, MN 56001
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Elling
250 2nd Ave Sw #10
Aitkin, MN 56431
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martin Christopherson
425 Cirby Way
Roseville, CA 95678
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jenalea Smith
1180 West 28th Street
Los Angeles, CA 90007
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Gage
320 Main
Otego, NY 13825
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Kiefer
12210 Evas Drive
Minnetonka, MN 55305
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Lunney
2726 Atlantic Blvd
Vero Beach, FL 32960
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nuria Mas
1112, Paxon Hollow Rd.
Media, PA 19063
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle Chambers
3442 E Lee St
Tucson, AZ 85716
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicholas Davidson
1801 E 12th St., Apt. 803
Cleveland, OH 44114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe Schmidt
1509 Main St Apt 1703
Dallas, TX 75201
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Eide
Box 5005
Portland, ME 04101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Wells
2505 Terrace Dr
Mckinney, TX 75071
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Madelaine moir
233 Riverside Rd
Sequim, WA 98382
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Cooper
11600 N Route E
Harrisburg, MO 65256
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Clune
71 Cherry Ave
Little Falls, MN 56345
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christian Billson
3952 Denwood Ave.
Los Alamitos, CA 90720
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Christopher Yeyna
330 W. Main Ave.
Myerstown, PA 17067
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judson Dunaway-Barlow
10102 Sugar Hill Drive
Houston, TX 77042
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kellie Karkanen
256 Castle Glen Rd
Walnut Creek, CA 94595
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Lombard
9601-78 Miccosukee Rd.
Tallahassee, FL 32309
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Mason
3020 Daurine Court
Gilroy, CA 95020
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Do not allow fracking. Why not work toward clean energy instead? Why not make this world a wonderful place for us all? This could be heaven on earth! Please do not permit fracking or any sort of destructive behavior. We deserve a clean and beautiful planet. Thank You!

Sincerely,

Jamie Kindt
9714 Croft St S
Tacoma, WA 98444
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Albert Mezzetti
30200 Garden Rd.
Manteca, CA 95337
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eileen Kapetsky
109 Brookhaven Trail
Leland, NC 28451
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rosemari Roast
Morgan Drive
Winsted, CT 06098
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chenoa Charpentier
Mulberry St.
Leeds, MA 01053
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nell Vitoria
4840 Meredith Wy
Boulder, CO 80303
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kate Lewis Brown
148 Avalon Trail
Hedgesville, WV 25427
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Taylor
5130 Emerson Ave S
Minneapolis, MN 55419
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Abdallah Karam
2650 N. Lakeview Ave
Chicago, IL 60614
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marahall Thornton
511 North 81st Avenue West
Duluth, MN 55807
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Lamb
303 W Montecito Ave
Sierra Madre, CA 91024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrea Wachter
1146 Cole St
San Francisco, CA 94117
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Manzler
4034 Lytle Woods Place
Cincinnati, OH 45227
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles harris
3134 Cliffside Rd
Shelby, NC 28152
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sherie Scott
1366 Norway Road
Wellesley Island, NY 13640
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Olivia Krout
5108 23rd Road N.
Arlington, VA 22207
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Moran
2213 Se Harlow Ct
Troutdale, OR 97060
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Muelot
548 S Washington St.
Denver, CO 80209
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gretchen Bingea
7764 Via Ronaldo
Burbank, CA 91504
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Maskaleris
5682 Broadway Ter
Oakland, CA 94618
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arthur Straub
222 1/2 South Second Street
Lesueur, MN 56058
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrea Pierce
626 Potter Dr
Colorado Springs, CO 80909
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lauren Hartmann
25113 S Ridge Rd
Beavercreek, OR 97004
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Tickell
1535 Carmel St.
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adam Fahlstrom
5649 Brooklyn Ave Ne
Seattle, WA 98105
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie Lerch
Fork Landing Rd.
Cinnaminson, NJ 08077
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Denise Reaves
1800 Mayruth Drive Apt 7
Durham, NC 27713
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phoebe McFarlin
509 Terrace St
Tallahassee, FL 32308
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Oneal
614 E Mckee St
Greeneville, TN 37743
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pete sietos
131 Loncoln Rd
Brooklyn, NY 11225
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andy Shapiro
4827 Rivervale Dr.
Soquel, CA 95073
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kent Andrews
5504 W 26th Ct
Hialeah, FL 33016
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Charles James
37 Old Hickory Rd
La Grange, KY 40031
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stewart Webb
113 N. 3d St.
Ozark, AR 72949
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Bullard
566 Clark Rd.
Gansevoort, NY 12831
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Lynne
3113 Imperial Street
Salt Lake City, UT 84106
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael And Barbara Hill
Po Box 323
Elbe, WA 98330
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Ivy
Po Box 359
Rough And Ready, CA 95975
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elaine Close
9035 Se Washington St
Portland, OR 97216
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pat Kush
687 West 4th Street
Fulton, NY 13069
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sujeeth Narra
64 Rutgers Avenue
Berkeley Heights, NJ 07922
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kurt Lorence
1060 Rural Ridge Dr.
Cheswick, PA 15024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elaine Pryor
3530 Brighton Road
Pittsburgh, PA 15212
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Gene Wyatt
28 Kennedy Road
Kingston, MA 02364
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Errol Hess
355 Mt. Lebanon Road
Donalds, SC 29638
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Olivia Gallego
3687 W Goret Rd
Tucson, AZ 85745
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Georgeanne Samuelson
47525 Perkins St
Oakridge, OR 97463
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronnie Benware
14 Thistlewood Drive
Queensbury, NY 12804
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Goodin
9893 Red Sumac Place
Parker, CO 80138
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Geoff winn
1718 Nw Larch Ave
Redmond, OR 97756
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank Spengler
8140 Erika Dr
Manassas, VA 20112
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Todd Lapearle
5451 Mary Jo Way
San Jose, CA 95124
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Colman
5455 Millbrook Dr
Williamsburg, MI 49690
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Stafford
127 Devine Way
Terlingua, TX 79852
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sy Nashiro
3360 Winam Avenue
Honolulu, HI 96815
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Soussou
69 Garfield Street
Watertown, MA 02472
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jodi Bates
222b Campbell St.
White River Junction, VT 05001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Sapp
3371 Orange St
Boynton Beach, FL 33435
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elaine Cronin
150 Staniford Street
Boston, MA 02114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maureen Mohrbacher
1001 N. Yakima Ave. Apt 202
Tacoma, WA 98403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Turner
230 Peepeye Cove Rd
Leicester, NC 28748
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Hawes
2640 W 4950 S
Roy, UT 84067
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sherry salomon
963 Farm Haven Drive
Rockville, MD 20852
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Benjamin Richard
39 Highland Ave.
Bradley, ME 04411
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Elaine David
N Fair Oaks
Sunnyvale, CA 94085
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Douglas Arana
5826 Osbun Rd
San Bernardino, CA 92404
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Douglas Kenyon
6753 North Elman Street
San Diego, CA 92111
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adam Newman
2601 West Oak Apt 324
Denton, TX 76201
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patrick Vingo
70 Taylor Ave
Norwalk, CT 06854
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sher Pullen
3640 Gilligans Drive
Columbus, OH 43221
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Walther
7301 Hidden Bluffs Dr
Barnhart, MO 63012
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Matson
5164 S. Hoyt St.
Littleton, CO 80123
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Raymond Doane
38907 S. Tranquil Dr.
Tucson, AZ 85739
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandi Lohse
2005 Continental Ln
Cross Plains, WI 53528
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ray Ryerson
10693 Parker Court.
S. Lyon, MI 48178
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Paccione
17 Lorraine Dr.
Forestburgh, NY 12777
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gordon Kimball
3036 Edgerton St
Little Canada, MN 55117
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Drown
128 Saddlenotch Dr
Horseshoe Bend, ID 83629
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Kasday
11265 Messina Way
Reno, NV 89521
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Thomas Quinlan
1125 Cherry St Ne
Saint Petersburg, FL 33701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Lange
1609 Hamlet Lane
Eugene, OR 97402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles botwinski
1305 Columbia Ave Ne
Grand Rapids, MI 49505
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Raschick
1100 Linda St. #A-316
Fort Morgan, CO 80701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alfred Alarcon
89 Linden Ave
Pelham, NY 10803
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claudia Millar
962 Sanitarium Road
Deer Park, CA 94576
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roberto von Ellenrieder
4039 Legend Creek Dr
San Antonio, TX 78230
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Barros-Ruof
630 Fiot Ave.
Bethlehem, PA 18015
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Westhofen
214 N. Union St
Appleton, WI 54911
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dan La Vigne
713 Heather Drive
Shoreview, MN 55126
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Catherine Turner
6586 Chicory Ct
Dallas, TX 75214
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doris Kraemer
2649 Rhodes Ave.
River Grove, IL 60171
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jan Bergman
6173 Island Walk C
Boca Raton, FL 33496
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Todd serbousek
7515 24th Ave #1
Seattle, WA 98117
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lawrence Olson
2516 Ne 168th St
Shoreline, WA 98155
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debra Harris
5650 Chestnut Ridge Dr.
Cincinnati, OH 45230
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Flesher
22439 State Route 335
Waverly, OH 45690
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Josephine Luke
19929 Se 27th Place
Sammamish, WA 98075
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Burk
845 Emerald Ct
Willowbrook, IL 60527
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gabriel Bobek
Nyc
Nyc, NY 10012
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bonnie earls-solari
5632 Ohelo Rd
Kapaa, HI 96746
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

John Peeples
12606 Misty Valley Dr.
Houston, TX 77066
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Culbertson
7531 Potomac Drive
Colorado Springs, CO 80920
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vincent Kelley
1115 8th Ave. #3785
Grinnell, IA 50112
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Miguel link
2315 Laurel Pl
Newport Beach, CA 92663
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Black
P.O. Box 70334
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chad Eberle
750 Belmont Ave E #3
Seattle, WA 98102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Liz Keefe
484 West 43 Street
New York, NY 10036
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I am ready to cry—the fossil fuel industry is totally destroying our environment and your administration is allowing it! Why are we not fighting climate change, clean water and clean air? Do you have a place to live outside of the country to raise your children when America is destroyed? You are enabling us to become a third world country, the poor and middle class are becoming wage slaves. Why don’t you just get honest and tell the American people you are all for depopulation?

Sincerely,

Karen Britton
"502 Adams St Ne, #2"
Albuquerque, NM 87108
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please do the right thing. Money is not everything . . .

Sincerely,

Silvia Munger
200 Lake Ave., Ne, Apt. 505
Largo, FL 33771
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Salter
280 Common Street
Belmont, MA 02478
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Estes
1107 E. Liberty Ave.
Spokane, WA 99207
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Elmore
5621 Old Hickory Lane
Tallahassee, FL 32303
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gerri Gurman
205 Everglade Drive
Madison, WI 53717
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pepe Bowman
155 Greenfield Circle
Fayetteville, GA 30215
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Walter McMiller
7521 Nmassey Chapel Rd.
Durham, NC 27713
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maureen Davis
544 Bayview Avenue
Millbrae, CA 94030
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cliff Larocque
4335 West 217th
Fairview Park, OH 44126
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Johnson
3108 Nw Morning Glory Dr
Corvallis, OR 97330
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. I live in the Southern Tier of NYS which is poised to be the next victims of the gas industry. Clean water and air is not a luxury, and we here in the rural lower income counties of NYS resent being taken as second class citizens. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen doucette
14064 State Route 54
Hammondsport, NY 14840
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allyn Shipley
1415 Laurel
Lake Oswego, OR 97034
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronald Grenchko
3518 Georgia Ne
Albuquerque, NM 87110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Boersma
Box 240
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peggy Greenfeld
2 Cleveland Ave.
Penn Valley, PA 19072
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Bradley
67 Richboro Rd
Newtown, PA 18940
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. In Wisconsin we are mining frack sand intensely with its associated negative environmental impacts. We want this to stop!

Sincerely,

John bayley
717 Chapman St.
Madison, WI 53711
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Gregory-Fink
70 Circle Dr
Paramus, NJ 07652
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Latorre
381 Angel Buonomo
San Juan, PR 00918
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. And stand up for life on Earth and a future for our devastated planet by banning ALL fracking in the U.S., and ALL fossil fuel use. We can be off it all within 4-5 years (and employ everyone who can work in the process). Tomorrow is Martin Luther King, Jr. Day, and I think he’d agree that this would be the most important legacy you could leave the U.S. and the world as president of this country.

Sincerely,

Carol Halberstadt
Pob 95204
Newton, MA 02495
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary LeVine
3596 Boca Ciega Drive
Naples, FL 34112
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charla Ranch
Xxxx
Xx, OR 97702
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lois Lommel
2636 Traymore Rd
Richmond, VA 23235
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sef Magrath
1419 E 7th Ave
Spokane, WA 99202
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Dangelo
2780 10th Street
Sacramento, CA 95818
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Skip McAuliffe
1027 Beechnut Street
Tarentum, PA 15084
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tammy Kussmaul
2777 W Harper
Mason, MI 48854
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beth yelensky
N2494 620th St
Esdaille, WI 54723
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bob Standish
45333 Keta Court
Kenai, AK 99611
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Doerr
2306 Huntington Point Road West
Wayzata, MN 55391
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

B. J. Rahn
45 West 81st Street
New York, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Mayer
1372 N Almond Valley Rd
Arkport, NY 14807
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beth Shor
825 Davis
Arlington Heights, IL 60005
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Howard c
44 Old Forge Road
Bridgewater, MA 02324
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Lebovitz
1767 Seth Loop E
Upland, CA 91784
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claire Wygand
800 Nottingham Dr.
Charlotte, NC 28211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sara Duffy
8098 St. Peters Rd
West Harrison, IN 47060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

We all want to be able to continue to live in our country. We don’t want our health to be threatened by greedy polluters. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Pitzel
4378 Cleveland Ave
San Diego, CA 92103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Damelio
19733 C.R. 30.1
Weston, CO 81091
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. This would also be even more devastating to our property values here at home. Peoples investments in their homes are being diminished by the changes from rural America to industrial America. I myself would now be upgrading and investing in a rural home if not for the threat of the oil and gas industry. Just as people whom have already invested their life savings into rural America just to have the value stolen by this dirty industry. Also the domestic prices would rise putting undue strain on the American people who have already been affected negatively by the industry. Climate is another down side to this industry. The gas that is escaping into our atmosphere already has made a dramatic change in average temperatures globally. THIS NEEDS TO END. Energy needs to move in a more environmentally and sustainable manner. God save those of you who cannot or will not consider the outcome of your actions. As WE ALL have to try and live with the consequences.

Sincerely,

Leigh Anne Keener
Mccartney Ave
Morgantown, WV 26505
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hillary Dashiell
1085 Imeson Rd.
Mckinleyville, CA 95519
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Hildebrand
1015 King St., Santa Cruz, CA
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Holland  
2612 W 18th Street  
Wilmington, DE 19806
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Averille Ford
P.O. Box 18903
Philadelphia, PA 19119
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Dorissa Gonzalez
526 W 211th St Apt 5b
New York, NY 10034
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Brundage
221 Stoney Pointe Drive
Chapin, SC 29036
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tara Greco
12757 Venice Blvd. #13
Los Angeles, CA 90066
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Stevens
6225 Nw 54 Way
Gainesville, FL 32653
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Joey Miller
408 Laughren Rd
Unicoi, TN 37692
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Johns
2020 Pennsylvania Ave N
Minneapolis, MN 55427
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Craig Speck
329 N. Polk St.
Eugene, OR 97402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Stepp
1216 Greenfield Place Apt. 112
O'Fallon, IL 62269
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce Macedo
26 Lafayette St Apt
White Plains, NY 10606
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Charles Jenkins
112 Nasson Ln
Oak Ridge, TN 37830
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Prayzner
241 Suydam St Apt 11
Brooklyn, NY 11237
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Swafford-Uhl
7685 Fitch Rd
Olmsted Falls, OH 44138
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emilie O'Keefe
17935 Avenida Alozdra
San Diego, CA 92128
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Leon
Po Box 1714
Buena Vista, CO 81211
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teresa Flores
885 N Granite Reef Rd
Scottsdale, AZ 85257
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Virginia Griffin
435 N. Barton Rd.
Taylors, SC 29687
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Oriana Spizzo
815 S. Church Street
Belleville, IL 62220
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karin Welsh
78 Ballston Ave
Ballston Spa, NY 12020
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brandi Foster
10430 S Pulaski Rd.
Oak Lawn, IL 60453
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andy Spafford
4558 Alhambra Dr
Fremont, CA 94536
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jana MacKin
24 Oneil Street
Butte, MT 59701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. In the name of energy independence keep the blessed gas here in the U.S.

Sincerely,

Dave Hodges
231 Colin Road
Grants Pass, OR 97527
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shirley Kengla
261 S Birdshill Road.
Portland, OR 97219
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dot Wood
31 Maizefield Drive
Shippensburg, PA 17257
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Whiting
26 Carolina Ave
San Anselmo, CA 94960
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Drazich
1212 W. Tamarisk Avenue
Ridgecrest, CA 93555
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dean Buttacavoli
36 Seagoin Rd
Brick, NJ 08723
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I want to breathe clean air. That's getting harder and harder due to processes like fracking. What will our children inherit? Disease like us. Turn this around and reject fracking! Thank you,

Sincerely,

Barbara Litchfield
856 Miami Ridge Drive
Loveland, OH 45140
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Lacey
145 E. Home Street
Rialto, CA 92376
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Gee
23667 Black Oak Way
Cupertino, CA 95014
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Menne
265 Geneive Circle
Camarillo, CA 93010
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher T. Mizera
2424 W. Estes Ave., Apt.4b
Chicago, IL 60645
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Gallagher
2313 W. 8th
Waterloo, IA 50702
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe Fuchs
11616 Lindeman Loop
Leander, TX 78641
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Boyd
109 Cloud Ct.
Sanford, NC 27332
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Selva
19 Stratford Ave
Williston Park, NY 11596
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Zausten
909 Andrus Ave
Lansing, MI 48917
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lydia McMurphy
2782 Brierwood Dr
Mobile, AL 36606
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Walsh
1070 Belvidere Lane
Morganton, NC 28655
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Curt Johnson
47 Burroughs Street
Boston, MA 02130
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chantal Mirabile
2770 Hillcrest Ave
Titusville, FL 32796
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Facey
111 2nd St N
Breckenridge, MN 56520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Formichella
3 Poplar Park
Gloucester, MA 01930
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Janice Keiserman
1887 Fairfield Terrace
Henderson, NV 89074
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Walter Ramsey
4165 Cherry Court
Oakley, CA 94561
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Smith
Street Address
Bellingham, WA 98229
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Timothy Estes
628 N. Duss St
New Smyrna Beach, FL 32168
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Tomassini
1913 Clover Drive
Vestal, NY 13850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lilli Kautsky
1 Mcknight Place, Apt.252
St.Louis, MO 63124
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank Schneider
710 Inca Tr.
Yucca Valley, CA 92284
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Durham
5297 Grand Meadow, #116
Dubuque, IA 52002
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Gee
Po Box 2933
Breckenridge, CO 80424
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Smith
9340 Carr Street
Westminster, CO 80021
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lon Withers
535 W. Cornelia #1009
Chicago, IL 60657
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lyn Leeuw
3070 Claudia Ln
Marianna, FL 32448
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arnulfo Sanchez
17626 Burton St.
Northridge, CA 91325
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennie Shanks
23015 Piney Wood Circle
California, MD 20619
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Lederer
6199 E Broadway Blvd #234
Tucson, AZ 85711
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bobby Fortney
3721 Raspe Ave
Baltimore, MD 21206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Connie Curtis
3787 High St
Denver, CO 80205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Micki Poklar
1164 Coronado Terrace
Los Angeles, CA 90026
To Whom it May Concern:

Please don’t sell off our future and risk our environment just to increase revenues. There are other ways to do it. Get creative and make the tough decisions. People will support this if they truly understand the short and long term effects! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Mathews
1275 Weber St
Alameda, CA 94501
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia williams
1641 Shadydale Lane
Placerville, CA 95667
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maryann Nellis
119 Montgomery St.
Canajoharie, NY 13317
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Sincerely yours, Hugh and Billie Jones, 20 East 35th Street, Apt 5A, New York, NY 10016

Sincerely,

Hugh And Billie Jones
20 East 35th Street Apt. 5a
New York, NY 10016
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sally Walsh
265 Sisson
Romeo, MI 48065
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Murphrey
911 Sw 5th.
Amarillo, TX 79101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Darby
2606 Sherman Road
Marietta, NY 13110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Offen
130 S. Estes Dr., Apt. G-9
Chapel Hill, NC 27514
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Thomas
4290 Morris Mill Road
Swoope, VA 24479
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Enrique Morales
Rr 4 Box 26966
Toa Alta, PR 00953
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Langley
1362 Meadowview Ln
Diamond, MO 64840
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Tragni
2516 Roca Dr
Antioch, CA 94509
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Jozef
1401 E. Alice Ave.
Phoenix, AZ 85020
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry Jones
1777 Shiloh Road
Brandon, MS 39042
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randall Bolmer
56 Westgate Apts.
Washington, NJ 07882
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Connie Evenson
3232 Malta Pl.
Loveland, CO 80538
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

R Laks
Po Box 114
Lake Hill, NY 12448
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Daniel
5 Loblolly Lane
Hilton Head, SC 29926
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ciara Donohue
526 Prospect Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Antonia Moscarello
Po Box 296
Tannersville, NY 12485
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bob Evans
163 Engle Street
Englewood, NJ 07631
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Cairns
1631 Montana Vista St.
Lakeport, CA 95453
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Brunner

204 Vine

Prescott, WI 54021
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Rebecca Lloyd-Jones
1001 Grand Concourse
Bronx, NY 10452
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adriana Oliva
Via Vittoria Colonna 24
Napoli, CO 80121
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Norman Dowling
709 Somerset Place
Blacksburg, VA 24060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul King
611 Olin Ave
Girard, PA 16417
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Cronin
1837 E 17th St. 5b
Brooklyn, NY 11229
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Minatelli
Po Box 132
Jefferson City, MT 59638
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Clare hone
8455 E Donnybrook Cir, Anaheim Ca
Anaheim, CA 92808
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Rybicki
39 Flagg Court
Staten Island, NY 10304
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Abrams
Street Address
New York, NY 10128
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Matthew Yaron
430 Poplar St.
Phila., PA 19123
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Renae moyers
4630 Soundside Dr
Gulf Breeze, FL 32563
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michaela McAtee
1125 Cornwall Ln.
Ventura, CA 93001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eugene Mariani
5841 Forward Ave #508
Pittsburgh, PA 15217
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

FIRST OF ALL, HONOR ALL THE LIP SERVICE WE GAVE TO DEVELOPING A DOMESTIC ENERGY SUPPLY AND NOT EXPORT IT. SECOND, BUILDING EXPORT TERMINALS IS SPECULATIVE. THEY ARE GOING TO FIND BIG GAS FIELDS OUTSIDE THE US, THEY HAVEN'T EVEN STARTED LOOKING YET, HELLO!! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brad brask
405 El Camino Real #431
Menlo Park, CA 94025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Beccia
21 Ryers Ln
Matawan, NJ 07747
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Letsch
1208 E Comanche Ave
Tampa, FL 33604
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Javier Mendez-Alvarez
2202 Wilder Avenue
Honolulu, HI 96822
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amanda Tomasik
103 N Portage Path Apt #3
Akron, OH 44303
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mikaela Sillman
Po Box 6466
Hilo, HI 96720
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tracey Pritchett
Po Box 3472
Santa Rosa, CA 95402
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Skip Norwood
2955 N. 63rd St.
Mesa, AZ 85215
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roberto Villanueva
5819 Chickasaw Lane
Braselton, GA 30517
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kendall Young
139 Estrella Crossing
Georgetown, TX 78628
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe Kreck
1963 Somerset Drive
Jeffersonton, VA 22724
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. End this environmental damaging practice NOW!

Sincerely,

Stephen Dvorak
211 Hope Street #1791
Mountain View, CA 94041
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

David MACTAGGART
43502 Buena Vista Way
Lancaster, CA 93536
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurie Heckman
Po Box 182
Valdez, AK 99686
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Akshay Chalana
17625 48th Ave. Se
Bothell, WA 98012
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Pamir Karusagi
26114 Ne 219th Pl
Battle Ground, WA 98604
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Michael Nielsen
18453 Santa Eugenia Street
Fountain Valley, CA 92708
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Evans
14 Spring St.
Tarrytown, NY 10591
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald MacKey
5359 Nw Edgewood Trail
Houston Lake, MO 64151
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Levinson
422 Birchwood Park Drive
Middle Island, N.Y. 11953, NY 11953
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. What's more, Fracking is wasting our most precious resource: clean water. David Turner

Sincerely,

David Turner
7359 Slocum Rd
Ontario, NY 14519
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Blair
19980 Sw Rock Drive
Aloha, OR 97006
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brook Boese
524 Ne Hazelfern Pl.
Portland, OR 97232
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James McCullough
1925 Fountain Spray Dr
Wylie, TX 75098
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerome Hoffman
3786 Bedford Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11229
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marna Roby
7227 Moeller Road
Fort Wayne, IN 46806
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Eric Schambach
604 Grand
Brooklyn, NY 11211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim Gallagher
1026 Woodridge Road
Red Lion, PA 17356
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Tom
188-50c 71st Crescent
Fresh Meadows, NY 11365
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Horvath
95 Green Meadow Dr.
Lorgmeadow, MA 01106
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ophelia Dixon
7912 Newmeyer Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15218
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Burgess
Gleneayrie
Southfield, MI 48033
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. The economy is almost back on track. Let’s not try to use that as an excuse for massive gas exporting by the greedy gas and oil industry. Especially at the cost of the environment.

Sincerely,

Eli Blavin
14601 Arpent Ln
Florissant, MO 63034
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. The above statement expresses my view entirely. Please take any steps now and in the future that will give our planet a chance to be a healthy environment for our children and grandchildren and beyond. We are a part of this environment and need for it to be healthy if we are to continue. You are in the crucial role to make a difference for future generations. Please make me very proud to say I voted for you. Sincerely, Nancy Wagner 12008 W. 121st Street Overland Park, KS 66213

Sincerely,

Nancy Wagner
12008 W. 121st Street
Overland Park, KS 66213
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. What the Frack!

Sincerely,

Brandon Naylor
801 13th St
Prairie Du Sac, WI 53578
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Blake Wells
402 W 148 St
Ny, NY 10031
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vincent Meghdir
518 Second Street
Belvidere, NJ 07823
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Smith
10 Highland Place
Oxford, MS 38655
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

It has yet to be shown how hydraulic fracturing operations can neutralize the large amounts of methane gas that leaks from the ground when extracting natural gas. As methane is one of the most potent greenhouse gases we know of, I find it hard to believe that anyone who would open up new markets for fracked gas sincerely wishes to take a stand against climate change. Please, take this opportunity to show that the U.S. wants to be a world leader in the global fight against climate change, and that our position as such will not be compromised by the promise of new revenue from fracking gas extractors.

Sincerely,

Paul Bozzo
36-29 24th St
Long Island City, NY 11106
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanie Piecara
142 West 4th Street, #4
New York, NY 10012
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Tackett
35 Hamburg Dr., Apt. 2
Weaverville, NC 28787
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sherie Holomuzki
9234 Firestone Road
Homerville, OH 44235
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Arnold
15840 State Road 50, Lot 123
Clermont, FL 34711
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. The United States should not just reject the notion of exporting fracked gas, it MUST reject fracking altogether! The world needs to look to the US to set a GOOD example. What is being proposed is not in the interests of turning away from fossil fuels. It may be one way to make $$ for our economy, but at a price that is devastating to the soil, air, wildlife and climate. Shipping fracked oil from here is just as bad an idea as making money from Canada for the Tar Sands pipeline, the oil being transported through farmland and over aquifers, and just an accident waiting to happen. Fossil fuels are passe. Climate change is already here because of the use of petroleum, and solutions are not drilling for more, but finding other means of generating power. What fracking does to the land, air and wildlife is undeniable. The plan to export this gas, is unconscionable. Sure, it would be a source of revenue, but the 'cost' is more than this world can afford. It isn’t just that we need to oppose permits to export the gas from fracking, we need to oppose ‘fracking’ altogether. The world needs to shift from fossil fuels. The US must to do its’ part by not allowing fossil-fuel companies to destroy the future of our land, health, and the future, all in the name of the almighty dollar. Kokua Mr. President! U’a ma’u ke i’a o ka aina i ka pono! "The life of the land is preserved in righteousness." Please stand up to the fracking industry! Don’t allow fossil-fuel companies to export fracked gas, don’t allow fracking at all! We must do what we can to save this planet from greedy companies who do not care what the becomes from the consequences of their action. I respectfully ask that you stand up to the fossil-fuel industry, and don’t allow these companies to continue to mess with Mother Nature. Mahalo!

Sincerely,

Kara Lani
310 Channel Lane
Oceanside, CA 92054
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Colene Flaherty
364 Rogers Point Road
Steuben, ME 04680
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Kaminski
24 Pond
Essex, MA 01929
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe Ratliff
9700 Alice Lane
Winnemucca, NV 89445
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Geoffrey Harold
4235 Sw Agate Ln #B
Portland, OR 97239
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Sinclair
1102 Slagle Creek Rd
Grants Pass, OR 97527
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Schmidt
109 Whitby Pl
Gibsonia, PA 15044
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dana Doliber
52 Walnut Brook Rd
Sanford, ME 04073
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rhonda Oxley
1434 10th Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94122
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Irene Prindle
11443 Pennside Rd.
Albion, PA 16401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Elderman
6561 Hemingway Dr.
Riverside, CA 92506
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lois Sorlie
1895 Lehigh Street
Boulder, CO 80305
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen salyers
Po Box 630
Mill Valley, CA 94942
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Veronica bolivar
1380 W Long St Unit D
Stephenville, TX 76401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Georgia Frazier
5659 W Stone Farm Rd
Edgerton, WI 53534
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Laura Vitale
512 Index Ave
Index, WA 98256
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Rodriguez
4501 Frankfort
El Paso, TX 79903
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Corey Sanchez
2632 Blake Street 508
Denver, CO 80205
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teresita Gonzalez
Po Box 842
Villalba, PR 00766
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Kane
16869 Roosevelt Ln.
Shrewsbury, PA 17361
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Theodore C. Snyder
12726 Daryl Avenue
Granada Hills, CA 91344
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jess Felter
3306 Ave. F
Santa Fe, TX 77510
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Wohlstadter
210 West 16th St Apt 1g
New York, NY 10011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. My home state of WV is being ruined by this practice. In addition, the workers from out of state (none from WV are hired) are using all the rental housing, driving prices up and creating a shortage – many people here can no longer afford rental housing and have become homeless. This industry hurts the environment, creates economic chaos, and is not good for our people. Please vote to limit its application to none at all.

Sincerely,

Anna Burns
212 Cicada Drive
Martinsburg, WV 25403
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Balke  
2718 Montrose Cir  
Eudora, KS 66025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Betty Jo Goddard
34374 Chocolate Lily Lane
Anchor Point, AK 99556
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rosemary Schlesinger
2748 Olivia Hgts Avenue
Henderson, NV 89052
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Hall
6480 Reservoir Road
Hamilton, NY 13346
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Rennie
156 Arden Blvd.
West Hempstead, NY 11552
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Courtney
1040 Quail Hollow Rd.
Marathon, NY 13803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. It was my impression that the fracking industry and current climate of letting the industry produce more was all about U.S. energy independence - this is precisely the opposite. PLEASE STOP THIS. Thank you, Carol Covert & sons

Sincerely,

Carol Covert
6826 Rock Road
San Antonio, TX 78229
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jesse Sopiwnik
3058 50th St.
Frederic, WI 54837
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Holly Cohen
408 Sheffield Court
Brewster, NY 10509
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jessie Ravage
34 Delaware St
Cooperstown, NY 13326
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Casey conte
6447 Schultz Hill Rd
Prattsburgh, NY 14873
To Whom it May Concern:

Originally natural gas development was to make our country ‘energy independent’. Let the profits from what is produced provide movement to sustainable energy development to truly make this country energy independent. At the time that is in place, we can safely consider shipping our energy to other countries. I am reminded of the Irish who grew crops and starved, while the Irish grown food was shipped to England. Natural resources need to benefit their own countries. Sustainability is what every country needs. If we were shipping the technology for sustainable energy, I would support and applaud. If we are selling our natural resources for profit for the few, I STRONGLY oppose this venture. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Eaton
1255 Vestal Avenue
Binghamton, NY 13903
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Perez
875 Boulevard E Apt 26
Weehawken, NJ 07086
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paula Kephart
103 Dell Av. Se
Huntsville, AL 35802
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Justin Kleiner
917 S Orange Ave
Santa Ana, CA 92701
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shawn Wyckoff
668 Riverside Drive #5a
New York, NY 10031
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronald Zawadzki
227 Juniper Drive
Schenectady, NY 12306
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ruth Hornbein
2127 83rd St.
Brooklyn, NY 11214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jared Kennedy
918 West Water Street
Elmira, NY 14905
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stacey Tesseyman
36 Morton Street
New York, NY 10014
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Tom Athans
8801 Shore Road Apt. 5a-W
Brooklyn, NY 11209
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Alexandra Reses
1830 4th Ave.
Egg Harbor City, NJ 08215
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Everett Fink
234 Washington Ave
Hillsdale, NJ 07642
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Manchester
7495 Briggs Road
Lima, NY 14485
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Liberty Godshall
124 Gothic Avenue
Crested Butte, CO 81224
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Loretta Olsen
9569 St Rte 380
Wilmington, OH 45177
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

David Gerton
521 Ocean View Dr
Hilo, HI 96720
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jon N Jensen
9586 Polaris Lane North
Maple Grove, MN 55369
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

NO mining, drilling, or fracking in the USA! Keep it Clean!

Sincerely,

Didi Summerhawk
1673 Cattail Dr
Loveland, CO 80537
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas McWalters
355 Lombard Street
San Francisco, CA 94133
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. When our water is gone- it's gone!

Sincerely,

Malin tybahl
Ocean Avenu
New York, NY 11230
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Kremer
10141 S. W. Trapper Terrace
Beaverton, OR 97008
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Nelson
15329 E 89th Place North
Owasso, OK 74055
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marie Ilch
9106 N Wall St
Spokane, WA 99218
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Don’t let the oil companies pollute our ground water and ecosystems - otherwise, countless lives will be at risk.

Sincerely,

Georgia Sevcik
988 East 3745 South
Salt Lake City, UT 84106
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Margaret Dorn
21 Bank Street #5f
New York, NY 10014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alan Fiermonte
415 West 10th Ave.
Conshohocken, PA 19428
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Haseleu
N165 Grassy Lake Rd.
Barronett, WI 54813
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Brandy Abshier
1410 W Michigan Ave
Midland, TX 79701
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Clifford Trolin
82085 Hanna Rd.
Dexter, OR 97431
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Holmes
5508 La Serenidad Ln
Elkton, FL 32033
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hermine Williams
7153 College Hill Rd
Clinton, NY 13323
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynnette Lindquist
804 Janesview St. Apt. 6
Papillion, NE 68046
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mark Swenor
13871 S.E. 25th St
Morriston, FL 32668
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Anna Rose
355 Stony Kill Rd.
Accord, NY 12404
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jon Aceto
98 Thayer 3f
New York Ny, NY 10040
To Whom it May Concern:

I am a Delaware County (NY) resident, taxpayer and voter. I am a huge Obama supporter on many issues, and feel compelled to voice my concerns on the critical issues of fracking. It is a toxic threat to American communities (including mine and my land) and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gabriel Brodbar
3492 Fullerhill Road
Downsville, NY 13755
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Darlene Eastland
302 Crestwood Blvd
Rochester, NY 14624
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carrie VanDerhoof
35 Middletown Road
Waterford, NY 12188
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jane Davison
1057 Lochland Road
Geneva, NY 14456
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Greg Clausen
107 Terra Vista Ct
Volo, IL 60020
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Garnet Bailey
3027 Shearwater Dr
Navarre, FL 32566
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Adams
198 Sandy Brook Road
Winsted, CT 06098
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christian sagnard
2302 Lone Cedar Drive
Easton, PA 18040
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fletcher Lathrop
1813 Otowi
Santa Fe, NM 87505
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim P
51 Pioneer
Cooperstown, NY 13326
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. This is outrageous.

Sincerely,

Anita Parish  
P.O. Box 483  
Sweet Home, OR 97386
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christina Oliveira
320, East 46th Street, Ap.4h
New York City, NY 10017
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lashuna Garcia
1918 N Tyndall Ave
Tucson, AZ 85719
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Bogren
97 Weaverville Rd.
Asheville, NC 28804
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Calhoun
3920 Buckingham Sq
Reno, NV 89503
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Williams
111 West 99th Street
Kansas City, MO 64114
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jazmin Velilla
3194 Wax Myrtle Ct
Kissimmee, FL 34744
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donn Ledwick
1238 Tucker Road
Calistoga, CA 94515
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Don Cherf
10565 Atrium Drive
San Diego, CA 92131
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dimitra Reber
180 Park Meadows Drive
Yellow Springs, OH 45387
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Once the underground aquifers are contaminated you will have committed an irreversible event.

Sincerely,

Frank Kerr
10 Glenwood Drive
Napa, CA 94559
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eddie Clark
113 Mt. Isle Ave Ne
St Pete, FL 33702
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bob Andrews
1262 E. Lake Dr.
Novi, MI 48377
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Coskey
5417 Kensington Pl. N
Seattle, WA 98103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Thorne
114-60 179th Street Queens
New York, NY 11434
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kay Brown
516 Harlan Ne #2
Grand Rapids, MI 49503
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Howard Raab
Po Box 173
Arkville, NY 12406
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beverly Gold
274 Berkeley St
Rochester, NY 14607
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Garbor
301 Derwyn Road
Lansdowne, PA 19050
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anna Shapiro
120 Old Saluda Dam Rd.
Greenville, SC 29611
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Please say no to natural gas exports. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim VanHoosier-Carey
6255 Habitat Dr, Apt 2011
Boulder, CO 80301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Dorin
31 Station Rd.
Madison, NJ 07940
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Nowicki
1453 N Dailey Dr
Pueblo West, CO 81007
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Clay And Andrea Anderson
3375 S. Kittredge St.
Aurora, CO 80013
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Dandurand
5449 Pioneer Blvd
Whittier, CA 90601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Angela Ricketts
2550 Marion Drive
Zanesville, OH 43701
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Barnes
16410 Knottingham Drive
Pflugerville, TX 78660
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jerry gousman
1941 Hwy. 2297
Panama City, FL 32404
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sg lightman
108 Main St
Hightstown, NJ 08520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debra McLean
5416 River Ridge Ln
Ann Arbor, MI 48103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Carr
666 Bernal Ave, Apt 20
Sunnyvale, CA 94085
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elaine Overbeck
3280 Cambridge St Se
Grand Rapids, MI 49512
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cort Lippe
182 Washington Hwy.
Amherst, NY 14226
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marnica Andrews
1199 Gardenstreet
Labelle, FL 33935
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Craig Pritzlaff
1018 Royal Ct. Apt. 200
Medford, OR 97504
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lucas Nyman
11 Park St #6
Brookline, MA 02446
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Brown
2354 Bonifacio Est. Apt. # 4
Concord, CA 94520
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Griselda Garcia
114 N 12th Street
Wilmington, NC 28401
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Barclay
134 Fernwood Lane
Pisgah Forest, NC 28768
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Hess
4540 22nd Street North
Saint Petersburg, FL 33714
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Samuel Justice
6473 N. Pearson Road
Springfield, TN 37172
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin McDermott
3459 Post Rd. #209
Warwick, RI 02886
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Seth Quinto
1224 Main St.
Pompano Beach, FL 33069
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marian Bauman
1713 Ne 94th St
Seattle, WA 98115
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurie Harris
227 Antoinette Drive
Endicott, NY 13760
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacqueline Brown
1282 East Green Road
Fruit Heights, UT 84037
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy fredrickson
1581 Grant Mcmahan Blvd
Ely, MN 55731
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vickie Caylor
409 E. Hanson
Mitchell, SD 57301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joel Johnson
309 Cedar #31
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Henderson
2208 Ward St
Berkeley, CA 94705
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eloise Swenson
30 Valley View Road
Brookfield, CT 06804
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Burgess
514 S. Aurora St. Apt. B
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Brooks
57 Jay Street
Brooklyn, NY 11201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Casey
191 Dancers Ct. Se
Salem, OR 97302
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Mitchell
Po Box 596
Ocracoke, NC 27960
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anna Marrinan
101 N. Merion Ave.
Bryn Mawr, PA 19010
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate._Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Brown
2831 Lafayette Road
Lafayette, NY 13084
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julee McClelland
41 Summit Ave.
Jersey City, NJ 07304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Myrna Medina
50 King George Road
Green Brook, NJ 08812
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bev Corcoran
70 York Farm Road
Pottsville, PA 17901
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Crystal Wilson
207 Buel Ct
Dayton, OH 45433
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Meehan
4621 Tanner View Dr
Clinton, WA 98236
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Robertson
155 Hastings Drive
Belleville, CA 94014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doug Dunkle
184 Glen Mawr Dr
Black Hawk, CO 80422
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy McCarthy
Po Box 324
Mount Gretna, PA 17064
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Ulrich
25 Peter Ct.
Campbell, CA 95008
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Neil Strickland
1994 East Sunrise Blvd
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33304
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roshan Dossa
25879 Anzio Way
Valencia, CA 91355
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leif TILLOTSON
52 North Elm Street
Saint Albans, VT 05478
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tracy lynch
West 115th Street
Ny, NY 10026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Robinson
601 W Kings Hwy
Audubon, NJ 08106
Re: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lizz Gaylord
7311 Greenhaven Dr.
Sacramento, CA 95831
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Lipsky
1349 Downs Place
Philadelphia, PA 19116
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nilda McGrory
6937 Escobar Court
Boca Raton, FL 33433
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gail Frost
2307 Cannolot Blvd.
Port Charlotte, FL 33948
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Natural Gas is not a replaceable resource. Means of getting it from the ground and the effects of those means have not been fully studies or analyzed. Let's stop putting our GREED ahead of our sensibility. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Roberts
6343 S High St
Centennial, CO 80121
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Lien
629 5th Ave S
Hopkins, MN 55343
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pauline Ondaro
1807 Hull Street
Fort Collins, CO 80526
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Mr. President I would like to add the dangers of Fracking that most of the time is not mentioned. Fracking can cause earthquakes. Hydraulic fracking is listed under earthquakes on the earthquake website. This is not something to over look. Please, lets not jump into a hole that we cannot escape! Thank you.

Sincerely,

Gale Rullmann
435 Eagle Stone Ridge
Youngsville, NC 27596
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shelley gotchey
595 N 66th Ave
Greeley, CO 80634
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roger surprenant
12 Cozy Bluff Road
Savannah, GA 31410
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rosemarie Rogers
316 Rumbarger Ave
Dubois, PA 15801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ross Judd
15555 Sorbonne St.
Rancho Cascades, CA 91342
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeesung Chang
1 Oakwood Ct
Oakland, CA 94611
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Cardillo
163 Thomas St
Bloomfield, NJ 07003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margie Brewer
690 Curtin Ln
Sonoma, CA 95476
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Wakefield
4109 Lake Ave So
Duluth, MN 55802
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Hollyfield
Box 70
Seal Rock, OR 97376
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Randle
1656 Wentworth Ave
Parkville, MD 21234
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Helfgott
524 East 79th Street,6b
New York, NY 10075
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melanie Henderson
601 S. Detroit Street, #404
Los Angeles, CA 90036
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking is a disaster to the environment and dangerous to the water supply of people in the area.

Sincerely,

Beverly Morrisom
61 Old Bayberry Lane
East Falmouth Ma, MA 02536
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Reverend Charles Esposito
100 Good Shepherd Drive
Kent, PA 15752
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Bedat
407 Cranberry Lane
Brandon, FL 33510
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Terry Kayser
12001 Retama Hollow
Live Oak, TX 78233
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Oguljan Reyimbaeva
1273 Maple View Drive
Charlottesville, VA 22902
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Carla Pereira  
2446 Terrill Road  
Union, NJ 07083
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margery Otto
6708 Arrowhead Pass
Edina, MN 55439
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Rubenstein
1200 5th Avenue
New York, NY 10029
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Wyatt Keusch
3233 Ingledale Terrace
Los Angeles, CA 90039
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Taylor
411 Napa Ave
Morro Bay, CA 93442
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Max Rink
2563 Rumsey Canyon Rd
Rumsey, CA 95679
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Angelia Marrello
474 Claude Hash Road
Goldston, NC 27252
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Daly
7 Stuyvesant Oval
New York, NY 10009
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Michele McDowell
1320 Singletary Avenue
San Jose, CA 95126
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Paula Dumont
8503 Braeburn Ridge Drive
Louisville, KY 40228
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda METCOFF
10569 Richfield Way
Boynton Beach, FL 33437
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlotte Sibley
115 Hunt Valley Circle
Berwyn, PA 19312
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lauren Shepard
21-07 Radburn Road
Fair Lawn, NJ 07410
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Prior
28296 Cypress Ct
Farmington Hills, MI 48331
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Marian sevy
1 James Court
Newark, DE 19702
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Waid
P. O. Box 75
Mendocino, CA 95460
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Miller
12555 Walnut Drive
Conneaut Lake, PA 16316
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Gainer  
1255 Mounts Road  
Washington, PA 15301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terry Jones
562 Rice Road
Ojai, CA 93023
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dawn DiBlasi
639 Norridgewock Road
Fairfield, ME 04937
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Resch
501 Howard St
Ripon, WI 54971
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacquelin Shea
31850 Highway 41
Blanchard, ID 83804
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pan Sammons
3133 Ne 8th Ave
Portland, OR 97212
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Brandt
720 Windsor Drive
Lodi, CA 95240
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Connie Weeks
5730 W. Fenrick Rd.
Janesville, WI 53548
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roger Szaszulski
1202 Adams Drive
Midland, MI 48642
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vincent Pernice
2132 Brummel
Evanston, IL 60202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Bendimez
836 Inspiration Ln
Escondido, CA 92025
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mary Natwick
920 N. Signal St.
Ojai, CA 93023
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Wascha
3810 Hummer Lake Rd
Ortonville, MI 48462
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Anne Lubeckyj
1290 West Brown Road
Mayville, MI 48744
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Natalie Norton
811 Buckingham Rd
Columbia, SC 29205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Saliha abrams
P.O. Box 452
Carson, WA 98610
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Lewis
6407 Arnold Dr.
Woodridge, IL 60517
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Becky Pierce
105 Berry Drive
Wilmington, DE 19808
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeremy Kirkman
408 N Glenwood Ave
Peoria, IL 61606
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Smith
2206 Saddle Ridge Place
Greenville, NC 27858
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vioncent DiTizio
233 Ilyssa "Way
Staten Island, NY 10312
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elaine Tavis
27 Charter St #1202
Salem, MA 01970
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susanne Chaney
12 Ace Ct
Fairfax, CA 94930
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eva Cosgrove
210 N 58th St.
Seattle, WA 98103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arthur van der Harten
P.O. Box 1025
Mancos, CO 81328
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Radford
51 Magnolia Dr
Calistoga, CA 94515
U.S. Department of Energy  

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katharine Saavedra  
10711 Holman Avenue  
Los Angeles, CA 90024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Messamer
1182 Miel St
Manteca, CA 95337
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Wyss
4496 Humphrey Rd
Great Valley, NY 14741
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Susan Spierling
1360 Sanburg
Chicago, IL 60610
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Raye-Lynn Donahue
3420 Ne 12 Terrace
Pompano Beach, FL 33064
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Connie Barron
508 E. College Ave., # 3
Normal, IL 61761
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Jenkins
7037 Chiala Lane
San Jose, CA 95129
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We do NOT need to “fire up” fracking by providing MORE greedy incentives for this dangerous and unsupportable method of extracting natural gas. Fracking is short-sighted and already proving to be counterproductive.

Sincerely,

Deborah Packard
252 Old Creamery Rd
Williston, VT 05495
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eva Thompson
1238 Mirage Canyon Dr
Dallas, TX 75232
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Shaw
175 Pinehurst Ave
New York, NY 10033
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen And Calvin Zika and Varner
1195 Piper Rd
Mansfield, OH 44905
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Staron
3592 Vista St
Clearlake, CA 95422
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brad Baier
210 W Unino Ave # 13
Fullerton, CA 92832
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sumedha Karmarkar
516 West Herndon Street Apt 1
Springfield, IL 62702
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Van Koningsveld
1740 N 49th St
Milwaukee, WI 53208
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Kalavity
3731 W. 91st Place
Westminster, CO 80031
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terry Talbot
197 Tz Trail
Grand Junction, CO 81503
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlyce Fowkes
8634 Cremona Dr
Las Vegas, NV 89117
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Will Melcher
Po Box 795
Wilton, NH 03086
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Priscilla Jovais
1726 Gordon Lane
Tobyhanna, PA 18466
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen McIntyre
252 Ragon Rd.
Philadelphia, TN 37846
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Churchill
5300 Walnut Street #9
Oakland, CA 94619
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Brunt
1111 Black Bear Ct.
Bushkill, PA 18324
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Only by looking at alternative energy production, can we moderate our impact to the environment.

Sincerely,

Diana Johnson
40143 Swift Rd.
Eustis, FL 32736
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicholas Remelman
4925 Omar Street
Fremont, CA 94538
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Emily Reed
45 Greenwell Lane
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Liberatore
1614 Fordem Avenue
Madison, WI 53704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry Earl
1246 Briar Hills Dr
Atlanta, GA 30306
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Sachar
30 East 9th Street
New York, NY 10003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elaine Baker
631 Colleen Dr
San Jose, CA 95123
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Harris
Street Address
Seattle, WA 98188
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Zagaris
1311 Masonic Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emily Rode
1407 Carle Rd
Akron, OH 44333
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rose Deangelis
5455 Timber Creek Pl. Dr. Apt. 116
Houston, TX 77084
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Talbert
2299 Donahue Avenue
Santa Rosa, CA 95401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amber Brock
P O Box 741
Twentynine Palms, CA 92277
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Ramage
12010 Sky West Drive
Austin, TX 78758
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom baumstark
3853 North Saint Elias Circle
Mesa, AZ 85215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rick ritchey
3175 W 17th
Eugene, OR 97402
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roy wiest
1997 Bush Dr.
Los Osos, CA 93402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Liszeo
18450 Poplar Ave.
Homewood, IL 60430
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicholas Sammond
36 Paris Road
New Hartford, NY 13413
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Raymond F. Glover
3440 S Jefferson Street, Apt 837
Galls Church, VA 22041
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. What is the point in contaminating our water if we’re going to export the energy gained by it?

Sincerely,

Anthony Snider
5025 Pine Street
Wilmington, NC 28403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Chapman
Portage, Mi 49002
49002, MI 49002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

People, animals and the environment are suffering from the extraction of fracked gas. To extract this gas is nothing short of criminal. See the film "Gasland." You MUST protect the American people from the threat of gas extraction via fracking. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thelma Follett
P. O. Box 28804
Bellingham, WA 98228
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marty Mason
4250 N Marine Dr
Chicago, IL 60613
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Biagioni
1510 Forest Ridge Road,
St. Charles, IL 60174
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heidi Fox
01607 Greenwood Road
Portland, OR 97219
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Radix
1937 Manchester Road
Sacramento, CA 95815
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Mermin
26 South Eckar St
Irvington, NY 10533
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dave Cowen
11209 Paseo Montanoso #28
San Diego, CA 92127
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Alexander
2707 Raphael Ln.
Dallas, TX 75287
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Meyers
605 Curzon Ct
Howell, MI 48843
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Vikas Verma
3455 Homestead Rd
Santa Clara, CA 95051
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vivienne Seed
21205 Hibbs Bridge Road
Purcellville, VA 20132
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nate Hausman
2041 Paseo Dorado, Apt. #8
La Jolla, CA 92037
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Rivera
161 Nottingham Ct
Aston, PA 19014
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Cobb
11480 E Twin Hills Trail
Tucson, AZ 85748
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce Sherman
15938 Ne Fremont
Portland, OR 97230
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Drew Luper
4541 Ne 55th St Apt 3
Seattle, WA 98105
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gatra Mallard
1656 Ridgewood Dr. Ne
Atlanta, GA 30307
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Howson
742 Madison Ave Apt 8
Albany, NY 12208
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debbie Smith
1550 Greenbriar Blvd.
Boulder, CO 80305
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Turba
1001 Bali Pl
Jacksonville, FL 32216
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Holly Shisler
217 Bynum Ridge, Apt 2
Forest Hill, MD 21050
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Wallace
620 S 900 E Apt A
Salt Lake City, UT 84102
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Tregidgo
1146 Sunnyside Dr.
Holtwood, PA 17532
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jon-Edmond ABRAHAM
1080 Eddy Street, #403
San Francisco, CA 94109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Gross
946 E. Hamilton St.
Allentown, PA 18109
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Ellen Scullard
650 W End Ave.
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jasmine lea
555 E 15th St.
Chico, CA 95928

CREDO Action
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Donnelly
Donnellyj63@Gmail.Com
Sonoma, CA 95476
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Byrne
159 Essex St.
New York, NY 10002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Water may be the dilemma of this century. Fracking takes huge quantities of water and then pollutes it. It may change groundwater pathways. Water is the bottom line for human and all other life. We are messing with an extreme technology that is dangerous to us. Please stand up for the common good.

Sincerely,

Ainslie Gilligan
25 Strand Ave
Brattleboro, VT 05301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Justin Horstmann
105 Walnut St
Damiansville, IL 62215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brody Hagemeier
139 19 1/2 Ave. So.
St. Cloud, MN 56301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elaine Wohl
1324 W. Celeste
Fresno, CA 93711
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Amanda Gerwig
7533 Parkdale
St Louis, MO 63105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Gray
29875 Sequoia Trail
Westlake, OH 44145
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Abigail Siddall
664 County Rd
Walpole, NH 03608
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Agnew
4097 Middlebrook Dr
Beavercreek, OH 45440
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Arvidson
9031 W Church St. Apt. 2f
Des Plaines, IL 60016
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen peterman
5306 Badger Bend
Austin, TX 78749
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Kennedy
5741 Pine Lane
Crozet, VA 22932
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Koleszar
12417 Fenstermaker Rd
Garrettsville, OH 44231
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michaelene Loughlin
231 E. Main Street
Prospect Park, NJ 07508
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please take the time to contact representatives of the Natural Resource Defense Council (no, i am not a lobbyist). for pertinent, truthful, information concerning fracking. My water supply comes from a well in my backyard. there is no public water works where I live...protecting ground water should be a concern of everyone! Rubie Nesbit 69 bayview rd. penobscot, me 04476

Sincerely,

Rubie Nesbit
69 Bayview Rd.
Penobscot, ME 04476
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. And to the entire earth's supply of water. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please have oil and gas apply themselves to more earnest research into alternative fuels. The era of the private car is dead. Please do not have the earth fold in after it.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Rosenblatt
486 Broadway
New York, NY 10013
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Becca Franks
206 Lincoln Pl #2
Brooklyn, NY 11217
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wayne Mathews
112 Ohio Ave
Niles, OH 44446
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Hughey

11200 Dahlgren Rd

King George, VA 22485
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Snedegar
261a Lexington Ave.
Lexington, KY 40508
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacquelyn Strahl
5240 Harbor Court
Madison, WI 53705
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jake Barker
1412 Summit Ave
Seattle, WA 98122
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynnette Royce
106 S. Main St.
Bishop, CA 93514
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joshua Knox
2954 E 3135 S
Salt Lake City, UT 84109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie Dickinson
803 N Main St
Mount Airy, MD 21771
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Savaiano
505 Garfield Ave
Carbondale, CO 81623
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Cassens
2 Aster Court
Edwardsville, IL 62025
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charla prange
908 Furman Drive
Ames, IA 50010
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Evelyn mason
516 Cleveland Avenue Apt A
Charlottesville, VA 22903
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sterling Sharp
200 S. Roop St
Susanville, CA 96130
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marjorie Young
2300 West Alameda, D6
Santa Fe, NM 87507
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Owens
842 Ne Jessup St
Portland, OR 97211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Fussell
3002 Colony Dr
Jamestown, NC 27282
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Morris Roseman
725 Mount Wilson Lane Apt 337
Pikesville, MD 21208
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sue Nearing
5172 Hardy Rd.
Vassar, MI 48768
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Neznamy
20 Stuyvesant Oval
New York, NY 10009
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

B Morgan  
726 J  
Eureka, CA 95501
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanie Murphy
6188 Ansdell Way
San Jose, CA 95123
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Haley
241 Concho Street
Tye, TX 79563
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Gaylord
5905 Benz Drive
Zephyrhills, FL 33540
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deanna Marquart
2216 L Street
Sacramento, CA 95816
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David White
150 Middle Road
N. Sandwich, NH 03259
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Walster
14286 Nw Old Moores Vly Road
Yamhill, OR 97148
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Joseph
1273 S Rice Rd. #99
Ojai, CA., CA 93023
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Martucci
316 Rt. 32 South
New Paltz, NY 12561
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Donovan Carlson
1533 Topeka Cir
Sparks, NV 89434
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Danny Kline
Box 135
Manchester, MI 48158
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Cassel
4908 N. Glenwood Ave.
Chicago, IL 60640
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gerri Myers
10987 Ridge Rd
Medina, NY 14103
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brendan Ashby  
2601 3rd Ave W.  
Hibbing, MN 55746
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Wiseman
8165 W. 71st Ave.
Arvada, CO 80004
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doug Lane
3573 S Uravan St
Aurora, CO 80013
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

J teu
31 Diamond St
Brooklyn, NY 11222
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Spear
1560 Moose Dr.
Gladwin, MI 48624
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Ellen Hoen
625 East Park Drive
Tonawanda, NY 14150
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I also fear that fracking will ruin our water. Water is our greatest natural resource, not the gas that we can get from fracking.

Sincerely,

Carol Keyser
1 Bank Street Apt 2f
New York, NY 10014
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jon Lecroy
2050 Nw 62nd St
Seattle, WA 98107
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jon Larsen
I Have A P.O. Box...802
Patagonia, AZ 85624
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Rochelle Nielson
1130 E Curtiss St
Bozeman, MT 59715
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Felipe Mendoza
11310 Del Monte Dr.
Houston, TX 77077
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeremy Rozman
7250 Eastmoor Dr #203
Denver, CO 80237
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kathleen Kiely
378 Old Rock Road
Branford, CT 06405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Baker
2353 Sorrel Ct.
Baltimore, MD 21209
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ceacy Henderson
107 Hillman Rd.
Colrain, MA 01340
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dale adams
5818 Jackson St
Pittsburgh, PA 15206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Silvia Alvarez
2622 Cedar Street
Philadelphia, PA 19125
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kurt Leinenbach
Po Box 824
Jasper, IN 47547
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carson Jones
327 West 42nd Street #4w
New York, NY 10036
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris D'Agnolo
1602 Vickery
Sugar Land, TX 77498
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Cecena
P. O. Box 959
Pine Valley, CA 91962
To Whom it May Concern:

Natural gas, petroleum and other natural energy resources belong to the American people and should be conserved for use by the citizens of this country. Those resources are essential to the long and short term security of the United States. In 1977 the DOE was created in response to the oil shortage crisis of 1973. A primary objective was to reduce U.S. dependency on foreign oil. Our natural resources are an a critical part of our national security. They are not available to create profits for any individual nor business by selling them out of the U.S. Additionally, fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. If you don't clearly see this then you are by definition unqualified to hold the office you were elected to and should step down immediately. I think it would be fair to say you have failed to uphold your oath to defend and protect the Constitution of our country at worst, and are not looking out for the best interests of those you represent, at best.

Sincerely,

Terry Obrien
13693 Ragged Mtn Dr
Paonia, CO 81428
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Townsend
4 Hummingbird Lane
Derry, NH 03038
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Rudolf
3205 17th Ave S
Minneapolis, MN 55407
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Lebow
1918 Wahalaw Ct
Tallahassee, FL 32301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dave Murphy
Po Box 285
Big Bear Lake, CA 92315
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matthew Traxler
2117 Woodward Ave
Lakewood, OH 44107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Garfield
1156 High St.
Santa Cruz, CA 95064
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gay Silman
253 Summit Road
Oroville, CA 95966
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ellen Tarby
201 Santa Rosa Ave. #2
Oakland, CA 94610
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chad Theis
248 Josephine
Denver, CO 80206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Al Kash
P.O. Box 484
New Baltimore, NY 12124
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Rexer-Euvrard
32 Tulip St
Huntington, NY 11743
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Parker
827 N. Corona
Colorado Springs, CO 80903
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Cohen
5563 Lakemont Blvd Se
Bellevue, WA 98006
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wayne Lammers
14960 Sw 92nd Ave
Tigard, OR 97224
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alla Granovsky
12-01 Morlot Ave
Fair Lawn, NJ 07410
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Hubbard
P.O. Box 33
Sleetmute, AK 99668
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Ortiz
432 L K Walker
Livingston, TX 77351
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracting in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Laase
6732 N. Loleta Ave
Chicago, IL 60646
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tsee Lee
428 W 26th St Apt 15g
New York, NY 10001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robyn Giresi
C/O Hunger Mountain Coop
Montpelier, VT 05602
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Moore
23 Diamond Drive
Livemore, CA 94550
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dawn Hoyt
6 Tessera Ave
Foothill Ranch, CA 92610
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kelli Thomas
22470 Douglas Rd.
Shaker Hts., OH 44123
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jimmy Bingham
863 W. Cimarron Dr.
Washington, UT 84780
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Roberta Acker
3905 Cavedale
Glen Ellen, CA 95442
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christina Smith
2028 Waverly Place N #302
Seattle, WA 98109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicola Davies
Quenchwell
Truro, IL 61234
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roberta Ras
215 Turman Dr
Lenoir City, TN 37772
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stu Farnsworth
1646 Donald Ct.
Eagan, MN 55121
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bettina Brown
44 Sylvan Drive
Hyannis, MA 02601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leah Tobani
13348 Wildflower St
Broomfield, CO 80020
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Freyda Isaacs
9 Lowbank Court
Willowdale, CA 90211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Winsberg
804 Green Street
East Palo Alto, CA 94303
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tiffani Emig
613 N Taylor Ave
Pittsburgh, PA 15212
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Anne Matthey
224 Bellington Commons #8
Livermore, CA 94551
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jaclyn Miller
206 Aspen Drive
Woodland Park, CO 80863
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Yvette Doublet-Weislak
18481 Altimira Circle
Morgan Hill, CA 95037
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Denielle Gongaware
320 N. 3rd St.
Avondale, AZ 85323
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Papaleo
3902 Manhattan College Parkway
Riverdale, NY 10471
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Breck
44 Beckwith Road
Killingworth, CT 06419
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kathleen Clark
1400 Beacon Drive
Salt Lake City, UT 84108
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I absolutely oppose this technology, and we will fight its advocates with every possible asset and method available.

Sincerely,

Darin De Stefano
1502 8th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94122
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

THE SAFETY OF FRACKING HAS NOT BEEN PROVEN.....Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charley Tilden
30767 Kenady Lane
Cottage Grove, OR 97424
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Reyna Castelan
2602 Whitehurst Dr
Fort Worth, TX 76133
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Judy Smith
2909 Lodgewood St
Newbury Park, CA 91320
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John McGrath  
141 Copperwood Dr.  
Stoughton, MA 02072
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Kitzis
156 Plainview Rd
Woodbury, NY 11797
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Beans
20 Carr Drive
Moraga, CA 94556
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mznuel alvarez
11010 Nw 18 Pl.
Pembroke Pines, FL 33026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claire Spampinato
702 Pine Ridge Rd
Media, PA 19063
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Graham
70 Washington Street
Brooklyn, NY 11201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Felix
6716 Rosedale
Allen Park, MI 48101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Pianka
5 Williamson Lane
Lambertville, NJ 08530
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ia Zweben
28 Old Fulton St
Brooklyn, NY 11201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Vick
25 Sutton Point
Pittsford, NY 14534
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anthony Tribula
4696 Howland Rd.
Almont, MI 48003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Shannon
3343 Tyu
Los Angeles, CA 90039
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark petricca
410 Beal St.
Northville, MI 48167
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Penny Rosen
59 West 82 Street
New York, Ny, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mia marcussen
1233 Wyoming Dr
Santa Rosa, CA 95405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Kujawa
523 6 47th Avenue S
Minneapolis, MN 55417
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheila Lemmens
Westsingel
Amersfoort, TN 38010
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Bunce
6311 Van Nuys Blvd #111
Van Nuys, CA 91401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matthew Crawford
107 Elizabeth Way
Ellenwood, GA 30294
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffery Brayton
10881 Great Southern Dr
Jacksonville, FL 32257
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randy Lopez
118 Greenshire
League City, TX 77573
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barb Miller
5224 N Glenwood #3
Chicago, IL 60640
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Pethick
16 N 15th Street
Niles, MI 49120
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jordan Holloway
Hc 31 Box 71
Caballo, NM 87931
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurel Trasky
11434 Sharkstooth Peak
Littleton, CO 80127
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ramon Trumbull
464 Doris Ne
Grand Rapids, MI 49505
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Isa-Kae Meksin
1028 1/2 Laguna Ave. , Los Angeles, Ca
Los Angeles, CA 90026
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Clara Evans
361 Galapago St
Denver, CO 80223
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gina Chiarenza
3430 San Bernadino
Delray Beach, FL 33445
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Sipes
635 Freedom Ave
Johnstown, PA 15904
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanne stivale
Street Address
Montclair, NJ 07042
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy gould
1425 19th St
Bettendorf, IA 52722
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Hart
270 10th Avenue
Bethlehem, PA 18018
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Klamser
127 H L Sudduth Dr
Panama City, FL 32404
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Goforth
7110 Louisiana Dr
Vancouver, WA 98664
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim Wolf
2906 Hawkshead Dr.
New Lenox, IL 60451
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Caitlin Combs
4724 Middleboro Rd
Morrow, OH 45152
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ali smith
146 Geary Street
San Francisco, CA 94108
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Dashiell
30 Elizabeth St
Patchogue, NY 11772
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Carl Wiseman
4725 Nw Green Hills Court
Riverside, MO 64150
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kara Budor
7814 Sw Capitol Hill Rd
Portland, OR 97219
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ardele Bradshaw
6272 Old Dahlonega Hwy
Murrayville, GA 30564
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Stephens
1301 Nw 192 Terr
Pembroke Pines, FL 33029
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laouida Parker
5801 Memphis
Bel Aire, KS 67220
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carole A. Lombardo
112 Erie St.
Syracuse, NY 13204
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julia Gelfgatt
125 Green Street 3a
Brooklyn, NY 11222
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Salvatore randisi
16102 Jewel Ave. Apt 3k
Fresh Meadows, NY 11365
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Smith
7719 Gleason Road
Edina, MN 55439
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leo Reitmeyer
4051 Hill St.
South Park, PA 15129
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eugene O. swartz sr.
1823 Runnels Rd.
Mobile, AL 36605
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Anderson
12335 Kingsride
Houston, TX 77024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carl Annarummo
4588 Ross Lanier Lane
Kissimmee, FL 34758
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Madeline McGeeney
311 Jefferson Ct.
Limerick, PA 19468
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Loren
2125 Dellwood Lane
Los Angeles, CA 90077
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Carrie Morrissey
135 Jackson St
Brooklyn, NY 11211
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thanh Nguyen
887 Dimson Drive East
Whitehall, OH 43213
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Priscilla Lane
5529 Se Morrison St.
Portland, OR 97215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Devillon
1573 Smith Mountain Rd
Rockwood, TN 37854
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa King
7049 Furrow Rd.
Reynoldsburg, OH 43068
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Saari
16910a Us Hwy 98
Foley, AL 36535
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cindy Bowen
6 Short Ivy St
Asheville, NC 28806
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Susan Lenander
37 Glenside Way
Rochester, NY 14612
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Nathaniel Williams Jr.
2190 Madison Avenue 3a
New York, NY 10037
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Fasy
34 Hilltop Road
Philadelphia, PA 19118
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Some things are more important than corporate bottom lines and profit. Please protect our air and water! Thank you,

Sincerely,

Patricia Minnozzi
15536 Cr 109
Arcadia, OH 44804
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lisa heitmann
671 Back Road
North Windham, CT 06256
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nitschka Kuile
9790 County Rd. Y
La Jara, CO 81140
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elaine Fitzpatrick
42 Hickory Trail
Sparta, NJ 07871
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jessi A
3800 Hillsborough St
Raleigh, NC 27607
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victoria pericot
P.O.Box 90219074
San Juan, PR 00902
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allison Dewitt
4809 Park Place Blvd
Sylvania, OH 43560
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Chan
1921 Rockbrook Dr
Arlington, TX 76006
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jacob Ketchum
190 Westgate St.
Redwood City, CA 94062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. You can’t say you are a green President when you allow fracking, and then outsource it overseas. Makes NO SENSE.

Sincerely,

Phil Kerr
1488 S. Biscay Court
Aurora, CO 80017
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rose Koller
P.O. Box 643
Los Alamos, CA 93440
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janette Gunn
237 W Main St
Belleville, WI 53508
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Carolyn Bluhm
87 Canaan Road #4-J
Salisbury, CT 06068
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

C. Wilder
100 Sw 96 Ave
Pembroke Pines, FL 33025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randal Gronewold
2224 Sandy Drive
Eugene, OR 97401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Whitaker
805 Mulberry Drive
San Marcos, Ca, CA 92069
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Juliana Bartolini
104-41 113 St
Richmond Hill, NY 11419
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Eric Olson
544 Snyder Ave
San Jose, CA 95125
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Dilley
164 Palos Verdes
White Salmon, WA 98672
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rochelle Wood
5419 Fair Valley Rd
Dayton, OH 45414
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Instead of fracking we should implement policies that promote and preserve sustainable agricultural. Mahalo, J Brann

Sincerely,

Joy Brann
18 Kai Makani Loop #201
Kihei, HI 96753
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Jones
P.O. Box 574
Whitefish, MT 59937
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

J W Dettmann
1013 Nw 25th Ave
Gainesville, FL 32609
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle Bell
17623 Cabin Hill Lane
Colorado Springs, CO 80908
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Helton
37 Meltons Run Lane, Apt. G
Galax, VA 24333
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gene Gossett
1030 Ne 102nd Avenue No. 31
Portland, OR 97220
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gabriel Laboc-Jenkins
146 Quincy Shore Drive
Quincy, MA 02171
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wenda collins
9230 2nd Ave Sw #522c
Seattle, WA 98106
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fed Up
124 Main St.
San Francisco, CA 94105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patrick Ijewere
P.O. Box 1250
Brandon, FL, FL 33509
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. This is NOT the export we need!

Sincerely,

Tom Frouge
25 Juniper Road
Placitas, NM 87043
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Pfeiffer
389 W Mendocino St
Altadena, CA 91001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hedwig Westra
2403 Brian Dr
Beachwood, OH 44122
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erica Eden
Po Box 182
Freeland, WA 98249
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roger Russell
Bergheimerstr 31
Heidelberg, CO 80465
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marsha Osborn
Mob726@Yahoo.Com
Tacoma, WA 98408
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Naomi Shiff
1204 17th Ave. E.
Seattle, WA 98112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol mccarthy
Box 366
Bullard, TX 75757
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Rodriguez
7301 - 4th Avenue, North
Saint Petersburg, FL 33710
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Laurie Prottas
339 East 65th Street
New York, NY 10065
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kate Manning
P.O. Box 2894
St. Paul, MN 55102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dian Bohannon
245 Waverley Ave
Newton, MA 02458
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Lieberman
1052 Ala Nanu, #304
Honolulu, HI 96818
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brenda Vaughan
4208 Arbor Creek Drive
Carrollton, TX 75010
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Horne
10204 Gray Eagle Dr.
Orlando, FL 32821
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Belinda Feris
7736 State Highway 10
Sharon Springs, NY 13459
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victoria Holman
24931 N Carmel Hills Dr
Carmel, CA 93923
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alfred Van Guilder
4134 Ruth Road
Lake Worth, FL 33461
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pauline Hendrickson
50 Melbourne Ave Se
Minneapolis, MN 55414
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Andy Bates
4545 Cooper Avenue #8
Lincoln, NE 68506
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lori Savolainen
1416 N Lincoln Dr Apt D
Benton, IL 62812
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sylvia Griffiths
333 Diogenes Drive
Angwin, CA 94508
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Clotilda G. Devlin
220 Hardscrabble Rd.
Bernardsville, NJ 07924
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

R Salido
1184 N. Idaho St.
La Habra, CA 90631
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Create more jobs and protect the planet by eliminating tracking and focusing on renewables.

Sincerely,

Carol Bloomer
1314 N Forest Ln
Liberty, MO 64068
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Pederson
34-49-41st Street
Long Island City, NY 11101
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melissa Martin
598 Laurel Hill Rd.
Norwich, CT 06360
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frankie Benoist
Rr15 Box 1345
San Lorenzo, NM 88041
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Craig Officer
7121 S. Paxton Ave.
Chicago, IL 60649
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Barker
6214 Ne Alameda St.
Portland, OR 97213
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Gereke
723 11th Avenue
New York, NY 10019
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Govaker
1 Hanson Place, Unit 19cd
Brooklyn, NY 11243
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

K Kahananui
4000 College Crest Dr.
Los Angeles, CA 90065
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kendra Bickler
14625 Mussey Grade Rd. #M-18
Ramona, CA 92065
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Britton Davis
3001 Bunker Hill Rd
Marietta, GA 30062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandie Minasian
20360 Wynfreed Ln
Porter Ranch, CA 91326
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Camp
11458 Viceroy St
Concord, OH 44077
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rex Haire
469 Powell Rd.
Martin, TN 38237
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kaleb Remski
10 Middlethon Ave.
Manorville, NY 11949
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Foultz
511 Ivydale Road
Wilmington, DE 19803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Fogerty
5504 Arlene Way
Livermore, CA 94550
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christiane Heyde
3410 W. Sophia Street
Tucson, AZ 85741
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

J g
Pebble Beach Way
Washington Nj, NJ 07882
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donya Melanson
5 Bisson Lane
Merrimac, MA 01860
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Walter Erhorn
P.O. Box 1843
Spring Valley, CA 91979
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Caryl Browne
101 Lombard 102e
San Francisco, CA 94111
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maria Jackson
252 Ullman Road
Pasadena, MD 21122
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jill Baba
88 Glenrose Avenue
Daly City, CA 94015
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Florence Hajas
242 West 9th Ave #2
West Homestead, PA 15120
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Cummings
450 49th St. #13
Brooklyn, NY 11220
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Kuntz
4306 S Ball Rd
Veradale, WA 99037
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. And what does exporting natural gas have to do with energy independence???

Sincerely,

Tom Ricketts
40033 Cedar Drive
Paonia, CO 81428
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Curtis Selland
1140 W Keats
Fresno, OR 97211
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maria Simon
9960 Muffin Ct
San Diego, CA 92129
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dave Ehrlichman
13305 Sw 22nd St.
Beaverton, OR 97008
There are now enough incidences of leaks into groundwater and leaching through soil, in addition to the link to ground instability causing tremors, and the devaluation and an inability of neighboring properties to qualify for mortgages, on top of the the noise and light pollution that affects neighbors to now justify calling fracking a failed experiment. Energy does drive the economy, however, cost must be balanced: fracking is a short term solution with a cost that will affect generations of Americans. Invest in solar options for long term, sustainable energy: solar towers and farms already exist. Funding edicted research with awards for winning designs will spur innovation—the very thing that made America great!

Sincerely,

Veronica Dogru
2361 Friday Rd
Cocoa, FL 32926
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Jones
1349 Hollowell St
Ontario, CA 91762
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Juliana Forbes
2344 Mapleton Avenue
Boulder, CO 80304
U.S. Department of Energy  

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  

To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.  

Sincerely,  

Mary Feagan  
625 Meadowridge Lane  
Kirkwood, MO 63122
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Sinclair
806 E State St
Traverse City, MI 49686
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James MacDonald
8318 Ames Way
Arvada, CO 80003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alyosha Goldstein
4109 Marble Ne
Albuquerque, NM 87110
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Samantha Endrom
1430 Bay Street
Staten Island, NY 10305
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Curtis
107 Marin Valley Drive
Novato, CA 94949
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Scholte
4305 Grafton Circle
Mather, CA 95655
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Stewart
532 47th Street South
Birmingham, AL 35222
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Zach Mills
3355 Talisman Ct.
Boulder, CO 80301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Rosier
17029 Gulf Road
Holley, NY 14470
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Natural gas is not a sustainable energy and fracking is toxic to our environment. Don't open up foreign markets, it will only destroy our countries future. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Jean Schumer
204 Gates Ave
Gillette, NJ 07933
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nishant Patel
1354 Kenyon Street Nw Apt. 3
Washington, DC 20010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Chiesi
101 Ludington St
Buffalo, NY 14206
U.S. Department of Energy
Re: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Lynch
1320 Cherry Ln
Morgantown, WV 26505
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wendy Apter
3 Groendyke Circle
Millstone Twp, NJ 08535
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Cheryl Carrington
21524 Kapok Circle
Boca Raton, FL 33433
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Steortz
Hc 60 Box 2
Pine Grove, WV 26419
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karamy Renfrow
104 Quachita Trl. Apt. 3
Frankfort, KY 40601
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Alexander
2126 Four Seasons Blvd
Macungie, PA 18062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis Wisen
61 Larchwood Dr
Painesville, OH 44077
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,
Ric bristow
Box 866
Port Orford, OR 97465
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rose Switzer
6203 E. Camelot Dr.
Mesa, AZ 85215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debbie Deane
111 E 2nd St
Brooklyn, NY 11218
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allan Vieira
2138 Eh Pounds Dr.
Ocoee, FL 34761
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lea Levy
75 Taylor Rd
Belmont, MA 02478
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Foster
Street Address
City, NC 28216
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stacey Phillips
1065 17th St Ne
Salem, OR 97301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles mcCaslin
Po Box 97
Taylors Island, MD 21669
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Don Regan
41429 N. Rte. 59
Antioch, IL 60002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Cachopo
2337 Harrison St
Santa Clara, CA 95050
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tracy Feldsott
15128 El Camino Real
Del Mar, Ca, CA 92014
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jon Esty
1137 Pleasant Point Drive
Ridgway, CO 81432
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Elkins
2080 Douglas Ln
White Bear Lake, MN 55110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

N B
10444 Kedvale Av
Oak Lawn, IL 60453
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Becky Howland
150 Franklin Street
New York, NY 10013
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Churella
1090 Marland Dr. N.
Columbus, OH 43224
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wanda Butler
7381 Spring Villa Circle
Orlando, FL 32819
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teri Rasmussen
32460 Crown Valley Pkwy Apt 307
Dana Point, CA 92629
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Graski
1330 W. West Avenue
Fullerton, CA 92833
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Daigle
332 Reims Lane
Costa Mesa, CA 92627
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lucille Nylund
1909 Grandview Ave
Redding, CA 96001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Zachary Jeffcoat
798 Highland Ave
Little Falls, MN 56345
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Rosen
563 East 86 Street
Brooklyn, NY 11236
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Thomas
924 Pine St
Oakland, CA 94607
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Caroline'S Lajoie
12 Paseo De San Antonio
Santa Fe, NM 87507
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Johnson
520 Ne Erickson Lane
Poulsbo, WA 98370
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eve Delachartre
50-31 46th Street
Woodside, NY 11377
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Seechun Rutah
3407 Hamilton Ave
Baltimore, MD 21214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Singne Coe
10570 Empire Grade
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Chamberlain-Gue
150 Peralta Ave.
San Leandro, CA 94577
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Quannah Santiago
301-B Villa Oaks Circle
Austin, TX 78745
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peggy Baughns
3792 Austin Park Ln
Decatur, GA 30032
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carlos arce
50 Dearing Woods Bend
Covington, GA 30014
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marjorie Patnett
22 Forest Ave
Everett, MA 02149
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Linder
55 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10016
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Araujo
10 N. Champlain St.
Burlington, VT 05401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Ryan
2325 Ragan Woods Dr.
Toledo, OH 43614
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marcus stephens
3415 S Lowe
Chicago, IL 60616
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Darlene Harvey
2020 East Franklin Street
Richmond, VA 23223
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Latimer
Po Box 87155
South Dartmouth, MA 02748
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Ricks
4306 Kenwood Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90037
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Alt
480 Plainview Rd
Lexington, KY 40517
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Marraffino
2703 Sw 132 Terrace
Archer, FL 32618
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ralph Johnson
Stillmeadow Rd
Dallas, TX 75232
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

June Manners
1091 N. Wilson Ave.
Pasadena, CA 91104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Hubbard
2104 Stonehenge Ct.
Edgewater Park, NJ 08010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lawrence newton
424 E. Wister
Phila, PA 19144
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Ferris
23 White Pine Drive
Albany, NY 12203
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Norton
1422 Smithfield Dr.
Blacksburg, VA 24060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jack Robertson
7 Green View Cir
Richardson, TX 75081
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Catherine Cicero
352 Ruggles Road
Gansevoort, NY 12831
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Tate
116 East Upsal Street
Philadelphia, PA 19119
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Caryn Kubica
740 Ashley Ct
Hoffman Estates, IL 60169
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Denham
Denham
Davidson, NC 28036
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Karasik
7 Danbury Ct, #1605
Suffern, NY 10901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leslie Crysler
279 S 50th Pl
Springfield, OR 97478
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Seth Rigles
805 Sw Broadway
Portland, OR 97205
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Morgenstern
3581 County Road 228
Durango, CO 81301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Sowa
515 Solano Ave.
Sonoma, CA 95476
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe Browne
6100 Nw 18th Court
Sunrise, FL 33313
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vivian DUONG
Street Address
City, CA 95132
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce McCarter
491 Main St, #7
Great Barrington, MA 01230
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carla Rodriguez
1408 Mission Way
Lakeport, CA 95453
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Simpson
14303 Bismark Ave.
Woodbridge, VA 22193
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Jenkins
Sw 15th St
Dania, FL 33004
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ben Dillon
516 E. 82nd St. Apt. 5r
New York, NY 10028
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Maria Rosado
Pobox 8946
Carolina, PR 00988
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Davi-May Messinger
620 Digger St
Las Vegas, NV 89107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Nail
847 Galapago St
Denver, CO 80204
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Durst
3001 Spielman Rd.
Adrian, MI 49221
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roberta Beaucage
1781 Sw Tivan Lane
Port Saint Lucie, FL 34984
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donovan Cox
15545 Se Vista Sunrise Ct
Milwaukie, OR 97267
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Knudsen
2264 Mccall Drive
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Besides, until fracking can be done without using and or polluting our disappearing water supply, I don’t think fracking should be allowed at all.

Sincerely,

Linda Moffett
P.O. Box 317
Smithville, OH 44677
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Kaplan
2711 Elim Ave # 2
Zion, IL 60099
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Lyle
30452 10th Ave S
Federal Way, WA 98003
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Embrey
1456 Redstone Dr.
Bellvue, CO 80512
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynne Whited
Street Address
City, IL 60187
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. It is time for the DOE and the President’s environmental and economic leaders to address the total picture and then be fully honest with the American people about the full impact of “fracking” and other methods of extracting natural gas—or any other “mined” fuel for that matter. Exporting can be a good thing, if it does not adversely affect the American people to secure the product for export. On the surface (no pun intended), this push by corporations for fracking without all the facts being fully presented to the American people is beginning to look like the US is being considered just another 3rd world territory where people don’t count, just the corporate profit. Hopefully that isn’t true and the Obama administration will prove it by not allowing the DOE to move forward on this matter until a more thorough investigation on safety and environmental impact have been publically discussed and the People’s voice has been heard. Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Marthalie Furber
162 Worcester Hwy
Kingsbury Plantation, ME 04942
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Noah Lavine
1103 Blue Spring Road
Princeton, NJ 08540
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Samkoff
127 Hiddenwood Drive
Harrisburg, PA 17110
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melodie Metje
7355 Charter Cup Lane
West Chester, OH 45069
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dave Sum
710 N. Lake Shore Dr.
Chicago, IL 60611
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Moore
1610 Z Ave
La Grande, OR 97850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lynn Reiman
44a Fox Hill Drive
Dover, NJ 07801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Josephine Niemann
320 E. Ripa Ave
St. Louis, MO 63125
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

A R Pells
Browns Grove
Kesgrave, NY 12345
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stuart Sparkman
3925 Hillcrest Dr.
Des Moines, IA 50310
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Michael Ruddy
912 Hilldale Dr.
Royal Oak, MI 48067
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeri Pollock-Leite
590 Buena Loma St
Altadena, CA 91001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ashley Barry
965 Sunset Drive
Dixon, CA 95620
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Perkins
3052 Beech Street
San Diego, CA 92102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Howard Rogers
1105 Gardner Cv
Austin, TX 78721
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities, especially rural ones, and the climate due to the release of methane, which is even more harmful than carbon dioxide. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paulette Zimmerman
5254a Oleatha
St. Louis, MO 63139
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Kenyon
75529 Deer Pass Road
Bradley, CA 93426
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurie Schmidt
6793 Co. Rd. Ef
Delta, OH 43515
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Ehren
6601 Santa Isabel St
Carlsbad, CA 92009
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Rose
557 Morse Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94085
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gail Perkins
33 Heather Way
Ventura, CA 93004
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

L Gutfreund
123 Anytown
Miami, FL 33184
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We really need to push for renewable energy. That should be our path now. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Liza Eng
208 Alpine Ridge
Wabasha, MN 55981
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nedra Harvey
275 Berkeley St.
Rochester, NY 14607
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Milagros Cubillo
27 West 72nd St., Apt.707
New York,Ny 10023, NY 10023
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Illia Barger
72 Old River Road
Stockton, NJ 08559
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Raj Krishnamoorthy
778 Club Circle
Louisville, CO 80027
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Eric Adolf
10 Maple Ave
Windsor, NY 13865
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Penelope Atlhoff  
15 Roosevelt Road  
Whitehouse Station, NJ 08889
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Noden
19 Fairway Dr.
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katie Woodland
224 Rogers St Nw
Olympia, WA 98502
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Karyn Gil
1518 54th Street
Sacramento, CA 95819
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Clinton Scott
512 Acr 3144
Show Low, AZ 85901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Forster
281 La Cuesta Dr
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Beers
1571 Mineral Bluff Hwy.,
Mineral Bluff, GA 30559
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis Kutash
1804 Cadwell Ave.
Cleveland Heights, OH 44118
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Darin Davis  
527 Pawnee  
Flagstaff, AZ 86001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christina McKye
4349 Doncaster Dr
Madison, WI 53711
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Dimond
915 N 52nd St
Phoenix, AZ 85008
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Carlos Navarrette
1329 Cordon Dr
Los Angeles, CA 90063
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Richter
1312 Cassia Street
Herndon, VA 20170
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Just the amount of water needed for fracking hurts our climate, then add in the chemicals and people having more allergies, cancer and some even having their houses burn down and fire coming out of their faucets is enough to make us all sick! Please, NO NO NO to fracking PERIOD. Let's move on to green energy.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Stewart
1958 San Juan Road, #32
Sacramento, CA 95833
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Witkowski
14326 Greenfield Loop
Parker, CO 80134
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alan Fong
164 Highland Blvd.
Kensington, CA 94708
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Roach
6329 Park Lane West
Lake Worth, FL 33449
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Drees
2901 Houston St.
Corpus Christi, TX 78415
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pam Letourneau
2037 Zinfandel
Santa Rosa, CA 95403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Stanley
4152 N Lawndale Ave
Chicago, IL 60618
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Hubman
Michaelcirclewider@Yahoo.Com
Los Angeles, CA 90013
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Silveira
615 E. Port Hueneme Rd. Apt.15
Port Hueneme, CA 93041
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Lanzilotta
1 Dunsinane Dr
New Castle, DE 19720
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Forkner
228 Yorkshire Circle
Noblesville, IN 46060
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Langston Brand
720 North Laurel Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90046
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marvin Weitz
4388 El Camino Real
Los Altos, CA 94022
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Britta Voss
Main St
Falmouth, MA 02540
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ben Kamen
404 N Draper Ave
Champaign, IL 61821
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. -scott

Sincerely,

Scott Miller
244 Calle Serrento
Goleta, CA 93117
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ardyth Hoffer hallicola
9617 Raven Loop
Grand Ronde, OR 97347
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stuart Schiffman
19 Central St Apt 17
Somerville, MA 02143
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bob Heyer
14 America Ave.
Wheeling, WV 26003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Joswiak
5507 S, Timber St.
Schofield, WI 54476
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jenn Kervian
2012 Highlander Drive
Joplin, MO 64804
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brent Toepfer
4459 Grove St
Denver, CO 80211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ross Luecke
2031 Charles St
La Crosse, WI 54603
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Collins
5399 Lime Ave.
Bunnell, FL 32110
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George schnellman
1313 Woody Ln
Conway, SC 29526
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adam Klagsbrun
78 Haights Cross Rd
Chappaqua, NY 10514
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Magoon
600 Chestnut St. #410
San Francisco, CA 94133
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Witte  
364 W Teague Ave  
Fresno, CA 93711
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Crow
4480 Oglebay Dr.
Wheeling, WV 26003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nathan Walworth
2948 Hawkridge Drive
La Crescenta, CA 91214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sidney sisk
745 Emerald Street
Broomfield, CO 80020
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katherine Schaaf
1442 Walnut
Berkeley, CA 94709
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda McMahon
24915 W. Park Ave
Lake Villa, IL 60046
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Felty
47 Crooked Meadow Rd.
Falmouth, MA 02536
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Michael Arveson
16707 46th Street Court East
Lake Tapps, WA 98391
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leonard Sholder
5921 Hathaway Rd.
Lebanon, OH 45036
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Everett
1055 W. 27th Avenue
Anchorage, AK 99503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alan Burns
6914 Rocky Falls Rd
Charlotte, NC 28211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Yozen Hernandez
580 Main Street
New York, NY 10044
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Carter
138 Helton Rd
Cleveland, GA 30528
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Malmborg
200 Leeder Hill Drive
Hamden, CT 06517
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Megan MacDonald
630 Garden Hwy #307
Sacramento, CA 95833
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arthur Sousa
505 Jacks Canyon Rd
Sedona, AZ 86351
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shawn Wass
4674 Mount Alifan Dr
San Diego, CA 92111
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Milleree Bray
1529 Solitude Lane
Richmond, CA 94803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Brown
3200 Townshipline Rd
Drexelhill, PA 19026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Dillon
Po Box 2163
Blowing Rock, NC 28605
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amanda Thornton
9633 E 5th Ave #10-204
Denver, CO 80230
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Gibaldi
Po Bx 5392
Rocky Point, NY 11778
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pam Tanimura
5425 Wildflower Circle
Carmichael, CA 95608
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Stevenson
339 Petty Drive
Cantonment, FL 32533
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roger Newton
2017 S Orange Dr
Los Angeles, CA 90016
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Butz
349 Future Circle
Billings, MT 59102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Michael Turnbull
1204 Sonatina Dr
Henderson, NV 89052
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Louis Schmidt
555 Kaeding Creek Rd.
Whitefish, MT 59937
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dixie Bowsher
6725 Fishburg
Dayton, OH 45424
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank Naclerio
4 Bowie Drive
Whiting, NJ 08759
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Snell
309 Shady Lane
Downers Grove, IL 60515
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Davis
1422 Edgewood Ave.
Chicago Heights, IL 60411
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Nestor
4640 288th
Toledo, OH 43611
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle Wilson
Maple Ridge
Merrimack, NH 03054
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ashley Oliver
4660 Bayside Way
Oakley, CA 94561
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alfy Calle
4305 E Mountain Vista Dr
Phoenix, AZ 85048
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

First Name last name
6215 Boulevard East
West New York, NJ 07093
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brenda Hawes
5697 Sw Kenny St.
Lake Oswego, OR 97035
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Martin
P.O. Box 1069
Bethel Island, CA 94511
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Thompson
5520 Franklin Ave
Hollywood, CA 90028
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Foreman
4437 Village Rd
Long Beach, CA 90808
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Hodgens
847 Mica Ln
Leander, TX 78641
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

T Walton
Benedict Canyon
Beverly Hills, CA 90210
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emily Johnson
Power Street
Brooklyn, NY 11211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Caldwell
Po Box 1380
San Luis Obispo, CA 93406
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Max Wilder
101 Flower St.
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Audra Brown
170 W. Mckinney
Fredonia, AZ 86022
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Englander
506 Nevada St.
Nevada City, CA 95959
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Newbern
12 Ramblewood Circle
Newbury, NH 03255
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Matheson
228 East Smith Road
Bellingham, WA 98226
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Miller
109 Mason Ln.
Oak Ridge, TN 37830
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gloria Kribell
506 Anderson
Alcester, SD 57001
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking operations are a threat to our pure drinking water, habitat, and ecosystems. Preparing fracked gas for export not only produces more toxic emissions, but would raise the price of natural gas in this country.

Sincerely,

Diana Hill
103 W. Oxford St.
Duluth, MN 55803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elvi Bjorkquist
14217 E. Quinn Cir.
Aurora, CO 80015
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sherry romohr
693 Winsholen Court
Westerville, OH 43081
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Martin
4123 Proctor Woods Ln
Cary, NC 27518
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eileen Halliday
509 Tall Pine Ct
Midway Park, NC 28544
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leland Larson
1001 Lacota Lane
Burnsville, MN 55337
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. This is insane. All along the gas industry has been pretending that the necessity for fracking is about energy independence for America. This is the lie.

Sincerely,

Nick Davis
240 Shady Grove
Pittsboro, NC 27312
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Heard
95 Cedar Hollow Rd.
Cleveland, GA 30528
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Lamond
3085 Hunters Hill Drive
Dighton, MA 02715
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laszlo Bagi
526 Drayton Rd
Oreland, PA 19075
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jan Tannarome
20240 Hummingbird Hill
Colfax, CA 95713
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jonathan Potter
37 Higgins St.
Portland, ME 04103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lucille Laliberte
7 Terrace View Po Box 284
Sabattus, ME 04280
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alan Carlton
2208 Pacific Ave.
Alameda, CA 94501
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Sue Donohoo
1597 Birch Road
Baileys Harbor, WI 54202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities, the climate, and health (toxic chemicals into aquifers.) In addition it DELAYS and DEFLECTS from sustainable, safer energy sources (sunlight and wind will be with us, natural gas won’t and perpetuates no development of vehicles/methods of using sustainable energies). Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Focus energy, media, articles, researchers on sustainable, job-creating alternatives that would be healthier. Don’t sell out children 2-7 generations ahead. Offer those who want to do fracking tax incentives if they do non-fossil fuel sustainable energy and deny all applications to export natural gas. Towns like this in Germany have so much extra solar energy they fund the municipality through selling it. [German Village Produces 321% More Energy Than It Needs! (From Inhabit)] That should be the model. A President’s insistence on CLEAN COMMUNITIES and CLEAN JOBS as a focus can change political campaigns as well as local business sustainability.

Sincerely,

Sandra Rodman
5482 Windmill Lang
Freeland, WA 98249
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Boardman
502 Sloop Way
Nokomis, FL 34275
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harold Pierce
417 Oneida St
Sayre, PA 18840
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

John Fritsch
375 First St
Prairie Du Sac, WI 53578
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Sincere, Darlene Barulic West Palm Beach, Florida

Sincerely,

D B
13440 Persimmon Blvd.
West Palm Beach, FL 33411
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melanie Heifetz
1737 W Summerdale Ave # 3e
Chicago, IL 60640
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andre Turrettini
3049 W Denver Pl
Denver, CO 80211
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katie Ford
2200 Arch Street 802
Philadelphia, PA 19103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Rushton
4159 Stansbury Ave.
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pan Greenwood
75 Winthrop Street #36
Everett, MA 02149
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandy Floyd
4580 S Sawgrass Cir
Homosassa, FL 34448
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edelmira Reynoso
10 Stonehenge Lane Apt 14e.
Albany, NY 12203
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stella Rhodes
1643 Ash Ave
Cottage Grove, OR 97424
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Turner
13410 Greenwood Ave N #410
Seattle, WA 98133
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew & Rosemary Georganna
1655james Circle
Titusville, FL 32780
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bob Eugene
121 Woodard Rd
Newport, WA 99156
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Schmitt
1304 Jenifer St
Madison, WI 53703
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Allowing fracked gas to be exported will undoubtedly cause the prices for U.S. residents to go up also.

Sincerely,

Mary Geiger
12909 E 39th Ter S
Independence, MO 64055
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken Karan
2907 Shelter Isl Dr Ste 105-21
San Diego, CA 92106
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynne Atherton
1131 N. Ash Street
Waukegan, IL 60085
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Swick
225 Sw Carson Street
Portland, OR 97219
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Alexander
39495 J Albany Cmn
Fremont, CA 94538
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Monahan
472 Gramatan Ave - A2
Mount Vernon, NY 10552
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Hauser
210 17th Ave Se
Olympia, WA 98501
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

John Kuempel
8841 Somerset Lane
Ypsilanti, MI 48198
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Christopher Sakal
1355 Chardonnay Lane
Eugene, OR 97404
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kate ladd
174 Oneal Lane
Aydlett, NC 27916
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Adam Janke
250 Walls Hollow Rd
Oliver Springs, TN 37840
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward Poder
421 Burkhard St
Johnstown, PA 15906
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Marjorie Rehbach
3049 Ne 90th St
Seattle, WA 98115
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jodi Roberts
Po Box 1554
Buena Vista, CO 81211
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Lohrmann
17900 Mountain View Rd
Sisters, OR 97759
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Nuss
3274 Susquehanna Road
Dresher, PA 19025
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jesse Brookstein
2800 Kalmia Ave
Boulder, CO 80301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Hill
1234 Redwood View Dr
Pomona, CA 91766
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Jones
Brantwood Rd
Amherst, NY 14226
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donnie Huffman
900 E. Argyle
Jackson, MI 49202
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Armstrong
636 West 174th Street #12d
New York, NY 10033
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matthew Tierney
833 Cattell Road
Wenonah, NJ 08090
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victoria Wharton-Goodman
146 Hersey Hill School Rd.
Minot, ME 04258
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynda Guckert
367 Reichold Road
Wexford, PA 15090
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

I Osteen
2757 Madrigal Ln
West Melbourne, FL 32904
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Lipman
50 Stimson Ave.
Providence, RI 02906
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Blood
111 E. Ellerbee St.
Durham, NC 27704
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Neha Khetan
11937 Juniette Street
Culver City, CA 90230
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Leah Inman
4923 Hartwick St.
Los Angeles, CA 90041
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Please, listen, this is important. Great presidents are judged by the path they set the country on, please don’t send us further down the path of environmental destruction. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurie Michaels
82 South Huntington
Boston, MA 02130
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Adam Straight
51 Madison Street
Morristown, NJ 07960
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jonice Taylor
6750 South Ridgeland Ave
Chicago, IL 60649
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Myra Stroud
6878 Seaside Drive
Cordova, TN 38018
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher DiCerto
130 Main Street A1
Norwalk, CT 06851
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Daily
818 S Westwood #231
Mesa, AZ 85210
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Andy Jeys
121 E Price St
Eldridge, IA 52748
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Nelly Fregoso
2525 Casita Dr.
Modesto, CA 95355
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bettyann Casella
38 Rockingham Hill Rd.
Rockingham, VT 05101
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Fitzgerald
492 Fruitwood Drive
Grand Junction, CO 81504
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward maynard
2326 Stormont Rd
Saluda, VA 23149
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shirley Hill
2836 Waterberry Lane
Grand Ridge, FL 32442
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Ciesla
13430 Honeysuckle Dr
Huntley, IL 60142
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenton Lindley
295 E. Rainbow Ridge Circle
The Woodlands, TX 77381
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris yatchak
N116 W15041 Brownstone Ct.
Germantown, WI 53022
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elaina Gibson
1217 Cruce St
Norman, OK 73069
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kev Suscavage
5609 Colfax
N Hollywood, CA 91601
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacque condry
11020 North 39th Street
Phoenix, AZ 85028
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Stacy Kline
Po Box 4002
Newport Beach, CA 92661
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Laurel Huggins
1020 Grand Concourse, 6e
Bronx, NY 10451
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Palmer
2825 Whitaker Bluff Rd.
Petaluma, CA 94952
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hester Goedhart
Shoreline Drive
Redwood City, CA 94065
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Masterson
215-28 38 Avenue
Bayside, NY 11361
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ida Nissen
6641 Camelot Dr
Milton, FL 32570
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Merrill Berge
11 Natalie Way
Camarillo, CA 93010
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Once our air and water have been poisoned it will be too late. I-told-you-sos won’t help.

Sincerely,

Wayne Johnson
232 S. Buell Ave.
Aurora, IL 60506
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra rauscher
24 Se 52nd Ave
Portland, OR 97215
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Baxter
3709 Grand Way Apt 218
St Louis Park, MN 55416
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Hasen
12000 Sw Burlcrest Drive
Tigard, OR 97223
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eliizabeth Kanze
863 Massachusetts Ave Apt 52
Address Line 2, MA 02139
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Wood
15 Cottonwood Court
Newark, DE 19702
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Querido Galdo
3009 E. 29th Street
Oakland, CA 94601
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. If you care about this country as you claim to do then protect it now and for the future by discouraging fracking and its product.

Sincerely,

Lois Binetsky
287 Big Woods Road
Freehold, NY 12431
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Megan Messick
123 Carl St
San Francisco, CA 94117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ernie Magana
4335 33rd St
San Diego, CA 92104
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Denis Davis
37 Hillside Road
Claymont, DE 19703
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Aubrey Tierney
529 Florence Ave
Royal Oak, MI 48067
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandy Kucinski
3501 Anderson
Tolado, OH 43606
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doug Frye
450 49th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11220
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Marie Coyne
336 School St
Scranton, PA 18508
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Much of this gas is obtained on public lands, yet the profits go to private companies while the risks remain with the American people. Use excess gas to reduce natural gas prices for struggling Americans. Thank you.

J. C. Danforth, M.D.
3319 Barela Ct.,
Loveland, Co.

Sincerely,

James Danforth
3319 Barela Ct
Loveland, CO 80538
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Nikki Marazzo
40 Berry Place
Albertson, NY 11507
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Valdes
40 N. Oakwood Terrace
New Paltz, NY 12561
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank Petty
6910 15th Avenue Ne
Seattle, WA 98115
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rainbow Weldon
3905 Winchell Ave.
Kalamazoo, MI 49008
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ari Morse
212 Bay State Road
Boston, MA 02215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Halbeisen
1810 Leverette
Detroit, MI 48216
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

William Collier
11 Golden Gate Circle
Port Orange, FL 32129
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sean Brennan
Po Box 747
Pasadena, CA 91102
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lachelle Jennings
9262 G Regents Rd
La Jolla, CA 92037
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gloria Oswald
Po Box 165
Denali Park, AK 99755
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Wisdom
2 Canyon Cliff Ct.
Wichita Falls, TX 76309
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Geoff wright
4736 Cleveland Rd
Syracuse, NY 13215
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Jenny Calaba
1730 Apache Dr
Medford, OR 97501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sara Kraft
Po Box 2975
Fair Oaks, CA 95628
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Rosenthal
4739 Thackeray Pl Ne
Seattle, WA 98105
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Allshouse
111 Adfsdagf
Nsb, FL 32168
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mckenzie Scott
5217 Del Rey Ave
Las Vegas, NV 89146
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amber KLEINMAN
47 Pan American Ave
Paonia, CO 81428
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andras Bucsinszky
34 Highview Avenue
Huntington Station, NY 11746
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hillery Earl
1004 County Road 705
Joshua, TX 76058
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marisa Muratori
1 Mountain Dr
Lake George, NY 12845
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicole Verno
33 Marion Ave
Wappingers Falls, NY 12590
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phil Miller
5 Thompson Inn Road
South Bristol, ME 04568
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maria Tasayco
116 Pinehurst Ave H43
New York, NY 10033
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Anderson
1451 Bushy Tail St.
Roseville, CA 95747
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We need it here.

Sincerely,

Barry Bassett
1150 Hegstrom Rd.
Grace, ID 83241
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maxine Kamin
113 Riverview
Port Ewen, NY 12466
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Corey Goodall
6020 S Canterbury Pl
Sioux Falls, SD 57106
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ewan Shortess
1206 Clay St.
Port Townsend, WA 98368
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. When we are trying to save energy for our own use to avoid having to import oil, what in the world are you and congress thinking relative to exporting any kind of fuels? In the big picture, we need to be conserving our fuels and certainly not fracking. Fracturing bedrock to get to more fuel supplies is so dangerous on several levels. Please research yourself and do not depend on those who will make millions to advise you - like the wolf guarding the hen-house. We have enough problem with our polluted ground water without complicating the problem further through fracking. I used to be an independent mineral, oil and gas operator and I know what I am talking about. I always refused to do most fracking or drilling offshore in areas like the Pacific where there are fault lines everywhere that can break open and leak oil like it did once near the shores of Santa Barbara, California. I supported you and Now I am begging you to not become a part of our fascist system that we now have. I was looking to you to not be a party to that, and a pawn for the large energy corporations.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Parman
63 Rosehip Rd
Eastsound, WA 98245
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Carlson
899 Coldstream Ct
Naples, FL 34104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. The practice also has potential to pollute drinking water supplies. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

B Pimms
503 South Elm
Toppenish, WA 98948
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mike Trivich
12515 Shafer Place
Kagel Canyon, CA 91342
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Grim
6033 Ebright Road
Groveport, OH 43125
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Vizino
602 Rt 42
Shandaken, NY 12480
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adam Garber
1420 Walnut St.
Philadelphia, PA 19102
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce Moscowitz
25 Wallace Road
North Salem, NY 10560
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Let's not do this. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Katharine Nicholson
634 Reno
Iowa City, IA 52245
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Relyea
Classified
Savannah, GA 31406
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Daniel Myers
672 Lakefair Pl. N.
Keizer, OR 97303
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Wendell
2834 Ventura Avenue
Santa Rosa, CA 95403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Brown
1513 B East Valley Road
Santa Barbara, CA 93108
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Paul Jensen
1305 Wyoming Apt.#2
El Paso, TX 79902
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Tesich
118 Riverside Dr
New York, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vikki Rosenbaum
3987 Orchard Hill Circle
Palm Harbor, FL 34684
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Bryan
11906 Eileen
Redford, MI 48239
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Astrid Paustian
4390 13th Street
Boulder, CO 80304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Sincerely Karin Mills 1166 Pineridge Ln Big Bear City Ca. 92314

Sincerely,

Karin Mills
Po Box 352
Big Bear City, CA 92314
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. NO FRACKING ANYWHERE. LET'S BE LEADERS WITH ALTERNATIVE FUEL SOURCES. NO FRACKING NO FRACKING NO FRACKING IT WILL KILL US ALL.

Sincerely,

Lucia Minervini
5255 Collins Avenue L5
Miami Beach, FL 33140
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. In your inaugural address you gave lip service to protecting the environment, and preventing global warming. Put your actions in line with that stated goal. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Sharon Fitzgerald
87792 Limpit Lane
Florence, OR 97439
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Norwell Therien
548 S Centerville Rd
Middletown, NY 10940
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Naomi gilmore
4390 47th Avenue Apt 108
Sacramento, CA 95824
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wendy Golden
2 Earhart Street #904
Cambridge, MA 02141
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Mulligan
620 Spruce Street, Apartment N9
Royersford, PA 19468
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Khush Samra
1423 Estrella Way
Turlock, CA 95382
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Donna Snyder
610 Pine Street
Hamburg, PA 19526
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Nguyen
6485 Dorinda Drive
Riverside, CA 92503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lorin smith'
1327 Rams Horn Rd
Greenville, NC 27834
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lance Ofenloch
4849 W Warner
Chicago, IL 60641
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Nolan
325 Beattie Road
Washingtonville, Ny, NY 10992
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Stribling
650 S Alton Way Apt 5c
Denver, CO 80247
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Stop subsidizing private corporate gas industry profits NOW!!!

Sincerely,

Cheryl DeVine  
26 Onderdonk Rd.  
Warwick, NY 10990
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jack Teague
P.O. Box 420781
Summerland Key, FL 33042
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Berryman
204 Sutter Drive
Surfside Beach, SC 29575
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Tomsky
30909 Hwy 169
Princeton, MN 55371
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gertrude COPPERMAN M.D.
33 Kendrick Place Apt.1
Amherst, MA 01002
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Develder
6241 Marrowback Rd
Conesus, NY 14435
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Tavares
2192 Mecklenburg Rd
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Patzer
524 Comfort Rd.
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Cohen
4011 Calle Sonora Oeste. 1b
Laguna Woods, CA 92637
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Wagner
3150 State Route 96
Waterloo, NY 13165
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Goodhew
300 Kenyon Street Nw Apt R1
Olympia, WA 98502
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ivey Stone
1201 Fairhaven Avenue, #16f
Santa Ana, CA 92705
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Lewin
2303 Cr 204
Durango, CO 81301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Fowee
804 Gamon Rd.
Wheaton, IL 60187
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Brian Kelley
622 Hal Greer Blvd
Huntington, WV 25701
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

K A
000
Portland, OR 97214
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim kreitzer
241 Glenn Rd
Camp Hill, PA 17011
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Kirby
9815 Penfield Avenue
Chatsworth, CA 91311
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Nelson
352 Endsleigh Ave
Middle River, MD 21220
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Geraldine Hartley
5741 Ostrom Ave
Encino, CA 91316
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Pardee
427 Washington St Apt 6
Brookline, MA 02446
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a seems to have many perils to the natural aquifers and local pollution. Until those items are resolved, it is best to be very careful in allowing expanded development. Gregg Camp

Sincerely,

Gregg Camp
230 Shoreview Drive
Aptos, CA 95003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy patrick
295 Brookfield Nashville Rd
Enigma, GA 31749
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Oil companies need to invest in sustainable, clean energy sources instead of concentrating only on carbon fuels. We are getting nearer the brink of disaster.

Sincerely,

Paul Henschen
Po Box 782
Ellendale, ND 58436
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Wright
2327 Richton St., No. 1
Houston, TX 77098
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Anderson
413 Judith Ave.
Roseville, MN 55113
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leah Alfano
Po Box 10041
Truckee, CA 96162
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kent Stevens
1835 Longview St.
Eugene, OR 97403
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Ballard
915 Queen Anne Avenue North #203
Seattle, WA 98109
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Jarvis
8115 Waldron Rd
Jerome, MI 49249
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Kerzner
7 Arcadia Dr
Wallkill, NY 12589
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Samuel Zeiger
148
New York, NY 10011
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Swinyer
5409 Brigadoon
Bakersfield, CA 93312
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brad Nelson
333sunset Dr.
Oxnard, CA 93035
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leonard Cowgill
P. O. Box 241
Omena, MI 49674
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Theo Souliopoulos
34 Berry St.
Brooklyn, NY 11211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan stewart
2624 Lakewood Place
Westlake Village, CA 91361
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Walter Kross
32 Imperial Dr
Hendersonville, NC 28792
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marcia Boothe
10948 Nw Michaux Rd.
Bristol, FL 32321
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eileen Fidler
316 W. Tonopah Dr #8
Phoenix, AZ 85027
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Brigido Blanquet
21035washington Dr
Vance, AL 35490
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Moscona
702 Western Drive
Belen, NM 87002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeannebourne
1865 S. 123 Str
Omaha, NE 68144
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Tharp
3401 King Dr. Sw
Cedar Rapids, IA 52404
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Dennis McCuen
329 E. Avante
Fresno, CA 93720
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Causey
841 S 5th St
Jefferson, OR 97352
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adam Keeling
2100 Cedar Ave
Austin, TX 78722
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Eric Fournier
142 Main St
Quincy, MA 02169
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lena Francis
721 Palm Ave
Sebastopol, CA 95472
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Fallon
8 Ridgetop Circle
Santa Fe, NM 87506
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Linehan
501 Division St.
Wausau, WI 54403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Huston Hastie
140 Regency Point Path
Lexington, KY 40503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Giska
33811 Se Twin Maple Ln
Corvallis, OR 97333
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nina Barnes
Po Box 150
Joyce, WA 98343
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Barth
4905 S Greenbrook Ter.
Greenfield, WI 53220
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Crystal Hafenstein
3010 Prairie Iris Dr.
Land O Lakes, FL 34638
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alison Boyack
24 Woodfield Rd.
Katonah, NY 10536
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Maginniss
14178 Warrenton Rd.
Goldvein, VA 22720
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Yannai Kalman
65 Fraser St
Staten Island, NY 10314
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Lawton
6710a Overton Cir
Frederick, MD 21703
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nathan Kato
22931 Se 37th St
Sammamish, WA 98075
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stuart Thomas
2323 East 10th Street #317
Tucson, AZ 85719
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Abigail & Randall Lang
227 Marie Street
Ridgway, CO 81432
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Paula Smith
309 Red Cedar St
Menomonie, WI 54751
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Barrett
5055 Van Zandt Rd.
Syracuse, NY 13215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rick Benson
3520 Poinciana Dr.
Indian Lake Estates, FL 33855
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Meri rei
107 Dryden
Glendale, CA 91202
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Stephen Felty
1016 N. 8th Str.
Herrin, IL 62948
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kira Wojack
1329 Cedar St.
Fort Bragg, CA 95437
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Kenyon
1223 Phelps Rd
Hillsborough, NC 27278
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Dane Merkel
1735 Cereus Ct
Carlsbad, CA 92011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

I have lived in a fracked community in western Colorado. Fracking is not people or Earth friendly. It hurts communities, our health and our environment. PLEASE, PLEASE, PLEASE, say NO to Fracking gas. There are other means to fuel our needs.

Sincerely,

Gayla Spratt-Nuffer
445 Stellar Ridge Lane
Sequim, WA 98382
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Pointer
11232 Sw 75th Ter
Ocala, FL 34476
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Robert Howard
955 Chinotto Cir
Corona, CA 92881
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Viergutz
5227 Daleside Dr
Parma, OH 44134
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Newman Clarke
74 South Grand Avenue
Pasadena, CA 91105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen sivonda
800 North Peak Drive
Covington, VA 24426
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kellie Pilgreen
2030 S Ocean Dr
Hallandale, FL 33009
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Leta
70 Birchbark Drive
Hanson, MA 02341
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ariana Mason
143 E College St
Oberlin, OH 44074
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eleanor Cory
945 West End Ave. Apt. 8b
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

M Eloise Adams
3 Pooks Hill Road Apt 902
Bethesda, MD 20814
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Rusco
2247 Emerson Rd.
Cambria, CA 93428
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Molly Anderson
13 Forest Rd.
Hancock, NH 03449
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cj Sullivan
11 Cambridge Place
Berlin, MD 21811
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Megan De Wilde
11236 Sheldon St
Sun Valley, CA 91352
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brandee Stone
452 Posada Way
Chico, CA 95973
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jessica Moore
24905 Mansilla St
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jill williams
505 Gilpin
Denver, CO 80218
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brendan Dagan
119 East St Apt 3
North Attleboro, MA 02760
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Adam Gantz
10755 Fuerte Dr
La Mesa, CA 91941
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lois Boyce
11221 Richland Ave #105
Los Angeles, CA 90064
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gavi Stevens
460 Deville Dr
Largo, FL 33771
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janiece Oblak
2165 Lancaster Dr. Pobox 1253
Bushkill, PA 18324
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynda Capel
5064 Nw Scenic Dr.
Albany, OR 97321
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We don’t fully understand the long term effects fracking will have. Please, let’s lead the fight for clean energy worldwide by developing more & better solar & wind & end our reliance on finite supplies of energy once & for all.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Moore
4620 Caroline Ave
Indianapolis, IN 46205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Megan Miranda
2815 Byron Dr
North Canton, OH 44720
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jessica Stamp
3 Leonard Ave #1
Cambridge, MA 02139
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Nancey Carter
136 Palmer Way
Topaz, CA 96133
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brianna Beck
3125 Ne 29th Avenue
Portland, OR 97212
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maureen Klein
4771 Longbow Dr
Titusville, FL 32796
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claudia Michelli
120 Seventh St.
Ashland, OR 97520

CREDO Action 7402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Firth
10111 Holly Road
Mechanicsville, VA 23116
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tao Edwards
1015 Otis #120
Bellingham, WA 98225
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Dillon
17 Merrill St.
Colebrook, NH 03576
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deric Sateo
East 6th Avenue
Denver, CO 80206
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arlene Wiltberger
2573 San Carlos Ave
San Carlos, CA 94070
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rosemary Dunaif
1810 Chapel Ave
Cherry Hill, NJ 08002
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alison Brennan
55 Rustic Dr.
Hendersonville, NC 28739
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Reschke
229 W. Pine St. Apt #3
Canton, IL 61520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Prieto
4375 Van Dyke Ave #5
San Diego, CA 92105
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Moffat
60 Crescente Ave
Bolinas, CA 94924
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Kammer
3350 Chelmsford Ct.
Sarasota, FL 34235
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Olive Archer
19 Abeel Street - Apt. 2a
Yonkers, NY 10705
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Wade Helmich
1562 E. Olive Way #309
Seattle, WA 98102
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Stewart
5985 Maple Grove Road
Charlevoix, MI 49720
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth peck
829 Simpson Ave
Salt Lake City, UT 84106
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nola White
16 Reynolds Rd.
Cambridge, NY 12816
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Valerie Ostrander
2 Manor Street
Worcester, MA 01602
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Mullen  
4340 D Street Ext  
Petaluma, CA 94952
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heather Weinstock
1301 E Grand Ave #B
El Segundo, CA 90245
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. stop the fracking

Sincerely,

Patricia Padula
10613 Golf Rd.
Orland Park, IL 60462
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rocky reuter
6105 Arcadia Drive
Greensboro, NC 27410
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronald Grunewald
321 W. 16th St.
New York, NY 10011
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sanford White
2535 E. Penhurst Place
Highlands Ranch, CO 80126
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We can never get clean water back after FRACKING contamination. This technology is a crime against humanity and all of life on this planet. We do not need it and we cannot survive it. It is deadly EVERYWHERE it is done and with full EXEMPTION from Clean Air and Clean Water Acts, there is no way to hold the producers responsible for their damage. NO FRACKING WAY!

Sincerely,

Kathleen Furey
40 Lamplight Cir
Hampton Bays, NY 11946
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jayne Martin
3650 East Oak Trail
Santa Ynez, CA 93460
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Drew Stocksdale
Po 1256
Martinsville, IN 46151
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Sizemore
3360 Brook Rd
Highland Park, IL 60035
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Herman
312 E. Irving Ave
Oshkosh, WI 54901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Miriam Kiss
Whitehall, PA 18052
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

R Burke
670 E 42nd St #1
Bklyn, NY 11203
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lorna Maslenikov
11970 Orr Springs Rd
Ukiah, CA 95482
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Fisher
1038 Mass. Ave.
Lexington, MA 02420
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thea Kelley
614 Evelyn Ave.
Albany, CA 94706
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Egan Sanders
1250 Colorado Blvd., #210
Denver, CO 80206
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cuppa Joe
2068 Coyote Ct
Grand Junction, CO 81503
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Steve Wolf
15327 Gilder Ave.
Bennington, NE 68007
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Oliver
4949 San Pedro Dr. Ne
Albuquerque, NM 87109
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. It is not in the public interest to encourage fracking by exporting fracked gas. Nor is it in line with President Obama's objectives as expressed in his inaugural address. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Please, stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Taber
85466 Highway 16
Wakefield, NE 68784
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Herrbold
N1743 Catherine Way
Waupaca, WI 54981
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

D. Garber
1105 G Street
Petaluma, CA 94952
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Squires
2034 Placita De Vida
Santa Fe, NM 87505
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandy stambaugh
82 West Hanover Street
Gettysburg, PA 17325
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dianne Budig
1111 Mead Ave
Salt Lake City, UT 84104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tracy Snyder
1587 Wilson Ave
Chambersburg, PA 17201
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Theresa Cossel
2028 East Hawthorne Street
Tucson, AZ 85719
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pra Sha
121 Margie Dr
Warner Robins, GA 31093
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jose gonzalez
68 Babcock Ave
North Hollywood, CA 91605
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Wessels
P.O. Box 1668
Arbor Vitae, WI 54568
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joann Quade
Joaquade@Aol.Com
Rifle, CO 81650
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Suzanne Roberts
Po Box 438
Aguanga, CA 92536
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Look, this will not profit Americans the people. We are not America INC. we are Americans. Don’t support this destructive practice.

Sincerely,

Julianne Hall
1655 Pacific Way
Gearhart, OR 97138
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Deidre Doyle
P O Box 1799
For Tmyers, FL 33902
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bear Mateja
2725 Ingalls St Apt 306
Denver, CO 80214
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

M kress
100 Morrissey Blvd
Boston, MA 02125
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Mylyk
107 Turners Falls Road
Turners Falls, MA 01376
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Denise Reilly
38 Held Terr
Wanaque, NJ 07465
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matthew davis
103 Kingsdale Avenue
Cherry Hill, NJ 08003
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Foster
438 Merrimac St.
Newburyport, MA 01950
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry McFall
20 Hanover Ct.
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Valerie gilbert
No Snail Mail
Ny, NY 10022
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dean Webb
4522 36th Ave W
Seattle, WA 98199
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Aydlott
5070 Mt. Bliss Road
East Jordan, MI 49727
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Let us a nation take responsibility for our actions and begin seriously correcting the problems fracking causes worldwide.

Sincerely,

Julia Roskind
171 Grassy Knoll Way
Blowing Rock, NC 28605
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hazel McCoy
1040 Gay St
Longmont, CO 80501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a energy option that is not without significant risk and potential for damage to the environment. "Energy Independence" is often cited by fracking companies as an incentive to landowners to sign leases. What they do NOT tell landowners is that much of the effort for fracking, as well as the energy produced, is under foreign contract! While I can understand the need for energy independence, I DO NOT SUPPORT EXPORT OF THIS RESOURCE.

Sincerely,

Kathryn McClure
388 Elmwood Blvd
Darlington, PA 16115
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please, don't let the lure of Gas and Oil profits sway this issue! Fracking in itself is dangerous and poses huge domestic environmental problems. We will be cleaning up after this mess for years. Exporting will bring on its own environmental havoc. We have got to put the health of the Earth ahead of profits. We can not survive at the rate we are abusing the Earth.

Sincerely,

Lee Schmid  
4516 Coddingville Rd.  
Medina, OH 44256
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and protect our environment!!

Sincerely,

Tina Cornell
300 Ireland Street
West Chesterfield, MA 01084
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Selfridge
Po Box 3945
Santa Barbara, CA 93130
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Yvette Oates
13233 W Beverly Rd
Goodyear, AZ 85338
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle Dail
22 Natalie Drive
Hampton, VA 23666
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shari Dayton
1203 Rimhaven Way
Billings, MT 59102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We must do more research before we allow more of this. If we lose our underground water we are DONE as a safe country!!!!!!!! I am terrified for ourselves and our grandchildren!

Sincerely,

Susan Shoff
15051 Russell Road
Chagrin Falls, OH 44022
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sigrine Vally
P. O. Box 1104
Long Beach, WA 98631
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Lohr
7665 Sun Island Dr. S.
South Pasadena, FL 33707
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Aimee Rhodey
18020 161st Ct Se
Renton, WA 98058
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Wendy perks
Pobox3
Windsor, OH 44099
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Tanaka
P.O. Box 648
Shoshone, ID 83352
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Kracker
525 S Carr Ave Apt 2a
Lafayette, CO 80026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Just stop it!

Sincerely,

Ricardo Pascual
32 Union Square East Ste 1114
New York, NY 10003
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Wiens
"14505 Sw Quail Lane, F104”
Beaverton, OR 97007
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mark Garcia
20 Willow Rd #25
Menlo Park, CA 94025
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alexis Borrero  
2639 Boston Street, #304  
Baltimore, MD 21224
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Derek Knehans
7515 Rancho Solano Ct. Nw
Albuquerque, NM 87120
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Ryan
6a Beacon Park
Amherst, NY 14228
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken Yoskowitz
2183 Demille Rd
Paradise, CA 95969
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Thompson
1532 The Arnold Trail
Eustis, ME 04936
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Juan Garcia
13061 Barnard
El Paso, TX 79928
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Genevieve Shank
1215 High St
Bellingham, WA 98225
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maria De La Torre
1153 S. Harvey Ave.
Oak Park, IL 60304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dean Cho
10217 72nd Ave
Forest Hills, NY 11375
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tracey Williams
1565 Osborn St.
Saginaw, MI 48602
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Francis Sullivan
5506 Shawnee Drive
Huntington, WV 25705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rachel Caspary
1421 1/2 Hobart St.
Chico, CA 95926
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Now is the time to turn this practice of extracting and burning fossil fuels around and begin the process of giving clear support to clean energies. Please show the leadership on this difficult issue that you led everyone to believe was forthcoming. We know it’s tricky but it absolutely must be done!

Sincerely,

Constance O’Brien
396 Goosepecker Ridge Rd.
Montville, ME 04941

CREDO Action
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jennifer Morski
6413 Cedar Road
Oak Forest, IL 60452
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice Herdey
P.O. Box 3126
Idyllwild, CA 92549
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ellen Thompson
68 W 4th Street
Corning, NY 14830
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Allowing fracked gas exports will dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States. It will result in increasing prices in the American market as supplies decline. Please deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Diver
30 Saint Joseph Lane
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Angela Elliott
1033 W Bayshore Drive
St George Island, FL 32328
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I don't want to add any more damage to the earth. Don't do this in my name.

Sincerely,

Linda navarro
1100 Minor Ave. Apt 401
Seattle, WA 98101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allen Wickell
4230 D'Este Ct.
Lake Worth, FL 33467
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emily Watson
10606 Coquita Ln
Tampa, FL 33618
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Rough
1907 Fendall Ave
Charlottesville, VA 22903
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alison Rosenblatt
137 Old Hyde Road
Weston, CT 06883
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Frankly I am shocked that someone as caring as this President could even think about continuing the practice known as fracking. It doesn’t make sense to me.

Sincerely,

Skye Taylor
P.O.Box 371533
Montara, CA 94037
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Schuette
534 Clinton Street
Hudson, NY 12534
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Bardenhagen
743 A W Manhattan
Santa Fe, NM 87501
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Conroy
P.O. Box 780
Selma, OR 97538
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brenna Tinsley
270 Augusta Circle
Glasgow, KY 42141
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emily Arnold
81 Seaman Avenue Apt 3e
New York, NY 10034
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patrick Sheehan
922 Queens Hwy
Accord, NY 12404
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Rosoff
1512 Beaver Hill Rd
Chester Sprgs, PA 19425
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Travis Whitney
8204 Solana Street
San Diego, CA 92114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Taylor
6502 Colonial Dr
Myrtle Beach, SC 29572
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Sarah Knox
30 Day Ave
Northampton, MA 01060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Zoya Geacintov
90 Bruceville Rd.
High Falls, NY 12440
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bob And Linda English-Hewitt
1014 Ohio St
Vallejo, CA 94590
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nathan Tracy
5151 Altoona Lane
Irvine, CA 92603
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Brinson
9 Tomahawk Drive
White Plains, NY 10603
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ian Bentley  
47 Driggs Ave  
Brooklyn, NY 11222
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mara Deaton
1010 43rd Street
Des Moines, IA 50311
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lori fuchs
920 Clair Ct
Brookfield, WI 53045
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adam Gross
30 S Doughty Ave Apt 406
Somerville, NJ 08876
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Toner
39 Goffredo Court
Middletown, NY 10940
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Justin Noce
420 Hubbell Ave
Syracuse, NY 13207
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Highwind
3365 Mona St.
Muskegon, MI 49444
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

J.Scott MacElveen
805 Nw 42nd St
Seattle, WA 98107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Rainbolt
3501 Wirtz Lane
Keokuk, IA 52632
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jonathan Anderson
5102 Timber Circle St
San Antonio, TX 78250
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Alex Budkie
3703 Stoer Rd
Shaker Heights, OH 44122
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Corbin brody
65 East St
Hadley, MA 01035
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vladimir Sheremet
137 Bay 50th St
Apt 1c, NY 11214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Richards
13150 Sw Thatcher
Beaverton, OR 97008
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nich St John
720 26th Ave
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nina Dunn  
372 Hawk Lane  
Basalt, CO 81621
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Kavazanjian
226 N Latitude Cir #206
Delray Beach, FL 33483
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Christensen
168 S. Wiggins Dr.
Pueblo West, CO 81007
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Sharpe
Hc 69 Box 14
Marlinton, WV 24954
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Granger
7004 Canby Ave
Reseda, CA 91335
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

HOW TO: BECOME THE GREATEST PRESIDENT IN U.S. HISTORY . . . Focus on the future and don't look back. The days of cheap fossil fuels are over! The first president to hand-pick, and create a MANHATTAN-type project for HOT and/or COLD FUSION, will become the ultimate savior of ALL mankind. Say, "WHY NOT!" I can't think of a better legacy for Mr. Obama.

Sincerely, Bill Powelson

Bill Powelson
1151 Powers Ave.
Holly Hill, FL 32117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Leo
45 Birch St.
Kingston, NY 12401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stan Vitale
8 Ware Dr
Glassboro, NJ 08028
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Jones
Po Box 848
Poughquag, NY 12570
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is destroying critical fresh water supplies, while multinationals angle to control the distribution of the rest. This is criminal. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathy Butterfield
109 West View Lane
Ketchum, ID 83340
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie McKenzie
1260 Sixth Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94122
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Irwin
8008 Bluebonnet Blvd #12-14
Baton Rouge, LA 70810
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keith Franzen
2203 Inglewood Dr
E Wenatchee, WA 98802
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ashley Watkins
102 Trey Lane
Ellijay, GA 30540
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Alejandro Rodriguez
2002 Madeira Drive
Weston, FL 33327
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Pappas
Seaview Ave
Linwood, NJ 08221
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Gehr II
6146 W. 79th Pl
Burbank, IL 60459
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim Gallagher
4707 N Cannon
Spokane, WA 99205
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jill Fitzgerald
3913 N 161 Ave
Omaha, NE 68116
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debra Muncaster
1560 Nw 29th Rd
Gainesville, FL 32605
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Knowles
N/A
Lowell, MA 01854
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rachelle Fox
P.O.Box276
Paonia, CO 81428
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carson Besgrove
3016 S Harrison St
Denver, CO 80210
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Fred Turner
425 Nw 13th St
Mcminnville, OR 97128
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Weiner
532 Sacaandaga Rd
Scotia, NY 12302
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Gary Bass
3895 Shutterlee Mill Road
Staunton, VA 24401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Powell
2748 Campus Walk Ave Apt 17f
Durham, NC 27705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marion Stover
Po Box 5354
Clearlake, CA 95422
FRACKING IS A TOXIC THREAT TO AMERICAN COMMUNITIES AND THE CLIMATE. ALLOWING FRACKED GAS EXPORTS WOULD DRAMATICALLY INCREASE THE SCALE OF AND DEMAND FOR FRACKING IN THE UNITED STATES BY GIVING THE FOSSIL FUEL INDUSTRY ACCESS TO HUGE FOREIGN MARKETS. STAND UP TO THE FOSSIL FUEL INDUSTRY AND DENY ALL APPLICATIONS TO EXPORT NATURAL GAS. HOW ABOUT SOLAR ENERGY? HOW ABOUT TRYING NEW METHODS OF STORING IT? GAS IS VERY CLOSE TO COAL IN CARBON EMISSIONS IN THE REAL WORLD.

Sincerely,

Nick woodin
483 Hazen Road
Ausable Forks, NY 12912
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicholas Bongio
4402 Main St
Munhall, PA 15120
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
James Martin
244 Pr 8706
Jefferson, TX 75657
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lolly Bennett
224 South Swall Drive
Beverly Hills, CA 90211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff Rider
3759 W Quaker Ridge Drive
Meridian, ID 83646
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kevin Miranda
8110 Sepulveda Pl.
Panorama City, CA 91402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Rettler
2115 S 7th St
Sheboygan, WI 53081
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Arcas
2626 E Encinas Ave
Gilbert, AZ 85234
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brittany Cowan
94838 Shelley Ln
Coquille, OR 97423
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Robinson
5820 Haven Court
Rock Hall, MD 21661
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Glen Shue
151 Blossom Dr
Loveland, CO 80537
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We need to redirect our thoughts back to non fossil fuel ty.

Sincerely,

Laurence Root
2 Wilson Ave
Oil City, PA 16301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Lisa Campbell
29 Pearl St.
Oxford, MI 48371
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jonathan Cowie
110 Mountain Avenue
Pompton Plains, NJ 07444
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Luis Latre
2183 Grove St.
Eugene, OR 97404
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jessi Greeson
718 Jefferson Ave.
Lakeland, FL 33801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Janet Gray
166 Second St
Troy, NY 12180
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gytis Xerox
Emaxx 6
Vilnius, OH 44061
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Scherer
Po Ox 44189
Tucson, AZ 85733
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanne Singrey-Johnson
2629 Air Haven Rd
Watertown, SD 57201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

I'm counting on you to protect the planet not industry. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Kyle
4027 Braesgate Lane
Tampa, FL 33624
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tod BOTHOM
800 Elm Drive Apt.120
Edgerton, WI 53534
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lakshmi Akileswaran
12236 Ne 131st Way, Apt. B205
Kirkland, WA 98034
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharree Carter
3742 Rhapsody Dr
Port Orchard, WA 98366
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Buckingham
804 W 30th St
Richmond, VA 23225
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

A. M. Heines
6404 Milles Dr.
Rome, NY 13440
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarajune McFaul
3648 Mackeral Dr
Gautier, MS 39553
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jennifer Stapleton-Kotloski
1531 Abbey Ct
Winston Salem, NC 27103
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

William Baque
1050 Crestview Dr Apt #3
Mountain View, CA 94040
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jon Lowenstein
1735 Lincoln Ave
Cincinnati, OH 45212
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Herb Schorrak
661 Trailsway Lane
Neenah, WI 54956
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Crabtree
700 Sink Lake Rd
High Point, NC 27265
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Let’s put an end to fracking! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jenny Jones
2317 Mtn. Creek Church Rd.
Starr, SC 29684
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gordon Gefroh
Po Box 1077
Philomath, OR 97370
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Christina Svendsen
743 School St
Bronson, FL 32621
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ian Maresh
4377 Huckleberry Circle
Columbiaville, MI 48421
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adam Clemens
3321 Brookside Way
Perkiomenville, PA 18074
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dave Randall
932 East 31st Street
Bremerton, WA 98310
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Aidan Jones
24001 Lindley St.
Mission Viejo, CA 92691
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ray Paternostro
7317 O'Neil Drive
Harahan, LA 70123
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Lacey
372 5th St
Beaver, PA 15009
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Maschke
5535 Redman Rd
Port Hope, MI 48468
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patsy vo
Nevada
Hicksville, NY 11801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Justin Beer
5246 Milo Ave
Maple Hts, OH 44137
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Schlecht
412 Sweetbriar Dr
Midland, TX 79703
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Travis Wagner
790 111th Ave N
Naples, FL 34108
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew England
8848 Comanche Ave
Winnetka, CA 91306
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

J Carr
P O Box 2643
Lompoc, CA 93438
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cameron Lind
6123 Ne 193rd Pl
Kenmore, WA 98028
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Destre Inlow
Dayton
Dayton, OH 45440
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Goldberg
62-45 Alderton Street
Rego Park, NY 11374
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Peiffer
1220 Depot St #412
Glenview, IL 60025
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristian Nenov
2025 Madison St Apt 12
Hollywood, FL 33020
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andy McMaylor
1107 Bailey Ave
Filer, ID 83328
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alan Miller
497 East Afton Road
Bainbridge, NY 13733
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ronald Inman
7616 Levy Acres Circle S.
Burleson, TX 76028
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christian Sautter
1 Lmu Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90045
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ashley Foster
1320 Potter Dr
Colorado Springs, CO 80909
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frank Sories
425 Penn Ct. #5
North Liberty, IA 52317
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

James Hauska
7873 Kellogg Creek Dr.
Mentor, OH 44060
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dave Sampson
555 Birdsong Court
Longwood, FL 32779
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Soto
4608 Temple Heights Road
Tampa, FL 33617
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Protect your children!!!

Sincerely,

Peggy bartels
6927 Valley View Rd.
Clinton, NY 13323
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Damon Nestor
3088 Woodbriar Drive
Medford, OR 97504
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Raphael Ellis
317 Surrey Rd
Cherry Hill, NJ 08002
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Glade Packer
4480 S. 4560 W.
West Valley City, UT 84120
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kiley Blackhurst
5300 Wood Duck Lane
Big Lake, MN 55309
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

First Name last name
Street Address
City, WI 53916
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brenda Reese
130 Shelley Ave
Campbell, CA 95008
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Enrichetta Hlabse
2985 Bishop Rd
Willoughby Hills, OH 44092
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dale Erickson
709 31 St N
Fargo, ND 58102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Rachelle Ruff
480 Walnut Ave
Vacaville, CA 95688
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Quiterie Gianina-Gabrielle
5514 Hearthside Ct
Dayton, OH 45424
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Bryan Howell
25759 Miguel Ct.
Valencia, CA 91355
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Alejo Zacarias
212 Neilson
New Salem, MA 01355
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven L
Austin
Austin, TX 78745
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kacie Vance
5455 Descanso Circle W
Colorado Springs, CO 80918
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim Harris
1200 Berkshire Court, Apt. #202
Lincoln, NE 68505
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ashley Smith
3900 Karl Road
Columbus, OH 43224
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia doyle
8814 Aintree Lane
Burr Ridge, IL 60527
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anthony Cartolano
Rt 55
Hopewell Junction, NY 12533
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Obaid kadwani
2039 Cruger Avenue Apt 5b
Bronx, NY 10462
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lee Piazza
17a Marian Court
Altamont, NY 12009
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kris Gannon
1590 Shadyside
West Chester, PA 19380
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sam Hornstein
11114 Falstaff Road
Sebastopol, CA 95472
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Curtis Oxley
1404 Inverness Rd
Lynn Haven, FL 32444
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Isaac Swim
401 W. Orangewood Ave. #Q203
Anaheim, CA 92802
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Hayworth
25995 Jove Ct.
Mission Viejo, CA 92691
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Chris Dolan
350 De Neve Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90024
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Donovon Cox
207 E. Bolivar St.
Salinas, CA 93906
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paula Cooley
2860 N. Interlaken Dr.
Oconomowoc, WI 53066
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Mr. President Obama, this action will bring harm to a lot of people whose land would be put at risk. We have to find another way sir. Please let your last term in office be a memorable one for the whole world. Thank you sir.

Sincerely,

Sean Hanns
20330 Mountain View Rd.
Boonville, CA 95415
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Andress
2710 Guillot Street #3062
Dallas, TX 75204
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matthew Kashuba
1448 Hawthorne St.
Scranton, PA 18504
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Huang
9620 Lakemont Dr.
Dallas, TX 75220
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Stop it at once. But if you do allow fracking, store the resulting gas in the U.S. for the use of the U.S. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Obviously, then, fracking isn’t about energy independence, but the obscenely profitable fossil fuel industry making even more money (while poisoning the environment even more). Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leo Orionis
3930 Oregon Street, Suite 220
San Diego, CA 92104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Douda
5031 Garfield St.
La Mesa, CA 91941
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Hexter
19 Great Meadow Drive
North Haven, CT 06473
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Sonesen
Sw 90
Ocala, FL 34481
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Owen
4404 Samoset Avenue
San Diego, CA 92117
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Greg Pruitt
N/A
Jasper, GA 30143
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heather Bell
212 Pashuta Dr
Gunnison, CO 81230
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Akiko Chung
5 Christopher Ct.
Edison, NJ 08820
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diana Ellis
14125 Belcher St.
La Mirada, CA 90638
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please do not repeat mistakes of the past by ignoring the dangers and taking this report at face value. This is a real threat to our water supply and our communities.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Gruben
150 Jordan Ln
Kilmarnock, VA 22482
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Clay Denman
7829 Timber Glow Trl
Knoxville, TN 37938
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Virginia Utt
2179 Myla Lane
Melbourne, FL 32935
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim McCauley
1710 Riverside Dr
City, PA 17702
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Natalie Brod
10001 Perry Dr
Overland Park, KS 66212
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alicia Light
1055 9th Ave., #513
San Diego, CA 92101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Johnston
64 S Platt St
Painted Post, NY 14870
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Christian Evans
203 Stonegate Drive
Clinton, MS 39056
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ricardo Rivero
1919 City View Ave. Apt 15
Los Angeles, CA 90033
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christa Speck
728 S Warrington Ave
Cinnaminson, NJ 08077
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Matthew Morency
5100 Leetsdale Dr #223
Denver, CO 80246
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Sposato
1136 W Rochier St
Fayetteville, AR 72701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Kane
817 Lake Ridge Rd
Tallahassee, FL 32312
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Ferguson
687 Rainbow Crest Rd
Fallbrook, CA 92028
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Cheney
5c Aspenwood
Ballston Lake, NY 12019
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jason Hatton
434 Mallard Creek Rd
Louisville, KY 40207
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Markus suh
2151 E Virgo Pl
Chandler, AZ 85249
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Brown
2408 Hugh Edwards Dr.
Jacksonville, FL 32210
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Gunter
64-5260 Alanui Ohana
Kamuela, HI 96743
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ryan Cannon
1546 Redwing Ln
Broomfield, CO 80020
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark McClune
479 Greenmont Dr.
Canfield, OH 44406
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barry Price
3380 Sequoia Dr
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Baum
150 W. 96th St. Apt. 212
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Aldo Vigliarolo
2507 77th Street
East Elmhurst, NY 11370
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maria Minno
600 Nw 35th Terrace
Gainesville, FL 32607
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elke Romer
30 Hettys Path
Farmingville, NY 11738
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Michael Weschler
10 West End Ave, 5g
New York, NY 10023
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kyle Blase
2574 Yermo Ave
Salt Lake City, UT 84109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Hollenberg
1165 Wellesley Ave #201
Los Angeles, CA 90049
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Colin Kinniburgh
935 St. Nicholas Ave
New York, NY 10032
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. The time for blasting and drilling toward energy independence is over. We now need to invent and legislate our way to independence. Please don't allow fracking to devastate our wildlife reserves. Thanks.

Sincerely,

Jane Lightning
328 Holt Dr.
Birmingham, AL 35215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paula Henderson
7281 Winder Court
Lake Worth, FL 33467
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Strauss
56 Hanford Drive
"Fairfield, Ct 06824", CT 06824
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cristina Babiak
1790 7th St
Englewood, FL 34223
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Bates
Cedar Bend
Austin, TX 78758
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Horan
3370 W. 30th Avenue
Denver, CO 80211
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kate trainor
1730 Enfield St
Ft Collins, CO 80526
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marvin Rosen
27 Robert Rd
Princeton, NJ 08540
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Fuller
64 Devoe St, Apt. 2
Brooklyn, NY 11211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maria villalta
172 5th Avenue #33
Brooklyn, NY 11217
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Pydeski
1245 N. Kraemer Blvd
Placentia, CA 92870
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Douglas Fedele
30 Poutre Street
Newport, VT 05855
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara sibla
9725 Twigg Hupp Road
Sunbury, OH 43074
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurie Benson
Po Box 1073
Darrington, WA 98241
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Matt Williams
215 Ledroit Street #C
Laguna Beach, CA 92651
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Stoll
635 Colorado Ave 3b
Baltimore, MD 21210
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paula Bonner
142 Barlow Rd.
Ketchum, ID 83340
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Doris Kramer
2009 Woodland Drive
Yardley, PA 19067
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Girard
168 Grimes Mill Road
Caribou, ME 04736
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

William Kappa
1431 Tommy Hitchcock Ave
Daytona Beach, FL 32124
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laisiu Leung
21 Sheraton Dr.
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Becker
826 Douglas Ave
Elgin, IL, IL 60120
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Bellman
9740 Timber Oak Trl
Cincinnati, OH 45241
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marsha Cantor
Po Box 175
Benicia, CA 94510
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Holly Wilcox
Selway River Lane
Meridian, ID 83646
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jonathan Klein
84 Minuteman Drive
Concord, MA 01742
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Wilburn
Po Box 63
O’Brien, TX 79539
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Speakman
2104 1/2 Barker Ave.
Lawrence, KS 66046
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Angelica Ramirez
3660 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90010
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christina Nillo
728 N. Doheny Drive
W. Hollywood, CA 90069
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Kickbusch
3319 Se 51st Avenue
Portland, OR 97206
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jack Cumbee
11076 Co. Rd. # 267
Lanett, AL 36863
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Hines
9804 Kingsman Dr
Dallas, TX 75228
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jill Jensen
3002 N. 13th St.
Tacoma, WA 98406
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vance Blosser
453 Back Mountain Road
Winchester, VA 22602
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edan Samson
50 Sunrise Drive
Whippany, NJ 07981
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Beverly Summers
278 Skylark Cir.
Lafayette, CO 80026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Patterson
609 E Bradley Ave
Champaign, IL 61820
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ari Feldman
585 Saint Johns Pl
Brooklyn, NY 11238
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Don’t promise to try for energy independence while you are double-crossing us by opening our gas to the fickle world markets and speculators! Climate change is REAL. We will need some fossil fuel 200 yrs from now. Don’t waste it! Use sun, wind, and waves for now and save this planet from the greedy slime-balls involved in the gas-rush!

Sincerely,

Jc Williams
66642 E. Bay Rd.
North Bend, OR 97459
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas, Mr. Obama!

Sincerely,

Spencer Horne-Brine
7633 S. 134th St
Seattle, WA 98178
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Joseph De Feo
63 Crotty Avenue
Yonkers, NY 10704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Snarr
1727 Adams St
Quincy, IL 62301
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

C S Sayers
712 Brant Court
Alexandria, KY 41001
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Toni Stefnik
1955 Nellita Rd
Seabeck, WA 98380
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Webb
820 W, Laurel
Lompoc, CA 93436
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Dean
528 Henry St.
Brooklyn, NY 11231
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leeza Patel
12 Seneca Dr
Galloway, NJ 08205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alex Libin
427 S Van Buren St Apt 1
Iowa City, IA 52240
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Paul Hatch
11906 Meadowview Dr
Cypress, TX 77429
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Yazdie Panthaki
401, 7th. Ave.,
Nyc, NY 10001
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jodie Ficca
517 E. Sixth St.
Moscow, ID 83843
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Britta Lee Shain
35493 Gr S Overland
Julian, CA 92036
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve kippen
22 Oak Grove St Apt #6
Minneapolis, MN 55403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Marshall
51 Edward St.
Malone, NY 12953
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Harvey
213 Winterberry Way
Sandpoint, ID 83864
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Chris Keylich
1001 3rd Street
Floresville, TX 78114
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I want my grandson to grow up in a world where he doesn’t have to wear a gas mask to breathe or worry about the water he is drinking. I want the huge fossil fuel industry to be stopped before they destroy us both enviromentally and financially. It's time to put the everyday citizen first!!!!

Sincerely,

Janet Osman
29 Nautilus Street
Beachwood, NJ 08722
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martine Lecorps
175 West 87 Street, #8g
New York, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Valerie oakley
3131 Birdseye Cir
Gulf Breeze, FL 32563
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John macunovich
3675 Monon St #201
Los Angeles, CA 90027
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. The top 2% always buys congress and get what they want, again. What is good for the U.S. is not good for the top 2%. Who do you stand with the 98% or the top 2%.

Sincerely,

Michael Jolly
3309 Oakridge Lane
Waco, TX 76708
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leanah Bouvier
Timber Ln
Grasonville, MD 21638
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert E Herman
974 N Caribe
Tucson, AZ 85710
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Lasalvial
3 Battery Wharf
Boston, MA 02109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sally DiLello
13805 Belleshire Ave
Cleveland, OH 44135
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlotte Adams
Charlotte Adams
Denver, CO 80220
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Liz Wadford
21824 E Oxford Pl
Aurora, CO 80018
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy lee
13447 Lakeview Dr
Ste Genevieve, MO 63670
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Sabol
37 Market St
Tamaqua, PA 18252
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Smith
512 Cranbury Circle
East Brunswick, NJ 08816
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Douglas Dunn
541 Broadway, Ny Ny
New York, NY 10012
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeannette Alt
136 Ranchitos Rd., Nw
Albuquerque, NM 87114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Frank
6205 Riverview Blvd
Bradenton, FL 34209
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Keith Wright
3311 Merrie Lynn Ave
Austin, TX 78722
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

NO! NO! NO! Fracking has not been proven to be environmentally safe. Far from it! There have been far too many 'accidents' where the process of fracking has been permitted. It poisons our water and the gases emitted increase climate change. Now, they want to export the fracked gas!!! That means more pollution for processing. If exporting is permitted, any benefits to the USA would be lost. Prices would rise and the fracked gas would go to the highest bidder. The only winners would be, as usual, the big oil corporations - for whom 'the bottom line' is all that counts. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Murray
3688 Bailey Road
Bloomfield, NY 14469
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rita-Ann FitzGerald
834 Walker Road
Essex, NY 12936
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Segreto
4232 Elmore Mt Rd
Morrisville, VT 05661

CREDO Action 7776
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Robert Curtin
1063 Jackson Ave 3e
Long Island City, NY 11101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Electing exploitation over stewardship is criminal and those advocating exploitation are unworthy of consideration.

Sincerely,

Tristan Celayeta
70 Mirabel Avenue
Mill Valley, CA 94941
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deb Phenicie
21633 N. Turkey Creek Rd.
Morrison, CO 80465
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diana Lee
4149 Plum Creek Drive
Loveland, CO 80538
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jana Beck
9014 Daytona Avenue
Dallas, TX 75218
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Irene Demier
60 Pommelay Farms Lane
Red Hook, NY 12571
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Hess
413 Scott Street
Edwardsville, IL 62025
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Knight
76 Athlone Cres.
Stratford, On N4z 1h8 Canada, KY 41819
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl BREITUNG
2956 12th Av
Chetek, WI 54728
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry Beckner
396 Cedar St. E. #16
Motley, MN 56466
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carrie Besso
533 Kings Road
Alameda, CA 94501
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Aplenc
Waverly
Phila, PA 19146
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ed Hoag III
1325 East Foxhill Drive Apt 111
Fresno, CA 93720
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Randolph Ensign
652 Frindway Rd
Greensboro, NC 27410
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicolete Gascon
8534 S Colfax
Chicago, IL 60617
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Smith
1530 Salem Church Road
Apex, NC 27523
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Florence Pettway
2547 Spring Oaks Way
Raleigh, NC 27614
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Samantha Hernandez
176 South 8th Street Apt #2a
Brooklyn, NY 11211
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Lauren Titus
6379 Harriet Dr
Waterford, MI 48327
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laureen Farr
Poplar St
Towanda, PA 18848
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Amber Tallon
1400 Bent Creek Blvd
Mechanicsburg, PA 17050
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Pamela Vose
230 Appleton Rd.
Union, ME 04862
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

James Maloney
25 Chittenden Ave -#6b
New York, NY 10033
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Emily Shelley
2264 Pamela Dr.
Napa, CA 94558
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Eric Stanglewicz
33847 Janet
Fraser, MI 48026
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kiara Jackson
2524 Gilmer Avenue
Winston-Salem, NC 27105
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matt Pearson
904 N Walnut St
Storm Lake, IA 50588
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Sims
3201 Travis Ave
Ft Worth, MO 65110
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rich Warner
1108 Inner Drive
Schenectady, NY 12303
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen thompson
1555 Jackson Ave
Ben Lpmond, CA 95005
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jack Dunham
3343 Wilawana Rd.
Sayre, PA 18840
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Les Ryan
9201 N. 13th St.
Phoenix, AZ 85020
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris McKellar
4105 Wilfred Ave Sw
Grandville, MI 49418
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Anna Re
11733 Chelsea Court
Fishers, IN 46038
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kathryn Lacey
700 Tarbell Hill Rd
Moriah, NY 12960
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim Bristow
1742 O'Neal Drive
Pagosa Springs, CO 81147
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Sacco
3868 Inverness Way
Livermore, CA 94551
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Fabian
30 Pearl Drive
Pittsburgh, PA 15227
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebekah Angus
1108 Eckerson Rd
Centralia, WA 98531
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lee Warren
1222 12th St Pl Nw
Hickory, NC 28601
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Bruce Chrisp
3012 Georgia St.
Vallejo, CA 94591
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Do not let the energy companies fritter away America’s resources. The global energy cabal, must be regulated here. They will sell out anyone for a profit. Stop Them.

Sincerely,

Rodger Parsons
326 East 85 Street, 4d
New York, NY 10028
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Grant
311 Reston Circle
Romeoville, IL 60446
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wendy Raven
Main St
Brattleboro, VT 05301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Gabriel Raines
157 4th Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11217
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Bostick
1614 Pine Cone Rd
Moscow, ID 83843
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roseann Cerell
1095 Lorraine Dr.
Franklin Sq., NY 11010
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Paulson
979 Bridgeton Road
Airville, PA 17302
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy C. Dorian
1810 Harpswell Neck Rd
Harpswell, ME 04079
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maryanne Miss
1035 Moffat St
Ridgway, CO 81432
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kent Cruickshank
710 Sweetbriar Rd.
Morrisville, PA 19067
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Angelique Wheelock
1723 Logmill Ln
Gaithersburg, MD 20879
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanne Ackerman
2572green Acres Dr.
Allentown, PA 18103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia grenfell
2532 S 286th Pl #B
Federal Way, WA 98003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teresa Stahl
396 Jai Dr.
San Jose, CA 95119
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Shamir Baker
6320 N. Magnolia Ave
Pennsauken, NJ 08109
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Frank Rohm
16631 Vance Jackson Road, #12115
San Antonio, TX 78257
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Leach
225 Chestnut Ridge Road
Queensbury, NY 12804
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Artioli
140 Skyline Trail
Middlefield, MA 01243
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

K Lawson
Iowa City
Iowa City, IA 52242
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fernando Socorro
609 Anderson Rd Apt 156
Davis, CA 95616
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Margie Moser
530 Fries Mill Rd
Williamstown, NJ 08094
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis Higgins
592 County Route 5
Otego, NY 13825
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patty Yacuk
65 Parrot Rd
West Nyack, NY 10994
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Andre Y
Keller Ave
Elmont, NY 11003
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julius Gordon
4914 E. 2nd St.
Tucson, AZ 85711
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jennifer Clayton
19027 Chagrin
Shaker Heights, OH 44122
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Kelly Mulvahill
2423 Ashton Ave Kalamazoo Mi
Kalamazoo, MI 49004
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kristen Hughes
P.O. Box 3146
Telluride, CO 81435
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. NO FRACKING! PLEASE pursue RENEWABLE ENERGY!

Sincerely,

Lorinda Baker
130 S. Estes Dr. Apt. K9
Chapel Hill, NC 27514
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Susan Meadows
277 E. Ash St.
Huachuca City, AZ 85616
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lydia Brown
70 Smith Street
North Haven, ME 04853
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ilya Broverman
916 25th St Ne
Canton, OH 44714
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michele Michele
1019 W. Vernal Way
Stockton, CA 95203
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mmm ssss
222 Oo
555 Iii, NY 11794
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Burridge
19714 Ridge Rd Sw
Vashon, WA 98070
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kay Shapero
12536 Short Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90066
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

T. Bundara
Po Box 3188
Catonsville, MD 21228
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jordan Josey
6307 Townsend Pl
Suffolk, VA 23435
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adam syjinski
Why?
Abigcity, CA 90210
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathy Hume
6904 No Charleston
Portland, OR 97203
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rodney Parker
709 York Drive
Blacksburg, VA 24060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara O’Mara
2247 Parkwood
Toledo, OH 43620
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matt Roland
35133 Sara Ct.
Locust Grove, VA 22508
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Wills
16225 Sw Ellerson
Beaverton, OR 97007
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pat Mims
6500 Saucon Valley Drive
Fort Worth, TX 76132
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Grimes
1910 Ripley Pike
Manchester, OH 45144
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Glenna Richardson
8809 Se 43rd Ave
Portland, OR 97222
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carrie Ewing
2569 W 4400 S
Roy, UT 84067
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sue Karraker
23819 Ne 190th St
Woodinville, WA 98077
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Sandra Gordon
210 Morningside Avenue
Madison, WI 53716
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Bissonnette
No
Amherst, NH 03031
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eden Erdoes
P O Box 10163
Santa Fe, NM 87504
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gail Busche
67-40 Yellowstone Blvd
New York City, NY 11375
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Shannon Romer
2557 9th Ave W
Seattle, WA 98119
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brenda Hampton
4170 1/2 Garthwaite Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90008
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Orem
309 E Federal St Apt F201
Baltimore, MD 21202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Steven McGrath
23 Mcauley Rd
Cape Elizabeth, ME 04107
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Betty Turney
P.O. Box 98
Hustonville, KY 40437
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Marybrooks Mullahy
Po Box 487
Moravia, NY 13118
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sam Heppell
130 Dartmouth St
Boston, MA 02116
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donney Bibb
10646 Sourwood Ave
Waldorf, MD 20603
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Hauer
Willard
Stillwater, MN 55082
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roxanne Linville
3066 Starling Ave
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phillip gardner
43300 Elkhorn Trail
Palm Desert, CA 92211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Galt
12628 Se 169th Pl
Renton, WA 98058
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Henry Klein
Pob 1484
Pahoa, HI 96778
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frances Fujii
11254 Joplin Road
Boise, ID 83714
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Johnson
218 Robbie Lane
Marietta, GA 30060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Jones
12917 N Colony Dr
Mequon, WI 53097
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Collin Cottingham
241 W 5th St
Frederick, MD 21701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis Caro
Unit 2043 2342 Sleepy Hollow Rd
Athens, NY 12015
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jo Johnson
4534 12th Ave S
Salem, OR 97302
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

April Stanley
2117 W Cedar Hills Dr
Dunlap, IL 61525
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Zane Evans
31141 Ranch Elsie Drive
Golden, CO 80403
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Randi Bauer
3218 N Sheffield Ave
Chicago, IL 60657
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eldon C
68 Brookside Dr.
Williston, VT 05495
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please recognize, that if you do fail to prevent exports of fracked gas, the practice will expand, more communities will be leveraged and more water will be contaminated. Of the MILLIONS of gallons of water required in the fracking process, only about 10% is recovered and treated. Millions of gallons of poison left to contaminate farms, water supplies and people. It is bad enough the practice exists at all - do not expand the market place.

Sincerely,

John Baquie
2401 W. Morrison Ave
Tampa, FL 33629
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shaun Weisbach
1315 Crest Dr.
Eugene, OR 97405
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Crowell
1564a Fitzgerald Dr #150
Pinole, CA 94564
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Floyd Anderson
206 Ellis Drive
Brockport, NY 14420
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Coley
3108 Wood Ridge Drive
Landisville, PA 17538
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim Newhart  
1253 Springfield Ave #200  
New Providence, NJ 07974
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Loelius
1402 Coventry Close
East Lansing, MI 48823
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kay Cessna
2743 Selby Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90064
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Daniel Brocklebank
3 Ferndale Rd
Seven Valleys, PA 17360
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Light
8619 Mary Avenue
Orangevale, CA 95662
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Kaurich
S14950 County Rd. Nn
Osseo, WI 54758
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

D Helm
Private Drive
Easton, PA 18042
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Darrell Peters
4117 Karl Rd., Apt. 301
Columbus, OH 43224
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Maddock
2 Carol Avenue
Manorville, NY 11949
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Celia Nunez
4617 Ottawa Court
Rocklin, CA 95765
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I think our domestic fuels should be for use in the USA. I think that allowing export of these fuels will cause the price to go up and that it won't help decrease our dependence on foreign fuels. I am also very concerned of the threat of terrorism on any LNG terminals, especially after Algeria.

Sincerely,

Dale Malmberg
17344 Lakeview Blvd.
Mount Vernon, WA 98274
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dana Hanson
1607 Blackwood Ct
Middleton, WI 53562
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ted Haglund
401 Eugenia Ave
Madison, WI 53705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Katz
1713 Ne 146th St
Shoreline, WA 98155
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia McEwen-Kiel
10058 Lower Kaubashine Rd
Hazelhurst, WI 54531
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeannie sides
3458 18th St
San Francisco, CA 94110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gerald Meier
235 Tamarack Drive #7
Lake Mills, WI 53551
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Many studies show that if we burn the fossil fuels already extracted, we will cause the mean temperature of the earth to rise to an unprecedented level and will alter the earth to an uninhabitable extent for many species and very probably humans. Please devoted your considerable influence to renewable energy sources. At the very least, all fracked gas should remain in the United States to reduce our dependence on foreign sources of energy. The oil and gas industries do not need to exploit US citizens for profit any more than they already are.

Sincerely,

Sandra Speicher
5888 County Road 7
Weston, CO 81091
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking is a giant step forward in degrading the environment, and allowing more of it is a shortsighted distortion of priorities.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Dixon
4053 Harding Way
Oakland, CA 94602
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Mancasola
10184 Grand Forks Court
Redding, CA 96001
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Welliver
403 Del Rio Dr
Chanhassen, MN 55317
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Donaldson
148 Lazy Circle
Waynesville, NC 28785
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

B Maisey
Pobox 176
Wyncote, PA 19095
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Danny Fisher
5607 Se 119 Avenue
Portland, OR 97266
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Furthermore, I live in California, an earthquake state. It's my personal opinion that fracking in earthquake prone states is extremely dangerous. Why would we be exporting fracked gas when we supposedly we are experiencing an energy shortage ourselves? It's hard to believe that this is not promoted by big industry against the people's best interests, as another profit-raising tactic. When will we get our Congress back out of the hands of the greedy? Didn't the last election give Government officials a HINT as to what Americans are fed up with?

Sincerely,

Robin Leiter
18741 Bambi Ct
Grass Valley, CA 95949
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlotte Campbell
370 Madison Ave
Baraboo, WI 53913
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Madigan
N18277 Lily Lake Lane
Dunbar, WI 54119
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Struchen
40 Austin Street
Gouverneur, NY 13642
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce Bulleri
6075 Foppiano Lane
Stockton, CA 95212
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Carol Clark
318 W. Jones, Krum, Tx
Krum, TX 76249
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Bilello
17812 Bigelow Park
Tustin, CA 92780
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Maria Olarte
1712 Erin Brooke Dr
Valrico, FL 33594
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Aimee siluk
13721 Pytchley Lane
Charlotte, NC 28273
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Wright
1855 Orie Drive
Columbia, MO 65202
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Jacobs
300 W. Spring St., Unit 1501
Columbus, OH 43215
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Helena Gallant
116 Francis Meyers Rd
New Britain, PA 18901
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Andes
4229 Danor Dr.
Reading, PA 19605
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Schmidlin
2108 S. 510 E
Franklin, IN 46131
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Merilee Novinson
1105 Adirondack Dr
Northbrook, IL 60062
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lori Perkins
3000 S.E. Courtney Ave
Milwaukie, OR 97222
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronald Harrison
525 Hillside Ave
Klamath Falls, OR 97601
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roger Nystrom
6510 141st St Sw
Edmonds, WA 98026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gabriela Sweet
871 Watson Ave
St Paul, MN 55102
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marjorie Burns
Ve., 50 Park Ave., Apt. 17b
New York, NY 10016
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keean Handy
1 Elmcrest Ter Apt. 6
Norwalk, CT 06850
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

I was in Albany earlier this month demonstrating against fracking because I think it is a danger to the environment at a time when we are in a dangerous junction in worldwide climate crisis. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Fraser
7744 Center Road
West Falls, NY 14170
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Melendrez
3781 Granada Dr Unit 32
Palisade, CO 81526
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dave Kropilnicki
414 Jefferson St
Waupaca, WI 54981
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Having lived in the Grand Junction CO area for many years in the past I am fully aware of the health and environmental hazards caused by fracking. Why crack down on guns and cigarettes when fracking is equally dangerous. (I agree with both cigarette and gun control)

Sincerely,

Margaret Garvey
54 Trailside Circle
Salida, CO 81201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Crawford
13209 Jenner Lane
Austin, TX 78729
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Nunes
4649 Burnham Circle
Stockton, CA 95207
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Munneke
Po Box 197
Aitkin, MN 56431
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kelly Quinn
1443 E Blacklidge Dr Unit 2
Tucson, AZ 85719
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cole Jegen
6871 Kingswood Dr
Cedarburg, WI 53012
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

I understand the demand for increasing US energy independence, and despite the real need for greener energy alternatives to be developed instead as quickly as possible, some carefully monitored and regulated fracking might be unavoidable to address our short term needs. Allowing this environmentally dangerous practice to put our own people and ecosystems at risk however, just to then export it to other nations, is unacceptable. If the US was a desperate developing nation with no other economic alternatives, exporting fracked fossil fuels when there’s a high demand for them domestically, would still be a bad idea, and hopefully we’re a stronger nation than that. Please think long term when making these critical choices for our country and our planet. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim Robbins
2523 N Dousman St
Milwaukee, WI 53212
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lamar Olk
36160 Hilltop Lane
Gualala, CA 95445
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phil Garrett
131 Woodland Drive
Greenville, SC 29617
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sean McLaughlin
Kaley Ave
Orlando, FL 32809
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susanna Dadd
1601 E. Loma Alta Drive
Altadena, CA 91001
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Anthony Avery
706 Elmwood Ave
Wilmette, IL 60091
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lois Growney
4783 Alberton Street Unit 3304
Naples, FL 34105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maria pacheco
3121 E Terra Alta Blvd
Tucson, AZ 85716
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Proto
62 Freedoms Way
Northbridge, MA 01534
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward Kowalczyk
7 Circle Drive West
Milton, DE 19968
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Loulou Steiner
1659 Appin Wy
Santa Monica, CA 90401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Davis
432 Krumville Road
Olivebridge, NY 12461
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diann Brenner
112 Duck Hawk Circle
Daytona Beach, FL 32119
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christine Dye
7602 Kelly Ln
Colorado Springs, CO 80919
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Please do not allow the fossil fuel industry to export natural gas by denying related applications. Fracking threatens American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States.

Sincerely,

Linda Vrabel
2084 Shiloh Ave
Milpitas, CA 95035
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

April Tarabocchia
42 Homestead Road
Lake Hopatcong, NJ 07849
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julius Parrott
4 Hy Road
Westminster, MA 01473
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

J winzenburg
590 South Sherman Street
Denver, CO 80209
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Thomas
1720 Mayflower Ave. Apt. 11j
Bronx, NY 10461
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bryan Bergstrand
910 15th St.
Fortuna, CA 95540
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sahru Keiser
55 New Montgomery
San Francisco, CA 94105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Stop the Fricking Fracking!!!!!

Sincerely,

Gail Babich
200 Cougar Rd
Whitethorn, CA 95589
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Scott
19641 Powder Horn Road
Hidden Valley Lake, CA 95467
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alison Engh
205 Ralston Ave.
Mill Valley, CA 94941
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary loquvam
Grant Street
Bellingham, WA 98225
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melissa Forbes-Nicoll
5 Holman Street
Allston, MA 02134
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gladys Sutliff
2874 Lacy Lane
Harrison, AR 72601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Monique Agia
222 S. Helix Ave., #3
Solana Beach, CA 92075
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roger Everaert
Street Address
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Rooke Van Tuinen
13 Winooski St
Waterbury, VT 05676
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jackie Kruger
8947 Westhill Road
Lakeside, CA 92040
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please use more intelligent reasoning and reject application to export fracked gas.

Sincerely,

Janice Seeley
2346 Andre Lane
Santa Rosa, CA 95403
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roderick Tayler
22825 Pine Lake Drive
Colfax, CA 95713
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Susan Strickland
2211 Shannon
Huntsville, TX 77320
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth umstattd
733 Stoke Road
Villanova, PA 19085
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ginger Dunlap
33 W. Hitchcock Rd.
Bakers Mills, NY 12811
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Diana Blose
11422 E Holster Dr
Tucson, AZ 85749
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Randy Shoemaker
24025 Bothell-Evt. Hwy., #76
Bothell, WA 98021
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Evan Baxter
1125 Norvell Ct.
El Cerrtio, CA 94530
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tina Anderson
810 Elefa Street
Roseville, CA 95678
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debbie Sierchio
1429 Canberley Ct.
Trinity, FL 34655
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sona Rejebian
2334 Hastings Ave
Evanston, IL 60201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert grigg
1080 Tarlo Ct
El Cajon, CA 92019
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim Dao
2161 Jonesport Ave.
San Jose, CA 95131
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Rhodes
4736 Bert Drive
Monroeville, PA 15146
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Aracich
226 Union Avenue
Harrison, NY 10528
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Loretta Wrobel
297 Pumpkin Hill Rd
Ashford, CT 06278
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Oswald
3127 Holiday Beach Dr
Avon Park, FL 33825
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marilu Serrano
890 Hamilton
Menlo Park, CA 94025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pam Shwayka
4947 Candy Ct.
Livermore, CA 94550
To Whom it May Concern:

To the Obama Administration, Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please carefully consider the impacts of allowing the use of fracking to expand, for our health, the health of future generations, and the health of our beautiful planet. Thank you for your hard work toward these goals.

Sincerely,

Russell Fletcher
5711 Morro Bay Ln #7
Ventura, CA 93003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marie-Claude Graef
5037 Bocktown Road
Aliquippa, PA 15001
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Wallace
400 Se Cedarwood Drive
Grimes, IA 50111
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Wallace
Po Box 1664
Grass Valley, CA 95945
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas - Please!!

Sincerely,

Cathy Albin
21 Redbridge Rd
Henrietta, NY 14467
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Tom Steinmetz
6867 Oakes Rd
Brecksville, OH 44141
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda spanski
2154 S Coast Hwy
Oceanside, CA 92054
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Debra Flanagan
1011 University Avenue, #30
Rochester, NY 14607
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Henning
2321 Sims Ave
Stevens Point, WI 54481
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alix Sotomayor
106 Spring Needle Court
Cary, NC 27513
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jen Arch
5491 Timbercreek Lane
Stow, OH 44224
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Kranec
1301 Chimney Hill Dr
Apex, NC 27502

CREDO Action 8015
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Binstead
217 Lantwyn Lane
Narberth, PA 19072
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephen Mercier
3399 North Road
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Byron Tuck
3502 Tennyson St.
Denver, CO 80212
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Alonso
2871 Donegal Dr.
Macungie, PA 18062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elaine Neth
472 Jefferson St.
Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arlene Griffin
Bramer Road
Ward, CO 80481
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carmen Touhey
5215 S. Moonstar Trail
Tucson, AZ 85746
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stacy Rand
112 Bayswater St Apt 3
Boston, MA 02128
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Juarez
308 Hillcrest Ct
San Ramon, CA 94583
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Mortazavi
2129 Usa Drive
Plano, TX 75025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sara Ullman
3108 S. Mount Baker Blvd
Seattle, WA 98144
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I would like to see that gas stay here to help hold down prices and give our industries a competitive edge against foreign government subsidized business.

Sincerely,

Chuck Gaulke
W287n8950 Center Oak Road
Hartland, WI 53029
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jim Bergquist
1544 Peace Portal Drive
Blaine Drive, WA 98230
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary arthars
112 Dover Chester Rd
Randolph, NJ 07869
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Lauren Marquez-Viso
1533 Dempster St.
Evanston, IL 60201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Miller
7000 N 16 St 120-220
Phoenix, AZ 85020
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrea Lewis
177 Sparrow Drive
Hamilton, NJ 08690
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Silcox
2441 Turnagain Pkwy
Anchorage, AK 99517
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kirsten McGovern
491 Hawkridge Lane
Sykesville, MD 21784
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Charlie Briesch
3323 Mockingbird Ln
Dallas, TX 75205
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Alexander Brice
4407 Samara Dr.
Richmond, VA 23231
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diane Morgan
152-18 Union Tpke. Apt 9b
Flushing, NY 11367
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sara elkins  
38 Barrett St.  
Northampton, MA 01060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Hassan Owainati
957 63rd St.
Oakland, CA 94609
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ted Harmon
532 Espinoza Rd.
Ranch De Taos, NM 87557
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Haberman
53 Llewellyn Ave
Hawthorne, NJ 07506
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Timothy Brennan
804 Garfield St
Mount Vernon, WA 98273
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terry Strother
113 Chestnut Avenue
Washington Grove, MD 20880
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathy L. Bacinelli
38 N. Main St.
Pittston, PA 18640
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edward Alston
317 Lange St.
Marlin, TX 76661
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rick Weber
1530 North Hobson Street
Gilbert, AZ 85233
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rania Bakr
2708 Acorn
Tampa, FL 33613
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Bashaw
2637 Smithfield Dr. #26
Fitchburg, WI 53719
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Tschann
29905 Patterson Ave
Winchester, CA 92596
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dea Maurizi
1821 Fenwick Pl.
Santa Rosa, CA 95401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eugene Radzik
555 Diehl Ave
San Leandro, CA 94577
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathie duncan
1764 Iglehart Ave.
St. Paul, MN 55104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victor Skade
8420 Greenview Ave
Brookfield, IL 60513
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Kaye
456 Windswept Dr
Asheville, NC 28801
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Yvette Van De Ven
9725 Hawfinch Lane
Knoxville, TN 37922
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anna Ciupek
36 Janice Lane
Addison, IL 60101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Houli
5720 Los Osos Vly. Rd.
San Luis Obispo, CA 93405
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Orlando Cordova
241 Barnsworth
El Paso, TX 79932
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jesse Hesch
1608 Propr St Ne
Albuquerque, NM 87112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicole Brennan
1661 S. Deframe St.
Lakewood, CO 80228
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

W tuthill
Pob 922
New London, NH 03257
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlene quetglez
257 Cinnamon Ridge Lane
Davenport, FL 33897
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Kelley
P O. Box 4204
Kenmore, NY 14217
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alice Theibault
7 Foxcroft Ct
Voorhees, NJ 08043
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Traub
448 Old Long Ridge Road
Stamford, CT 06903
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Carol Whitmore
565 W. 169 St.
Nyc, NY 10032
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cecilia Bennett
12746 Emmer Pl
Apple Valley, MN 55124
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matt Richardson
2030 Holly Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90068
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rolando Peralta
673 Red Hill Rd.
Oakland, OR 97462
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacob Wilson
2800 Quebec St. Nw Apt. 938
Washington, DC 20008
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maureen Hafernik
721 Hoshall Drive
Lufkin, TX 75904
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fern Cohn
220 E70th St. Apt 16b
More York, NY 10021
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melissa ebbing
Carriage Rd
Delmar, NY 12054
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Bahman
15804 Desert Poppy Ln
Victorville, CA 92394
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Gunther
824 Henkel Rd
Statesville, NC 28677
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vicky Sanders
1585 S. Spruce St
Denver, CO 80231
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Hall
21 Longuevue Drive
Pittsburgh, PA 15228
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terri Fields
3750 Franko Switch Road
Weatherford, TX 76088
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Law
1999 Burdett Avenue
Troy, NY 12180
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christina whitehurst
4809 Alhambra Circle
Coral Gables, FL 33146
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

January 16, 2013 Mr. B Obama please reject fracked gas exports. In 1988 I received my University money from a natural gas company in Southern California. Years later I left the United States of America without a finished degree because I was constantly at war with the people and person managing my University money. I left because of our extremely changing environment whether it was the climate, toxic plastic, food or water. Anything that is derived from Petroleum, one being natural gas, is a threat to human health. I left because of their, the Petroleum Industries, greed, ignorance and unworldly wisdom which is not wisdom at all. Those who profit the most care the least of our climate change and environment which I know from firsthand experience. I know your Poly Sci Secret Mr. B Obama now do good! MOLERAT Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael De La Vega
P.O. Box 31
Moorpark, CA 93020
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Natalie artz
709 Avon St.
Charlottesville, VA 22902
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Holly Hadfield
1454 E Harrison, #206
Seattle, CA 94133
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Brewer
929 Forest Ave
Chattanooga, TN 37405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Alec Herberholz
301 Heller Dr.
Santa Cruz, CA 95064
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.  

Sincerely,  
Lori Schmidt  
0564 E 100 S  
Hartford City, IN 47348
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Buckmaster
5714 Otter Creek Court, Apt. 1
Eau Claire, WI 54701
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Missy zeitsoff
26665 Seagull Way
Malibu, CA 90265
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victor von Scheele
2851 22 Ave W
Seattle, WA 98199
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rachel Thomas
600 Grove St Ne
Albuquerque, NM 87108
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Leroy Canty Jr
32 Valley View Dr
Windsor, CT 06095
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,  
Desirae Whitaker  
1638 Watwood Road  
Lemob Grove, CA 91945
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kirsten Lovette
217 W Calle Primer Hogar
Tucson, AZ 85706
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Parker Stewart
Heapple Ave 15
Houndsville, AL 36101
Sincerely,

N C
1129
1129, IL 60173
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dennis Rushforth
3806 Spadoni Lane
Gigharbor, WA 98335
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Marilyn Monteagudo
7990 Hampton Blvd
North Lauderdale, FL 33068
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jeffery Kelly
8010 So. Thompson Ave.
Tacoma, WA 98408
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harold Moody
2170 Markham Ave.
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Eva Hagstrom
10531 Sw 118 St
Miami, FL 33176
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cecilia Becker
620 E. Almond Ave.
Orange, CA 92866
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Clarissa Palmieri
4200 Old Fort Rd. #353
Missoula, MT 59804
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marlo Bailey
8052 161st Street
Jamaica, NY 11432
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sister Suzanne Janis
22 Lakeside Ave
Verona, NJ 07044
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jimmie Myers
1018 W Vine St
Champaign, IL 61821
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Lorentsen
1315 S Puget Dr
Renton, WA 98055
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gene Keyes
Prairie Ave.
Champaign, IL 61820
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Abramson
153 Cane Brake Cir.
Toccoa, GA 30577
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Please do not support the gas industry, which needs no support, with the ability to sell fracked gas overseas. Do not let them prosper while ordinary Americans sicken from water contaminated by fracking. Thanks

Sincerely,

Deirdre Hennings
7245 Hillside Ave, #316
Los Angeles, CA 90046
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan catagnus
909 Florence Lane
Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Camilla McCalmont
145 Hillside Ave
Piedmont, CA 94611
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mandeep Sharma
8 Tyndale Rd
Hamilton Sq, NJ 08690
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Michael Thomas
3530 Woodlawn Ave. N.
Seattle, WA 98103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nate Weaver
5071 Blockhouse Road
Liberty, PA 16930
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Callahan
227 Washington St.
Fieldsboro, NJ 08505
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Stipp
19915 Sw 93rd Lane Road
Dunnellon, FL 34432
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Francis Jochum
441 W. Harrison Road
Lombard, IL 60148
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Adrian
27560 Evergreen Rd.
Lathrup Village, MI 48076
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ron Anderson
967 S.Glenora Rd
Dundee, NY 14837
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dale Gennett
3828 Ne Webster St
Portland, OR 97211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Studies have further shown that allowing exportation of natural gas will cause a price increase for the citizens in America who use it.

Sincerely,

Oakey Pruett
508 Sehorn Hollow Rd.
Lexington, VA 24450

CREDO Action 8121
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frances peterson
21403 Nw 227 Drive
High Springs, FL 32643
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alice Wieting
2949 Deepwoods Dr. #6308
Burlington, NC 27215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shirley Klein
36 Geneva Wk
Lo G Beach, CA 90803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maryam Jouzi
106 E. Manning St.
Providence, RI 02906

CREDO Action
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ricky Deodati
820 Gleneagles Drive
York, PA 17404
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Bennett
3268 Teton
Salt Lake City, UT 84109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jodeane Duffer
1512 W. 237th St.
Harbor City, CA 90710
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wiley bolen
111 Nashs Lane
Gladys, VA 24554
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Henry Griffin
2371 Warbler Cir.
Lakeland, FL 33810
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

May Pendergrass98
6911 55th Ave S
Seattle, WA 98118
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Parra
148 Jewett Avenue
Jersey City, NJ 07304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. It doesn’t matter if we have gas or oil, or diesel, we need a planet to live in first. Let’s keep the only one we have in good and healthy conditions. Please listen before it is too late...

Sincerely,

David Colina
7620 Nw 63st
Miami, FL 33166
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Nelson
10870 S .75 Rd
Rapid River, MI 49878
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Alan Atkins
5302 25th St
Detroit, MI 48208
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern: 

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely, 

Madeline Lewek-Franco  
1161 Bonita Avenue, No.1  
Mountain View, CA 94040
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Glory Adams
1216 S Farwell St
Eau Claire, WI 54701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Larsen
295 Kingbird Ct.
Three Bridges, NJ 08887
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ed Williams
2901 Harper
Choctaw, OK 73020
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a GRAVE DANGER TO WATER SUPPLIES IN THE UNITED STATES. IF ALLOWED, IT COULD COMPLETELY RUIN THE WATER SUPPLY OF NEW YORK CITY. THAT WOULD BE AN IRREVERSIBLE DISASTER. Wendell W. Satterthwait New York, New York January 18, 2013

Sincerely,

Wendell W. Satterthwait
New York City, NY 10033
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judy Gleitsman
402 Waterford
Olympia Fields, IL 60461
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Wahl
3010 N Placita Chorro
Tucson, AZ 85715
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Myriam Sas de Guiter
269w 122 St
New York, NY 10027
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Alvin edersheim-haas
46 Bretton Rd
Scarsdale, NY 10583
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tessa lafond
118-40 Metropolitan Ave
Kew Gardens, NY 11415
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Greil
4121 W Tetakusim
Tucson, AZ 85746
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sonja Gardenswartz
1601 Shoreline Hwy
Muir Beach, CA 94965
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Cooper
308 Puddicombe Rd
Midland, GA 30009
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Cappelli
1
Syracuse, NY 13207
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rachel Wu
144-80 Sanford Ave.
Flushing, NY 11355
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Mitchell
2000 Black Rock Road, Box 118
Aurora, NY 13026
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bill Wesemann
1317 S. Reece Rd.
Goddard, KS 67052
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Lima
211 S Beach Blvd.
Anaheim, CA 92804
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Traci West
3837 Martha Road
Kent, OH 44240
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gwendolyn Sky
300 Fir Drive
Cave Junction, OR 97523
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dick And Gail gumness
9769 Norway Lane
Woodruff, WI 54568
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Douglas Kelly
655 Hunt Way
Davis, CA 95616
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Chaimae Houbate
202 Enoch Walk #905
San Antonio, TX 78220
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Fracking is destroying the health and safety of our communities. It is destroying the fabric of communities. Please say NO to fracking.

Sincerely,

Deb Walter
4100 Easy St.
Moab, UT 84532
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jan Slattery
501 Coombs St
Napa, CA 94559
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heidi Sikina
23 Mill Rrd
Harvard, MA 01451
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Huddy
5233 E. Woodspring Dr.
Tucson, AZ 85712
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Moore
Po Box 301
Richmondville, NY 12149
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gabriela Maya
2804 Cortlandt
Houston, TX 77008
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
John Matthews
1616 Art School Road
Chester Springs, PA 19425
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vicki Parsons
2219 Arrowhead Drive E.
New Albany, IN 47150
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Hydraulic fracturing is a threat to American communities, water supply and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sabine Prather
123 Sackett Rd.
Westfield, MA 01085
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Matthew Martin
35 Dorset Ln
Satellite Beach, FL 32937
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. President Obama—please act now for the people, not for mega-oil! We depend on your wisdom! Virginia Lee Colorado Springs, CO

Sincerely,

Virginia Lee
5420 Diamond Dr.
Colorado Springs, CO 80918
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keith Halliday
3530 N Spruce St
Appleton, WI 54914
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gail Padalino
3999 Ny 150
West Sand Lake, NY 12196
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Darlene Chiles
1437 Fairway Ct.
Chaska, MN 55318
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Floersch
605 Dorothy Drive
Goodlettsville, TN 37072
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Alyssa Ciccarello
10 Ocean Pkwy Apt E3
Brooklyn, NY 11218
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurie Loveman
17095 Abbey Road
Chagrin Falls, OH 44023
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Carlson
2348 Sw 16 Ave
Miami, FL 33145
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Virginia Pack
71 Baker St
Berea, OH 44017
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kim Porter
Winston-Salem
Winston-Salem, NC 27106
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deeann Wong
5232 Quaker Hill Lane
San Diego, CA 92130
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Couper
P. O. Box 345
Clinton, NY 13323
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Townill
24037 W Oak St
Plainfield, IL 60544
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Davis
185 Livingston St
Fort Bragg, CA 95437
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We do NOT achieve energy independence by inefficient exporting of our cleaner energy resources like natural gas. The fracking process has many issues directly/adversely affecting nearby homeowners and communities that ABSOLUTELY MUST BE ADDRESSED FIRST BEFORE BLINDLY PLUNGING AHEAD WITH THIS TECHNOLOGY. Recent problems in Northeastern Ohio show that the blind commitment expressed by Gov. John Kasich is NOT the way to carry out energy production.

Sincerely,

Adam Karapandzich
1720 Tinkers View Dr.
Twinsburg, OH 44087
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Char Messinger
20650 Sw Florence St
Aloha, OR 97007
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anjie Cureton
237 Palo Amarillo
Sandia Park, NM 87047
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Troy Heuvelmans
952 Suburban Dr.
De Pere, WI 54115

CREDO Action
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brandye Brown
10122 Cherry Tree Dr.
Dallas, TX 75243
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Caia Lacour
374 Utah Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11213
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Claudia Jessup
802 Apodaca Hill
Santa Fe, NM 87501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Clarence cline
122 Duran St.
Santa Fe, NM 87501
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Manuel Pradilla
10109 Sw 127 Street
Miam, FL 33176
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gabriella Gonzalez
1035 W 77th St.
Hialeah, FL 33014
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Carrington
2 Big Dipper Road
Tijeras, NM 87059
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frances Lukaszewski
8958 Cloverleaf Cir.
Parker, CO 80134
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robin Horn
5959 Plateau Drive
Felton, CA 95018
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Justin Debnam
11904 Pembridge Ln
Raleigh, NC 27613
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carole FarleySerebrier
270 Riverside Drive
Ny, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alison Baden
17514 Stanworth Drive
Dallas, TX 75252
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Laird
37 North Rd.
Chatham, MA 02633
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Madeleine Straubel
1949 Commonwealth Ave
Boston, MA 02135
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Giovanni soto
5
Elmont, NY 11003
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Begley
25 Candlewood Lane
Hanover, MA 02339
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott McClung
249 Planebrook Rd Ste 2
Malvern, PA 19355
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

H. Ann Johnson
14174 Westridge Dr.
Eden Prairie, MN 55347
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Rees
522 21st Street
Oakland, CA 94612
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joyce Champelli
641 N Marion St
Oak Park, IL 60302
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sonja Molchany
2440 Western Ave
Seattle, WA 98121
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mae Francis
8820 Walther Blvd. Apt.15165
Baltimore, MD 21234
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Jessica Chandler
8300 Appian Way
Sebastopol, CA 95472
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dave Pashman
418 Hampton Court
Manalapan, NJ 07726
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marie Vasquez  
1269 Siena Heights Dr.  
Adrian, MI 49221
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jessica Reynolds
8011 Hollow Reed Ct
Frederick, MD 21701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eve Bentley
8867 E 26th
Tucson, AZ 85710
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Candace king
3870 Mt Gilead Church Rd
Pittsboro, NC 27312
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ch Duclos
Route 523
Stockton, NJ 08559
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret Melomo
209 Glen Brook Road
Nyack, NY 10960
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Farr
3277 Galveston Ave
Simi Valley, CA 93063
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Howard leiter
112 Yarrow Way
Langhorne, PA 19047
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Natale
33a Starr Street
New London, CT 06320
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Diamond
3368 Mountain Bluebird St.
Las Vegas, NV 89117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mandira Feldvebel
1125 Forest Rd Nw
Albuquerque, NM 87114
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.  

Sincerely,  

Adrian Scurry  
640 Francisco Apt.1103  
San Francisco, CA 94133
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Samantha Turetsky
35020301 Keys Complex
Gainesville, FL 32612
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James McCarthy
3972 Lora St
Fort Myers, FL 33916
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Myrtle Fairchild
4261 Wirt Street
Omaha, NE 68111
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cherie Harlow
6816 Wayman Ridge
Live Oak, TX 78233
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sandra Green
21201 N.E. 12 Avenue
Miami, FL 33179
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Coyle Veren
151 Cypress Way E, #C107
Naples, FL 34110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Saundra Robinson
138-162 Mlk Blvd A1203
Mewark, NJ 07104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kyle Hoban
100 Maple Way
North Wales, PA 19454
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melissa Mendelsohn
6714 Coral Lake Dr.
Pompano Beach, FL 33063
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Polly Wells
720 North V St.
Pensacola, FL 32505
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wayla Chambo
310 Stroud St.
Denton, TX 76201
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Curtis
Po Box 150
Dexter, OR 97431
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melchor Tabayoyong
1550 Lake Street Apt A
Glendale, CA 91201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kara McVey
1600 Campus Road
Los Angeles, CA 90041
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Adria Rombaugh
9315 Chapel Hill
Kennewick, WA 99336
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Masina Simpson
Po Box 1455
Nevada City, CA 95959
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Rhodes
5298 Bat Cave Rd
Old Fort, NC 28762
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Osburne
445 Ne 9th
Newport, OR 97365
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Aneta Wolko
193 "A" Tomahawk St.
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Harris
4495 West Road
Cortland, NY 13045
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Clay Barcus
500 Hyde Street, Apt.501
San Francisco, CA 94109
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Karin Glinden
286 Millcreek Lane
Trinidad, CA 95570
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jessica blenio
886 Castlewood Dr., Unit #1
Los Gatos, CA 95032
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Water is becoming a very scarce, but important necessity. With severe droughts in the central and south west part of our country, we CANNOT afford to use it, loaded with chemicals to gain some energy for a few. There is solar, wind, and hydro that is cheaper and better for the environment. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Please have the COURAGE to stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Kepner
3 River Lane
York, ME 03909
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Sprengel
3206 W. Loomis Rd.
Greenfield, WI 53221
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Aurora Ackley
319 Broad St
New London, CT 06320
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mary Hoell
5823 Robin Hood Dr
El Sobrante, CA 94803
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Jaffe
5955 W. 8th St.
Los Angeles, CA 90036
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Tim Rossiter
83a North Champlain Street
Burlington, VT 05401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Julie Tovarnak
203 B East 6th Ave
Durango, CO 81301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Marsh
857 Union Street
Arcata, CA 95521
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Angela McCune
843 Prairie Lawn Rd.
Glenview, IL 60025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tyler Federowski
1548 East Hedrick Dr #8
Tucson, AZ 85719
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Travis Howard
1054 Landview
Orlando, FL 32828
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eileen Schwartz
2006 Phillippy Road
Greencastle, PA 17225
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacy Good
254 Martine Ave, Apt 4c
White Plains, NY 10601
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Juanita Hull
5533 S 1200 W
Riverdale, UT 84405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary DeMocker
1428 E 21st Ave
Eugene, OR 97403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phillip Mintz
1004 Third St. Apt. 403
Bowling Green, OH 43402
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Buchan
501 Frankfort Way
Waverly, MN 55390
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nan Morrissette
9828 Se 198th Circle
Dunnellon, FL 34432
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Jessica Evans
1220 S 120th
Omaha, NE 68144
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Megan greenawalt
6012 Cricket Rd
Flourtown, PA 19031
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sue Harings
W10070 State Road 29
River Falls, WI 54022
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please use intelligence over profits. And please invest in Renewable Energy and incentives for homeowners. Thank you Sir, Alley

Sincerely,

Alorie Mayer
1080 Willa Street
Eugene, OR 97404
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Abramson
100 Vantage Terr Apt. 401
Swampscott, MA 01907
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Minehan
334 Park Ave
Saranac Lake, NY 12983
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ling Vargas
536 Pershing Ave
Lancaster, PA 17602
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chelsea Gagne
13422 Village Circle Apt. 222
Tampa, FL 33617
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Paige Porter
2564 Cr H
Clovis, NM 88101
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fred Kozak
19 Waters Edge
Marstons Mills, MA 02648
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jamie Kitson
3006 Nassau St
Everett, WA 98201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Grillotti
1430 Olive St
Eugene, OR 97401
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Meriam Rosen
4740 Connecticut Ave. Nw #316
Washington, DC 20008
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Chloe Weber
562 48th Street Apt 2
Brooklyn, NY 11220
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stephan Zarzecki
1150 Sultan Ave
Opa Locka, FL 33054
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Juan Robayo
2147 Selby Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Aryeh Wineman
147 Round Hill Road
Northampton, MA 01060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Justin Malick
3609 Sequoia Drive
East Stroudsburg, PA 18302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vic soboleski
1045 Old Colony Rd
Meriden, CT 06451
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Christy Smith-Nichols
231 Old Ithaca Rd.
Horseheads, NY 14845
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tiffany VanderZanden
3561 Pattison St
Eugene, OR 97402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrea Penkower Rosen
110 Riverside Drive
New York, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Kawszan
19206 Holly Shade Ct
Spring, TX 77379
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Miller
5454 Hartford Court
Macungie, PA 18062
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ajay Puri
123 West 19 Street
Hunt Sta, NY 11746
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Virginia Russell
9561 Daly Rd
Cincinnati, OH 45231
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Golden
193 Upland Road
Kingssttoon, NY 12401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Fleming
2515 Central Ave Apt H
Alameda, CA 94501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Candace Lynch
1605 Mackenie Lane
Cedar Park, TX 78613
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Francis itzoe
22 E Franklin St
New Freedom, PA 17349
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe Wiederhold
150 El Camino Real
White Salmon, WA 98672
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Middleton
35 Hannum St
Skaneateles, NY 13152
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Topper
610 W Hale Ave
Moab, UT 84532
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Angel Marquez
666 W. Germantown Pike 1718
Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adria Katz
152 Clover Lane
Princeton, NJ 08540
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sayantan Biswas
Philadelphia
Philadelphia, PA 19144
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Colin Melville
Po Box 550677
South Lake Tahoe, CA 96155
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. stop the fracking and destroying our water resources and then to add insult to injury selling the gas overseas.... it's all about the greedy corporations... did you forget your roots.

Sincerely,

Alice Stacionis
3528 Inglenook Lane
Rockford, IL 61114
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Howard Elliott
31951 Sunset Ave.
Laguna Beach, CA 92651
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Ackerman
1545 Adriel Ct.
Ft. Collins, CO 80524
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Smith
17221 69th St N
Loxahatchee, FL 33470
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jackson Gardner
3715 Redwood Circle
Palo Alto, CA 94306
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jayson Jackson
6276 Hollow Wood Circle
Loveland, OH 45140
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teresa Jenkins
907 Tanager Ct
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jessica Chen  
1035 70th Street  
Brooklyn, NY 11228
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rex Lisman
25194 West State Hwy 28
Bluffton, AR 72827
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. SERIOUSLY!!!!!!

Sincerely,

Suzanne Hachey
875 Mullen Rd
Stetson, ME 04488
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Weingarten
9716 Falling Star Ave.
Las Vegas, NV 89117
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Matthew Clark
161 Seminole Dr
Farmington, ME 04938
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Scott Cooley
221qqqqq
Vancouver, WA 98685
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Louis Casillas
884 N Cholla St
Chandler, AZ 85224
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Tiffany
3415 Manchester Dr
Caldwell, ID 83605
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paula Rusterholz
2787 Marion St
Roseville, MN 55113
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jessie Tallarico
820 Marshall Road
New Richmond, WI 54017
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Crawford
200 N. Homewood Ave
Pittsburgh, PA 15208
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mikhail Viznyuk
5208 Sandy Dr
Lewis Center, OH 43035
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patrick Lanigan
11 Timber Labe
Northport, NY 11768
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Anthony Trujillo
P.O. Box 515
Bosque, NM 87006
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gail Winston winston
704 N. Maui Lane, Palm Springs
City, CA 92264
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Mosesman
4643 Rosemont Ave.
La Crescenta, CA 91214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lucas Emmert
512 Washington Ave
Golden, CO 80403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arnold And Carolyn Dischler
1565 180th Avenue
West Point, IA 52656
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kim Stryker
200 Teasel Ct.
Whitehouse Station, NJ 08889
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adele Gamble
1608 Woodhue Avenue
Santa Rosa, CA 95403
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steven Buschman
25 Perry Street
Auburn, NY 13021
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Hagel
8 Renault Drive
Flanders, NJ 07836
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Garry Dolley
13188 Whistler Ave.
Granada Hills, CA 91344
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stacey Ballard
Po Box 2564
South Lake Tahoe, CA 96158
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michelle Varni
1153 East 23rd Street
Merced, CA 95340
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Justin Ganz
14 Red Cedar Ct
San Rafael, CA 94903
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Michael
866 Crabapple Lane
Estes Park, CO 80517
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julie Miyasaki
6635 Willow Creek Road
Montague, CA 96064
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Melissa Jessinowski
R.R. 6 Box 6675
East Stroudsburg, PA 18302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

First Name last name
Street Address
City, TX 76051
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Moderhack
2717 W. Sunnyside Ave.
Chicago, IL 60625
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Darilyn Martin
130 Sandridge Ave
Park City, UT 84060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Johnson
9962 Sw 54th Lane
Gainesville, FL 32608
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Lemlow  
43a Bishop Rd  
Crockett, CA 94525
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Parsons
2822 Garber St
Berkeley, CA 94705
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Macrae
61 Pleasant Pond Ln
Litchfield, ME 04350
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dolores Caruso
29 Broadleaf Drive
Clifton Park, NY 12065
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shirley Steffen
579 Ne Plantation Rd. #S.304
Stuart, FL 34996
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elaine Kelly
8808 Yankee Dr. Ne
Albuquerque, NM 87109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Oliver Guardo
2053 Reston Circle
Royal Palm Beach, FL 33411
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Guy Leopold
668 Park Ave
Huntington, NY 11743
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Burkett
1075 Arbour Lane
Quakertown, PA 18951
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vicki Clark
1838 Galli Drive
Vineland, NJ 08361
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Hedrick
4704 Stiller Street
Raleigh, NC 27609
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jaime Settle
6391 1st Ave. N
St. Petersburg, FL 33710
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric Ducos
217 Karins Blvd
Townsend, DE 19734
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Virginia Schuetz
Settlers Village Circle
Cranberry, PA 16066
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheryl Reese
7053 Vielta Vistoso
Santa Fe, NM 87507
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jeremy Hatch
2208 Rio Drive
Rapid City, SD 57702
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Lubker  
525 Westview St.  
Philadelphia, PA 19119
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brittany Pimentel
12033 Coldwater Rd
Flushing, MI 48433
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Griffith
2141 Mcarthur Ave
Colorado Springs, CO 80909
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ernest Pacheco
22650 Main St
Hayward, CA 94541
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

The Dennis Family
22311 Butterfield
Mission Viejo, CA 92692
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alacoque Arbetman
8680 Sunbird Pl
Boca Raton, FL 33496
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Jespersen
901 Seminole Road
Frederick, MD 21701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Americans believe that you are a person that will do the right thing. Let’s follow that trend here and say NO to fracking!

Sincerely,

Mary Miguez
103 Redwood Street
Cortlandt Manor,, NY 10567
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. No freakin frackin! Solar, wind, wave, bio, geothermal instead.

Sincerely,

Stephen Lucas
18727 Louise Ct
Salinas, CA 93906
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Wurzel
325 Winding Way
Merion, PA 19066
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas Mayfield
13 Saint John Blvd
Englewood, FL 34223
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Mike Firenze
530 K St
San Diego, CA 92101
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Siladitya Dey
San Andres St
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Buck Pilkenton
39203 Deer Creek Road
Sumpter, OR 97877
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Franklin Pursell
3270 State Route 45
Milton, PA 17847
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sam Smith
Southgale Rd
Denison, TX 75021
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Valerie Beard
2019 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95811
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cathy Hoskins
239 North Street
Chambersburg, PA 17201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gary Ballard
1604 Saint Ann Street
Jackson, MS 39202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. What about our quality of water? We need to know what they are putting in the water and how it will affect the people and land.

Sincerely,

Sharon Butz
1381 Crest Dr
Chaska, MN 55318
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Connie And Dave Tunnell
7964 Rancho Fanita Dr.
Santee, CA 92071
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra R Optenberg
101 Elliott Lane #302
Oregon, WI 53575
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Hayes
401 N Congress Ave
Polo, IL 61064
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jonathan Tanguma
122 Covent Drive
Kyle, TX 78640
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Catherine Dooley
6621 Revell Road
Tracys Landing, MD 20779
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Hashman
8462 Owens Ct
Arvada, CO 80005
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Heidar Fadae
308 W. 103rd St.
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pat Simmons
4301 Creighton Road
Pensacola, FL 32504
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Pederson
7331 S. E. Augusta Court
Hillsboro, OR 97123
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Florence Yospe
40 Da Vinci
Lake Oswego, OR 97035
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Kent
217 W 800 S
Bountiful, UT 84010
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kelly Weber
Floral Rd.
Albuquerque, NM 87104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Gus Weinstein
1902 Ocean Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11230
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ben Jones
211 Wright St #206
Lakewood, CO 80228
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Terrance schrammen
859 No Mcknight Rd
Saint Paul, MN 55119
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christos Georgiafentis
5349 N. Mcvicker
Chicago, IL 60630
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diego Medina
48 Evergreen Hill Drive
Etowah, NC 28729
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Wolff
4817 E Temple Heights Rd #208b
Tampa, FL 33617
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Linda Gehre
555 Ygnacio Valley Road. Unit#224
Walnut Creek, CA 94596
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Hubbard
2206 Vadalabene Drive
Maryville, IL 62062
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jules Davis
1171 Eighth Street
Baywood Park, CA 93402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Kwok
2641 1/2 Muscatel Avenue
Rosemead, CA 91770
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Giannie Couji
225 Adams St
Brooklyn, NY 11201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Holly MATICIC
1515 E. Broward Blvd. #216
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33301
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Horn  
13421 Sw 96th Avenue  
Miami, FL 33176
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Rachel Brown
357 15th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11214
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Bauer
21976 Palm Grass Drive
Boca Raton, FL 33428
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Jeffrey
52 Olive Branch Rd
Turtle Creek, WV 25203
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Myrick
1073 W. Placita Vargas
Green Valley, AZ 85614
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Cynamon
7 Pebble Hill Road North
Dewitt, NY 13214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John ruhl
16 Joe Ent Road
Flemington, NJ 08822
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Pearson
8850 Centennial Circle
Anchorage, AK 99504
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lori Kohler
614 Asilomar
Soledad, CA 94110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ronna Schwalk
11726 Military Rd Sw
Lakewood, WA 98498
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teal George
9060 E. La Posada Dr.
Scottsdale, AZ 85255
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Monica Sondej  
105 Crosswalk Circle  
Syracuse, NY 13209
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Farrow
1511 East Stanford Street
Lubbock, TX 79403
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Timothy Mandeville
465 Us Highway 206
Montague, NJ 07827
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Clister
640 Bolyard Rd
Bruceton Mills, WV 26525
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Gerald Arthur
644 Hunterdon Street
Newark, NJ 07108
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elaine Birgin
3203 Coral Lane Ne
Rochester, MN 55906
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study 
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Galante  
5209 Red Wing Court  
Fuquay Varina, NC 27526
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Renee Hersey
4807 Broadview Rd
Richfield, OH 44286
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jessica Denham
212 La Quinta Dr.
Windsor, CA 95492
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Sam brodsgaard
5212 Partridge Rd
Fort Worth, TX 76132
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Montee
714 Hammonds Branch Rd
Odenton, MD 21113
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dj Myers
789 Blackmoor Gate Lane
St. Augustine, FL 32084
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Kyleigh Zimmerer
221 1st Street
Lindsay, TX 76250
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Soper
10798 Pheasant Ct.
Sister Bay, WI 54234
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Roach
205 Richland Lane
Madison, WI 53705
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kyle O’Hara
1333 Jefferson Street Apt F
Napa, CA 94559
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eileen Garren
245 E. 63rd St.
New York, NY 10065
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Matranga
140 Village Green Drive
Port Jefferson Station, NY 11776
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Raymie Roland
1609 Neotomas Ave
Santa Rosa, CA 95405
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tara Higgins
67 1st Street
Locust Valley, NY 11560
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Kessler
Lincoln, 2 Se 1st
Carmel, CA 93921
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

I can’t believe our government would sacrifice our land, water and environment to export fracked gas. NO NO NO. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dona Leiper
13421 W 25th Ave
Golden, CO 80401
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tim O’Neill
15 Carter Rd
East Brunswick, NJ 08816
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Alan Johnson-McNutt
2339 Haverford Rd., Apt. D
Ardmore, PA 19003
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Peltan
23334 Lakewood
Clinton Twp, MI 48035
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lori Rice
1335 Quincy St.
Port Townsend, WA 98368
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Robert Jamerson
1724 2nd St Ne
Canton, OH 44704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Annette Shamey
3044 Linda Lane
Santa Monica, CA 90405
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Foster
519 W Keech Ave
Ann Arbor, MI 48103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Elam
5124 Arlene Ct
San Diego, CA 92117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We must support our natural resources and our planet for future generations.

Sincerely,

Leona Rustin
5533 Hayter Ave.
Lakewood, Ca, CA 90712
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shane Avion
2609 Beacon St
Colorado Springs, CO 80907
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erica Brinker
25 Bedminster Rd
Randolph, NJ 07869
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kirk Wuest
2829 Birdsall Ave.
Oakland, CA 94619
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Gower
397 Marlborough Rd.
Brooklyn, NY 11226
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. We can NOT ruin our land in order to feed the gas companies. Studies are showing chemicals in our food and water sources that are ominous fore warnings of what could happen to not just our country, but our planet. Keep your promise: help heal the planet!

Sincerely,

Sheila McDonnal
1833 13th Avenue
Seattle, WA 98122
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kris Nottingham
359 Main St
Pleasureville, KY 40057
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynda Dyar
111 Cedar St
Jenkintown, PA 19046
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Ben Rieker
1609 Seegar Road
Pittsburgh, PA 15241
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dwayne Joines
3201 Stream Side Road Apt 33
Raleigh, NC 27613
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Douglas Nelson
226 Washington Street
Ligonier, PA 15658
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susanne Hojlo
168 Bryant Rd
Manchester, NH 03109
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christina Rawinski
5 Leicester St
Brighton, MA 02135
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. As a Municipal Water Treatment operator I am especially concerned about the effects on our drinking water supply, our environment and the added burden on local governments to provide clean water to rural areas whose water may be spoiled forever.

Sincerely,

Peter Benson
8411 Trenton Falls Rd
Barneveld, NY 13304
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ruth Zachary
2629 14th Ave Ct
Greeley, Co, CO 80631
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sue Abbott-Jones
7 Basil Hill Way
Bloomingdale, NY 12913
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matt Loach
141 Broad St.
Plattsburgh, NY 12901
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cindy Comaduran
P.O. Box 3405
Dana Point, CA 92629
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lesley Culhane
705 Anacapa Drive
Camarillo, CA 93010
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alison Heffelfinger  
253 Belfast Rd  
Wind Gap, PA 18091
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alta Dezort
345 Poplar Run Rd
Normalville, PA 15469
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marty Rourke
81 Ruby Rd.
Dracut, MA 01826
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jacklyn Alford
11703 North Oaks Drive
Austin, TX 78753
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth McDonald
22 North Voluntario Street
Santa Barbara, CA 93103
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cindy Timmins
8376 Highway 29 North
Danielsville, GA 30633
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tamar Bedolfe
332727 Ocean Hill Drive
Dana Point, CA 92629
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sammie Doering
Pobox 44
Clarendon, TX 79226
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Edwin Protacio
2831 Woodsorrel Dr
Chino Hills, CA 91709
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chuck Hailes
5203 Columbus Pl
Oxnard, CA 93033
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paula Allmaras
1932 Ashland Avenue
Saint Paul, MN 55104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Padronaggio
210 Coolidge Drive
East Meadow, NY 11554
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ann Griffin
3550 Nyland Way
Lafayette, CO 80026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teresa Leonard
5384 N Paseo De La Terraza
Tucson, AZ 85750
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ellen Leonard
945 Mayfair Lane
Grants Pass, OR 97527
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cameron McAllister
1941 S. Dexter St.
Denver, CO 80222
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Frantz Andersen
191
Accord, NY 12404
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julian Dichiara
11926 Sylvan Beach Walk
Vashon, WA 98070
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Irene halloran
127 Peregrine Rd.
Abington, MA 02351
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ione Mieure
1084 N. Michigan Ave
Pasadena, CA 91104
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bernadine Hernden
16455 Kingston
Fraser, MI 48026
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tex Arcana
7951 Collin-McKinney Pkwy
Mckinney, TX 75070
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ravi Grover
Pob 802103
Chicago, IL 60680
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Geoffrey Wadsworth
655 Beach St
San Francisco, CA 94109
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Mason
1650 Carolina Ave
Bristol, TN 37620
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Ricciato
2 Sherman St.
Roslindale, MA 02131
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jessica Ristoff
5691 Highway 31e
Westmoreland, TN 37186
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Bolles
182 Norwood Ave
New London, CT 06320
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Deborah Gelep
123 McMullen Booth Rd #122
Clearwater, FL 33759
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Honig
83 Cassata Court
West Babylon, NY 11704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Arthur Connor
54227 Pine Crest Ave Po Box 3317
Idyllwild, CA 92549
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Glen Aponte
742b Metcalf Avenue
Bronx, NY 10473
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Sincerely, Nancy Niklas

Sincerely,

Nancy Niklas
2855 Work Road
Ravenna, OH 44266
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nicholas Pruszynski
15300 Hampden St.
Taylor, MI 48180
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Terry Roper
305 Highlands St
College Station, TX 77840
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bernard Swierszcz
23 Kenyon St
Clifton, NJ 07013
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Zarah Newton
812 Augusta St
W Cola, SC 29169
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karl Schueler
43354 Co 27w
Rushford, MN 55971
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rowen Kade
1020 Ne 125th St Apt 19
Seattle, WA 98125
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bec Pierce
180 East Mize Rd
Demorest, GA 30535
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Gallagher
1214 75th St. W.
Bradenton, FL 34209
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Denise Tugadi  
96 Peachtree Street  
Nashville, TN 37210
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Alyssa Kallal
2001 Pintail Dr
Longmont, CO 80504
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Agolino
27 Sturmer St.
Pittston, PA 18643
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Andrew Gass
Po Box710451
Houston, TX 77271
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lotte Colbert
1111 S. Holt Ave #4
L, CA 90035
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Cody Whitewolf
995 Pomona Road # 3
Corona, CA 92882
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Justice
1309 Spring St
Houston, TX 77007
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Cathy Joly
406 General Miller Hwy
Temple, NH 03084
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vera thrush
Po. Box 262
Dupont, CO 80024
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stuart shapiro
86-15 Broadway
Elmhurst, NY 11373
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brad Hanan
130 Lakeville Circle
Petaluma, CA 94954
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Meredith McClain
2612 24th
Lubbock, TX 79410
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Moore
1620 Woodbay
Kissimmee, FL 34744
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sarah Koolsbergen
300 Trapelo Rd Apt 21
Belmont, MA 02478
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Linda Martin
Se
Portland, OR 97206
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Mohsen shenas
1134 Cr4425
Whitewright, TX 75491
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan Holdorf
1100 Huntington Dr
Fayetteville, AR 72701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sara Peterson
411 Walnut St #9322
Green Cove Springs, FL 32043
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry Walls
2844 Meadowbrook Dr.
Plano, TX 75075
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kate Peiser
33 20 214 Th Place
Bayside, NY 11361
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sue Yarnes
Po Box 888
Berwick, PA 18603
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Nita AMAR
6330 Fairfax National Way
Centreville, VA 20120
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kurt Facco
207 Firefly Drive
Carbondale, IL 62903
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nadene Falagan
3 North Second Street
Roberts, MT 59070
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Ozer
59 Munroe Road
Lexington, MA 02421
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Douglas Perry
170 West End
Ny, NY 10023
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Edward Peters
22403 Homestead Rd
Clovis, CA 93619
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sophia Uddin
3114 N. Calvert St.
Baltimore, MD 21218
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jc Crump
449 Clanton Ave
Montgomery, AL 36104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe Charogoff
1280 Boynton Street #23
Glendale, CA 91205
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Bergsten
3309 Se 13th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charlotte Kenan
6760 E. 17th St.
Tucson, AZ 85710
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Lucia Maldonado
626 N Gilwood Ave La Puente Ca
La Puente, CA 91744
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary Anne Britton
601 North Tenth St.
Selinsgrove, PA 17870
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jan Brattain
46572 Old 77 Vesper Lane
Clatskanie, OR 97016
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Sadowski
43 Serpens Ct
Rosedale, MD 21237
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeff Talbot
4470 Swallowtail Court
Redding, CA 96003
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eugene Blue
204 East Hatch St. Apt. 2
Sturgis, MI 49091
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Yoquelet
55 Castle Court
Auburn, IN 46706
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lori Goodwin
1740 Mountain Rd.
Washington Island, WI 54246
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Terri Crockett
6090 36th Terr N
St. Petersburg, FL 33710
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tracy Hendon
3021 St. Clair St.
Bellingham, WA 98226
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sue Hasegawa
Po Box 885
Frisco, CO 80443
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Adam Burke
2130 N 3rd Ave
Whitehall, PA 18052
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe Bickner
6220 Prospect Niche Street
North Las Vegas, NV 89031
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Strider Wise
522 Douglass St
San Francisco, CA 94114
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Howard Porter
416 Dismukes Avenue
Mobile, AL 36610
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Crystal Elston
4745 Avedon Road
Moorpark, CA 93021
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Morenataylor Taylor
1622 Fordem
Madison, WI 53704
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Taylor Edelhart
400 Broome Street
New York, NY 10013
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Lee
110 Riverside Drive
New York, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John sutton
171 18th St.
Sprks, NV 89431
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurence Malony
16797 Se 130th Ave.
Clackamas, OR 97015
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Chapman
4622 E. Gelding Drive
Phoenix, AZ 85032
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sheila Miracle
1439 Minstrel Dr. #4
Dayton, OH 45449
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kelly Walsh
2051 W Arthur
Chicago, IL 60645
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anthony Becker
311 Bay Drive
Massapequa, NY 11758
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maureen Beverley
1101 Volunteer Pkwy
Bristol, TN 37620
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Liberty
50 Cliff Rd Apt 3
Saranac Lake, NY 12983
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lola Barry
1322 N. Holladay #25
Seaside, OR 97138
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Crispin Garcia
W332 S5424 Hood Parkway
North Prairie, WI 53153
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Josh Hemm
1770 Pine Meadow Dr Se
Albany, OR 97322
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. My friends in upstate PA have had their land badly destroyed by leaking methane gas. Please don’t allow anymore fracking! I’ve seen the damage it can do. Laura Elser 54 Maverick Street Marblehead MA 01945

Sincerely,

Laura Elser
54 Maverick St.
Marblehead, MA 01945
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Aaron Schmidt
2701 Sw 16th Place
Ocala, FL 34474
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lori Fehr
6730 Blanch Drive
Lorton, VA 22079
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Penisten
32575 Greenly Street
Sonora, CA 95370
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Nancy Westmoreland
538 Spring Street
Commerce, GA 30529
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Wages
410 Nuestra Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Auteri
1600 Spring Valley Road
Bethlehem, PA 18015
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Roger Nott
P. O. Box 2324
Gainesville, GA 30503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Doukas
1524 Monmouth Dr
Richmond, VA 23238
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Boudicia Peters
929 Wilson Street
Boyne City, MI 49712
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Fracking threatens fresh water. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Kolkebeck
131 Hay Street
Park Forest, IL 60466
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Joseph
415 Cherrywood Apts
Clementon, NJ 08021
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alice Lawson
35 Emerson Road
East Walpole, MA 02032
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sylvia Oakescrabtree
319 East Craig Place
San Antonio, TX 78212
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Gina Jones
3275 Randall Blvd
Naples, FL 34120
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kathy Acciola
P.O. Box 958
Coventry, RI 02816
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Karen Stine
6521 Secrest Ct
Tampa, FL 33625
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William bonifas
135 Corliss
Eugene, OR 97404
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laurie Davidson
11619 Calle Paracho
San Diego, CA 92128
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Damian Cecere
140 S. Maple Drive #304
Beverly Hills, CA 90212
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to local communities and global climate. Allowing fracked-gas exports increases the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Please consider that we can have a robust economy, as well as protect our communities and our planet, by lessening our dependence on fossil fuel. Take this opportunity to reduce the influence the fossil fuel industry has in our economy and politics. I encourage you to deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Williams
960 Dominican Way
Ukiah, CA 95482
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Howard  
P. O. Box 1211  
Mulino, OR 97042
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Francis Henninger
646 Robins Gate
Akron, OH 44319
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Winston Kaehler
1712 Palace Avenue
Saint Paul, MN 55105
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Armando Lopez
15404 Williams Ave
Compton, CA 90221
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Destiny Pannell
917 Dreiling Rd
Junction City, KS 66441
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Caesar Pascual, MSW
200 Oceangate, Suite 100
Long Beach, CA 90802
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brandy Perry  
470 Melody Lane  
Upper Lake, CA 95485
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Larry Barron
3137 Redwood St
San Diego, CA 92104
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cornelia Wenokor
368 Hillside Place
South Orange, NJ 07079
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dov Sniderman
1111 Default St.
Los Angeles, CA 90019
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Scott Graham
760 Ranck Road
Morgantown, PA 19543
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shaun Franks  
321 Engle  
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bob Dittmeier
25 William St
Farmingdale, NY 11735
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lynn Assalil
1560 Sw 191st Terr
Hollywood, FL 33029
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kat Wickersham
4517 University Way Ne
Seattle, WA 98105
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teresa Boardwine
100 Rock Mills Rd.
Castleton, VA 22716
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Elizabeth King
16 Washington St.
Stoneham, MA 02180
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Rachel Sakai
30 William St
Clifton, NJ 07014
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Janice jagodzinski
4875 Hyde Rd
Manlius, NY 13104
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Popper
3 Lee Rd
Manalapan, NJ 07726
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Horacio D’Agostino
920 Ockley Dr.
Shreveport, LA 71106
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Soukup
Po Box 18908
Raleigh, NC 27619
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Frack no! Don’t be the president responsible for ruining our country and our earth. Let George W. Bush have that dubious honor.

Sincerely,

Susan Allsop
54 Mineral Springs Rd.
Livingston Manor, NY 12758
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Kaylen
14778 Sivertson
Bainbridge Island, WA 98110
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Whitehouse
6820 5th Way Se
Olympia, WA 98503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Daniel Williams
7718 8th Court South
Birmingham, AL 35206
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Clesen
1944 Woodhaven Drive
Bartlett, IL 60103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Donald Vallett
6206 W 8th St Greeley Co
Greeley, CO 80634
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sebastian Allen
4522 N Agnes Ave
Kansas City, MO 64117
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jill Perin
6 Willow Drive
Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lucy Danks
225 Genesee St Apt 2
Geneva, NY 14456
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alex steckel
269 N Street
Slc, UT 84103
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Michaud
28 Stanwyck Dr
Iowa City, IA 52240
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

As members of our great American government making determinations on fracking, you are also an important role-player as steward of our beautiful planet. Choose to protect it and our people by insisting on renewable energy sources and banning toxic, destructive practices like fracking. Tens of millions of gallons of water and toxic chemical cocktails being pumped into our earth—is diametrically opposed to providing citizens with water to meet their needs. Water is a gift of life and our south, central states still suffer extraordinary drought—how can we allow necessary water for crops and human life to be pumped underground! It boggles the mind. Take responsible stewardship and do not allow and/or promote fracking. You have a legacy.

Sincerely,

Christina Fernandez
252 W 136 St
Nyc, NY 10030
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Whatever we do we need to proceed cautiously and seek clean energy development solutions that do not harm our environment.

Sincerely,

Jackie Nixon
3123 Gaylord Ave
Pittsburgh, PA 15216
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matthew Shimer
5644 Hempstead Rd., Apt 4
Pittsburgh, PA 15217
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anne Farrell
612 3rd Ave
Decatur, GA 30030
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Streifford
801 Allforth Place
Cary, NC 27519
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Please consider a more proactive option of encouraging alternative sources of energy, e.g. solar, wind, and other new, earth and human friendly technology. Thank you, Susan Griebel

Sincerely,

Susan Griebel
12327 170th St
New Ulm, MN 56073
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beth Malitz
304 Yaupon Valley Road
Austin, TX 78746
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy Roberts
1448 W Summer Poppy
St. George, UT 84790
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sue McNally
35 Almy Street
Newport, RI 02840
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Malave
579 Somerville Ave
Somerville, MA 02143
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Enough is enough. Please, please, please do not allow fracking. There are too many unanswered questions with this process, and by the outward look of all the research, it is not a positive to any individual or entity except the gas industry which has a very negative record at responsible business practices.

Sincerely,

Rich Nichols
2615 West 7380 South
West Jordan, UT 84084
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

David Halley
805 Cardinal Lane
Austin, TX 78704
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Jorissen
8817 Oakmont Dr.
Santa Rosa, CA 95409
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Patricia Wing
9939 Brunswick Ct
San Ramon, CA 94583
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Hartzell
P.O. Box 304
Hudson, IL 61748
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Naomi Harel
240 Ashley Drive
Rochester, NY 14620
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kate Drendel
301 Devoe St
New York, NY 11211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michele Klingensmith
298 Hillcrest Drive
Trafford, PA 15085
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris Cole
370 Blackburn Ave
Ashland, KY 41101
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Josi Gebhardt
3700 E. Orchard Rd.
Littleton, CO 80121
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lorraine Pawson
8255 State Route 28
Barneveld, NY 13304
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Teresa Helgeson
3500 S King St
Sheridan, CO 80236
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Glenn gates
113 Long Ave
North Aurora, IL 60542
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Evelyn Pietrowski-Ciullo
1145 Madison St Ne
Salem, OR 97301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Bernhardt
1616 Sycamore Lane
Davis, CA 95616
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Peter Maurer
36 Old Barn Circle
Penfield, NY 14526
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mario melo
30 Lincoln Ave
Riverside, RI 02915
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ericka King
3366 North Clark Street
Chicago, IL 60657
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Adam Butler
6216 Rowsley St.
Wilmington, NC 28409
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Gas produced by fracking should be used domestically to reduce our needs for oil imports. Allowing fracked gas exports would maintain the United States dependence on foreign oil. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Sincerely Mike Jacquemin Oxford Ohio, 45056

Sincerely,

Mike Jacquemin
4326 Stephenson Rd
Oxford, OH 45056
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric soencksen
1211 Decatur St
Brooklyn, NY 11207
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nadja Felton
211 Westminster Rd.
West Palm Beach, FL 33405
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kelsey Taylor
424 Maple Street
Browndale, PA 18421
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Geeson
22353 Spring St
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Davies
1497 East Broadway
Unalaska, AK 99685
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Why should the gas corporations profit from risking the health and lives of anybody by fracking or any other means?

Sincerely,

Sven Pedersen
3025 S. Emerson Way
Englewood, CO 80113
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kevin Norton
169 Reldyes Ave
Leonia, NJ 07605
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bruce Keller
272 Ferndale Ave
South San Francisco, CA 94080
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Samantha Dewan
5418 Preston Haven Drive
Dallas, TX 75229
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Daca
80 Huntington St 213
Huntington Beach, CA 92648
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Rick Sanft
8801 San Rio Dr
Buena Park, CA 90620
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean Baker-Stapleton
2668 Waverly Court
Chico, CA 95973
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Hall
809 Eastmoor Dr.
Iowa City, IA 52246
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Smith
4432 Albert St
Oakland, CA 94619
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Warren Spicer
301 Lakeview Ave., Unit B
Pacifica, CA 94044
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary henry
Pines Bridge Rd.
New Castle, NY 10545
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Victor Perahia
1440 Port Washington Blvd
Port Washington, NY 11050
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Fritz
Vine
Grandville, MI 49418
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Consuelo kammerer
4742 Libertyrd. S
Salem, OR 97302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shirley Jones
530 South Locust St.
Vandalia, IL 62471
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tammra Sanders
6343 Wedgewood Dr.
Sylvania, OH 43560
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Daniel Gutierrez
729 Poinsettia Ave. #34
Sebring, FL 33870
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Otto
216 W Overlook Mountain Rd
Buda, TX 78610
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Kelley
116 White St
Belmont, MA 02478
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anita Schmitz
102 Goodnough Road
Afton, NY 13730
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara yurchuck
Pobox2547
Sausalito, CA 94966
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Anand Sethi
111-19 Jamaica Avenue, Richmond Hill, Ny
Richmond Hill, NY 11418
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen nilsen
150 Raccoon Ln
Ben Lomond, CA 95005
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Bright
1427 Larry Joe Dr.
Cincinnati, OH 45230
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harold lowenfels
2845 Lenox St
Toms River, NJ 08755
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Steve Rutkowski
9015 N New York Ave
Portland, OR 97203
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Hugi
563 Logan Road
Mansfield, OH 44907
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janet Monfredini
130 Santa Monica Way
San Francisco, CA 94127
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Newport
1231 Downing St, Apt 103
Denver, CO 80218
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandra Creswell
6178 Parks Road
Huntingdon, PA 16652
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sondee Lima
455 Bahama Drive
Indialantic, FL 32903
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kara Christenson
1963 Howard Hill Rd
Newark Valley, NY 13811
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Colette Downes
608 E. Frontier St.
Payson, AZ 85541
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. No amount of money is worth the destruction that fracking does to the environment. When water sources are ruined, we aren’t going to get them back. Some day, clean water will be worth more than oil. We can live without more oil money. We can’t live without water.

Sincerely,

Lucy Haskins
44a Joy Street
Boston, MA 02114
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Chris Guthrie
19682 Harvard Pl
Bend, OR 97702
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ryan Smith
210 Bower Hill Rd
Pittsburgh, PA 15228
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Max wilbur
1322 Cambridge Dr
Glendale, CA 91205
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ann Marie Luddy
3715 S Centinela Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90066
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jack Schooley
14001 Ridgedale Way
Tampa, FL 33625
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Don Wendell
Hilltop Rd.
Boyertown, PA 19512
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amy Schlottag
171 S. Kershaw St.
York, PA 17402
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Graham Hayes
4168 Southpoint Pkwy
Jacksonville, FL 32216
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Stu MCKEE
305 Mackenzie Dr
West Chester, PA 19380
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joe Plummer
30 Cedar Street Spur
Cold Spring, NY 10516
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

M f
Drum Rd
Middleport, NY 14105
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Logan
P.O. Box 151
Shandaken, NY 12480
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Diana Presser
402 Arrow Road
Las Vegas, NM 87701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

J Dobrovic
130 Pond Street
Winchester, MA 01890
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jesse Gurman
205 Everglade Dr.
Madison, WI 53717
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Sincerely, Elizabeth Keizer LaGesse 66838 Robin Road, North Bend, OR 97459

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Lagesse
66838 Robin Rd
North Bend, OR 97459
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Charles Hoven
3151 W. 84th Street
Cleveland, OH 44102
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Genovese
71 Stevenson St.
Buffalo, NY 14220
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maneswar Cheemalapati
505 Eighth Avenue, 2202
New York, NY 10018
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sharon Doyle
621 East 11th Street
New York, NY 10009
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sage Walker
1173 Golden Circle Sw Lilburn Gq
Lilburn, GA 30047
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Matt Quigley
388 Beale
San Francisco, CA 94105
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Gregory Ehlerg
1281 9th Ave Unit 2207
San Diego, CA 92101
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph Larson
1177 Ala Kipa St # 301
Honolulu, HI 96819
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Alex Kemper
46-055 Meheau Place
Kaneohe, HI 96744
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Weldon
294 Cedar Creek Rd S
Cordele, GA 31015
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Support Windmills-Stop Frackdrills Town of Fenner-Town of Windmills

Sincerely,

Kathleen Hiller
3661 Wyss Rd
Cazenovia, NY 13035
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Thiesen
27 Cocohatchee Dr.
Naples, FL 34110
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jed Lugod
6560 Ashburn Lane
Highlands Ranch, CO 80130
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carl Niedermayer
212 Edwards Ave.
Barrington, NJ 08007
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Irma Marzan
24 Bennett Abe
Nyc, NY 10033
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dohra Ahmad
394 Dean Street
Brooklyn, NY 11217
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol Hudson
310 Camellia St.
Inverness, FL 34452
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Poulette
58 Gailor Road
Wilton, NY 12831
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Jones
91 Grandview Av
Great Neck, NY 11020
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Please Mr President. The analogy of oil to fracked gas is like cocaine to crack in what both do to a natural system. Our water is so precious, please save it before it is poisoned. Please stand up to the oil and gas cartel. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Woulfe
97-48 101 Street
Ozone Park, NY 11416
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Janice Davis
101 Clark Street 4g
Brooklyn, NY 11201
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Keri Paninos
31 Pompey Cr. Rd.
Banner, WY 82832
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lenore Maroney
Nacirema Farm
Rhinebeck, NY 12572
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Marianne deangelis
78 James St
Bloomfield, NJ 07003
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Tatsuya Goto
1730 10th St.
Berkeley, CA 94710
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Rigrod
5301 Balboa Blvd. #F2
Encino, CA 91316
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Margaret MacGregor
Street Address
City, OR 97215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Glenn Gilson
14 South Railroad Ave.
Middletown, NY 10940
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Carrie Hahn
502 Indian Run Rd
Volant, PA 16156
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Owen Mcintosh
209 Wadsworth Ave Apt 51
New York, NY 10033
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cory Mills-Dick
31-28 42nd Street
Astoria, NY 11103
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:  

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

George Pattridge  
165 Lake Street, Apt. F-11  
Perry, NY 14530
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cristina Toro
9 Academy St
New Berlin, NY 13411
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan cartagine
5076 Valley Farm Rd
Tallahassee, FL 32303
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Smith
540 Calle De La Plata
Sparks, NV 89441
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Helen Hauck
4344 Langley Ave Apt D-122
Pensacola, FL 32504
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Paul Kornberg
3314 Lacewood Rd
Tampa, FL 33618
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kyle needham
774 Metropolitan Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11211
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Wilson
1272 Brandywine Dr
Wpb, FL 33417
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca King
5201 State Route 248
Canisteo, NY 14823
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Amanda Ferree
966 Englishtown Ln
Winter Springs, FL 32708
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Anthony Son
2230 West Toledo Place
La Habra, CA 90631
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Mike Merenda
987 Rte 28a
West Hurley, NY 12491
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Clement dunne
3864 Valley Lane
El Sobrante, CA 94803
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jim Tangney
575 Powell Creek Rd.
Williams, OR 97544
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chenai Lee
12400 Ventura Blvd.
Peoria, CA 91604
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Joshua Thompson
6710 S Columbine Rd
Evergreen, CO 80439
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lee Snow
57572 Nw Strassel Rd
Forest Grove, OR 97116
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Julissa Plascencia
4255 E. Saunders St.
Compton, CA 90221
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Kevin Archambault
1977 Woodglen Ln Apt 2
Vacaville, CA 95687
U.S. Department of Energy  
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study  
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Isabel O'Brien  
939 Amarillo Ave  
Palo Alto, CA 94303
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Tom Kersten
2025 Se 22nd
Portland, OR 97214
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mark Hydro
17701 Sw 77ave
Palmetto Bay, FL 33157
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Robert Barros
1029 Turnbuckle Court
Ocoee, FL 34761
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nina Banna
66 Wheatherstone
Lake Oswego, OR 97035
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Durgan
35093 Eddy Road
Theresa, NY 13691
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Javier Espana
3020 Hillcrest Dr.
Los Angeles, CA 90016
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets, while increasing the cost of natural gas domestically. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Dean freeman
710 Crestfield Grove
Colorado Springs, CO 80906
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Christopher Duncan
10 East 138th Street Apt 4c
New York, NY 10037
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Wendy Norfolk
12860 W 16th Drive
Golden, CO 80401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Laura Del Gaudio
3881 Sedgwick Ave.5e
Bronx, NY 10463
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Mr. President, you are not a green energy person if you allow this to happen.

Sincerely,

Randy Fricke
5 Spur Drive
New Castle, CO 81647
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Goppert
9059 Kyser Beach Road
Canastota, NY 13032
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barry Johnson
341 Cr 251
Durango, CO 81301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Karen Rice King
2345 N. Springwood Ct.
Lafayette, CO 80026
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William Cline
15217 Shannondell Dr.
Eagleville, PA 19403
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Belinda Bryce
147 Yarmouth Road
Rochester, NY 14610
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Green
2328 Ocean Park Blvd. Apt.#A
Santa Monica, CA 90405
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Sydney Jimenez
2624 College Knight Ct
Orlando, FL 32826
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Lee Crawford
110 Warsteiner Way, Unit 202
Melbourne Beach, FL 32951
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Beth Davies
Po Box E
St. Charles, VA 24282
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Julianne Swartz
377 Pine Tree Lane
Kingston, NY 12401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Farha
2215 E. Blake
Wichita, KS 67211
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kenneth palin
22bennett St.
Staten Island, NY 10302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Fine
119 Sterling Pl
Amityville, NY 11701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Irene Nickolai
305 Brodway, 210
New York, NY 10007
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Bobby Levangie
13589 Via Varra Rd
Broomfield, CO 80020
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Christenson
15655 Sw 114 Court Unit 14
Tigard, OR 97224
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Quinton Anglin
4700 River Road
Bascom, FL 32423
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol March
355 Sickler Road
Willow, NY 12495
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Justin Brown
324 N Shields St
Fort Collins, CO 80521
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sunshine reyes
123 Walker Valley Rd
Castroville, CA 95012
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

John Hughes
5181 Chelsea Brook Ln
Glen Allen, VA 23060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Erin kimmett
1042 Neon Forest Cir
Longmont, CO 80504
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

J ecker
1118 Killian Rd
Akron, OH 44312
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Barbara Barnett
Po Box 308
Crestone, CO 81131
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

P. Lawrence
Meadowbrook Dr.
Ossining, NY 10562
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jordy Mark
63 Thompson St, Apt 3b
Nyc, NY 10012
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Sean Berry
79 Lawrence Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11230
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

William hardy
6108 Francine Drive
Sacramento, CA 95824
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Borrero
82-33 249th Street
Belleroe, NY 11426
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kore dabravel
49 Laurel Street
Inverness Park, CA 94957
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Michael Adams
2163 Mount Vernon Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Smith
62295 Crown Point Rd.
Coos Bay, OR 97420
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ken Riemer
410 Woodland Lane
Webster, NY 14580
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paul Reiber
44051 Fern Creek Rd
Caspar, CA 95420
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Ruth Olafsdottir
938 5th St. #6
Santa Monica, CA 90403
Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rev. David Noller
2175 Pacific Ave E1
Costa Mesa, CA 92627
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. NATURAL GAS IS NOT CLEAN GAS !!!

Sincerely,

Diane Karasevicz
Carley Rd
Alpine, NY 14805
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Derrick Meyer
8901 Grant St #1721
Thornton, CO 80229
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lennart Siverbo  
BjRkholmsvGen 30  
Saltsj-Boo, NY 13252
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Shannon Wright
275 Cherokee Drive
Ragland, AL 35131
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sherrie Cox
149 Del Mar Cir
Aurora, CO 80011
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Sandram Pillay
3109 Panama Avenue
Carmichael, CA 95608
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ren Ferreira
167 Proctor Blvd
Utica, NY 13501
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Martin Rosado
2341 Mohansic Ave.
Yorktown. Heights, NY 10598
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Douglas Dyer
7616 East Twinleaf Trail
Orange, CA 92869
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Let’s not destroy America for money. We’ll need to travel to the Mideast to enjoy natural scenes like Yellowstone, the Adirondacks, et cetera, et cetera!

Sincerely,

Anna Palmer
312 Riverview Road
Rexford, NY 12148
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mason Muffoletto
27 Pierpont Avenue
Buffalo, NY 14221
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Carolyn Rios
213 Sorrel Ct
Patterson, CA 95363
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Andrew Rigrod
5301 Balboa Blvd. #F2
Encino, CA 91316
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Nancy sheehan
155 North St
Cobleskill, NY 12043
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rose Mary Hooper
5 Mechanic St
Naples, NY 14512
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joseph McPeak
397 Cloverdale Rd
Chenango Forks, NY 13746
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Finn Jorgensen
818 Oak Street, Po Box 771
La Veta, CO 81055
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Raimanu Koenig
484 Redwood Rd
Watsonville, CA 95076
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Merrily Zevern
13902 E. Marina Dr. #306
Aurora, CO 80014
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Chelsea Bay
17 Maple Avenue
Cherry Valley, NY 13320
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Bret Comnes
444 Park Ridge Place
Ashland, OR 97520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Vann
903 East St #C
Lafayette, CA 94549
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. It is frightening to think we will endanger our environment to export fossil fuels!

Sincerely,

First Name last name
Street Address
City, CA 95060
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Oscar Azucena
1020 Florida St.
San Francisco, CA 94110
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Samuelson
138 Stage Island Road
Chatham, MA 02633
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

D thomas
3700 Wentworth
Arlington, TX 76001
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Raymond Dries
37-12 85th Street #2
Jackson Heights, NY 11372
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donald Hill
730 Saint Nicholas Ave
New York, NY 10031
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Harvey Hansen
6414 S.E. 21st
Portland, OR 97202
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jeannie Lawrence
1815 10th. St. #5
Santa Monica, CA 90404
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Robert Cooper
6780 Pine Island Rd
Tamarac, FL 33321
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ed Quirk
Pob 80
Middletown, NJ 07748
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maureen Taranto-Pyatt
307 East Foster Street
Melrose, MA 02176
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Alma Hasse
Po Box 922
Fruitland, ID 83619
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Allen Saul
1549 Placentia Avenue
Newport Beach, CA 92663
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jill Taylor
1003 Pr 3081
Lexington, TX 78947
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lisa Hall
1030 Alameda Padre Serra
Santa Barbara, CA 93103
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Philip Perlman
P.O. Box 607
Kerhonkson, NY 12446
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Nikoli Holly
Buckingham
Colchester, VT 05446
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joanne Arntsen
1517-2 Village Dr.
Wilmington, NC 28401
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan ray
7906 Santa Monica Blvd
West Hollywood, CA 90046
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Maryanne Catalano
211 Rexland Dr
Boonton, NJ 07005
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Patricia Kelly
1750 Quarry Road
Yardley, PA 19067
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. NO FRACKING ... we cannot afford the water supply of the Fort Bragg military community to be ruined. Think about cost of the mess at Camp Lejeune!

Sincerely,

Ann Flaherty
68 Eagles Roost Dr
Sanford, NC 27332
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joan McElwain
125 New Ave
Ogdensburg, NY 13669
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Martha Moyle
1750 Quarry Road
Yardley, PA 19067
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Melva Johns
5316 County Rd 19
Piedmont, AL 36272
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Lana Hampton
4517 N. Ashland Ave.
Chicago, IL 60640
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vickie E. Labosky
345 W. 86th St.
New York, NY 10024
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Fern Barber
103 Abbeyshire Way
Flat Rock, NC 28731
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

FRACKING MUST BE STOPPED NOT EXPANDED! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brianna Lamar
Mesa Dr.
Ojai, CA 93023
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Paula Carson
3 Marietta Way
Ely, NV 89301
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

No fracking @ all. I can't believe this is even an issue that requires fighting against happening. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cherry connolly
605 Skyline Dr.
Cobden, IL 62920
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

E Hints
5300 S Did St
Oostburg, WI 53070
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Increase sustainable energy sources. Our clean water will run out in my children's life time.

Sincerely,

Carmen Cubillo
1242 Crestwood Dr.
Fayetteville, AR 72701
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Rust
34 Thomas Road
Glen Gardner, NJ 08826
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. And, we do not need these exporting facilities, especially the 22.4 million gallon tank proposed in Searsport, Maine!

Sincerely,

Robert Henry
2 Navy Street
Searsport, ME 04974
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Brian Rees
3086 Osage Way
Broadview Heights, OH 44147
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mary bennett
1605 Se 55th Ave
Portland, OR 97215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Chris frost
2422 Lariat Circle
Cottonwood, AZ 86326
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Not to mention the damage to the local highways with the increased truck traffic on our local roads. Who's responsible when they taint our water supply from our wells! Please stop this insanity!

Sincerely,

M Metz
10130 Emerald
Brooklyn, MI 49230
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melodi Roberts
13 West Village Drive
Oviedo, FL 32765
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Rachel Dickinson
P.O. Box 341
Freeville, NY 13068
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Carol griffith
66 Brighton Ave
San Francisco, CA 94112
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Linda Dobransky
43 Conforti Avenue
West Orange, NJ 07052
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Donna Brown
1150 W 15th Ave. #201
Eugene, OR 97402
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Let's not let more countries contribute to global warming. Cut our consumption, pursue clean energy, share clean energy.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Carley
970 Windgate St. S.
Salem, OR 97302
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Ernest Polak
524 Smithtown Ave
Bohemia, NY 11716
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan Bevier
1448 Berrybrook
Roscoe, NY 12776
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Richard Benfield
105 Gair Street
Piermont, NY 10968
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

James Waldmann
226 Bexhill Drive
Carmel, IN 46032
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Mitchell Lavine
719 Ringwood Rd
Ithaca, NY 14850
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Butler
6301 Riverdale Avenue
Bronx, NY 10471
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Edna Barrier
19 Old Wolfe Road
Budd Lake, NJ 07828
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Genevieve Woodard
1979 Nw Penny Lane
Mcminnville, AK 99712
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Eric siemer
640 Akard Cr
Reno, NV 89503
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vk Spradling
489 Palmer Ave
Teaneck, NJ 07666
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Dear President Obama: Please support WIND and SOLAR power! Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. I am concerned about the United States that we will be leaving to our children. Thank you!

Sincerely,

Felicia Del Buono
229 Warwick Furnace Road
Elverson, PA 19520
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Judith Lindsay
282 E 18th
Eugene, OR 97401
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Pamela Glintenkamp
4804 Laurel Canyon Blvd
Valley Village, CA 91607
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Edgerton
Calle Espana
San Juan, PR 00911
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Sue Cavaliere
2010 Antler Drive
Glen Mills, PA 19342
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Vincent Foresta
1180 Yarbrough Way
Virginia Beach, VA 23455
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Peter Whipple
Po Box 12
Chocorua, NH 03817
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Liz Ping
10044 Daly Rd
Cincinnati, OH 45231
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Matthew Walker
6200 Greene St, Apt 10
Philadelphia, PA 19144
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking probably can be done with little impact on the environment, but so far, there is no incentive for the industry to see to it that they are accomplishing this. Until regulations are in place to safeguard our environment, it is short-sighted to permit this outlet for a product obtained at severe environmental cost. Look at all the factors involved, from the origin of the gas to its shipment to terminals, before allowing this exportation. Further, it would be better to convert American coal-fired power stations to natural gas, thus reducing their dangerous emissions.

Sincerely,

Carole McIntyre
248 Horseshoe Lane
Waynesbutg, PA 15370
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Regina Shedd
209 1/2 Walnut Street
Carbondale, IL 62901
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Camille Ellis-Vickers
1106 Ursulines Ave
New Orleans, LA 70116
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Phil McGrath
Pine Drive
Pottstown, PA 19465
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. The risks of obtaining the gas and the national security and economic stability long-term availability can provide make export a non-sustainable plan for use and the short-term gain of a very few.

Sincerely,

Bruce Murray
539 West Sedgwick Street
Philadelphia, PA 19119
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Joshua Hantman
Quincy St
Phila, PA 19119
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas. Sincerely, Laurel Petersen

Sincerely,

Laurel Petersen
1740 Aspen Ct.
Lake Oswego, OR 97034
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Thomas PAULUCCI
288 11th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11215
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Kd kidder
2 Loudoun St Sw
Leesburg, VA 20175
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Crystal Launder
540 S Carr Ave
Lafayette, CO 80026
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,
Meredith Carpenter
114 South Rd
Brooktondale, NY 14817

CREDO Action
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jean langley
1432 Perrell Ln
Bowie, MD 20716
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Susan D. Johnson
5400 Pine Drive
Raleigh, NC 27606
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

For the future of the child I am carrying, I hope you will do the right thing. This planet will soon be destroyed and that keeps me awake at night. I wonder what future my child will know. I dream of a future filled with actual clean and sustainable energy, not coal or gas and surely not land filled with fracked wastelands, lands that were once beautiful but will be destroyed very, very soon if nothing is done. Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Jenna Logue
28 Alexander Avenue
Medford, MA 02155
U.S. Department of Energy
RE: 2012 LNG Export Study
To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Stephanie Baron
69 West 107th Street
New York, NY 10025
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Loretta King
24 Valleywood Rd
Cos Cob, CT 06807
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Sincerely,

Jami Fussell
Po Box 302
Hot Springs, VA 24445
U.S. Department of Energy

RE: 2012 LNG Export Study

To Whom it May Concern:

Fracking is a toxic threat to American communities and the climate. Allowing fracked gas exports would dramatically increase the scale of and demand for fracking in the United States by giving the fossil fuel industry access to huge foreign markets. Stand up to the fossil fuel industry and deny all applications to export natural gas.

Sincerely,

Melanie Little
106 S Quarry
Ithaca, NY 14850